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ABSTRACT 
This work poses the question "Could eye and head based assistive technology device 
interaction performance approach that of basic hand mouse interaction?" To this aim, the 
work constructs, validates, and applies a detailed and comprehensive pointing device 
assessment method suitable for assistive technology direct pointing devices, it then uses 
this method to add enhancement to these devices, finally it then demonstrates that such 
enhanced eye or head based pointing can approach that of basic hand mouse interaction 
and be a viable and usable interaction method for people with high-level motor 
disabilities. 
Eye and head based pointing devices, or eye and head mice, are often used by high-level 
motor disabled people to enable computer interaction in the place of a standard desktop 
hand mouse. The performance of these eye and head mice pointing devices when used for 
direct manipulation on a standard graphical user interface has generally been regarded as 
poor in comparison to that of a standard desktop hand mouse, thus putting users of head 
and eye mice at a disadvantage when interacting with computers. 
The performance of eye and head based pointing devices during direct manipulation on a 
standard graphical user interface has not previously been investigated in depth, and the 
reasons why these devices seem to demonstrate poor performance have not been 
determined in detail. Few proven methods have been demonstrated and investigated that 
enhance the performance of these devices based on their performance during direct 
manipulation. Importantly, and key to this work is that, no validated assessment method 
has been constructed to allow such an investigation. 
This work seeks to investigate the perfonnance of eye and head based pointing devices 
during direct manipulation by constructing and verifying a test method suitable for the 
detailed perfonnance assessment of eye and head based assistive technology pointing 
devices. It then uses this method to detennine the factors influencing the perfonnance of 
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eye and head mice during direct manipulation. Finally, after identifying these factors, this 
work hypothesises, and then demonstrates that applying suitable methods for addressing 
these factors can result in enhanced performance for eye and head mice. It shows that the 
performance of these enhanced devices can approach the performance of standard desktop 
hand mice with the use of highly experienced users, together with the enhancement of a 
supporting modality for object manipulation, and a supporting interface enhancement for 
object size magnification; thus demonstrating that these devices can approach and equal 
the performance of basic hand mouse interaction. 
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Chapter 1 
Chapter 1 
Background and Introduction 
1.1 Background 
This research was conceived from a meeting with Howell Istance at De Montfort 
University some years ago where Howell demonstrated, and enthused about, eye tracking 
as a means of enabling computer interaction for people with high-level motor disabilities. 
The demonstration was not particularly successful, and after perhaps half an hour I still 
had difficulty in using the system at all. However, the potential of the system was clear 
and I sought, under the supervision of Howell, to conduct research into methods of 
enhancing the performance and usability of eye tracking as a means of enabling 
interaction with computer interfaces. This thesis is a product of this work. 
1.2 Scope of this work 
Briefly experimenting with eye tracking equipment showed that eye based pointing was a 
difficult and challenging modality for computer interaction. Although it appeared to be a 
natural form of pointing, as the eye naturally 'points' at objects of interest, there were 
difficulties in pointing accuracy and object manipulation. Further investigation, from 
anecdotal evidence from rehabilitation centres and literature in the field, found that eye 
based direct interaction was unpopular and deemed as 'difficult', and that eye based 
pointing tended almost exclusively to be applied to very specialised interfaces designed 
specifically for the modality, or to standard graphical user interfaces but via some 
secondary on-screen device that only allowed indirect, and typically cumbersome, 
interaction with the interface. Both of these approaches appeared to lose the benefits of 
direct manipulation in their efforts to overcome the perceived problems of eye based 
pointing, and by doing so greatly reduced any potential performance advantages eye based 
pointing may have given users. 
From this, there was a clear need to investigate why direct interaction with graphical user 
interfaces was not done, and how it might be possible to enable or enhance this direct 
interaction with eye based pointing. This would offer the possibility for people who use 
eye pointing to interact directly with standard graphical user interfaces, and hence use all 
of the applications and functionality everyone else enjoys without the encumbrance of 
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indirect interaction or specialised interfaces. Hence such an investigation into the 
performance of eye based pointing during direct interaction on a standard graphical user 
interface became the focus of this work. 
A method of investigating and assessing the performance of eye based pointing during 
'real world' use was now required. A search for suitable 'real world' assessment methods 
did not reveal any suitable candidates, with diverse and specialised tasks being found that 
only reflected elements of using eye based pointing during limited specific tasks. The 
methods found also did not appear to give much insight into ways of enhancing the 
performance of eye based pointing to enable usable direct interaction. With no suitable 
existing assessment scheme found, a new method of investigating and assessing the 
performance of eye based pointing was required. 
It was clear that constructing and applying a method to investigate eye based pointing in 
isolation would not place the performance of the device in any context. Finding some 
method of improving the performance of an eye mouse, by say 20%, would have little 
meaning if the overall performance were still very poor. A comparative approach was 
needed, hence the bounds of the work were expanded to encompass head pointing, the 
closest direct pointing alternative to eye pointing for people with high-level motor 
disabilities, and also to standard desktop hand mouse pointing to give a known and 
familiar baseline for the work. 
1.3 Aim of this work 
This work seeks to answer the question "Could eye and head based assistive technology 
device interaction performance approach that of basic hand mouse interaction?" 
In order to answer this question, the main elements of this research were broken down into 
a set of aims and outcomes: 
o To construct a structured test method suitable for the detailed objective and 
subjective performance assessment of eye and head based assistive technology 
pointing devices during direct interaction on a standard graphical user interface. 
o To verify that the above structured test method is suitable for assessing inaccurate 
direct pointing devices such and eye and head based pointing devices. 
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o To verify that the above structured test method can reveal where performance 
improvements may be achieved. 
o To verify the above structured test method against a known baseline both in terms 
of its range and its sensitivity. 
o To use the results from the verified structured test method to examme the 
performance of eye based direct interaction with graphical user interfaces and to 
place this performance in context by comparison with a head based assistive 
technology device and a standard desktop hand mouse. 
o To use the results from the verified structured test method to determine the limiting 
factors influencing the objective and subjective performance of eye and head based 
pointing during direct interaction on a standard graphical user interface. 
o To use the results from the verified structured test method to hypothesise suitable 
enhancements to eye and head based pointing to address these performance 
limiting factors, and hence enhance the objective and subjective performance of 
head and eye mouse direct interaction on a standard graphical user interface. 
o To use the verified structured test method to determine to what extent these 
enhancements to eye and head based pointing improve the objective and subjective 
performance-of these devices, and to then determine if these enhanced devices can 
approach the performance of standard desktop hand mice and so offer a viable and 
usable interaction method for people with high-level motor disabilities. 
o To use these aims and outcomes to answer the main research question "Could eye 
and head based assistive technology device interaction performance approach that 
of basic hand mouse interaction?" 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
This work starts with a general overview to familiarise the reader with the principles of 
head and eye based interaction, Chapter 2 "Eye and Head Based Interaction". The 
chapter shows the justification for this work, illustrating example user groups for head and 
eye based interaction and showing the need for these devices. The chapter then goes on to 
give a brief overview of the positive and negative issues surrounding the usability and 
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performance of head and eye based pointing interaction with graphical user interfaces. 
This chapter then briefly examines the range of head and eye mice and associated on-
screen keyboards and dwell click software that are available to enable head and eye based 
direct or indirect interaction with a graphical user interface. 
The next step in this work was to determine a method for the evaluation of head and eye 
based interaction. Chapter 3, "Assessment Methods ", marks the start of the construction 
of such a suitable assessment method for the devices. It soon became clear, as shown in 
chapter 3, that simple evaluation tests, such as target acquisition, did not give a great 
insight into why eye, and head, based pointing tended to exhibit poor performance during 
direct interaction, nor did these tests give much insight into methods for enhancing the 
performance of these devices to enable usable direct interaction - the aim of this work. In 
addition, such 'abstract' tests did not give detailed measurements that would accurately 
reflect the performance, usability issues, and areas for possible performance enhancement 
of the devices when they were used for 'real world' interaction. A search for suitable 'real 
world' assessment schemes did not find any suitable candidates; hence a new 'real world' 
test method suitable for head and eye based direct interaction assessment was required. 
To construct a suitable test method, Chapter 4, "Constructing Real-World Tasks ", details 
the construction of a set of 'real world' test tasks for the assessment of hand, head and eye 
mice. This is followed by Chapter 5 "Measuring the Performance of Pointing Device 
Interaction" that goes on to discuss and determine methods of assessing the objective and 
subjective performance'ofthe devices when performing these test tasks. 
A suitable subjective assessment questionnaire scheme for the devices was not available 
for assessing user reaction to the devices; hence Chapter 6 "Assessment Scales" and 
Chapter 7 "Choice of Scales" show the construction of a questionnaire scheme for the 
assessment method. Finally, in order to be sure the method would give valid and reliable 
results, Chapter 8 "Validation of the Assessment Method" completes the assessment 
method by performing a detailed validation of the method. 
The next step was to construct suitable head and eye mice for the evaluation. Chapter 9 
"Constructing Eye and Head Mice" gives a survey of typical head and eye tracking 
technologies before describing the construction of suitable head and eye mice, and 
associated text entry and interface object selection systems. These systems were 
specifically developed or selected to be suitable for assessing the performance of head and 
eye based interaction as they allowed detailed examination and modification and 
enhancement of their performance and operating characteristics. 
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Chapter 10 "The Performance of Hand, Head and Eye Mice" marks the start of the device 
assessment and shows the performance results of the devices on the assessment method. 
Here, the performances, both objective and subjective, of head and eye mice are assessed 
against the baseline performance of a standard desktop hand mouse. It was found that 
both head and eye mice showed poorer performance on the method than the baseline hand 
mouse, and that performance with eye mice, in general, was poorer than head mice. 
These results are further examined in greater detail in Chapter 11 "A Detailed 
Examination of Eye and Head Mouse Performance", which attempts to reveal why these 
devices showed poor performance. Here, typically, eye mice were found to exhibit rapid 
but inaccurate pointing, and head mice slower but slightly more accurate pointing. It was 
also found that eye mice typically exhibited very long learning times to become proficient 
with the device in comparison to head mice. 
After identifying these factors, or operational characteristics, of head and eye mice, 
Chapter 12 "Enhancing Eye and Head Mouse Performance" proposes, and then shows, 
the construction of software enhancements for head and eye mice to reduce the effects of 
these limiting factors. Little could be done to address the pointing speed of the devices, as 
this was a product of the movement properties of the human head or eye, but the pointing 
accuracy of the devices could be enhanced by increasing interface target sizes, and the 
learning times of the eye mouse could be examined by isolating results by the hours of 
experience of users with the device. 
Chapter 13 "The Effect of Enhanced Eye and Head Mice" marks the start of the enhanced 
device assessment and shows the performance results of the enhanced devices on the 
assessment method. Here, the performances, both objective and SUbjective, of the 
standard and enhanced head and eye mice are compared and contrasted both against each 
other and against the baseline performance of a standard desktop hand mouse. From these 
results, it was found that the enhancement benefited both the head and eye mice, lifting 
their performance above the non-enhanced standard devices, although neither enhanced 
eye or head mice achieved the performance of the hand mouse baseline. 
These results are further examined in greater detail in Chapter 14 "A Detailed 
Examination of Enhanced Eye and Head Mice". This chapter completes the examination 
of eye and head based pointing and examines the optimal performance that could be 
achieved by head and eye mice. It shows that eye mice, with enhancement, can exceed the 
performance of head mice and approach the performance of hand mice on the test method, 
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and proposes that head and eye based pointing can become viable and usable interaction 
methods for people with high-level motor disabilities. 
Finally, Chapter 15 "Conclusions" summarises the findings and contribution to 
knowledge of the work. 
In summary, this work covers the construction and validation of a detailed 'real-world' 
assessment method suitable for eye and head based assistive technology direct pointing 
devices. The work then uses the method to assess in detail the performance of head and 
eye based pointing devices against a baseline of a standard desktop hand mouse. Finally, 
from this assessment, the method is used to reveal methods of enhancing the performance 
of the head and eye mouse devices. These methods are then implemented and evaluated 
with the method to determine the improvements made, with the aim of enabling usable 
direct interaction on an unmodified standard graphical user interface with head, and 
particularly, eye based pointing. 
1.5 Navigating the thesis 
This thesis may be read in a linear fashion, but the aim and design has been to enable, or 
perhaps spare, the reader from reading all Chapters in a linear fashion. Hence, Chapters or 
themes of little interest may be skipped whilst still preserving the main aims and structure 
of the work. For .instance, after the introductory Chapters 1 and 2, if interested in 
assessment methods the reader may carryon to Chapter 3 and onward. If more interested 
in the performance of hand, head and eye mice the reader may jump to and start at Chapter 
9, skipping the assessment method all together. In addition, these two main areas can be 
further divided, for instance Chapters 6 and 7 show the construction and choice of 
questionnaire scales that may be applied to other subjective assessment schemes, or 
Chapters 13 and 14 show the application and effect of enhancement to head and eye mice. 
To this end, some possible paths and shortcuts through the thesis are illustrated (Figure 
1.1). 
To give the reader a rapid overview of this work, and to aid understanding of the 
scope and accomplishments of this work, the reader is encouraged to read these 
introductory chapters (Chapters 1 and 2) and then briefly read the conclusions of 
this work (Chapter 15). 
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Chapter 2 
Eye and Head Based Interaction 
This chapter first illustrates a need for eye and head based interaction. It then discusses 
the positive and negative issues surrounding eye and head based pointing. The chapter 
then goes on to illustrate the range of head and eye mice, and their associated text entry 
keyboards and object selection software, that are available to enable head and eye based 
direct or indirect interaction with a graphical user interface. The aim of this Chapter is to 
familiarise the reader with example user groups, the advantages and disadvantages of each 
modality, and the basic operation of head and eye mice. 
2.1 The need for eye and head based pointing 
There is a wide and expanding range of user groups who may benefit from eye or head 
based pointing direct interaction with an interface. These user groups range from people 
with no disabilities who may have hands occupied with other tasks and wish to point with 
head or eye (Jacob 1995), or similarly people who may have some reluctance, difficulty or 
discomfort moving their hands or arms (in Europe alone, 6.6% of the working popUlation 
(aged 16 to 64) suffer from some form of arm or hand disability or related problem 
(Eurostat 2002)), to people who have little, if any, bodily movement (Chapman 1991) 
(such as Amyotrophk Lateral Sclerosis or Motor Neurone Disease which causes, in later 
stages, a form of 'locked-in' syndrome - nearly 350,000 people suffer from these 
disabilities worldwide (ALSIMND 2005)). Between these extremes lie diverse ranges of 
motor disabled user groups who may benefit to greater or lesser extent from using their 
eyes or head to interact with an interface. These include any disabilities that cause 
paralysis or impairment of motor function at a high level on the body. Examples include 
cerebral palsy, brain injury resulting in locked-in syndrome, multiple sclerosis, 
musculoskeletal diseases, polio, Parkinsonism and injuries to the cervical spinal column 
such as tetraplegia (currently there are between 30000 and 40000 people in the UK alone 
with tetraplegia or paraplegia of varying levels of injury (Spinal Injuries Association 
2005). 
A common element with high-level motor disabilities is that, even with such profound 
motor disabilities, eye and sometimes head movement control is often retained even when 
all other movement modalities are lost (Bates 2002a). From this, as the level of motor 
disability increases, so the number of possible usable computer input devices decreases 
dramatically, with the majority of input devices becoming unusable once hand function is 
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lost. As the level of motor disability approaches neck level only a range of single switch 
devices, some unusual and limited bandwidth 1 devices such as brain activity and muscle 
EMG, speech and head and eye movement were usable with sufficient bandwidth to give 
interaction (Bates 2002a). 
Of these available modalities, only head and eye movement would give direct control over 
a pointing device. This is in contrast to, for example, switch and speech based devices 
that only give indirect control over pointing. Hence head and eye movement offer perhaps 
the only modalities that can be utilised for direct pointing interaction with a graphical 
computer interface. 
2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of eye and head based pointing 
Both head and eye pointing modalities have strengths and weaknesses based on the 
properties of human head and eye movement and control, the technological performance 
of head and eye tracking systems, and the interaction requirements of the interface. 
Examining the advantages of eye gaze pointing over head pointing it has been stated 
(MacKenzie et al. 2001, Jacob 1995, Jacob 1991) that eye gaze has the potential to be a 
very natural and potentially efficient form of pointing, as people tend to naturally look at 
the object they wish to interact with. This property manifests itself by simply placing the 
pointing cursor on the interface at the gaze point of the user. As the user searches for, and 
then locates, an object on the interface so they find that the cursor has followed their eye 
gaze and is already located on that object. This has been stated as being a very intuitive 
means of pointing that requires little or no training of the user (Stampe and Reingold 
1995). Unlike a cursor driven by the hand or head, placing the cursor at the gaze position 
eliminates the need for the user to make any further eye movements to locate the previous 
cursor position, and then to make further eye movements back and forth between cursor 
and object to steer the cursor onto the desired object. This repeated search is typical of 
head based pointing, which requires conscious movement and steering of the head to point 
at an object. The naturalness of using eye movements for pointing is further supported as 
eye pointing, with invisible cursor, has been shown to exhibit little detectable fatigue, and 
so eye pointing offers the possibility of near fatigue-free pointing (Saito 1992). This is not 
the case with head based pointing where continual head movement was found to be 
I Where bandwidth may be defined as the amount of information communicated to the interface per unit 
time by the modality. For example, a switch generates low bandwidth binary information, a desktop mouse 
higher bandwidth x ,y positional information. 
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uncomfortable and fatiguing due to the neck muscles tiring (Evans and Blenkhom 1999, 
LoPresti et al. 2000b). 
In addition to being a natural and potentially sustainable form of pointing, the speed of 
eye-gaze to locate a target can be very rapid when compared to other pointing devices 
(Edwards 1998, Jacob 1995, Salvucci and Anderson 2000, MacKenzie 1992). In 
particular, eye pointing has been shown to be more rapid than traditional pointing devices 
such as desktop mice provided the target objects are large enough to be easily selected 
(Ware and Mikaelian 1987, Sibert and Jacob 2000). Human eye movement consists of 
two basic movements; fixations where the eye gaze position is fairly static and clear vision 
is possible, and saccades where the eye is moving at high speed ballistically between 
fixations. During saccades the eye is capable of very high angular velocities (400 to 700 
degrees per second (Yarbus 1967), so if target objects can easily be located during 
fixations then rapid pointing is perhaps unsurprising, as the speed of cursor movement to 
the targets will be very high during the saccades between objects. This is in contrast with 
head pointing which can be comparatively slow for target acquisition tasks (Jagacinski and 
Monk 1985, MacKenzie 1992, Radwin et al. 1990) due to the high mass of the head 
restricting rapid movement. Also head pointing may be difficult, slow and inaccurate due 
to restrictions in the range of neck motion (LoPresti et al. 2000a, LoPresti et al. 2000b). 
On the basis of the above, it appears that eye based pointing has considerable advantages 
over head pointing. However, eye gaze has some inherent disadvantages. The eye is not a 
highly accurate pointing device as it exhibits a positional tolerance (Carpenter 1991). The 
foveal area of the eye, which gives clear vision, covers a visual angle of approximately 
0.5-10 arc of the retina, hence when fixating a target the eye only needs to be within 
approximately 0.5 0 visual angle of the target position to potentially clearly see the targetl. 
This gives an unavoidable inaccuracy in measured gaze position and this problem is 
greatly compounded with the inaccuracy of eye gaze tracking devices. Typically eye gaze 
tracking devices may be quite accurate after calibration but then tend to drift in accuracy 
(Stampe 1993, Stampe and Reingold 1995), resulting in additional pointing inaccuracies. 
This drift is often due to head movement after calibration since eye tracking has the 
additional complexity that eye orientation to the screen is also affected by head orientation 
to the screen. Hence either the position of the head must also be tracked to the same 
degree of accuracy as the eye with this movement then compensated for in the tracked eye 
position, or the head must remain in a fixed position by using a head or chin rest (Figure 
I Pointing accuracy is measured in degrees visual angle from the head or eye to allow simple calculation of 
on-screen pointing accuracy for any given seating distance from the screen, for example 0.50 at a distance of 
60cm would give an accuracy of approximately 5mm on screen. 
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2.1), bite-bar, or by default with users who have very high level motor disability resulting 
in a loss of head movement. 
Figure 2.1 Reducing calibration drift with a chin rest' 
Unlike head position that is under the full control of the user, eye gaze position cannot 
easily be consciousl~ controlled or steered, as it tends to be driven by subconscious 
interest (Yarbus 1967). Hence the eye tends to fixate briefly on targets of interest before 
jumping to other points of interest. This lack of direct conscious pointing control requires 
effort by the user to point steadily at a target for any extended period of time and is found 
to be unnatural (Jacob 1991 , Hansen et al. 2004). The difficulty of holding a steady gaze 
position on a target contrasts sharply with the deliberate, if slow, controlled conscious 
movement and positional accuracy of head based pointing (LoPresti et al. 2000a, LoPresti 
et al. 2000b, Jagacinski and Monk 1985, MacKenzie 1992). 
The lack of easy conscious control over eye gaze position also means that any inaccuracies 
in tracked cursor position cannot easily be corrected by a slight eye gaze correction or 
offset. This is in contrast to head based pointing where, if users felt that the head pointing 
device did not accurately position the cursor where their head was pointing, they could 
easily compensate for cursor positioning inaccuracies by moving or offsetting their head 
position to reposition the cursor more accurately (Evans et al. 2000). 
I From work by Howarth et al. 1992, www.lboro.ac.ukldepartments/hulgroups/visergleyeconl .htm 
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In addition to exhibiting an inherent tracking inaccuracy and difficulty in conSCIOUS 
control, when used for pointing at objects the eye is being employed as both an input 
modality to the user, so the person can see the computer interface, and an output modality 
from the user to the interface, indicating the pointing intention of the user on the interface. 
This convergence of feedback and interaction point may result in a very natural form of 
pointing, with the cursor following the eye, but it also means that without an additional 
command the pointing cursor, in contrast to head pointing, cannot be parked or left at a 
position on the screen whilst the eye momentarily looks away to view the results of a user 
command or feedback from the interface. Such convergence of gaze point and cursor 
results in unwanted and potentially distracting (Jacob 1993) and unproductive pointing 
movements at the feedback point on the computer screen as the cursor follows the eye 
wherever is gazes (Jacob 1995, Velichkovsky et al. 1997). 
The problem of convergence of interaction and feedback point is further compounded by 
the inherent inaccuracy of eye gaze tracking. The cursor could be 0.5 0 visual angle offset 
from the actual gaze position due to the width of the fovea, with this inaccuracy further 
compounded by any calibration drift from the gaze tracking equipment. Such unwanted 
cursor displacement gives a visual distraction on the interface that can cause a vicious 
circle of eye pointing and cursor feedback with the eye to attempting to follow the cursor, 
as the eye is subconsciously drawn to objects of interest, and the cursor being displaced by 
the eye. This results in the eye chasing the cursor on the screen. Simply making the 
cursor invisible to break, this vicious circle may not be possible on interfaces where target 
objects are smaller than 0.5 0 visual angle, as the inherent inaccuracy of tracked gaze 
position may make target selection highly imprecise when the user cannot see if the cursor 
is on the desired target. 
Clearly both head and eye pointing have specific advantages and disadvantages that would 
affect the performance and acceptability of these modalities when used for pointing. The 
next step is to examine the methods and properties of head and eye tracking systems that 
enable interaction with a standard unmodified graphical user interface, and that also 
attempt to overcome some of the problems inherent in head and eye based pointing. 
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2.3 Head mouse systems 
Head mouse systems operate by simply tracking the head orientation to the screen, and 
placing the cursor at the point where the vector tracked from the head position intersects 
the plane of the screen. This pointing action is best described as 'nose following' (Evans 
and BIenkhorn 1999) where an imaginary line or arrow is projected from the nose toward 
the screen, with the cursor placed at the intersection of line and screen. 
There are a range of freely available head mouse devices which use different technologies 
to track head position, each with their own characteristics, strengths and weaknesses 
(Table 2.1). Here the devices were categorised based on data from user and expert 
assessments' and manufacturers' own data and consider the ease of set up of the 
equipment, the pointing accuracy, and the sampling rate (and hence responsiveness), of 
the systems. Ratings of [ow, medium and high are used to indicate the performance of the 
devices, with high ratings showing perceived better performance or ease of use. The 
definitions of these ratings were based on the ranges of performance encountered during 
the search, with a high rating indicating the upper bounds found, and a low rating 
indicating the lower bounds found. The results are ordered, with more popular devices 
toward the top of the list (based on the availability of commercial systems, and anecdotal 
evidence from rehabilitation centres of the type of systems in use). Example 
manufacturers are given for each technology, with devices illustrated (Figure 2.2). 
Typically head mouse devices were designed to be simple, low cost, easy to set up and 
use, and designed to be 'hands free' and hence have no direct link to the head (this is 
logical as un-encumbering or un-tethered devices tend to be more practical to use). These 
design considerations tended to produce devices that did not exhibit a high degree of 
accuracy, or responsiveness, but did have a moderately high degree of ease of use. 
However, no one system achieved a high rating overall. 
There appears, to date, to be little work which evaluates the performance of head mice. 
However, work on infrared-based devices supported the finding that these devices were 
only moderately accurate in use due to variations in the irradiation patterns from the 
infrared emitters used to track the head (Evans and BIenkhorn 1999 Evans et al. 2000), 
and that ultrasonic devices are considerably (63%) slower in operation than a standard 
desktop hand mouse (Radwin et al. 1990). 
I ACE Centre (Aiding Communication in Education), www.ace-centre.org.uk 
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Categorisation of head pointing technologies 
Can be Requires 
usedfor 
user to direct Ease of Sampling Technology Method of tracking pointing wear Accuracy 
objects set up rate 
on a 
on the 
standard head? CUI? 
Track position of head 
Infra Red l and sticky reflective dot Yes Yes High Medium High 
reference on head 
Track sound from 
Ultrasonic2 ultrasonic transmitters Yes Yes High Medium Medium 
worn on head 
Software3 
Software analysis of Yes No Medium Low- Medium 
camera im,!&e of head medium 
G . 4 Gyroscopes worn on Yes Yes Medium High Medium yroscoplc head give position 
Tilt switchS 
Tilt switches worn on No Yes Medium Low Medium head 
Laser6 
Laser pointer on head, No Yes Medium High Low light sensitive targets 
Optical light sensor 
Optical7 worn on head, light No Yes High Low Low 
emitting ta~~ets 
Key: 
Rating Ease of set up (typically) Accuracy Sampling rate (typically) (typical!}') 
Low Requires skilled technical > 1.00 <25 Hz 
assistance 
Medium Requires some skill and 0.50 - 1.00 25 -60 Hz technical assistance 
High Requires some skill but no < 0.50 >60 Hz technical assistance 
Table 2.1 Head tracking technologies 
I HeadMouse from Origin Instruments, www.orin.com. 2 HeadMaster Plus from Prentke Romich, 
www.prentrom.com, 3 HeadMouse Extreme from Orifin Instruments, www.orin.com, 4 Tracer HeadMouse 
from Boost Technology, www.boosttechnology.com, Headway from Keytools, www.keytools.com,6 Lucy 
from Shannon Electronics, 7 Optical Headpointer from Prentke Romich, www.prentrom.com. 
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Figure 2.2 Example head mouse systems 
Chapter 2 
Ultrasonic 
transmitter on 
monitor 
IHeadMouse from Origin Instruments, www.orin.com. 2 HeadMaster Plus from Prentke Romich, 
www.prentrom.com, 3 HeadMouse Extreme from Origin Instruments, www.orin.com 
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The most popular systems appeared to be infrared and ultrasonic systems, with image-
analysis software and camera based systems also becoming more popular). This is 
probably due to the tracking accuracy of video based systems improving to the point 
where they now can rival or even outperform infrared and ultrasonic systems (Betke et al. 
2002, Chen et al. 2003), and that unlike infrared and ultrasonic systems, camera based 
systems do not require the user to wear anything on the head and do not require specialist 
equipment as web or USB cameras could be used. Typically, head mouse systems are 
moderately expensive, with systems ranging from £1000 to £2000. 
2.4 Eye mouse systems 
Eye mouse systems operate in a similar manner to head tracking systems by tracking the 
eye orientation to the screen, and placing the cursor at the point where the vector tracked 
from the eye position intersects the plane of the screen. However, as discussed previously 
(Chapter 2.2) eye tracking has an additional complexity since eye orientation to the screen 
is also affected by head orientation to the screen, with the eye and head pointing vectors 
being combined to form a single pointing vector toward the screen. Hence either the 
position of the head must also be tracked, or the head must remain in a fixed position to 
give a null head vector. 
A survey identified seven oculography (eye tracking) technology types (Young and 
Sheena 1975). As ~th head mouse systems, a search of published data was carried out to 
determine which of these technologies were used for freely available eye mouse systems, 
and to determine the characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of these technologies 
(Table 2.2). Here, the characteristics of the devices were judged based on manufacturers' 
own data and previously published work (Duchowski 2000, Young and Sheena 1975, 
Glenstrup and Engell-Nielsen 1995). 
The search results categorise the ease of set up of the equipment, the pointing accuracy, 
and the sampling rate and hence responsiveness, of the systems and an additional factor of 
the invasiveness of the systems, i.e. do they require objects to be placed in contact with the 
eye. The inclusion of this factor was felt to be important due to the potential hazards of 
placing objects on the eye. 
I Usage experienced at the ACE Centre (Aiding Communication in Education), www.ace-centre.org.uk and 
the ACT (Access to Communication and Technology), Regional Rehabilitation Centre, Oak Tree Lane 
Centre, Birmingham. 
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Categorisation of eye tracking technologies 
Used as an Ease of Sampling Technology Method of tracking eye mouse Invasive? Accuracy 
system? set up rate 
Pupil and Video tracking of light 
reflection from the Medium Corneal 
cornea and dark pupil Yes No Medium Medium 
reflection ( (Video-ocul~~~ 
Measurement of 
Electro- electro-potentials Yes No Medium Low High potential2 around eye (Electro-
ocul~llQ~ 
Video tracking of dark None 
pupie pupil (Video- currently No High Low Medium 
oculography) available 
Electromagnetic None Scleral coil4 tracking of coil inserted known Yes Low High High in eye 
Dual 
Video tracking of light 
reflections from the None No Medium Medium High :urkin;e cornea and lens known 
Image boundary_ 
Limbus6 Video tracking of iris-
None No Medium Low High 
sclera boundaty known 
Tracking of light None Contact lens' reflected from contact known Yes Low High High lens inserted in ~e 
Key: 
Rating Ease of set up (typically) Accuracy Sampling rate (typically) (typicalltl 
Low Requires skilled technical > 0.50 <50Hz 
assistance 
Medium Requires some skill and 0.1 0 _ 0.5 0 50 -100 Hz techn ical assistance 
High Requires some skill but no < 0.1 0 > 100 Hz technical assistance 
Table 2.2 Eye tracking technologies 
(MON VOG from MetroVision Systems www.metrovision.fr. ( Quick Glance from EyeTech Systems 
www.eyetechds.com, (SensoMotoric Instruments www.smLde, there are numerous similar examples of pupil 
and corneal reflection, see http://ibs.derby.ac.uk/emedJ for a full list, 2Eagle Eyes from www.bc.edu, 2 MON 
EOG from MetroVision Systems, www.metrovision.fr. 3Vision Control Systems (no longer available), 
4Skalar Medical, www.skalar.nl, ~Eyetracker 2000 from Forward Optical Technolgies, www.fourward.com, 
6MR Eyetracker from Cambridge Research Systems Ltd, www.crsltd.com. 'None commercially available. 
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As with the head mouse systems, ratings of low, medium and high indicate the 
performance of the devices. As before, the results are ordered, with more popular devices 
toward the top of the list (based on the availability of commercial systems and the use of 
these systems as reported in previously published work). Example manufacturers are 
given for each technology, with example devices illustrated (Figure 2.3). 
Image 
analysis 
software 
Infrared 
sensitive eye 
camera 
Infrared 
illumination 
Video-oculography' 
Wire 
tethers 
Electrodes placed 
around eye 
Electro-oculograph/ 
Figure 2.3 Example eye mouse syslems 
From the search (Table 2.2), typically eye mouse devices were difficult to set up and use, 
sometimes invasive, but could offer greater tracking accuracy and higher responsiveness 
than head mouse systems. There was a trade-off between invasiveness and tracking 
accuracy, with non-invasive systems having lower accuracy. As with head mice, no one 
system achieved a high rating overall. By far the most popular system found in the search 
was video oculography using pupil and corneal reflection (VOG). 18 out of 44 eye 
tracking manufacturers used this system3. This popularity may be due to the non-invasive 
nature and simplicity of the system, with VOG systems using a simple camera and 
illumination system to determine gaze direction by comparing the pupil position with a 
I Quick Glance from EyeTech Systems www.eyetechds.com 
2 Eagle Eyes from www.bc.edu 
3 Eye movement equipment manufacturers database, hnp:llibs .derby.ac.uklemed 
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reflection of incident light reflected from the cornea of the eye (Duchowski 2000, Young 
and Sheena 1975, Glenstrup and Engell-Nielsen 1995). The remaining system found to be 
available and in use as an eye mouse was electro-potential oculography (EOG), with 3 out 
of 44 eye tracking manufacturers using this system I. EOG eye gaze tracking is simple and 
is based on electrical measurement of the potential difference between the cornea and the 
retina (about 1 m V). This potential creates an electrical field in the front of the head that 
changes orientation in sympathy with gaze direction and can be detected by electrodes 
placed around, but not in, the eyes (Duchowski 2000, Young and Sheena 1975, Gips et al. 
1993, Gips et al. 1996, Glenstrup and Engell-Nielsen 1995). 
There appears, to date, to be a moderate body of work on the merits of eye mouse systems 
to support the search findings. The most comprehensive reviews on eye tracking 
technologies (Duchowski 2000, Young and Sheena 1975, Glenstrup and Engell-Nielsen 
1995) support the popularity of VOG, and to a lesser extent EOG, systems when used for 
eye mouse systems. Here non-invasive VOG, and particularly EOG, eye gaze tracking 
systems are characterised as inaccurate in comparison to invasive systems but are regarded 
as more suitable for eye mouse applications than other technologies. 
Typically, eye mouse systems are prohibitively expensive, with systems ranging from 
£ 10000 to £20000, although work is currently being undertaken to develop low cost 
systems based on pupil tracking using commodity cameras (Hansen et al. 2001). This is a 
simpler variant of Video oculography, the most popular system, and uses an inexpensive 
camera such as a web or USB camera in conjunction with advanced video processing 
software to track the gaze direction of the pupil alone. These systems would be 
inexpensive, but to date are inaccurate, typically with an accuracy of 40 visual angle, 
though it is expected that the accuracy of these systems will improve perhaps to the point 
where they can be used for direct interaction on a standard graphical user interface. These 
simple systems would then rival the current cost of head mouse systems. 
2.5 Object selection systems 
In addition to controlling cursor movement, head and eye mouse systems both require 
methods of selecting objects on the interface once the cursor has been located on objects 
of interest. Here there are two basic groups of object selection operation; the first is 
multimodal operation where the user has sufficient physical ability to use a second 
modality to control a switch, such as a hand-held button or eyewink sensor, or by voice for 
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example I. The second is monomodal operation where the user has no other available 
modality to support selection of objects and selection is typically achieved by using 
software to generate selection actions. 
For multi modal operation selection of objects is simply achieved by moving the cursor 
onto the object on the interface by head or eye movement and then operating the switch or 
voice modality. When a secondary supporting modality is related closely to the head or 
eye, such as wink or blink (Rasmusson et al. 1999), facial wrinkle (Partala et al. 2001) or 
head or shoulder movement (Bates 1999, Beukelman and Mirenda 1992), then care must 
be taken not to influence the head or eye or position during selection. In these cases 
filtering of the cursor position data to stabilise the selection position can be applied (Jacob 
1991 , Stampe 1993, Stampe and Reingold 1995). Typical switch systems are shown 
(Figure 2.4). 
I R emitter and detector 
worn on glasses 
Infrared blink switch 
Piezo electric 
sensor applied 
to skin 
Threshold 
sensor and 
switch box 
retaining clips 
Facial 'wrinkle ' switch 
Figure 2.4 Example switch systemi 
I Voice as a selection modality is not within the scope of this work, and was rejected partly due to speech 
being interrupted during assisted respiration for high-level motor injuries (Bates 2002a), and also due to the 
lack of popularity of this modality in use, from conversation at the ACE Centre (Aiding Communication in 
Education), www.ace-centre.org.uk and the ACT (Access to Communication and Technology), Regional 
Rehabilitation Centre, Oak Tree Lane Centre, Birmingham). 
2 Both from Words+ www.words-plus.com 
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For monomodal operation selection is typically achieved by using 'dwell click' (Jacob 
1991). In this case a software device or tool is used to continuously monitor the position 
of the cursor, with a selection generated at the cursor position when the cursor has 
remained static, or 'dwelling' on an object, for greater than a specified time, typically 
between 600ms to 1500ms, with a balance between an excessive dwell time causing 
fixation difficulties and long task times, and a short dwell time causing inadvertent 
selections (lstance et. a1. 1996, Jacob 1990, Jacob 1991, Sibert and Jacob 2000, Stampe 
and Reingold 1995, Ware and Mikaelian 1987). 
Dwell click has one major disadvantage in that inadvertent clicks may be generated simply 
by the user resting the cursor on an object for greater than the dwell click time. This is 
known as the 'Midas Touch' problem (or perhaps Midas Gaze) where objects on the 
interface are continually inadvertently selected (Velichkovsky 1997, Jacob 1991). One 
partial solution to this problem is to greatly extend the dwell time to several seconds; 
however this then makes selection of desired objects tedious due to the protracted wait 
time for selection. In general there is a trade off between short dwell time (giving rapid 
interaction) and inadvertent selection (giving inaccurate interaction), and long dwell time 
(giving slow interaction) and reliable selection (giving accurate interaction). A partial 
solution to the dwell time problem is to employ a context sensitive dwell time, with longer 
dwell times assigned to objects less likely to be used or more likely to be inadvertently 
selected, and shorter dwell times given to objects more likely to be used or less likely to 
be inadvertently selected (Jacob 1991, Nantais 1994, Rayner 1995, Istance et a1. 1996, 
Velichkovsky 1997, Salvucci 2000) though this technique has yet to be applied to a full 
graphical user interface. 
Dwell click software also has differing operating modes, selectable by the user, to 
facilitate automated double clicking and dragging, enabling/disabling of the dwell click 
function and so on. In all software found selection of the operating mode on these systems 
was achieved by first selecting the mode on the dwell click tool, with any subsequent 
object manipulations on the interface then using the selected mode. The size of the mode 
selection buttons is usually moderately large, often subtending an angle of 10 to 1.50 at 
60cm from the screen, to accommodate any pointing inaccuracies in the controlling 
device. Typically in use, these systems are left permanently 'parked' in one comer of the 
screen, and are automatically placed on top of all other applications so that they are visible 
and available at all times. This approach does not usually produce visual conflicts with 
other on-screen applications since these systems have few functions, and hence require 
few buttons or selection options, and so occupy only a small fraction of the screen. 
Example dwell click software tools are shown (Figure 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5 Example dwell click tools' 
2.6 Text entry systems 
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In addition to object selection tools, head and eye mouse systems require methods of 
generating textual input to the interface. Typically this is achieved by using a virtual on-
screen keyboard placed on the interface (Istance et al. 1996a, Istance et a1. 1996b, Istance 
1997, Shein et al. 1992, Shein et al. 1991 , Leventhal 1991 , Heuvelmans et a1.1990, Frey et 
al. 1990, Stampe and Reingold 1995), although off-screen targets placed around the edge 
of the screen have been proposed to conserve screen area (Isokoski 2000). 
Since virtual keyboards are not limited by the physical constraints of actual physical 
desktop keyboards, there is no need to limit a virtual keyboard to a simple 'qwerty' layout, 
although many virtual keyboards do mimic physical keyboards as a default layout (Figure 
2.6). Instead, custom and even dynamically changing layouts are often used. These range 
from alphabetical layouts, which may be more rapid to learn, to 'Dvorak' layouts and to 
layouts based on the frequency of usage of letters (Leventhal 1991 , MacKenzie 1999). In 
addition the layouts need not be rectangular, with linear, square and triangular layouts 
proposed (Leventhal 1991 , MacKenzie 1999). 
Virtual keyboards also allow dynamically changing keyboard content, where word or 
sentence prediction options are continually updated on the keyboard, thus reducing the 
number of keys required to compose a word or sentence. Word prediction also allows 
dynamic changes in dwell selection time with shorter dwell times for more likely letters 
and longer times for less likely letter. This approach can greatly reduce dwell times (20 -
65%) and hence increase typing speed (Nantais 1994, Salvucci 1999). Phrase expansion 
using bi and tri-grams (Mathy-Laikko et a1. 1993) and sentence or paragraph expansion 
using macro-like expansions and ' sentence compansion ' (where user types 'john apple 
I Left: ' Point-n-Click' from Polital Enterprises www.polital.com. right: ' Dwell Clicker' from Sensory 
Software www.sensorysoftware.com 
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ate ' and the computer types 'john ate the apple') (Demasco et at. 1992) are also used to 
reduce the number of key selections required. 
"\' Demonslralion 'WNiK· (UK KBPI " ' I!I~Ei 
Figure 2.6 On-screen keyboard default 'qwerty ' layout' 
Inadvertent selection of keyboard keys due to 'Midas Touch' (Velichkovsky 1997, Jacob 
1991) has been addressed to some extent on virtual keyboards. Context sensitive dwell 
times, in a similar fashion to context sensitive dwell selection, can be used with longer 
dwell times assigned to less likely key selections and shorter dwell times assigned to more 
likely key selections, based on word prediction or frequency of key usage. Giving 
audible sound or speech feedback (as suggested by Brewster et at. 1996, implemented by 
Majaranta et at. 2004) or visible feedback (Istance et at. 1996b, Majaranta et at. 2004, 
Lankford 2000) of an impending key press has been used and reduced errors by giving the 
user time to move the cursor away from unintended key, In addition, implementing visual 
feedback with a shrinking symbol or character on each key to indicate elapsed dwell time 
was found to help centre, and keep, visual attention on desired targets (Majaranta et al. 
2004). 
Exploiting the possibilities of a non-static keyboard, a virtual keyboard can be self 
adapting to the state of the current application present on the interface and hence present 
only the required keys suitable for interaction at that time, thus completely different 
keyboard overlays may be dynamically interchanged on the same keyboard, such as 
alphabetical, numeric or command keypads. This has the effect of maximising the size of 
the keys in the available space of the keyboard whilst reducing the possibility of error by 
removing unnecessary keys (Istance et at. I 996b) (Figure 2.7). 
I ' WiViK ' on-screen full-function keyboard from Prentke Romich, www.prentrom.com 
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There is a trade-off between the number of keys on a keyboard, the size of these keys to 
aid ease of selection, and the amount of screen area occupied by the keyboard, A dynamic 
approach to keyboard content allows a large range of key commands to be available within 
the bounds of a single keyboard whilst maximising the size of the keys, thus reducing the 
1 'EC Key' self-adapting keyboard, (stance et al. 1996b. 
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impact the keyboard has on available screen space whilst retaining a full range of keys to 
facilitate text entry. As with dwell selection tools, the size of the keys is usually 
moderately large, often subtending an angle of 10 to 1.50 at 60cm from the screen, to 
accommodate any pointing inaccuracies in the controll ing device. The size of keys can be 
taken to an extreme, with only a few keys filling a complete screen. However, this 
approach tends not to be used for interaction with a standard graphical user interface but is 
used for communication aids, environmental controls or dedicated text editors (Gips et al. 
1993, Gips et al. 1996, Hansen et al. 200 I, Hansen et al. 2003, Heuvelmans et al. 1990) 
(Figure 2.8). 
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Figure 2.8 Maximising key sizes with a/ull-screen keyboard' 
The dynamic qualities of virtual keyboards have been taken to an extreme with the 
' Dasher' keyboard that has few static keys, with the keys effectively ' flying ' toward the 
user based on word prediction (Figure 2.9). Here the user points close to a group of letters 
(on the right of the keyboard) thus invoking the keyboard to ' fly ' these letters toward the 
user, hence making each letter larger and easier to select. Once the desired letter is large 
enough to be selected, the keyboard then starts flying the most likely subsequent letters 
toward the user, thus again enabling ease of selection. 
I ' Gaze talk ' full-screen large key keyboard with predictive text, Hansen et al. 2003 
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Typically in use, virtual keyboards are left ' parked' filling the lower one third to one half 
of the screen, and are automatically placed on top of all other applications so that they are 
visible and available at all times. Unlike the smaller object selection tools, this approach 
I ' Dasher' dynamic keyboard from University of Cambridge, www.inference.phy.cam.ac.ukldasher 
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does produce visual conflicts with other on-screen applications due to the size of the 
keyboard, hence on-screen keyboards typically have minimise buttons or hide functions. 
A particularly novel hide function has been developed for the 'ECKey' keyboard (Istance 
et al. I 996b) (Figure 2.7), where the keyboard actively monitors the state of the interface, 
auto-hiding out of the way or repositioning and arranging the application and keyboard so 
that they do not overlap and are placed logically on the screen. 
2.7 A summary of eye and head based interaction 
There is a need to facilitate head, and particularly eye-based, pointing interaction with 
computer systems due to the numbers of people with high level motor disabilities who 
may have few other methods of directly interacting with computers. Discussing the pros 
and cons of head and eye based pointing; head pointing is characterised as slow, effortful, 
but accurate and under conscious control, and eye pointing as rapid, near 'fatigue-free' but 
inherently inaccurate and difficult to consciously control. A range of head and eye mouse 
systems are currently available, together with a range of devices used to support head and 
eye based pointing, with on-screen virtual object selection and textual input dwell click 
and keyboard soft devices. 
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Assessment Methods 
Chapter 3 
This chapter examines the diverse methods available for assessing the performance of the 
head and eye mouse systems introduced in Chapter 2. It gives a review of the 
performance measurement studies which focussed on head and eye based pointing, and 
shows that these studies are not suitable, or do not give enough detail, for assessing the 
'real world' performance of head and eye mice. Finally this Chapter will justify the 
development of a new assessment method suitable for the performance evaluation of the 
head and eye mice systems from Chapter 2. 
3.1 Assessing eye and head based pointing 
Previous work on methods of assessing the performance of eye and head based pointing 
devices on graphical user interfaces fell into two areas; abstract target acquisition tests (for 
example, MacKenzie 1992, MacKenzie 1991, MacKenzie and Buxton 1992, Accot and 
Zhai 1997, Sibert and Jacob 2000, Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999, Murata 1991, Istance 
and Howarth 1993, Bates 1999, Radwin et al. 1990), and simulated 'real world' 
interaction sequences on a graphical user interface (for example, Istance et al. 1996a, 
Jacob 1993, Hansen et al. 2004, Majaranta et al. 2004). Abstract target acquisition tests 
are based on presenting the test subject with a sequence of targets of varying size and 
spatial separation on an otherwise blank screen. The object of the assessment is for the 
test subject to simply use a head or eye mouse to select the targets as they appear on the 
interface (Figure 3.1). Selection can either be monomodal, using a dwell click tool, or 
multimodal with a switch. Typically the data collected from these experiments is sparse, 
with the time taken to select targets and the number of errors being recorded. In contrast, 
simulated 'real world' tests are typically based on the user performing a small set of tasks 
or interaction sequences on either a real graphical user interface, or a simulated and 
simplified version of a real interface. Often these tests only assess one type of interaction, 
such as typing on an on-screen keyboard, that occur on a real interface (Figure 3.2). The 
data from these experiments is usually determined by the nature of the assessment task, for 
example words per minute for a typing task, but other metrics such as cursor paths, eye 
scan paths or user subjective reaction are often recorded, giving a richer data set. 
Both abstract target tests and 'real world' simulation tests have advantages and 
disadvantages. Typically, abstract test scenarios tend to be easier and more rapid to 
administer and evaluate (due to the high level of automation possible in data collection) 
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but possibly offering less detail due to their simplified abstract nature. In contrast ' real 
world ' test scenarios are often slower and more difficult to administer (due to the low 
level of automation in data collection) but possibly give more information as they are 
more complex but closer to genuine interaction with a device . 
Test targets 
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Figure 3.1 Example abstract target acquisition test' 
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Figure 3.2 Example 'Real World ' typing test2 
I Target acquisition test from Zhai 1997 
2 Text ed itor and keyboard from Majaranta et al. 2004 
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3.2 Abstract tests on head and eye based pointing 
Abstract target acquisition tests assess the performance of head and eye mouse systems 
when selecting a sequence of abstract targets. The rationale behind these simple tests is 
that, although often complex, a graphical user interface is simply a collection of discrete 
objects. Hence determining the performance of a pointing device when moving to, and 
selecting, these objects singly in a simple environment would be expected to give an 
indication of the performance of the device on a 'real world' complex environment. 
These tests are usually based on target acquisition tests devised for hand and stylus 
movement assessment (Fitts 1954). 'Fitts Law' based target acquisition tests have become 
the most consistent and proven standards for assessing pointing device performance (For 
example, MacKenzie 1992, MacKenzie 1991, MacKenzie and Buxton 1992, Accot and 
Zhai 1997, Sibert and Jacob 2000, Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999, Murata 1991, Howarth 
et al. 1992, Istance and Howarth 1993, Radwin et al. 1990). In a human-computer 
interaction application for a Fitts Law test, target(s) are displayed on screen, with the time 
taken from the appearance of the target, or the first movement of the pointing device, to 
the time the target is selected recorded as a performance metric for the device. The size of 
the targets may be varied; together with the distance the pointing device cursor is required 
to travel from its starting point to select the target. The permutation of target size and 
distance to the target allows the difficulty of test tasks to be varied, with smaller targets 
and larger distances creating more difficult tasks. 
Much of the work on applying Fitt's original work to pointing device assessment has been 
discussed in detail previously (MacKenzie 1991). In summary, Fitts Law states that there 
is a high linear correlation between Fitts' measure of task difficulty and the time required 
to complete a movement task. Here, the difficulty of the task, or Index of Difficulty (ID), 
is calculated from a combination of the size of the target and the distance to be moved to 
the target and the Movement Time (MT) of the task is measured as the time taken to obtain 
that target. The performance of a device is then expressed in terms of an Index of 
Performance (IP), where IP is calculated as ID I MT. These relationships may be 
expressed mathematically (MacKenzie 1991) (Equation 3.1). Note that IP is expressed in 
terms of bits of information generated per second. This refers to the information 
processing capacity of the human motor system (Fitts, 1954), but is also appropriate to the 
human motor system with the addition of pointing devices. Simply, the higher the bit rate 
of the device, the higher its performance will be on a target acquisition task. Since IP 
should be constant, and the relationship between MT and ID is logarithmically 
proportional, then MT may be easily plotted against ID for any given device (Figure 3.3). 
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ID = log2 (A I W + I) 
Index of Difficulty (ID) of the task (dimensionless) 
MT=a+b ID 
Movement Time (MT) for the task (seconds) 
IP= ID/MT 
Index of Performance (IP) in Bits (of information generated) / second 
Where: 
A = Amplitude of movement, or distance to target 
W = Width o/target, or size of target 
a, b = intersection and slope constants, determined by linear regression 
Equation 3. I Fitts Law relationshipi 
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The utility of testing a device with a Fitts law type abstract test is that once the IP of a 
device has been determined, Fitts Law states that the time taken (MT) for any target 
acquisition task on an interface may be predicted, and hence the time for a sequence of 
interactions could be determined without further testing. Further, and perhaps the most 
useful property of using Fitts Law, is that it gives a known and established metric (IP) that 
can be used to compare the performance of many differing pointing devices (For example 
MacKenzie 1992). 
There are, however, problems associated with such simple metrics. Firstly, Fitts law does 
not directly deal with error conditions such as target misses during attempted selections, 
which are then followed by a correct selection. One way to address this problem is to use 
only error free trials in the calculation, and report errors separately (Sibert et al. 2001, 
Jagacinski and Monk 1985, Epps 1986). Another is to include all trials, including trials 
with errors, by allowing test subjects to continually make target misses until a correct 
selection is accomplished, and also report the error rate (Miniotas 2000, Istance and 
Howarth 1993, Ware and Mikaelian 1987, Card et al. 1978, Fitts 1954). However, neither 
I Hand tapping data from Fitts 1954, plotted by MacKenzie 1991. 
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of these approaches is appropriate to predicting performance on a ' real world' interface, 
where the consequences of incorrect selections may be high. 
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Figure 3.3 Fitts relationship between MT and ID' 
The error-handling problem has been addressed by recording the exact position of target 
selections on, and around, the target. These selection positions form a distribution around 
the target, with the width of the distribution used to give an ' effective' target width for the 
target (MacKenzie 1991). For example, if a device produces erroneous selections outside 
the target boundary, then the target width used in the Fitts calculation of ID will be 
extended to encompass the width of these selections, thus the IP of the device is reduced 
I Hand tapping data from Fitts 1954, plotted by MacKenzie 1991. 
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by generating errors. This approach is valid, but does complicate the calculation of IP as 
the distributions of every selection on every target must be calculated. 
Fitts law has been shown to apply to head based pointing (LoPresti et al. 2000, Radwin et 
a1. 1990, Jagacinski and Monk 1985). However, an interesting second problem with Fitts 
Law modelling of pointing device performance is that there is some dispute whether or not 
the Fitts model is applicable to eye pointing. This is due to the ballistic nature and high 
speed of eye movement saccades between fixations on targets giving very constant MT 
results irrespective of target distance. The limited amount of previous work that measured 
the IP of eye pointing devices gave six papers that did attempt to model eye pointing with 
Fitts law (Zhai et a1. 19991, Miniotas 20002, Ware and Mikaelian 19873, Sibert et al. 
20004, Sibert et al. 2001 5, Istance and Howarth 19936). Of these papers the first two gave 
similar results for IP (Zhai et al. 1999, Miniotas 2000), the third gave a much lower result 
for IP with a noticeably flatter MT/ID gradient (Ware and Mikaelian 1987) and the final 
three expressed reservations (Sibert et a1. 2000, Sibert et a1. 2001, Istance and Howarth 
1993). These final three papers had reservations about using Fitts Law and found that, 
provided targets are large enough to be easily selected by eye pointing (due to the inherent 
inaccuracy of eye tracking), the ballistic nature of eye movements resulted in a very small 
variation of MT compared to ID, giving a very flat MT/ID gradient to the point where 
movement time is only slightly related to the distance to be moved (Sibert et a1. 2000, 
Sibert et a1. 2001, Istance and Howarth 1993). This is supported from pure eye movement 
studies, where MT shows only a little increase with distance, with the eye showing 
noticeable increases in angular velocity as distance increases (Abrams et a1. 1989). The 
conclusion drawn from this is that Fitts Law could be used to model eye pointing, but the 
results are not necessarily informative, as the model breaks down with smaller target sizes, 
and where target sizes are large enough to be easily selected the model gives a near flat 
MT irrespective of distance. 
A final problem with using simple abstract target acquisition tests is that these tests cannot 
claim to give the actual performance of a device on a complex interface. Other factors not 
I b= 220.0 (ms I bit)· 
2 b=176.0 (ms I bit)· 
3 b=73.0 (ms I bit)· 
4 b= 1.7 (ms I bit)· 
S No actual figure given, statement made that eye mouse was not modelled by Fitts Law. 
6 b= 130 (ms / bit) however very poor fitting model R2=.08 so authors declared eye mouse was not modelled 
by Fitts Law. 
·Compare to typical standard desktop hand mouse results between b=392 (ms I bit) (Epps 1986), 
b= 126.0 (ms I bit) (Miniotas 2000), b= 117.0 (ms I bit) (Sibert et al200 I), b= 120.0 (ms / bit) (Istance and 
Howarth \993). 
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present in simple abstract tests such as visual distractions and feedback from the graphical 
user interface (Velichkovsky et al. 1997 , Jacob 1993), and the consequences of any errors 
generated during interaction with the interface will influence pointing device performance. 
Hence abstract target acquisition tests should be regarded as giving the raw pointing 
performance of a device and not the performance of the device in a 'real world' scenario. 
3.3 'Real world' tests on head and eye based pointing 
'Real world' tests assess the performance of head and eye mouse systems when interacting 
with simulated or actual 'real world' scenarios. The rationale behind these potentially 
complex tests is that, although often time consuming and laborious to conduct, the true 
performance of a device on a graphical user interface cannot be known unless that device 
is tested on such a 'real world' complex environment. 
Unlike abstract target acquisition tests and the use of Fitts Law (Chapter 3.2), there 
appears to be no standard or commonly accepted test for assessing 'real world' interaction 
on an interface for any pointing device. Typically tasks are designed to test or assess a 
particular element of interaction with specific interest, rather than the full range of 
interaction that is possible on a graphical user interface. In addition, the factors that are 
assessed and quantified vary due to the task undertaken, rather than using a common 
method, making comparison of results between studies difficult. Examining previous 
work conducted on head and eye based pointing found a range of different test scenarios: 
A brief, with only a small number of tasks, but wide ranging assessment of eye-based 
interaction with text entry, text editing, application and menu manipulation and limited 
internet browsing was found (lstance et al. 1996), however this interaction was carried out 
indirectly with the interface, via a virtual keyboard ('ECKey', illustrated in Figure 2.6). In 
this work, performance metrics were the text entry rate in number of characters per 
minute, together with task times and task error rates. Another attempt at a range of 
assessment scenarios for eye based pointing involved typing on a full-screen keyboard, 
typing on an environmental control with full screen keys, and playing a simple game; with 
metrics of simple success or failure of the tasks (Chapman 1991). Here again, there was 
no direct interaction with the underlying standard Windows user interface, with interaction 
taking place only with specifically designed applications. Direct interaction has been 
assessed with a graphical user interface; however this eye-based interaction was with a 
non-standard graphical user interface, and involved selection and manipUlation of ship 
representations on a military interface (Jacob 1993, Sibert 2000) (Figure 3.4). Here, 
performance metrics were task time and task error rate. 
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Figure 3,4 .Q.irect interaction with a non-standard 'real-world ' interface l 
Other assessments of direct interaction with non-standard interfaces were gaze-based 
identification of objects of interest on a graphics displays (Starker and Bolt 1990, 
Goldberg and Schryver 1993) where gaze scan paths were recorded to determine the 
object magnification intent of the user and so zoom in the interface on objects of interest 
In the latter of these, the success of determining zoom intent was measured. 
Assessments were made on reduced or simulated 'real world ' scenarios of a simplified 
interface, with a simulated drop-down menu created (Byrne et a1. \999) and an enlarged 
and simplified icon and menu based interface used to test an enhanced dwell click tool to 
highlight objects of interest before selection (Salvucci and Anderson 2000) (Figure 3.5). 
Here metrics were task time and error rate. However, in these examples, the interface was 
a highly abstracted and simplified version of a standard graphical user interface rather than 
direct interaction on a standard graphical interface. 
I Ship tracking and information non-command interface, Jacob 1993. 
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Figure 3.5 Direct interaction with a simplified standard 'real world' interface' 
Remaining 'real world' assessments were based around text entry, typically with full-
screen sized keyboards without direct interaction and manipulation of the underlying 
interface. Metrics for these studies were typing rate and subjective like or dislike of the 
overall system (Stampe and Reingold 1995), typing rate, error count, task time, gaze scan 
paths of the eye on the interface and subjective like or dislike of the system (Majaranta et 
al. 2004), and typing rate and user subjective qualification of typing efficiency and 
satisfaction with the system (Hansen et al. 2004). 
From this, it was evident that, unlike abstract target acquisition tests, there was no 
previous commonly used assessment of head or eye based pointing direct interaction on a 
standard graphical user interface. It was also notable that the subjective user reaction to 
using a device was om\monly assessed in ' real world ' based assessments. Typing rate 
was common to papers assessing keyboards, and this could be used to compare differing 
head and eye based pointing devices if the same keyboards and text entry tasks were used, 
or if the same device was used and differing keyboards assessed for their efficacy. 
However, this is limited to assessing a single task type, not interaction with a full 
interface. 
I Simplified eye-gaze based 'real world' interface, Salvucci and Anderson 2000. 
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3.4 The need for a new assessment method 
The ultimate aim of an interface and input device is to form a cooperative system which 
will allow a user to accomplish their goal. From this, closely studying and assessing the 
performance of an input device on an interface can reveal the detailed usability problems 
of the pointing device caused by the combination of device and interface. Such interaction 
involves manipulation of diverse interface objects by the input device, with interface 
objects ranging in size, manipulation requirements, manipulation restrictions, complexity 
of placement, and type of feedback they generate. As discussed previously, many of these 
complex properties are not present on abstract tests, such as target acquisition tests, with 
these tests typically using highly simplified environments, with few, or even only a single 
target object. The aim ofthis thesis was to fully assess the 'real world' usability problems 
of head and eye pointing devices and use this data to enhance the performance of these 
devices. Hence these simple abstract tests would be far removed from the complexity of 
interaction on a real world interface. 
Since this work was concerned with attempting to gain a thorough understanding and 
insight on the performance of head and eye based pointing devices in the 'real world', a 
'real world' based assessment scenario is an obvious choice. It is necessary to accurately 
mimic typical 'real world' direct interaction sessions with these devices on a standard 
graphical interface and then measure, in a detailed, validated and repeatable method, their 
performance on such interaction sessions. It would also be desirable to retain the strengths 
of abstract target acquisition tests, such as ease of application, and perhaps more 
importantly their known and established metrics that allow comparison of the performance 
of many differing pointing devices. To achieve this, the aim of an assessment method 
suitable for this work would be to take the factors that describe repeatable and 
standardised 'real world' interaction, to assess the interaction partnership of head and eye 
based pointing devices in this interaction in a standardised way, and to enable the 
assessment method to be applicable to other devices to allow comparison. Finally, as 
discussed in Chapter 1, although eye-based pointing is the main focus of this work, a head 
mouse is included in this work to give a similar assistive technology pointing device 
comparison, with a standard desktop hand mouse also used to give a known and probably 
high performance baseline for the work. An assessment method must encompass the 
performance bounds of all of these devices, with performance metrics that are both 
sensitive enough to measure small changes in the performance of a device, and also broad 
enough to measure the potentially high performance differences between devices. In 
addition, the method must be able to accommodate both monomodal interaction, aided by 
a dwell click tool as discussed in Chapter 2, and multimodal interaction with switch 
selection, together with textual entry via on-screen virtual keyboards. As discussed 
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previously, to date no such suitable 'real world' assessment method has been found in use; 
hence it was decided to develop a suitable assessment method. 
3.5 The requirements for the assessment method 
As discussed previously, one of the principal downfalls of 'real world' testing was the lack 
of any standardised sequence of tests tasks that could be performed by a range of devices, 
and that would allow comparison of results between those devices. To overcome this 
limitation, the proposed assessment method would need to clearly contain a set of 
'standard' test tasks that would be applied to any device performing the method. It would 
be conceivable to allow random interaction with an interface with the hope that such 
random interaction would eventually form an 'average' interaction, however such sessions 
would need to be lengthy and this concept introduces bias from the user as they have free-
will during interaction. Therefore, any set of test tasks that would be repeatable and allow 
task for task comparison between devices would need to be clearly prescribed. In 
addition, these test tasks should be representative as closely as possible with 'real world' 
interaction. Hence the assessment method should contain clearly described 'real world' 
test tasks. The previous discussion on assessment methods found that task times and 
error rates were important, together with task success or failure, with these objective 
metrics often supported by subjective metrics of user reaction to the device and test. 
Hence objective and subjective user data should be included in an assessment method. 
The objective success of any pointing device on performing an assessment method must 
be measured to determine the objective performance of that device. Typically objective 
performance has been measured by the time taken to complete a task and a basic task 
quality metric of the number of errors generated during the completion of the task. 
Although adequate, with a device that has a shorter task completion time and a lower error 
rate (higher quality of interaction) during the task almost certainly being more suitable for 
the task than a device with a longer task time and higher error rate, these metrics are quite 
crude and do not offer great insight into the detailed performance of a device. Perhaps a 
device has a shorter taSK time but higher error rate than another device with a longer task 
time but lower error rate - which device is most suitable for the task? To resolve this 
problem, task times are typically used as the main comparator between pointing devices, 
with the error rates being reported separately (For example: MacKenzie 1992, Douglas 
and Kirkpatrick 1999) and the reader left to decide which metric is most important for 
their application of the results. A measurement scheme was required that would overcome 
this difficulty by taking into account both task times and error rates, or the quality of 
interaction, together with task success or failure, to form a composite objective metric of 
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device performance on the test tasks. Hence the aim of the assessment method would be 
to measure a range of objective metrics to allow examination of differing factors, together 
with presenting a single composite objective result of performance. 
To better gain a full understanding of the performance of a device it is regarded as not 
adequate to simply measure the objective performance of a device without also assessing 
the subjective reaction of the user when using the device (Bevan et al. 1991 and 1995). 
Perhaps a device performed well objectively, with low task times and error rates, but the 
user worked hard to control the device, or the device was uncomfortable to use. Would 
this device be more suitable to the task than a device that objectively performed less well 
but required less work from the user, or was more comfortable to use? This problem has 
been partially addressed previously, with a multitude of differing questionnaires (For 
example: Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999, Smith 1996), but there appeared to be no 
standard or common questionnaire schemes that were applied and that offered a full 
insight into the subjective reaction of users to devices. Typically, some schemes 
addressed only user 'workload' (Bates 1999, Brewster 1994); some also addressed user 
'comfort' or 'ease of use' (Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999, Murata 1991, Fernstrom 1997). 
In a similar manner to the composite objective metric for the method, some form of 
subjective measurement was required that would encompass the elements of these 
assessment areas in a composite subjective metric of user reaction to a device. Together, 
these objective and subjective metrics would give an overall balanced assessment of a 
device, or in effect how 'usable' a device is. 
3.6 A summary of assessment methods 
Target acquisition or Fitts law based approaches are simple to administer, offer a 
'standard' test that can be used to assess devices and results between studies, but offer few 
metrics for analysis and insight into the performance of devices. In addition assessing eye 
based pointing with these type of tests may not give great insight into the performance of 
eye based pointing devices. Typically 'real world' based tests can offer a richer set of data 
and hence greater insight into the performance of pointing devices, but these tests rarely 
offer compatibility in assessment techniques or results between studies. Thus no currently 
found assessment method would be suitable for the assessment of head and eye mice when 
undertaking direct interaction with a standard graphical user interface. This showed the 
need for a new assessment method based on objective and SUbjective measurement of 
performance and user reaction in a new assessment method based on 'real world' 
interaction. 
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Constructing Real World Test Tasks 
This chapter shows the construction of a set of 'real world' test tasks suitable for 
monomodal and multi modal head and eye based interaction, as well as standard desktop 
hand mouse interaction, that can be performed on a standard graphical user interface as 
outlined in the requirements of Chapter 3. These test tasks are based around using a word 
processor and internet browser, perhaps the two most commonly used applications, for a 
range of typical tasks. Since users of head and eye mice would not normally use a 
standard desktop keyboard, as shown in Chapter 2, the tasks also include manipulation of 
an on-screen keyboard to allow textual input. 
The chapter first discusses how test tasks are defined, in terms of the level of detail 
required and how the tasks are described. It then defines a taxonomy of common 
graphical user interface objects to quantify and qualify the properties of an interface. The 
chapter then uses an analysis of typical user interaction sessions to determine usage 
profiles for each of these interface objects on the taxonomy. Finally, based on the 
taxonomy and usage profiles, the chapter shows the construction of detailed typical real 
world test tasks, one for word processing and one for web browsing. 
Throughout this chapter the aim was to minimise the number of tasks in the test, so the 
test would not be excessively long and would be as efficient as possible, while keeping the 
test as representative as possible of complex 'real world' interaction. In addition, the test 
tasks were to test all valid interaction types on the interface, and also allow detailed 
analysis of interaction by differing factors of interest, such as target size and interaction 
technique. By adopting this approach it was envisioned that the test tasks would produce 
a standardised test model representative of 'real world' interaction, that would also allow 
detailed analysis, and that would be more efficient than a random 'real world' interaction 
session. 
4.1 Choosing a real world interface 
There were many possible graphical user interfaces that could have been chosen for the 
basis of the 'real world' assessment scenario. However, it was logical to choose the most 
popular interface currently in use, and also the most popular interface used and supported 
by the devices in this work. By observation of usage in the field, and apparent availability 
of software drivers and specialist assistive technology applications, the interface of choice 
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at the time of this work was Microsoft Windows (98, NT, 2000, XP). Hence the real 
world test tasks used in this work are based on interaction with the Windows range of 
interfaces. However, the work is mostly generic in nature and so could be applied to other 
similar graphical user interfaces. 
4.2 The need for highly defined tasks 
Having chosen an interface for the test tasks, the next step was to determine how the test 
tasks should be defined. As discussed previously in Chapter 3, for a real world set of test 
tasks it would be possible to simply allow a subject to 'play' randomly on an interface 
with the head and eye pointing devices, and then devise a method of assessing the 
performance of the devices. However, such wholly random interaction is not repeatable 
between devices or sessions, making comparisons difficult. Hence a more defined form of 
interaction was required - this meant that a real world test scenario was required that 
consisted of a series of specifically defined tasks. 
Specifically defining tasks produces a problem that the tasks could be performed with 
differing interaction sequences, and using differing interface interaction techniques to 
reach the final goal of completing any given task in the test. For example, when asked to 
'open a file', one subject may use a menu item to open the file, whereas another may use a 
toolbar button for the same task, resulting in the same outcome but by a different 
interaction technique. Alternatively, a subject may select 'italic' before typing italicised 
text, whereas another may type the text and then select 'italic', resulting in the same 
outcome, but by a different sequence. Hence from both of these scenarios it was clear that 
defining a series of tasks to perform on an interface without defining how these tasks 
should be performed, and in what sequence they should occur, could result in differing 
interaction sequences and differing interaction techniques between subjects and devices -
making comparison between the individual performances of the subjects and devices 
difficult. 
,..... ..... 
A compromise must be made away from truly natural 'random' real world interaction by 
setting out the test tasks in great detail to remove the possibility that different interaction 
techniques, and interaction sequences, are used to achieve the same goal. Adding the 
properties of when and how to the individual steps that made up the tasks would achieve 
this. Hence each task in the test would need to be given a predefined order in the test 
sequence, and a predefined method and set of objects that were to be used for the task. 
For example, to 'open a file' the test tasks would need to define that the menu must be 
used for this task, or for example to 'italicise text', the test tasks would define that 'italic' 
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is selected by the toolbar button before the text is typed. This approach thus fixes how the 
tasks were to be performed and also fixes the sequence of when the tasks were to be 
performed, allowing simple and direct comparison between subjects and devices for any 
given task in the test sequence. 
4.3 Using objects to describe tasks 
To construct a series of test tasks in detail it was important to fully understand the 
properties and interaction requirements of the interface that facilitated the tasks. 
Typically, a graphical user interface may be regarded as a collection of interface 
components or objects that together give the interface a generalised 'look and feel' for the 
interface, and make up that interface. This interface-object based approach to describing 
an interface and the operations on the interface objects lent itself well to describing 
detailed test task sequences, having been used previously (Hartson et al. 1990 with User 
Action Notation 'UAN' and Casali and Chase 1995 also with 'UAN'). 
When attempting to define a task sequence in great detail it would be necessary to break 
down interaction to the lowest atomic level of specific object manipulations on the 
interface, with the test tasks constructed from sequences of these manipulations. For 
example, using this 'interaction grammar' to describe the actions and objects required to 
open a file, the task sequence could define that the 'File' menu object must be manipulated 
followed by the 'Open' sub-menu object. This approach clearly defined the objects (how 
the task is done) and order (when the task is done) of the task (Hartson et al. 1990). 
4.4 Objects on a standard graphical user interface 
Having based the description of the real world test tasks on detailed sequences of 
manipulations of interface objects; the next step was to determine the range of objects on 
the interface that could be manipulated. A survey of the chosen graphical user interfaces 
for this work (Windows 98, NT, 2000, XP, including an commonly used on-screen 
keyboard I, as discussed in Chapter 2) produced a list of 33 common basic components 
found on these interfaces (Table 4.1). These are fully illustrated in the Appendices (Table 
A4.l). 
I 'WiViK' on-screen full-function keyboard from Prentke Romich, www.prentrom.com 
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Typical Windows interface objects 
Static Text Scrollbar button Task bar button 
Picture / animation Scrollbar slider Icon 
Group Box Scroll bar channel Graphic hypertext link 
Progress Indicator Standard toolbar button Large toolbar button 
Text characters Edit Box Scroll Bar 
Spin button Window size control Spin Control 
Drop down list button Menu List Box 
List box item Textual hypertext link Drop Down List Box 
Window control button Command Button Tab Control 
Check Box Window title bar Window 
Radio Button Start menu entry Soft keyboard key 
Table 4.1 Typical Windows interface objects 
4.5 Object type - reduction of test tasks 
One of the main aims of this chapter was to minimise the number of tasks in the test. 
Having determined the objects on the interface, the next step was to eliminate objects that 
the user does not need to interact with, other than to look at them, and to eliminate objects 
that are simply comprised of collections of other objects that would already be tested 
separately as part of the test tasks. 
To achieve this, some knowledge of the manipulation properties of the objects on the 
interface was required. One method of achieving this was to classify the objects into 
distinct active and passive types. Here, objects that only displayed information may be 
classed as passive since they do not respond to manipulation and do not generate a 
command to the interface when manipulated (Philips et. al. 1991), whereas objects that 
respond to manipulation and do generate a command back to the interface when 
manipulated may be classed as active. In addition to active and passive, objects that may 
not be decomposed into" .simpler existing interface objects may be classed as fundamental 
whereas those that are constructed from collections or groups of interdependent 
fundamental objects may be classed as composite (Bierton and Bates 2003b). Note that 
collections or groupings of fundamental objects that may be manipulated independently 
from each other are not regarded as forming a composite object. Thus a graphical user 
interface and the relationships between the differing elements may be illustrated by a 
hierarchical structure of object types (Figure 4.1). Note that there are no passive 
composite objects on the Windows graphical user interface. 
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Figure 4.1 Windows object types! 
By adopting this form of classification it became clear that test tasks would only need to 
test interaction with active fundamental objects, as interaction with composite objects can 
grouped from the interaction metrics of their fundamental parts and, by definition, 
manipulation was not required on passive objects. This approach was then applied to the 
list of typical object types found on the Windows interface (Table 4.1). This analysis 
eliminated 4 passive objects (static text, picture / animation, group box and progress 
indicator, all of which only display information) and 6 composite objects (scroll bar, spin 
control, list box, drop down list box, tab control and window, all of which are comprised 
of other objects) from the set of 33 candidate objects to be tested (Table 4.1). This gave a 
30% reduction in the number of objects to be tested. 
4.6 Object manipulation - reduction of test tasks 
There are three basic forms of pointing device object manipulation on a Windows 
interface. These are a single click on an object, a double click on an object, and a drag of 
an object from one location to another on the interface (Philips et. at. 1991). Here, a click 
is defined as a select (button down) followed by a release (button up), and a drag is 
defined as a select followed by a cursor movement and a release. These actions can be 
either restricted, confined within a limited area defined by the active bounds of the object, 
or unrestricted, where the interaction area is limited only by the boundaries of the 
graphical user interface. For example, a button object on the Windows interface typically 
possesses unrestricted manipulation as, provided select is held, the cursor may be moved 
I From Bierton and Bates 2003b. 
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away from the button and returned without losing permanent control of the button. In 
contrast, a hypertext link typically possesses restricted manipulation, as any movement of 
the cursor away from the object with select held will permanently lose control of the 
object during that manipulation. From these definitions, any active fundamental object on 
the interface may react to one or more of six possible pointing device manipulations: 
restricted single click, restricted double click, restricted drag, and unrestricted single click, 
unrestricted double click, and unrestricted drag. 
The range of possible useful pointing device interactions can be determined for any object 
on the interface. A useful interaction may be defined as a manipulation that would result 
in a command from the manipulated object that is then passed back to the interface and so 
alters the state of the interface (Philips et. al. 1991). For example, an examination of the 
Windows interfaces showed that unrestricted double clicks were not valid interactions on 
these interfaces, as no objects on the interfaces responded usefully to this interaction. 
Hence this interaction type need not be tested. In a similar manner, all of the valid 
interaction types for the objects on the interface may be determined. These properties 
form a hierarchy of possible object manipulation types (Figure 4.2). 
Single 
click 
Restricted 
Click 
Double 
click 
Pointing device 
interaction 
Unrestricted 
Single 
click 
Restricted 
Figure 4.2 Windows pointing device interaction types' 
I From Bierton and Bates 2003b. 
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By adopting this approach it was shown that the real world test only needed to include 
pointing device interaction techniques that would produce a useful command from any 
given object. Hence, each of the 23 remaining test objects on the interface were analysed 
for the response to restricted single clicks, restricted double clicks, unrestricted single 
clicks and both restricted and unrestricted drags. Out of a possible total of 5 interaction 
types with 23 objects giving 115 permutations of object type and manipulation type, this 
analysis removed 87 invalid permutations, leaving only 28 valid object and manipulation 
type permutations (Table 4.2). This resulted in a reduction of 76% in the number of 
permutations that needed to be tested. 
Reduced set of typical Windows interface objects 
Statie :re*t Scrollbar button ~ Task bar button ~ 
Pietl:lFe I aRimatisA Scrollbar slider j Icon z,~ 
r'-, n.,~ Scrollbar channel 4 Graphic hypertext link I 
-no J. Standard toolbar button ~ Large toolbar button 4 
Text characters -',4,> Edit Box 4 SeFsll BaF 
Spin button 4 Window size control ~ c . £", 
Drop down list button 4 Menu 4 bist 8s* 
List box item -'.4 Textual hypertext link I n, n, D 
Window control button 4 Command Button 4 :rae GSAtFsl 
Check Box 4 Window title bar -'.> V,liRaew 
Radio Button 4 Start menu entry 4 Soft keyboard key 4 
Note: The numbers following the object names indicate the possible interactions for that object, as defined 
by the key below. For example, Spin button 4 means the object can only react to a single unrestricted click 
Key: 
Interaction Restricted Unrestricted 
Single click 4 
Double click z N/A 
Drag ~ 
, 
Table 4.2 Reduced set o/Windows objects 
4.7 Object size - reduction of test tasks 
All fundamental active objects have interaction areas or sizes that respond usefully to 
pointing device interaction. The size of an object may be defined in screen pixels, 
miIIimetres or, for example, with respect to head or eye-based devices, the angle 
subtended by the object at any given distance from the screen. (Note that the pixel sizes of 
objects do not change with screen resolution changes under Windows, hence pixels can be 
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used to consistently describe object sizes. Object sizes in mm or visual angle will change 
due to screen resolution or user to screen distance). 
By classifying fundamental active objects by their size in pixels on the interface, any 
objects that share the same object type and manipulation requirement, and have a similar 
size may be grouped into an interaction area size category. This has the effect of reducing 
the total number of object sizes that may need to be tested. For example, several different 
objects may share the same type and manipulation requirement, but have very slightly 
different sizes but all fall within an interaction area size category. Instead of testing all of 
the individual sizes, grouping the objects into a common size category would reduce the 
number of test permutations since testing one of these objects will, by definition, be 
equivalent to testing all objects with the same interaction area size category. 
Typical object interaction areas were determined for the fundamental active objects 
remaining in object list (Table 4.2). Examining the interaction area sizes of the objects 
allowed the objects to be divided into interaction area categories. (Note that although the 
interaction area of an object is a product of both the x and y screen dimensions, when 
objects are highly rectangular and have one dimension much larger than the other, the 
interaction area size in terms of ease of selection can reasonably be described as the 
smaller of the two dimensions. This approach was valid for highly rectangular objects, as 
the smaller of the two dimensions would present the most difficulty during interaction). 
This analysis gave a total of 17 object interaction area sizes ranging from 8 to 32 pixels. 
Many of the sizes were similar and a simple agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis! of 
all of the object sizes suggested 4 equally spaced groups of representative interaction area 
sizes defined as: SI=8, S2=16, S3=24 and S4=32 pixels (Table 4.3). 
Out of a possible total of 14 possible object sizes, this analysis condensed the object sizes 
to 4 categories. This resulted in a reduction of 71 % in the number of permutations of 
object sizes that needed .to be tested. 
I The agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis used the Euclidean distance between object sizes as a 
dissimilarity metric. This method starts with each object size forming its own separate cluster, the distance 
between individual clusters is then calculated and the two closest clusters are joined to form a single cluster. 
This process continues until all object sizes are contained within a suitable number of clusters. Four clusters 
of object size were chosen as the analysis quickly settled at, and remained stable for, this number of clusters. 
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Size groupings for Windows objects 
Object Size Size (x. y pixels) cale~ory 
Text characters 8,10 SI 
Spin button 16,8 SI 
Drop down list button 16,16 S2 
Scrollbar button 16, 16 S2 
Window control button 16,16 S2 
Scrollbar slider 16,>16 S2 
Scrollbar channel 16, >16 S2 
Check Box >60, 16 S2 
Radio Button >60, 16 S2 
Textual hypertext link >16,>16 S2 
List box item 30,16 S2 
Edit Box >60, 18 S2 
Standard toolbar button 22,22 S3 
Window size control 22,22 S3 
Tab >30,22 S3 
Menu >30,22 S3 
Command Button >80,24 S3 
Task bar button >80,24 S3 
Start menu entry 150,24 S3 
Window title bar >200,24 S3 
Graphic hypertext link ~32,~32 S4 
Icon 32,32 S4 
Soft keyboard key 40 x32 S4 
Large tool bar button 52,32 S4 
Table 4.3 Interaction areas/or Windows objects 
4.8 A taxonomy of Windows interaction objects 
The active fundamental elements of the interface could now be fully described by their 
representations, functions, interaction area categories and useful interaction techniques in 
a taxonomy of Windows interaction objects. This is illustrated here (Table 4.4) and fully 
described in the Appendices (Table A4.1). 
The taxonomy marks the valid permutations of interaction area size category and useful 
interaction technique for the active fundamental objects present on the Windows interface 
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with a ' '/ ' . This clearly shows the large number of permutations that did not need to be 
tested to fully assess a pointing device when using the Windows interface. 
Pointing device 
Taxonomy of Windows active fundamental interaction 
objects Interaction area Restricted Un -
restricted 
~ 
s:: <u 
. ~ ... c-<u ~ ~ ~ s:: ~ ~ Ii: .~ s:: c ~ i:: .~ ~ --s:: .~ I:i (.) I:i s:: ~ .~ t:i ~ <u t:i ~ t:i b ~ ~ -- <u (.) oJ::) ~ ~ ~ <u ... ... .~ ;:s ~ s:: ~ <u <u :.0- ~ ~ .t! <:l ... ... a Ct: Q - ..., ~ Q Q ~ Q 
Typed Text Hello 
Display text, allow Text character 
editing of text Sl 
,/ ,/ ,( 
Spin button ...:..J Change spin value Button area SI ,( 
Scroll bar slider :l Scroll slider Slider area S2 ,( 
Scroll bar .-J Scroll slider Channel area S2 ,( 
channel _I 
I I i i I I I 
Table 4.4 Taxonomy oj Windows objects 
The usefulness of the previous analysis and the resulting taxonomy can be illustrated with 
an example. Here, ~hat the entries for both the 'Typed Text' and ' Spin button' objects 
overlap in their size categories and interaction requirements, with the 'Text' entry 
fulfilling all of the ' Spin button' requirements. Hence, unless there was some specific 
reason to test interaction with a spin control, the 'Spin button' entry could be removed 
from the real world test without removing any of the required test permutations of object 
size and interaction type. 
The taxonomy shows the effect of the analysis. From 120 possible interaction 
permutations of object and interaction technique on the remaining active fundamental 
objects, these were reduced to a minimum of 14 required test permutations of size 
category and interaction technique. A reduction of 88% in the potential number of object 
sizes and interaction techniques that could be tested. 
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4.9 Summary of Windows interface interaction 
A summary of the possible permutations of object sizes and interaction techniques on 
these objects was constructed by disregarding the nature of the individual objects. This 
approach was useful when simply examining the performance of a pointing device in 
terms of object sizes and interaction techniques. By using the taxonomy of Windows 
active fundamental interaction objects (Table 4.3) the active fundamental objects on the 
interface were grouped by size category and interaction technique so that all possible 
permutations of object sizes and interaction techniques were determined for the Windows 
interface (Table 4.5, with valid permutations marked with a 'V""). 
Summary of Windows object interaction 
Pointing device interaction 
interaction Restricted Un -restricted 
area size ~-lo( I\) ~-lo( --lo( ~ ~ category ~~ "§ .~ Q ~~ ... i;5 I,) Q"t; i;5 I,) Q 
Sl ./ ./ ./ 
S2 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
S3 ./ ./ ./ 
S4 ./ ./ ./ ./ 
Table 4.5 Summary o/Windows object interaction 
These permutations were the final product of the analysis of interaction with the Windows 
interface and clearly showed the essence of interaction with the interface. It is notable that 
a significant number of permutations of interaction type and object size do not occur and 
do not need to be included within the standardised test tasks, thus dramatically reducing 
the test lengths. The next step was to use the objects and interaction techniques in the 
taxonomy to form a logical sequence of real world tasks that would include all of the 
entries in the taxonomy. 
4.10 Typical real world tasks 
In constructing a set of 'typical' real world test tasks, it is difficult to determine what 
constitutes such a 'typical' set of real world tasks, as the nature and type of tasks 
performed on an interface are dominated by the final goals of the user. Perhaps the least 
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biased approach is to simply monitor users over a period of time and record the actions 
they perform whilst accomplishing varied goals on the interface. 
Such an analysis has been previously determined for interaction on the Windows interface 
in the two domains of interest to this work: word processing (using Microsoft Word) and 
web browsing (using Internet Explorer) (Bierton, 1999). In this work the proportions of 
interface object usage were measured using video recordings of the screen during 
interaction sessions using an on-screen keyboard for text entry and a standard desktop 
hand mouse for cursor manipulation. These proportions (Tables 4.8 and 4.9, column 2) 
give a clear insight into the activities during interaction in these domains and can be used 
to form the basis of a 'typical' real world set of tasks. For example, text entry using the 
on-screen keyboard used 50% of the total interaction time in the Word processing domain, 
with text editing using 20%, manipUlating window objects such as tool bars and icons 
using 15%, manipulating menus 10%, and finally general interaction with dialog boxes 
using 5%. 
These proportions of object usage (Tables 4.8 and 4.9), the summary of Windows 
interface interaction (Table 4.5) and the taxonomy of Windows objects (Table 4.4) 
containing the permutations of object sizes and interaction techniques can now used to 
construct efficient real world test tasks for both word processing and web browsing task 
domains. 
For example: 
o Typing takes 50% of the typical word processing task (Table 4.8) and uses on-
screen keyboard keys. From the taxonomy (Table 4.4) the on-screen keyboard 
keysl used for typing required a single unrestricted click on a S4 object size. 
Hence 50% of the test should be taken with typing that employs single unrestricted 
clicks on S4 objects located in the same area of the screen. This was representative 
of typical real world interaction and also tested the given interaction technique and 
object size pair, fulfilling one entry on the object sizes and interaction techniques 
summary table (Table 4.5). 
o Window object manipulation by window sizing would take only a small proportion 
of the word processing task. This required an unrestricted drag of a S3 object size. 
Since only a very small proportion of the test should be occupied with this activity, 
it could be removed from the test unless the test length was sufficiently long. 
I 'WiViK' on-screen full-function keyboard from Prentke Romich, www.prentrom.com 
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However it must be included to fulfil the entry on the object sizes and interaction 
techniques summary table. This results in a slight distortion of the test away from 
an idealised real world interaction but must be done for completeness of the object 
size and interaction technique element of the test. 
o Dialog boxes are a final example, using a total of 12 different fundamental objects 
(5 fundamental plus 2 composite containing 7 fundamental objects). All forms of 
dialog box interaction take a total of only 5% of typical word processing interaction 
so the proportion of the total test taken interacting with these objects individually 
will be very small. Including interaction with all of these objects in the test tasks 
would result in a large distortion away from an idealised real world interaction, 
however from the taxonomy it was clear that each of the objects shared the same 
interaction technique and interaction area. Thus it was possible to remove the 
duplicate items and, if required, only present a small number of these in the test 
tasks. This approach compressed the test size, whilst fulfilling the required entries 
on the object sizes and interaction techniques summary table and generally 
preserved the real world basis of the test. 
The end product of this analysis was a set of 150 real world tasks, 82 in the word 
processing domain and 68 in the web browsing domain, based on 'typical' interaction, and 
fully fulfilling all valid object interaction types and sizes. This is illustrated here (Table 
4.6, with the fulfilled permutations marked with a ',(') and fully described in the 
Appendices (Appendices Table A4.6, Figure A4.1) I. 
At the highest level t~e tests were simply representative of typical real world interaction so 
that an overall test performance could be measured. However, by including all valid 
permutations of object size and interaction technique on the interface a more detailed 
analysis of interaction may be obtained by measurement of individual object size and 
interaction technique performances, allowing a detailed analysis at the level of individual 
object sizes and interaction techniques. In addition, a very detailed step-by-step task 
analysis would give individual performance metrics for each of the different tasks within 
the test, highlighting the performance of single tasks. Using this approach gave a very 
powerful but simple set of tests that would enable detailed and multi-level analysis of 
interaction within a single test regime. 
I The screen and test applications must be prepared before the test tasks can be commenced. Suitable pre-
prepared Microsoft Word (Test File.doc) and Internet Explorer (Testl.htm) documents are available for 
download: www.cse.dmu.ac.uk/-rbates/test and are illustrated in Appendices Figure A4.1. 
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.... Pointing device interaction u 
C .g, ~ Un-
.0 0 Restricted 0 o eI) E C 0 restricted 
0 0"" Q) Task description Object used ._ «l.... u 
~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 :o~ 0 0'- oo~ e oo-t1 eI) Eo- .... til ::l U .5 c u e Vi~ o ._ .S ~ 0" 0 en u 0 
Click the [Start] button on the task bar Task bar S3 ./ 1 button 
Open the Programs menu by clicking the Start menu S3 ./ 2 [Programs] icon on the start menu entry 
Start Word by clicking the [Microsoft Start menu S3 ./ 3 Word] icon from the start menu entry 
Click the [Soft Keyboard] button on the Task bar S3 ./ 4 task bar button 
Resize Word by double clicking the Window S3 ./ 5 window title bar title bar 
Table 4.6 Test tasks for pointing device interaction 
4.11 Verifying the test tasks 
A check was now made to confirm that the test tasks contained all required permutations 
of object sizes and interaction techniques, and also that the differing proportions of tasks 
types were representative of typical real world interaction. The word processing and 
Internet browsing test tasks were analysed for the frequency and usage of object size and 
interaction technique combinations. Comparison of these results with the possible 
permutations of object sizes and interaction techniques on the interface verified that the 
test tasks contained entries for all of the possible interaction permutations (Compare the 
entries in Table 4.7 to the requirements in Table 4.5). 
The word processing and web browsing test tasks were then analysed for the frequency of 
usage of object types to determine how representative the devised test tasks were to the 
typical real world object usage profiles previously determined (Bierton 1999). 
Comparison of the proportions of activities within each domain (comparing column 2 with 
column 3 of Tables 4.8 and 4.9) showed that the test tasks were representative of real 
world interaction. Where there were deviations from the expected proportions, these were 
essentially due to distortion of the test structure to include rarely used, but logically 
important, objects and interactions that would otherwise not be included within the test. 
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These interactions must be included to fulfil the requirements of the permutations of active 
fundamental object sizes and interaction techniques for the interface (Table 4.5). This 
analysis concluded the construction of the test tasks for the assessment method. 
Word processing 
'" Pointing device interaction ~ ~ 
'" 
0 
c 0/) Restricted Un-o C1) 
restricted '';: 'i<i 
Web browsing 
pointing device interaction 
Restricted Un -restricted 
u U 
0:1 C1) I\,) ... ~~ ~~ I\,) N - ~ eo 
0/) 
~·Cii O/)u ~ u O/)u e 
.5 :=: :l .- c·-0- 0 en u 0 en u o u 
~~ I\,) ~~ -~ 00 0/) O/)u .0 u e O/)u S c~ :l ._ C .-0- 0 en U o u en u 
SI I 3 1 1 
S2 I I 7 4 2 11 
S3 I 15 2 1 15 
S4 I 49 I 2 30 1 
Table 4.7 Test tasks verification by Windows object interaction 
Proportions of object usage for word processing tasks 
Word P:oporti~n 1 Proportion of Interface objects 
processing tasks mteractlOn test tasks (·denotes composite) 
Typing 50% 60% Keyboard key 
Editing 20% 5% Keyboard key 
Toolbar button 
Window 15% 15% Toolbar button 
Objects Scrollbar· 
Icon 
Start menu entry 
Task bar button 
Window· 
Menus \0% 7% Menu 
Dialog Boxes 5% 13% Check box 
Radio button 
Edit box 
Tab 
Spin control· 
List box· 
Command button 
Table 4.8 Comparison o/word processing test tasks to real world proportions 
I From Bierton 1999. 
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Proportions of object usage for web browsing tasks 
Web browsing P:oporti~n 0/ Proportion of Interface objects 
tasks mteractlOn test (. denotes composite) 
Web Navigation 45% 
12% Textual hypertext link 
Graphic hypertext link 
Window 30% 30% Large Toolbar button 
Objects Scrollbar· 
Icon 
Start menu entry 
Task bar button 
Window· 
Typing 10% 38% Keyboard key 
Menus 5% 3% Menu 
Dialog Boxes 5% 7% Check box 
Radio button 
Edit box 
List box· 
Command button 
Editing 5% 10% Keyboard key 
Menu 
Table 4.9 Comparison of web browsing test tasks to real world proportions 
4.12 A summary of real world test tasks 
'Real world' tasks are presented to fulfil the requirements of a 'real world' set of tasks as 
outlined in Chapter 3. The tasks go further than this requirement and contain both typical 
interaction and interaction with all permutations of object size and pointing device 
interaction technique present within the given test task domains. Each step in the test 
,~ , 
tasks is based on a single fundamental object size type and interaction technique so that 
analysis of the test results can be undertaken at the most fundamental level of interaction 
with the interface. The proportions of object usage within the test tasks are as close as 
possible to those previously determined (Bierton 1999) so that the test tasks closely mimic 
real world interaction. Each set of test tasks contains the object sizes and interaction 
techniques associated with objects that would be used during typical interaction within the 
relevant task domain. The tests can be used separately to determine pointing device 
performance within a single task domain or together to determine performance over both 
domains in the tasks to determine performance over the complete set of object sizes and 
interaction techniques. 
I From Bierton 1999. 
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Measuring the Performance of Pointing Device 
Interaction 
Chapter 5 
This chapter shows the construction of a pointing device performance assessment scheme, 
introduced in Chapter 3, to enable detailed examination of the performance of hand, head 
and eye mice on the test tasks constructed in Chapter 4. It uses the diverse metrics 
available for assessing pointing device performance, and from these constructs a novel 
detailed performance assessment scheme based on complex metrics of objective multi-
factor time and error compositions, and subjective user responses. Throughout this 
chapter, the aim is to construct metrics that will give a detailed insight not only into the 
performance of the pointing devices in this work, but also to indicate how the performance 
of the head and eye mice devices might be enhanced. 
5.1 Objective and subjective metrics 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the assessment of a device can be expressed as two 
components: the objective performance of the device, and the subjective user reaction to 
that device. Together these enable the usability (Bevan 1991) of the device to be assessed. 
The objective performance may be measured as a composite of task times and task quality 
or errors during interaction, and subjective reaction in terms of the evaluation from the test 
subject when using that device to perform the tasks. Ideally, to gain maximum insight into 
the devices, these metrics should be multi-factor, detailed and hence complex to fully 
assess the performance of the device, but also composite to present the results in a simple 
manner, and validated to show that they measure what they claim to measure. 
Looking for suitable methods of expression for these metrics leads to the definitions of 
device efficiency and satisfaction as stated in the European ESPRIT MUSiC (Metrics for 
Usability Standards in Computing) performance metrics method (Bevan et al. 1991 and 
1995, MacLeod et al.1997) and the recommendations outlined in the ISO 9241 Part 11 
'Guidance on Usability' International Standard (Smith 1996). These metrics were defined 
as follows: 
o Efficiency: the objective performance of the pointing device, expressed in terms of 
the amount and quality of interaction with the device and the time taken to perform 
that interaction. 
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o Satisfaction: the subjective acceptability of the pointing device, expressed in terms 
of the user workload and comfort when using the device and the ease of use of the 
device. 
5.2 Measuring efficiency 
Efficiency was defined as a composite of the amount of a task accomplished, the quality of 
the interaction during that task, and the time taken for the task. Examining the MUSiC 
performance definitions in detail (Bevan et al. 1991 and 1995, MacLeod et a1.1997) gave 
the following relationships (Figure 5.1): 
What is measured Derived metric 
Quantity of goal achievement 
Effectiveness _____ 
Quality of goal achievement 
Task time 
__ ------.... Productive period 
Unproductive time -
Derived metric 
Efficiency 
Figure 5.1 Relationship between measures and metrics' 
Here Efficiency was described as follows: 
o 'The Efficiency with which users use a [ ... ] product is defined as the ratio between 
their Effectiveness in carrying out their task, and the time it takes them to complete 
the task'. 
I From Bevan et al. 1995. 
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Where efficiency was defined as: 
Efficiency = 
Effectiveness 
------~~~~--~---- x Time taken for interaction 
100 
I 
Equation 5.1 Efficiency as effectiveness and time 
And effectiveness was described as: 
Chapter 5 
% 
o 'The Effectiveness with which users [ ... J carry out a task is defined as comprising 
two components, the quantity of the task attempted by the users, and the quality of 
the goals they achieve'. 
This was defined as: 
Effectiveness = Quantity of interaction x Quality of Interaction x ~ % 
Equation 5.2 Effectiveness as quantity and quality 
In the proposed test method it was essential that the test subjects complete all of the tasks 
within the test, and so satisfy the requirement of testing the device on all permutations of 
object sizes and interaction techniques that are present on the interface, as discussed 
previously in Chapter 3. Hence the quantity of interaction will be 100% for this test 
method and can be removed from the model. 
Substituting Equation 2 with Quantity equal to 100% into Equation 5.3 gives the final 
calculation for efficiency: 
Quality of interaction 
Effie iency = --=T=j-'m"-e-ta--:k..L.e-n--:fi:-or--:j:-n-te-'-'ra'"""'c'"""'t j'"""'o-n - x 
Equation 5.3 Efficiency as quality and time 
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5.3 Measuring task time 
Task time was simple to quantify (Bevan et al. 1991 and 1995, MacLeod et a1.1997), and 
was defined as: 
o 'The time a user spends using a system to perform the evaluation task'. 
And was further described as: 
o 'Task Time begins when the user starts to interact with the product [ ... ] and ends 
when the user indicates he or she has finished'. 
With unproductive time defined as: 
o 'How long the user took performing actions that did not contribute to the task 
output' (those defined later in section 5.4) 
Hence productive time was defined as: 
o 'The proportion of time the user spent performing actions that contributed to the 
task output' . 
These were clear definitions, with the task time defined as the total time for a task, 
including any unproductive time, with the additional division of task time into productive 
and non-productive elements giving additional detail. 
5.4 Measuring quality 
As discussed in Chapter 3, this could typically be a count of errors generated during the 
task. However this 'pass/fail' approach was regarded as crude and it was expected that it 
would not give any great insight into what factors caused any errors that were counted. A 
more subtle approach was needed. 
Hence quality of interaction (Bevan et al. 1991 and 1995, MacLeod et a1.1997) was 
defined as: 
o 'How good the attempt is'. 
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And was further described as: 
o 'Quality is a measure of how good the task goals represented in the output are 
compared to their ideal representation. It is defined as the degree to which the task 
goals represented in the output have been achieved'. 
A method was suggested for specifying quality (Bevan et al. 1991 and 1995, MacLeod et 
aI.1997): 
o '1. Decide what constitutes an ideal output of each goal'. 
o '2. Specify a scoring procedure for measuring how good the output of each goal is 
compared to its ideal, that also takes into account any output that was not asked for. 
If the task goals vary in importance, a weighting can be applied'. 
From this a definition and scoring procedure was required for quality. It was logical to 
state that an ideal output for the goal would be a ' perfect' cursor movement onto the task 
target object followed by 'perfect' manipulation of that target. Here 'perfect' cursor 
movement could be defined as no cursor movement deviation from a straight path from 
start point to end point on the target. This cursor movement was well defined (MacKenzie 
2001) by measuring path deviations or pauses in cursor movement. These can be termed 
cursor control corrections (Figure 5.2). 
Start point Cursor movement Target 
• I · I 'Perfect' movement 
S I~ I A path variation ---- control correction 
• • I · I A pause control correction 
Figure 5.2 Measurement of cursor control corrections' 
I From McKenzie 200 I . 
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The number of control corrections can be measured by counting the number of path 
variations or pauses of cursor movement during the task (MacKenzie 200 I). These 
variations and pauses clearly indicated a lack of control when compared to an idealised 
'perfect' cursor movement as they generated output that was not asked for, and hence gave 
a reduction in task quality. 
Secondly 'perfect' manipulation of the target would entail the correct selection of the 
correct target. Any deviation from this ideal can result in either a complete miss of the 
target with the selection action or the selection of the incorrect target. 
Hence we have three elements that may be used to form a scoring scheme for quality that 
is more detailed than a simple count of errors. These were defined as follows: 
o The number of incorrect commands, where an incorrect command is generated by 
the accidental selection of an active (Chapter 4) part of the interface, such as a 
button or menu item, that was not required by the test task. 
o The number of target misses, where a miss is generated by the accidental selection 
of a passive (Chapter 4) part of the interface, such as a window background or the 
desktop, which was not required by the test task. 
o The number of control corrections, where a control correction is caused by 
additional unwanted cursor movements required to move the cursor onto the target 
required by the test task (Figure 5.2). 
Note that since 'unproductive time' (section 5.2) is time taken by these quality elements; 
there is a relationship between unproductive time and quality. 
5.5 Quality scoring and weightings 
To generate a quality scoring procedure it was necessary to take counts of the error types 
and to weight their importance on the outcome of the task. A pragmatic scoring scheme 
was used by (Szczur 1994) where interaction quality was rated on a I 'failed' to 5 'near 
perfect interaction' scale. In this work tasks were given an initial score of 5 'perfect' with 
any subsequent degradation in performance reducing the score. When the score was 
reduced to 1, the task was deemed failed. This scheme was adopted for the assessment 
method. 
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The next task was to apply weightings to the error types. Logically, a control correction 
would have less impact on task completion than a target miss, and again, a target miss 
would have less impact than an incorrect command generated. So, assuming that 
generating incorrect commands severely degraded interaction quality (as these commands 
required further interaction to undo the mistake) they should be weighted heavily. Target 
misses had less impact on interaction (by requiring only a second target manipulation 
attempt) and so were rated less heavily. Finally control corrections were weighted the 
least heavily (requiring only a correction in cursor position) as these had the smallest 
effect on the quality of interaction. 
It was difficult to determine any form of exact weighting, except that by adopting a 1-5 
scoring scale, any error that had a major impact on quality should be weighted to occupy a 
large part of that scale, but not so highly that such an error would immediately fail the task 
without the subject having the opportunity to overcome the error. Hence, incorrect 
commands were weighted as three times their count, the majority of the scale but still 
allowing some additional opportunity to incur lesser errors whilst recovering from an 
incorrect command. Being of the least impact on quality, control corrections were 
weighted at the least part of the scale, with a value of one times their count. This left 
target misses, which lay in importance between the two and were hence weighted at twice 
their count. (It should be noted that the value of these weightings is subject to verification 
later in this work in Chapter 8). 
Thus the quality scoring weightings were defined (Figure 5.3): 
o 3 x count of incorrect commands 
o 2 x count of misses 
o 1 x count of control corrections 
Figure 5.3. Error count weightings 
Each task within the test would initially given a quality rating of 5. As the quality of 
interaction during the task was degraded by the weighted counts of the error types, so the 
rating was reduced until either the task is completed or the quality rating is reduced to 1, at 
which point the current task was regarded as failed. 
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This use of task failure leading to task abandonment and the start of the next test task 
avoided scenarios where a test subject would spend excessive time attempting a difficult 
task that might otherwise be abandoned or achieved in a different manner under non-test 
conditions and allowed a 'natural' flow of interaction through the test. To achieve this, 
quality should be roughly measured in real time during tests, with the task abandoned 
when quality was reduced to 1 or below. Combinations of more than one quality element 
within a test task were cumulative and the final interaction quality was hence calculated by 
a simple formula: 
Quality = 5 - [ (3 x count of incorrect commands) + (2 x count of misses) + (1 x count of control corrections) 
Equation 5.4 Calculation of task quality 
] 
Taking these definitions and weightings and the scoring scheme descriptions previously 
described (Szczur 1994) enabled a table of definitions of quality to be constructed to 
enable defined and quantitive quality measurement to be conducted (Table 5.1). 
Quality rating scheme 
Rating Description 
. Very low quality of interaction due :::: 
~ 1 Very low to excessive incorrect commands, 
misses or control corrections 
Low quality of interaction with I 
2 Low incorrect command or 1 miss and 1 
control correction, or 3 control 
corrections 
Medium quality of interaction with 
'" 
3 Medium no incorrect commands, I miss or 
~ 2 control corrections Q.., High quality of interaction with no 
4 High incorrect commands, no misses and 
only 1 control correction 
Near ideal interaction with no 
5 Very High incorrect commands, no target 
misses and no control corrections 
Table 5.1 Interaction quality rating scheme 
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5.6 Efficiency as a percentage 
A simple and easy to understand method of expressing efficiency was desirable. 
Combining the definition of efficiency (Equation 5.3) with the definition of quality 
(Equation 5.4) allowed efficiency to be defined as follows: 
Quality of interaction ( 1-5) 
Efficiency = -5-:--+~T~i~m-e-ta"7k-e-n-::fo-r-:i-nt-e-ra-c-7tio-n-(L-s-ec-s-:-)- x .J.QQ... % I 
~--------------------------------------------
Equation 5.5 Calculation of efficiency 
Adding a constant of '5' to the divisor matched the dividend score range of 1 to 5, 
enabling a percentage result to be calculated. Thus a 'perfect' task that had the highest 
level of quality and took no time would give an efficiency of 100%, with any reduction in 
quality or increase in time degrading the measured efficiency. This simple efficiency 
metric should be calculated at an individual task level, and is scalable and may be applied 
at a task-by-task level, or aggregated at a group of tasks level or for the whole test to give 
an overall efficiency for a device on the test. 
5.7 Measuring satisfaction 
In order to measure the subjective response of the user to the device, it was necessary to 
know by what factor~d by what amount the user was influenced by the device: 
o 'Measuring user satisfaction, or the acceptability of a system, requires knowledge 
of the internal state of the user'. (Bevan 1991). 
A survey of literature (see Chapter 3) found that there were a multitude of differing 
questionnaires being applied to device evaluation, all assessing some aspect of the 
subjective reaction of the user to a device (For example: ISO 1998, Smith 1996, Douglas 
1999). Parameters such as 'actuation force', 'movement smoothness', 'accuracy of 
pointing', 'operation speed' and 'difficulty of use' together with workload parameters 
such as 'mental effort', 'physical effort', 'body fatigue' and 'body comfort' were used. 
However, none of these sources offered a comprehensive set of questionnaire factors that 
fully addressed the expected assessment needs of the assistive technology pointing devices 
in this work. For example, none assessed factors such as eye comfort, pointing speed, 
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frustration etc. The most appropriate course of action was to take the most suitable 
assessment factors for the hand, head and eye mice from a range of questionnaires and 
assemble a new questionnaire assessment scheme suitable for the devices to be tested. 
This approach was not novel, with customised questionnaires being used previously for 
device assessment (Brewster 1994, Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999). 
Subjective 'satisfaction' has been defined at the start of this Chapter as a composite of the 
amount of user workload exerted when using the device, the level of comfort experienced 
when using the device, and the ease of use of the device. Hence three areas need to be 
addressed: workload, comfort and ease of use. 
5.8 Measuring workload 
Searching for suitable workload factors, the MUSiC method (Bevan et al. 1991 and 1995, 
MacLeod et al.1997) gave the following definition for workload: 
o 'Measures of cognitive workload are provided by the SMEQ (Subjective Mental 
Effort Questionnaire), and TLX (Task load Index) questionnaires, and by heart rate 
variability measures'. 
Of these three measures of workload, none were commonly used for pointing device 
assessment, but of these, the NASA Task load index (Hart et aI, 1988) was more 
commonly used (Bates 1999, Brewster 1994), and was perhaps the most simple, and non-
invasive, to apply. 
The NASA Task Load Index was based upon a multi-dimensional rating procedure that 
provided an overall workload score based on an average of ratings on six workload 
subscales: Mental, Physical, Temporal, Perfonnance, Effort, and Frustration (Hart et aI, 
1988). In nonnal application the TLX requires two passes to apply paired comparisons 
and hence weightings to the ratings. However this appears to be unnecessary and a 'raw' 
fonn may be used, where the workload topics are treated as simple questionnaires with the 
result averaged and no second pass required (Byers et al. 1989), thus simplifying the 
application of the rating procedure. One workload factor was found that tended to exhibit 
duplication, with evidence showing that Effort is an effective amalgamation of the Mental 
and Physical factors when used in Human Computer Interaction assessment (results from 
Bates 1999, Brewster 1994). There was a desire to make the questionnaire concise and 
without confusing duplication, hence the Effort factor was dropped, leaving the remaining 
five factors. These gave the following workload factors for the questionnaire (Figure 5.4): 
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0 Physical effort 
0 Mental effort 
0 Time pressure 
0 Frustration 
0 Performance 
Figure 5.4 Workload/actors 
5.9 Measuring comfort 
Searching for suitable user comfort factors found suggestions in the ISO 9241 Part 9 
'Non-keyboard Input Device Requirements' International Standard (ISO 1998, Smith 
1996) and 'Testing Pointing Device Performance and use Assessment with the IS09241, 
Part 9 Standard' (Douglas et al. 1999). In these, specific body areas were defined to suit 
the requirements of the test and subjects asked to rate their level of comfort (or 
discomfort) for these areas. Typical examples included 'headache', 'wrist ache' and 
'finger ache' for a desktop hand mouse. With this precedence, and evaluating which areas 
the devices in this work were likely to influence and the abilities of the expected user 
groups, the following areas were selected as factors for the questionnaire (Figure 5.5): 
0 Headache 
0 Eye discomfort 
0 Facial discomfort 
0 Mouth discomfort 
0 Neck discomfort 
Figure 5.5 Comfortfactors 
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Note that the facial and mouth factors were included to allow the questionnaire to be used 
to assess the performance of facial and mouth operated selection devices, such as eyebrow 
switches, eye blink switches, and sip-puff switches, that are often used with the devices in 
this work. The aim of this work was to include these devices in a later assessment of the 
outcomes of this work with disabled users, and so inclusion of these factors was necessary 
within the questionnaire assessment scheme. Also note that trade-offs between a user 
accepting higher facial discomfort against another accepting greater eye discomfort are 
difficult, however an overall rating would give an indication of overall discomfort. 
5.10 Measuring ease of use 
Finally, searching for suitable device ease of use factors again found suggestions in the 
ISO 9241 Part 9 Standard (ISO 1998, Smith 1996, Douglas et al. 1999). In a similar 
manner to comfort (Section 1.5.12) specific device properties were defined to suit the 
requirements of the test and subjects asked to rate their perceived level of ease of use of 
the device for each property. Typical examples included 'speed of pointing' and 'ease of 
system control'. Again with this precedence, and evaluating which property the devices in 
this work are likely to exhibit, the following properties were selected as factors for the 
questionnaire (Figure 5.6): 
0 Accuracy of pointing 
0 Speed of pointing 
0 Accuracy otSelection 
0 Speed of selection 
0 Ease of system control 
Figure 5.6 Ease of use factors 
5.11 A summary of questionnaire factors 
The previous sections of this Chapter found appropriate factors for the subjective 
satisfaction questionnaire, giving a questionnaire of three sections each comprised of five 
individual factors (Table 5.2). 
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At the most fundamental level each factor may be reported individually, in addition factors 
may be amalgamated (in the same manner as the NASA-tlx, by simple averaging) within 
their sections to give ratings for workload, comfort and ease of use. Note that aggregating 
all sections to form a single satisfaction result would be invalid, as each section assesses a 
different aspect of the subjective response of the subjects to the device. The next step in 
construction of the subjective assessment questionnaire was to find suitable questionnaire 
scales for the assessment. 
Satisfaction assessment areas and factors 
Area Workload Comfort Ease of use 
Physical effort Headache Accuracy of pointing 
Mental effort Eye discomfort Speed of pointing 
~ Time pressure Facial discomfort Accuracy of selection 
~ Frustration Mouth discomfort Speed of selection 
~ Performance Neck discomfort Ease of system control 
Table 5.2 Satisfaction assessment areas andfactors 
5.12 A summary of measuring pointing device interaction performance 
Objective and subjective metrics were constructed to assess the performance of pointing 
devices when undertaking the test tasks outlined in Chapter 4. The objective metrics were 
based on detailed task' time and interaction quality measurements to form an overall 
objective measurement of device efficiency, with the subjective metrics based on detailed 
multi-factor questions to form a comprehensive subjective assessment of user reaction to 
the devices. 
The metrics allow insight not only into the performance of the pointing devices in this 
work, but also to indicate how the performance of the head and eye mice devices might be 
enhanced. Based on the very diverse ranges of current questionnaire scales, the chapter 
concluded that a suitable questionnaire scale was required for accurate subjective 
measurement. 
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Assessment Scales 
Chapter 6 
This chapter first discusses the lack of suitable assessment scales in previous work, and 
then shows the construction of a new assessment questionnaire scale suitable for the 
subjective part of the device performance metrics defined in Chapter 5. It discusses how 
assessment questionnaire scales are constructed, and then selects a range of candidate 
quantifiers suitable for pointing device assessment scales. The chapter then conducts an 
experiment on those derived quantifiers to determine their range and distributions. Finally 
this chapter uses the experimental results to show the derivation of a range of possible 
scales potentially suitable for the assessment of hand, head and eye mice. 
6.1 Choice of questionnaire assessment scales 
A literature search of the types of sUbjective usability and workload questionnaire 
assessment scales commonly used in Human Computer Interaction research was 
conducted and found that assessment scales for pointing device assessment were rarely 
used, and that there appeared to be variation in fundamental questionnaire scale design, 
with no one consistent design employed for assessment. Scales were found ranging from 
four, five and twenty intervals with a variety of differing labelling schemes: 
o Four intervals with fuUlabelling of all points assessing "slowest I least accurate / 
liked the least", to "quickest I most accurate / liked the most" has been used for 
assessing touch pad preferences (MacKenzie and Oniszczak 1998). 
o Five intervals with end labels only assessing "easy I too fast I uncomfortable", to 
"difficult I too slow I comfortable" has been used to assess joystick and touch pad 
performance (Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999). 
o At the other extreme, twenty interval end only labelled scales have been used for 
assessing "low to high" workload factors when using a sound enabled interface 
(Brewster 1994), or an eye tracker for target selection (Bates 1999). 
These few examples of questionnaire usage used scales that seemed to be chosen and used 
with no sound scientific justification given, and none showed any validation of the chosen 
scales. This lack of a common standard design hinders the comparison of usability results 
between studies, resulting in a wide range of isolated and often dissociated results. In 
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addition, this variation gave no indication as to what would be a good design for the test 
method. Clearly it was necessary to address this problem by generating suitable validated 
questionnaire scale designs for the test method. 
6.2 Designing scales 
Having made the decision to construct a new assessment scale, the next step was to 
address the fundamental design problems for such a scale: number of intervals and 
labelling names and layout scheme. For instance, should a scale with 5 choices (number 
of intervals) named with 'low' and 'high' (names of labels) with just the end intervals 
labelled (layout scheme) (Figure 6.1), or perhaps it should have 11 intervals with label 
naming 'easy', 'medium' and 'difficult' with the end intervals and the middle interval 
labelled? 
Number of intervals 
-------------~-------------r ~ 
Scale --~~ I 1 2 3 4 5 
~----~------~~~~--~--~--~~ 
/'Low' 'High' 
LabeIling names ~ / 
Labelling layout 
Figure 6.1 Example questionnaire scale 
6.3 Generating suitable questionnaire quantifiers 
The first step in designing a questionnaire scale was to determine the names of the labels , 
or quantifiers, used to annotate the questionnaire scale. Quantifier sets for questionnaire 
design have been produced previously, notably by (Bass 1974) and also (Spector 1976) 
and (Schriesheim 1974). 
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These sets were, however, not entirely suitable for the type of questions found in usability 
and workload questionnaires. For example, the set produced by Bass had typical 
recommended quantifiers for 7 interval scales that comprised: 'All', 'An extraordinary 
amount of', 'A great amount of', 'Quite a bit of', 'A moderate amount of', 'Somewhat', 
'None'. Examining the range of questionnaire topics we wish to use, such as 'Mental 
effort' or 'Speed of pointing' it was clear that the Bass quantifiers were not suitable for 
such usability and workload questions. For example, questions such as 'Rate the speed of 
pointing?' cannot reasonably have the choices 'None' or 'All'. Modification of these end-
point terms to allow the quantifiers to be used was inadvisable; as such modification 
would unbalance the original anchor points of the scale. In addition, examining the 
questionnaire topics to be used (Chapter 5) showed that two types of questionnaire would 
be needed, one for rating values that were bipolar, (ranging from a negative value, through 
a null point, to a positive value) and another for rating values that are unipolar, (ranging 
from nothing to a higher positive value) (Figure 6.2). 
Bipolar 
Negative Null Positive 
Unipolar 
Nothing Positive 
Figure 6.2 Bipolar and unipolar scale types 
For example, rating 'pointing accuracy' would be bipolar, with a scale ranging from 'very 
inaccurate pointing' through a null mid-point to 'very accurate pointing' whereas rating 
'headache' would require a unipolar scale with a range from 'no pain' through to 'a lot of 
pain'. Examination of previous work (Bass 1974, Spector 1976, Schriesheim 1974) 
showed that these did not present results for both bipolar and unipolar quantifiers. Hence 
for these reasons it was felt necessary to re-examine these quantifier terms and generate a 
new set of suitable bipolar and unipolar quantifiers. 
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6.4 Candidate quantifiers 
In order to start with a wide and evenly distributed range of candidate quantifiers for the 
questionnaire scale design most of the quantifiers were derived from the very 
comprehensive range of 44 quantifiers previously tested (Bass 1974). Absolute 
quantifiers such as 'All' and 'None' were omitted, as they were not regarded as suitable 
for usability and workload questions. In addition, long phrases were truncated to their 
descriptive adverbs, for example' A moderate amount of was truncated to 'Moderately' 
and 'Quite a bit of was truncated to 'Quite'. Finally an informal panel discussion 
between colleagues involved in Human Computer Interaction research reviewed the new 
set of candidate quantifiers and contributed three additional quantifiers not present in the 
original Bass set, plus the keyword (the subject described by the quantifiers, for example, 
'easy', 'difficult' etc.) on its own, giving a total of 20 candidate quantifiers (Table 6.1). 
Note that modification of existing quantifiers and inclusion of quantifiers contributed by a 
simple discussion is valid, as the validity of all of the quantifiers will be assessed later in 
this chapter to determine their actual subjective value. 
I From Bass 1974. 
Candidate quantifiers 
A bit 
A little 
Considerably 
Extremely 
Fairly 
Greatly 
Just· 
Moderately 
No quantifier· 
(just the keyword on its 
own) 
Not at all 
Not very 
Really· 
Pretty much 
Quite 
Scarcely 
Somewhat 
Slightly 
Very 
Very much 
Very slightly· 
... Added by panel discussion 
Table 6.1 Candidate quantifieri 
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6.5 Methods of quantifier estimation 
The next step was to find an order, or sUbjective value, for the candidate quantifiers. 
Previous work (Oppenheim 1992, Edwards 1957, Bass 1974, Schriesheim 1978) showed 
that paired comparison between quantifiers and magnitude estimation of quantifiers were 
the two most commonly used methods of ordering and valuing a set of names. Magnitude 
estimation required a set of subjects to rate where on a magnitude rating line, or 
psychological continuum of infinitely small increments (Edwards 1957), labelled from a 
minimum to a maximum value, they felt each of the quantifiers would lie. These positions 
along the continuum then constituted the subjective values of the quantifiers (Figure 6.3). 
'Nothing' 'Everything' 
Figure 6.3 A 'psychological continuum ,/ 
In contrast, paired comparison presented a set of subjects with all permutations of pairs of 
the quantifiers to be rated, the subjects then indicating which of each pair is the greater or 
smaller. The ordering and relative positions of the quantifiers could then be calculated. 
Typical examples of usage of these methods included (Bass 1974) with magnitude 
estimation, and (Schriesheim 1974) with paired comparison. Of these techniques, 
magnitude estimation appeared to give more valid results with (Schriesheim 1978) finding 
that questionnaire label generation by magnitude estimation gave fairly invariant interval 
points, whereas paired comparison gave poor interval points but did still preserve ranking 
order. Looking in detail at the techniques, (Edwards 1957) found that paired comparison 
with large candidate quantifier sets was also 'tedious' with n(n-J)/2 judgements required 
to pair all n quantifiers. Hence, with a large candidate set of 20 quantifiers, the method of 
magnitude estimation was chosen and a rating experiment devised. 
6.6 Bipolar and unipolar rating continua 
A psychological continuum (Figure 6.3) was required for the rating experiment to allow 
magnitude estimation of the values of the candidate quantifiers. This needed to be easy to 
understand and have a subject, or labelling, for the continuum that was easily valued or 
I From Edwards 1957. 
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estimated by experimental subjects. Hence the end point labels or keywords 'Happy' and 
'Sad' were chosen as it was felt that subjects could easily and quickly rate different levels 
of 'happiness' and 'sadness'. The continuum was a simple 10cm long line printed on a 
blank sheet of A4 paper. Bipolar and unipolar magnitude-rating lines were used. The 
bipolar line was anchored with 'Extremely sad', a negation of the highest ranked 
quantifier used on the left, 'Neither Happy nor Sad' as the null mid-point and 'Extremely 
Happy', the highest ranked quantifier (Bass 1974) on the right. The unipolar line was 
anchored with 'Not at all happy', the lowest ranked of the chosen quantifiers on the left 
and 'Extremely happy' the highest ranked of the quantifiers on the right (Bass 1974) 
(Figure 6.4). 
Extremely sad 
Not at all happy 
Neither happy 
nor sad Extremely happy 
Extremely happy 
Figure 6.4. Bipolar and unipolar psychological continua 
6.7 Experiment 1: Rating candidate quantifiers 
An experiment was conducted with 50 test subjects, 33 male and 17 female, that were 
randomly chosen from volunteer students and staff at the university. Subject age ranges 
were 1 subject < 20, 35 subjects 20-29, 12 subjects 30-39, 1 subject 40-49, 1 subject 50+. 
Subjects were unpaid and were told that the tests were part of research work in the 
university and that they should complete the tests as accurately as possible. There was no 
time limit to complete the test and no penalty for non-participation, all subjects signed a 
consent form (Appendix Figure 6.1) and all data was anonymous. For the experiment 
subjects were given a randomly numbered list of the candidate quantifiers (Table 6.1) 
appended with the keywords 'Happy' and 'Sad' and asked to indicate where on the 
psychological continua lines (Figure 6.4) they felt each of the quantifiers fell by writing 
the number of the candidate quantifier on the psychological continua line. To eliminate 
order effects in the testing, the presentation order of the quantifiers and the continua types 
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were randomly ordered on the test. To determine the value of the ratings for each 
quantifier the ratings of the bipolar quantifiers were scored from ·100 on the left end of the 
psychological continuum line, through zero at the centre point, to + 100 on the right end of 
the line and the unipolar quantifiers scored from zero on the left end of the line to + 100 on 
the right end of the line. The results for each quantifier were ranked by the soth percentile 
(median) of the ratings, with the spread of rating values represented by the 2Sth and 7Sth 
percentiles, giving the interquartile ranges. The results were calculated (Appendix Tables 
A6.S and A6.6) and summarised graphically in order of the median points and ranges of 
the quantifiers (Figures 6.S and 6.6). 
Extremelyt-+-! 
Very t-+---i 
Greatly t-+---i 
Really I. I 
Very much t-+-----I 
Bipolar Quantifier Test 
25th and 75th percentile distances centered on 50th percentile 
~Extremely 
~Very 
I--~.~I Greatly 
• 1 Really 
I--~.~-il Very much 
Considerably 1 • I. I Considerably 
Sad 1 • 1 
Pretty much 1-1 _ •• ---t 
I--•• ---il Happy 
I----+.--~I Pretty much 
Not at all happy 1-1 _____ •• _____ -i ~------.__----i Not at all sad 
-100 -90 
Fairly 1 • 
Quite 1 • 
Moderalely I~.~---I 
Somewhat 1 • 
Jusll • 
Alittla I • 1 
Slightly t---+-i 
A bill • 
• 1 Fairly 
• 1 Quite 
I---~.~I Moderately 
1----t.'--41 Somewhat 
• I Just 
t-+---i A little 
~ Slightly 
~AbK 
Not very happy 1-----+-_+_-+-+-...... ----1 Not very sad 
Very slightly t---+-i ~ Very slightly 
Scarcely 1-1 ~~~IHIHI.~: Scarcel~~--~~_~.--~--_--~ 
-80 -70 -80 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100 
Sad Rating Happy 
Figure 6.5 Bipolar quantifier ratings, median with interquartile range 
Examining the ratings of the quantifiers on both the bipolar and unipolar graphs (Figures 
6.5 and 6.6) showed that the original choice of candidate quantifiers (Table 6.1) was valid 
with the candidates fairly evenly spread across the psychological continuum. This 
suggested that the range of quantifiers chosen for the experiment were capable of covering 
the required range of ratings with no appreciable gaps. There was a strong suggestion of 
symmetry about the centre point on the bipolar continuum, indicating that the quantifiers 
could be used to construct a valid bipolar scale. In addition, the unipolar ratings suggested 
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a similarity with the positive 'Happy' half of the bipolar continuum, indicating that the 
sUbjective ratings of the quantifiers were fairly stable when applied to both unipolar and 
bipolar continua. It was notable that the 'Not at all' and 'Not very' quantifiers had 
comparatively wide distributions, suggesting that the inclusion of a negation prefix to a 
quantifier confused the perceived value of the quantifier. 
Unipolar Quantifier Test 
25th and 75th percentile distances centered on 50th percentile 
..... Extremely 
~Verymuch 
~Very 
• I Really 
• I Greatly 
• I Considerably 
• I Prelty much 
I----<.~ .... I CuKe 
• I Happy 
• I Fairly 
I. I Moderalely 
• I Just 
• I Somewhat 
• I AM 
• I AIitUe 
• I Slightly 
• I Very slightly 
• I Scarcely 
I. I Not very 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Rating 
Figure 6.6 Unipolar quantifier ratings, median with interquartile range 
6.8 The bipolar continuum in detail 
Examining the rating of the bipolar quantifiers in detail confirmed a high degree of 
symmetry about the centre point of the psychological continuum (discussed in the 
following paragraph) with a high correlation between the ratings on the 'Happy' and 'Sad' 
halves of the line, Spearman's rank correlation test I (rs=O.998, p<O.OOI) (Sprent, 1993). 
The grouping of quantifiers and the symmetry of the bipolar quantifier scale were further 
I Spearman's rank correlation test is a non-parametric correlation equivalent to Pearson's correlation but 
based on the ranks of the ~alu.es ~f the data pairs rathe~ than the actual data values. It is particularly useful 
for data with non-normal distributIOns and scales not at mtervallevels. 
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investigated by performing agglomerative cluster analysis·. This method starts with each 
quantifier forming its own separate cluster (giving 20 clusters to start), the distance 
between individual clusters along the psychological continuum is then calculated and the 
two closest clusters are joined to form a single cluster. This process continues until all 
quantifiers are joined within a single cluster. The clustering 'height' (0 to 100) indicates 
the distance along the continuum between two clusters when they join to form a single 
cluster. (The quantifiers 'Not at all' and 'Not very' were not included due to their 
variability and to allow later comparison with the unipolar scale). This gave a dendrogram 
showing the clustering of the bipolar quantifiers on the psychological continuum (Figure 
6.7). 
8 
0 
00 
0 
w 
-~ Cl 
'Qj 0 :t '<t 
0 
N 
Figure 6. 7 Grouping of bipolar quantifiers 
I The agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis used the Euclidean distance between object sizes as a 
dissimilarity metric. This ~ethod starts with each object size forming its own separate cluster, the distance 
between individu~l c1uster~ IS then. calc~lated and the. two c~os~st clu~ters are joined to form a single cluster. 
This process continues untIl all object sIzes are contained wIthin a SUItable number of clusters. Four clusters 
of object size were chosen as the analysis quickly settled at, and remained stable for, this number of clusters. 
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The symmetry of the bipolar quantifiers about the centre of the bipolar continuum was 
confirmed by the detail of the clustering on both the positive 'Happy' and negative 'Sad' 
halves of the dendrogram, where a high level of symmetry was apparent. This strongly 
suggested that a valid and stable positive-negative symmetrical bipolar scale could be 
derived from the data. The only exceptions were the reversals of' Just' and 'Somewhat', 
'Pretty much' and 'Sad' and 'Really' and 'Greatly' with respect to the order of the 
'Happy', or positive side of the scale. However, looking at the distribution (Figure 6.7) in 
detail showed that these reversals were not highly significant. Here the quantifiers were 
within a small range of height on the clustering, were also within the same clusters, and in 
both cases the distributions of the ratings overlapped considerably. 
There was a remarkable consistency and symmetry of detailed quantifier grouping. 
Taking a line at a similarity height of approximately 8 on the dendrogram, (Figure 6.7 
dashed line) there were 16 (8 each side of the central anchor) definite, symmetrical 
groupings of similar-rated quantifiers. For example, quantifiers such as 'Somewhat' and 
'Just' were closely rated and separately distanced from quantifiers such as 'Very', 
'Greatly' 'Really' and 'Very much' on both the negative 'Sad' half and the positive 
'Happy' side of the scale. This consistency strongly suggested that the subjective 
meanings of the quantifiers tended to be stable and equally distanced when applied to both 
negative and positive keywords, again showing that the data could be used to derive a 
valid symmetrical scale. In addition, this grouping suggested that quantifiers tended to be 
rated by subjects into a number of categories along the psychological continuum and that 
quantifiers within a given cluster could, to some extent, be used interchangeably if 
required. It was interesting to note that the scores for similar words on the 'sadness' half 
of the line were slightly further from the centre point of the line than equivalent scores on 
the happiness side. Since the ordering and groupings were highly consistent and separated 
on both sides of the scale, the selection of paired quantifiers at equal intervals should not 
be overly affected. It was not known why subjects rated the negative scale more highly. 
It was also notable that 'Considerably' had no similar rated quantifiers. 
The importance of using clearly understandable and unambiguous quantifiers was shown 
by the high variability found in the 'Not at all' and 'Not very' quantifiers on the bipolar 
psychological continuum. The distributions of these quantifiers showed that 'Not at all 
happy' and 'Not very happy' were almost exclusively rated in the 'sad' half of the line and 
'Not at all sad' and 'Not very sad' rated in the 'happy' half of the line. This showed that 
the majority of subjects reversed the meaning of the 'happy' or 'sad' keyword when 
prefixed by a 'not' quantifier. However, the wide nature of the distributions in each half 
of the continuum showed that subjects could not easily evaluate where to rate the 
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quantifier after deciding which half of the continuum the quantifier belonged. These 
results suggested that care should be taken when selecting candidate quantifiers and that 
where possible confusing quantifiers or negation of quantifiers should be avoided. 
6.9 The unipolar continuum in detail 
The unipolar results suggested a strong similarity with the 'Happy' side of the bipolar 
psychological continuum and this was confirmed by a high correlation, Spearman's rank 
correlation test (rs=O.980, p<O.OOI) (Sprent, 1993). Exceptions were the higher rating of 
'A bit', the reversal of 'Just' and 'Somewhat', the disordering of 'Quite', 'Fairly', 'Pretty 
much' and 'Happy' and the disordering of 'Very much', 'Really', 'Greatly' and 'Very'. 
The higher ratings of 'Slightly', 'A little' and 'A bit' on the unipolar line were quite 
noticeable. It was notable that 'Not very happy' had moved from being rated quite 'Sad' 
on the bipolar line to being rated quite 'Happy' on the unipolar line, showing differences 
in rating dependent on scale type. Again performing an agglomerative cluster analysis on 
the unipolar data gave a dendrogram showing the clustering of the quantifiers for 
comparison with the positive side of the bipolar data scale (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.8 Grouping of unipolar quantifiers 
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Comparison of the unipolar dendrogram and the 'Happy' half of the bipolar dendrogram 
confirmed that there was an overall similarity between the two structures. As before, 
taking a line at a similarity height of approximately 8 on the dendrogram (Figure 6.8 
dashed line) showed a total of 8 existing groups of similarly rated quantifiers on the 
unipolar dendrogram at this level of distance, the same number of groups as the bipolar 
dendrogram at the same similarity height (Figure 6.7 dashed line). However, looking at 
the detailed clustering of the dendrograms showed that the two scales were different. 
The unipolar quantifiers 'Considerably' and 'Not at all' were clearly well distanced from 
their equivalents on the bipolar scale. Also there were pronounced differences between 
the quantifiers within some of these groups, confirming that the two scales were not the 
same. Notable differences between the ratings included the change of the quantifier 
grouped with 'Happy' and the movement of 'Moderately' and 'A bit' into different 
clusters on the unipolar scale. 
These movements of the quantifiers and the dissimilarities between the results suggested 
that a unipolar scale is not equivalent to the positive half of a bipolar scale and that simple 
mirroring of a unipolar scale to create a bipolar scale or taking one half of a bipolar scale 
to create a unipolar scale was inadvisable. As with the bipolar ratings. the subjective 
meanings of the quantifiers on the unipolar scale tended to be rated into a number of 
categories along the psychological continuum. This again suggested that quantifiers 
within a cluster may to some extent, be used interchangeably. 
When comparing th~. bipolar scale to the unipolar scale, there was a marked compression 
of the lower rated quantifiers towards the middle 'Neither/nor' anchor on the bipolar scale. 
This was probably due to an 'error of central tendency' (Oppenheim 1992), where subjects 
tend to mark toward the mid-point of a bipolar scale. This compression may have resulted 
in the 'Slightly', 'A little' and 'A bit' quantifiers being rated so closely that their true 
order is not apparent on the bipolar scale and only becomes clear when extended on the 
unipolar scale. It was notable again that 'Considerably' had no similar rated quantifiers. 
6.10 Scale ranges 
When calculating the intervals for a scale. the test end anchor point of 'Extremely' at the 
'Happy' and 'Sad' ends of the bipolar continuum and the 'Happy' end of the unipolar 
continuum need not be used. instead alternative end anchor points may be selected such as 
'Considerably' or 'Very'. The choice of anchor points affects the rating range of the scale 
such that there was a trade-off between the number of points on the scale and the range the 
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scale covers (Hancock 1991). To cover a complete range the scale should include very 
high and very low rated anchor points, such as 'Extremely' and 'Not at all' at its ends, 
which entails the use of a larger number of points to avoid too coarse a scale and loss of 
fine resolution. 
However, if the expected response range is known then a smaller section of the full scale 
may be used and the number of scale points correspondingly reduced. For instance, if a 
rated test will not induce responses above 'Moderately' then a section of the full scale 
starting with the anchor 'Not at all' and ending with the anchor 'Moderately' may be used. 
When calculating the optimal interval quantifiers given here, the end anchor points of 'Not 
at all' and 'Extremely' were chosen to give full-range scales. Full range scales were 
chosen for this work since the range of device subjective performance between the 
baseline hand mouse and the eye mouse was expected to be large based on previous 
experience (Bates 1999). 
6.11 Generating optimal scales· 
Typically scales found in human-computer interaction work have an odd number of 
intervals, probably to allow for a centre point if desired, and range from 5 to 11 intervals. 
Hence it was decided to generate bipolar and unipolar scales for odd-numbered intervals 
ranging from 5 to 11 intervals. This required quantifiers with suitable values to be chosen 
for set intervals along the psychological continua. 
These interval quantifie'rs were simply generated from the detailed test data (Appendices 
Tables A6.1 and A6.2). This was accomplished by choosing the closest quantifiers to the 
desired intervals (5 interval, 7 interval and so on) for the scales. These intervals were 
calculated by dividing the range between the chosen anchor points by the number of 
intervals required. When a choice of candidate quantifiers was available then the 
quantifier with the minimum overlap with adjacent chosen quantifiers and the smallest 
distribution was selected. (An example of this process for a 5-point full-range bipolar 
scale is illustrated in Appendices, Figure A6.2). 
I A note on the scales in this thesis: 
Although questionnaire scales are ordinal scales, they are often treated as interval scales when used in 
attitudinal measurements. By treating this type of agreement scale or attitudinal measurement (as in this 
work) as interval, researchers can calculate mean scores which can then be compared, bearing in mind that 
the results originate from ordinal assessment. This is a very commonly used approach (For example: 
MacKenzie and Oniszczak 1998, Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999, Smith 1996, Douglas et al. 1999 Brewster 
1994, Hart et ai, 1988), and has been adopted in this thesis. ' 
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Using these basic rules the optimal interval quantifiers for odd-numbered scales ranging 
from 5 to 11 points were calculated (Tables 6.2 and 6.3). These tables show the chosen 
quantifiers followed by the percentage points difference between the desired scale position 
and the actual quantifier rating noted in brackets after each quantifier. The percentage 
points separation between quantifiers is noted between adjacent selected quantifiers. 
These two metrics indicate the deviation of the closest quantifiers from their ideal 
positions on the psychological continua. 
The reader may use the raw data (Appendix Tables A6.5 and A6.6) to calculate scales 
with different end points and different numbers of intervals by using the method described 
(Appendix Figure A6.7). 
Optimal Bipolar Scales 
II interval 9 interval 7 interval 5 interval 
Extremely Happy Extremely Happy Extremely Happy Extremely Happy 
1.8% 7.0% 7.0% 12.3% 
Really (+0.4%) Considerably (-2.4%) Considerably (+ 1.8%) Happy (+0.4%) 
0.0% -3.5% 12.3% 21.5% 
Happy (-4.4%) Happy (+0.4%) Somewhat (-2.7%) NeitherlNor 
-1.8% 1.8% 7.0% 26.3% 
Moderately (-0.7%) Somewhat (1.5%) NeitherlNor Sad (-4.9%) 
1.8% 7.0% 11.0% 14.0% 
Slightly (-3.0%) NeitherlNor Somewhat (+0.9%) Extremely Sad 
-8.6% 10.6% 12.3% 
NeitherlNor Somewhat (-3.3%) Considerably (-5.3%) 
8.8% 5.3% 5.3% 
Slightly (-0.5%) Sad (-4.9%) Extremely Sad 
5.3% -1.8% 
Moderately (-6.3%) Cons iderab Iy (-1.1 %) 
3.6% 5.3% 
Sad (+0.2%) Extremely Sad 
5.3% 
Really (-5.7%) 
0.0% 
Extremely Sad 
Table 6.2 Optimal bipolar quantifiers 
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Optimal Unipolar Scales 
11 interval 9 interval 7 interval 5 interval 
Extremely Happy Extremely Happy Extremely Happy Extremely Happy 
1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 8.3% 
Very much (+0.5%) Really (+ 1.2%) Really (+5.5%) Considerably (+0.8%) 
-12.0% -6.9% -6.9% 3.5% 
Greatly (+8.2%) Considerably (+0.8%) Considerably (+9.2%) Moderately (0.0%) 
-10.3% -3.4% 3.5% -\0.3% 
Considerably (+5.9%) Quite (-3.9%) Moderately (0.0%) Slightly (+4.3%) 
-3.4% -17.2% -6.9% 13.8% 
Quite (-1.3%) Moderately (0.0%) A little (+2.9%) Not at al\ Happy 
-17.2% -6.9% -12.1% 
Moderately (0.0%) A little (-1.3%) Scarcely (-2.0%) 
-6.9% -34.5% 5.2% 
A little (+3.8%) Slightly (+4.3%) Not at all Happy 
-34.5% -17.3% 
Slightly (-0.7%) Scarcely (+2.2%) 
-31.3% 5.2% 
Very slightly (-1.0%) Not at all Happy 
-13.8% 
Not very (-3.1%) 
1.8% 
Not at all Happy 
Table 6.3 Optimal unipolar quantifiers 
6.12 A summary of assessment scales 
It was shown that there was a lack of any suitable questionnaire scale for the assessment 
method constructed previously. The design of scales was discussed and an experimentally 
derived set of bipolar and unipolar assessment quantifiers and a new set of bipolar and 
unipolar assessment scales detennined. A method of generating interval scales was 
demonstrated and together with the results of the experiments in this chapter, tables were 
presented that allow the generation of diverse ranges of scales. Finally, the generation of a 
new set of bipolar and unipolar scales was shown. 
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Choice of Scales 
Chapter 7 
This chapter follows on from Chapter 6 and details the next step in constructing a 
questionnaire scale most suitable scale for hand, head and eye mouse assessment. As 
outlined in Chapter 3, the assessment method must be both sensitive to assess small 
variations in device assessment, but also have sufficient range to measure a wide range of 
possible device performances. This chapter first selects a range of candidate scales from 
the scales determined in Chapter 6, and then assesses each for their range of possible 
subjective responses, and their sensitivity to the smallest reliably detectable change in 
subjective response. Two experiments are conducted, the first to determine the smallest 
discrimination that can be reliably generated on a scale, and the second to use this 
discrimination level to test the sensitivity, and range, of a set of scales derived from 
Chapter 6. From this assessment, a single scale is selected that is both sensitive and wide-
ranging for the subjective metric of the assessment method. 
7.1 Candidate scales 
The first task was to determine the labelling scheme (fully labelled or partially labelled) 
for the scale and the number of intervals (5, 7, 9 etc) the scale should have. When 
choosing the number of intervals there was a known trade-off between using too few, 
resulting in a loss of fine resolution due to coarseness of grouping, and too many, thus 
exceeding the rater's ability to discriminate between the intervals (Hancock 1991, 
Symonds 1924) although no optimum number of intervals was found. The choice of using 
a fully labelled or a partially labelled scale has been investigated previously (Frisbie 1979) 
but again no clear preference was found. Hence it was necessary to construct a range of 
scales in permutations of labelling schemes and interval ranges and to then test these 
scales to find an optimum scheme. 
Choosing typical odd numbered interval ranges of 5 to 11 (to allow a central anchor 
point), and both fully and partially labelled scales, this gave a total permutation of 5, 7, 9 
and 11 interval scales both fully labelled (all points) and partially labelled (end anchor 
points, and where applicable the centre anchor point) in bipolar and unipolar 
configurations. In addition to these scales, a 20 interval partially labelled unipolar scale 
was also included to examine the validity of the popular NASA-TLX workload 
questionnaire scale (Hart 1988) which can be used in the MUSiC method (Bevan et al. 
1991 and 1995, MacLeod et al.1997). 
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7.2 A target acquisition discrimination test 
Having decided upon the candidate scales, the next requirement was to devise a test that 
would allow subjects to generate a set of consistent subjective responses that could be 
used to test the range, and sensitivity or discrimination, of the candidate scales. To allow 
the evaluation of the candidate questionnaire scales to be as close as possible to their 
application in the assessment method, a questionnaire discrimination test needed to 
generate similar subjective responses to those that might be found during pointing device 
interaction with an interface. Simply conducting a period of pointing device interaction on 
an interface would not give the consistency between sessions as variation may occur 
during the interaction, instead a simple target acquisition test was devised that was similar 
to Fitt's Law target acquisition tests (thoroughly discussed by MacKenzie 1992). This 
would give consistency and would also be easy to perform. 
To invoke a range of different subjective reactions from the test subjects, and so test the 
sensitivity of the scales, the 'difficulty' of the test needed to be varied. Typically this 
would be done by varying the target distance or target size during the test, with smaller 
targets or larger distances to be travelled being more 'difficult'. However, this variation in 
test difficulty would be visible, with differing target sizes and distances, and therefore 
could affect the subjective reaction of the subject in no relation to the actual subjective 
reaction experienced when performing the test. Instead, 'difficulty' was created by adding 
uncertainty to the cursor position by applying a level of 'jitter' to the cursor position that 
was visible as cursor displacement. This allowed the test to have a single fixed target size 
and distance, giving no visual clue as to the difficulty of the task, with small variation in 
cursor jitter giving variation in task difficulty. This method of added jitter, or positional 
uncertainty, of the cursor was also chosen in consideration of the assistive technology 
devices to be tested with the assessment method. Typically, head and eye mice exhibit 
positional inaccuracies of cursor position due to measurement inaccuracies and poorer 
bodily stability of head and eye position when compared to say hand position. This leads 
to a jitter in cursor position when using these devices. Hence mimicking the nature of 
these devices in a controlled way was an ideal method of selecting the questionnaire scales 
that would be used to assess these devices. 
A Windows application was written in C++ for the target acquisition test (Figure 7.1). 
The application generated a circular target with a radius of 10mm at a random position on 
the screen. When the target was selected it was erased from the screen and a new target 
displayed at a random angle but a fixed distance of 80mm from the previous target 
position. This created a 'chase the target' form of target acquisition test (as discussed in 
Chapter 3) with a constant Fitts' Index of Difficulty (Fitts 1954) of 3.2 based on the 
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Shannon formulation (MacKenzie 1992). An aggregate score of the number of hits and 
misses was displayed to give subjects incentive to perform the test accurately. In addition, 
the application recorded the time taken to select each target during the test and the score 
for each session for later use (Chapter 8, 'Verification of the test method '). Finally, a 
Windows application was written in C++ to generate cursor jitter by displacing the current 
cursor by a random value in both the screen x and y directions at a fixed time interval. 
(This process is shown in Appendices, Figure A 7.2). 
Current 
target 
Elapsed time 
\ 
~ ::~ :~ .............. . 
Blank screen 
Figure 7.1 Jitter target acquisition test 
7.3 Selecting jitter levels 
Suitable jitter levels were required before the target acquisition test could be conducted. 
Both the range and discrimination of the scales needed to be tested. To do this a 
minimum of 4 levels of difficulty were required: two levels that were at extremes were 
needed to test the range of the scales, from a minimum to a maximum, and two that were 
very similar but consistently perceptually different were required to test the discrimination 
of the scales. 
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The extreme minimum level was logically set at zero jitter. To determine the upper 
extreme level of difficulty a range of cursor jitter levels were inserted into the jitter model 
(Appendices Figure 7.1) and informally evaluated by applying jitter to a standard desktop 
hand mouse when using the target acquisition test. This gave a 'feel' for the task 
difficulty for a range of jitter levels. From this it was felt that a displacement every SOms 
gave a smooth rather than discrete and jerky cursor displacement period and the maximum 
jitter level that still allowed some control over cursor position at this timer interval was 
6.0mm per displacement. Hence the extreme maximum jitter level was set at 6.0mm. 
To determine the two similar but consistently perceptually different jitter levels, one level 
was set as a benchmark at 2.0mm, just below the mid point of the two extreme levels, and 
a range of slightly higher levels of 2.Smm, 3.0mm and 3.Smm were chosen to be 
compared against this benchmark. The comparative levels would then be compared 
against the benchmark to determine which gave a consistently perceptually different jitter 
level to the baseline. This would then be chosen as the second discrimination jitter level. 
7.4 Experiment 2: Determining the discrimination jitter levels 
A paired comparison experiment was conducted with 8 test subjects, 6 male and 2 female 
that were randomly chosen from volunteer students and staff at the university. Subject age 
ranges were 6 subjects 20-29, 2 subjects 30-39. Subjects were unpaid and were told that 
the tests were part of research work in the university and that they should complete the 
tests as accurately as possible. There was no penalty for non-participation, all subjects 
signed a consent form (Appendix Figure A7.2) and all data was anonymous. 
For the experiment subjects were asked to perform the target acquisition test for 60 
seconds, this was divided into two 30-second contiguous sequences, A and B. The 
sessions were identified by target colour, with a red target for one session and a blue target 
for the other session. The assignment of colours to sessions was randomised to eliminate 
learning effects or associations of task difficulty with target colour. In every test either 
session A or session B was assigned a jitter level of the baseline 2.0mm, with the 
remaining session having either the baseline jitter level of 2.0mm or one of the 
comparison jitter levels of 2.Smm, 3.0mm or 3.Smm (Appendices Table A 7.1). To 
eliminate order effects in the testing, the presentation order of the jitter levels and session 
orders were prescribed in an incomplete Latin Square design (Appendices Table A7.2). 
After each session the subjects were asked to state whether the red or blue target was more 
difficult to select or whether they were equally difficult to select. The object of the 
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experiment was to determine at what magnitude of difference in jitter levels subjects could 
reliably discriminate between the baseline and higher level of jitter. An arbitrary 
discrimination accuracy of 90% was chosen as the threshold where a higher level was 
reliably discriminated from the baseline lower 2.0mm level. The results of the experiment 
were calculated as percentages and the prescribed order of session target colours removed 
so that the baseline was hence referred to as 'Red ' and the variable comparators as ' Blue' 
to allow easier understanding of the results (Appendices Table A 7.3). 
The results were displayed graphically (Figure 7.2) and showed that the majority of 
subjects always discriminated correctly between the jitter levels, however the 90% 
reliability threshold was not reached until the comparator jitter level reached 3.5mm. 
Hence, the jitter levels of 2.0mm and 3.5mm were chosen as the closest possible levels 
that could be reliably discriminated. 
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Red baseline of 2.0 vs. variable Blue level 
Figure 7.2 Discrimination of similar jitter levels 
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To illustrate the effects of applying the 4 levels of jitter to a stationary cursor, plots were 
recorded over 2 second periods of cursor movement (Figure 7.3). These plots clearly 
illustrate the large difference between the two levels at the extremities and also the 
simi larity between the two middle levels. 
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Figure 7.3 Jitter displacement of a stationary cursor 
7.5 Experiment 3: A discrimination test 
With four jitter levels now determined, giving four consistent levels of subjective 
difficulty, it was now possible to assess the discrimination and range of the candidate 
questionnaire scales. The 17 candidate questionnaire scales, permutations of 5, 7, 9 and 
II interval scales both fully labelled (all points) and partially labelled (end anchor points, 
and where applicable the centre anchor point) in bipolar and unipolar configurations plus 
the 20 interval partially labelled unipolar NASA-TLX scale, were constructed as 
individual scales. 
Each questionnaire consisted of a 20cm long line divided into the appropriate number of 
intervals with 1 cm high division lines. The scale labels were placed underneath the 
anchor point intervals for the partially labelled scales and under all intervals for the fu lly 
labell ed scales. The keywords 'Happy' and ' Sad' were replaced with 'Easy' and 
' Difficult ' on the candidate scales to rate the difficulty levels experienced in the 
discrimination test. Each scale was printed separately on a blank sheet of A4 paper. A 
sample fully labelled 5-interval bipolar questionnaire scale is shown (Figure 7.4 not to 
scale). 
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Extremely 
Easy Easy 
Neither Easy 
Nor Difficult Difficult 
Extremely 
Difficult 
Figure 7.4 Example 5-point fully labelled bipolar questionnaire scale 
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An experiment was conducted with 40 test subjects, 35 male and 5 female, who were 
randomly chosen from volunteer students and staff at the university. All of the subjects 
spoke English as their first language. Subject age ranges were 1 subject < 20, 16 subjects 
20-29, 16 subjects 30-39, 6 subjects 40-49, 1 subject 50+. Subjects were unpaid and were 
told that the tests were part of research work in the university and that they should 
complete the tests as accurately as possible. All subjects were regular computer users and 
were familiar with the operation of a desktop mouse. There was no penalty for non-
participation, all subjects signed a consent form (Figure A 7.3) and all data was 
anonymous. 
For the experiment each subject performed the 30-second target acquisition test at a single 
selected jitter difficulty level (0.0, 2.0, 3.5, 6.0mm) followed by presentation of a 
questionnaire scale to the test subject (Appendices Tables A 7.4 and A 7.7). The subject 
was then asked to rate on the scale how easy or difficult they found the test. The subject 
then briefly rested before continuing with the next test until all permutations of difficulty 
levels and questionnaires were completed. To eliminate order or learning effects in the 
testing, all previous answers were hidden from the subjects and the presentation order of 
the candidate questionnaire scales and the levels of test difficulty were prescribed in 
incomplete Latin Square designs (Appendices Tables A7.5 and A7.8). In order to compare 
the different scale ratings from the experiment, the rating results were all converted to 
equivalent ratings based on the largest scale and placed on a 20-interval psychological 
continuum, with the interquartile ranges of the results used to assess the distribution of the 
ratings along the continuum. For example, a rating of 5 on a 7-interval scale was 
converted to a rating of (5/7) * 20 = 14.3 on the 20 interval scale (The results are shown 
in Appendices Tables A7.6 and A7.9). 
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7.6 Interpreting the discrimination test results 
An idealised questionnaire would rate level I (O.Omm) and level 4 (6.0mm) of the 
discrimination test as narrow distributions on the far left 'Easy' and far right 'Difficult' 
parts of the continuum and well separated (Gaps A and B, Figure 7.5) from the two more 
central difficulty levels, with difficulty levels 2 (2.0mm) and 3 (3 .5mm) narrow 
distributions not overlapping (Gap 'C' Figure 7.5) in the middle of the continuum. 
Level 3 Level 4 
Levell Level 2 y y rnterquartile y ranges C B 
A 
'Easy' Psychological continuum 'Difficult ' 
Figure 7.5 Idealised questionnaire scale ratings 
7.7 Bipolar results 
The interquartile ranges from the discrimination test results for the permutations of the 
bipolar scale were calculated (Appendices Table A 7.6) and displayed graphically (Figure 
7.5). This graph shows from the distributions that all of the scales correctly placed 
difficulty levels I and 4 at the correct ends of the psychological continuum and that all of 
the scales did discriminate between these two extreme levels. 
Examining the distributions for difficulty levels 2 and 3 showed that the 5 and 9 interval 
part and fully labelled scales and the II-interval fully labelled scale had poor 
discrimination between these levels (Appendices Table A 7 .6). This left the two 7-interval 
scales and the II interval part-labelled scale for further analysis. Mann-Whitney two-
sample rank tese (Sprent 1993) were used to further examine these scales to determine if 
I The Mann-Whitney two-sample rank test is a non-parametric equivalent to a two-sample t-test based on the 
ranks of the data. It is particularly useful for data with non-normal distributions where data sets have 
different sample numbers and the data do not have something in common - in this case they come from 
different test domains. 
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difficulty level 3 was significantly greater than level 2. The 7 -interval fully labelled scale 
showed the largest significant difference between the levels (U=390, N=40, p<O.OOO I), 
followed by the 7-intervaI part-labelled scale (U=430, N=40, p=O.OOO 1) and the 11-
interval part-labelled scale (U=568, N=40, p=0.0115). This showed that the 7-interval 
fully labelled scale exhibited the highest level of discrimination. 
11 in! full 
labelled 
9 in! full 
labelled 
7 in! full 
labelled 
5 in! full 
labelled 
11 in! part 
labelled 
9 in! part 
labelled 
7 in! part 
labelled 
5 in! part 
labelled 
Distributions of Part and Fully Labelled Bipolar Scales 
-
[J 
-
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c:::=:J Level1 c::=J Level2 Psychological Continuum c::::J Level3 _ Level4 
Figure 7.6 Distributions of bipolar scales 
7.8 Unipolar results 
The interquartile range discrimination test results for the permutations of the unipolar 
scale were calculated (Appendices Table A7.9) and displayed graphically (Figure 7.7). 
From this graph it is again clear from the distributions that all of the scales correctly 
placed difficulty levels 1 and 4 at the correct ends of the psychological continuum and that 
all of the scales did discriminate between these two extreme levels (Appendices Table 
A7.9). Examining the distributions for difficulty levels 2 and 3 on the unipolar scale 
showed that only the 7 and 9 interval fully labelled and 9-interval part labelled scale 
Also see Appendices Notes Discussion I. "Non-parametric tests in this work". 
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showed good discrimination between these levels. The 9 interval part-labelled scale must 
be discounted due to the overlap of levels 3 and 4. It was notable that the 20 interval part-
labelled NASA-TLX scale exhibited poor discrimination. Mann-Whitney two-sample 
rank tests were again used to further examine these scales to determine if difficulty level 3 
was significantly greater than level 2. Once again the 7-interval fully labelled scale 
showed the highest significance (U=402, N=40, p<O.OOO I), followed by the 9-interval 
fully labelled scale (U=590, N=40, p=0.0207). This showed that the 7-interval fully 
labelled scale exhibited the highest level of discrimination. 
20 int part 
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11 int full 
labelled 
9 int full 
labelled 
7 int full 
labelled 
5 int full 
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11 int part 
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9 int part 
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7intpart 
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Figure 7.7 Distributions o/unipolar scales 
7.9 A single combined scale 
Usability and workload questions and keywords may be either unilateral or bilateral in 
nature, lending themselves to unipolar or bipolar scales respectively. For example, the 
bilateral question ' How fast was the pointing device?' would suggest a bipolar scale with a 
range from 'Extremely slow' through 'Neither fast nor slow' to 'Extremely fast'. In 
contrast the unilateral question 'Do you feel tired? ' suggests a unipolar scale with the 
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range ' Not at all tired ' to ' Extremely tired'. Attempting to change the scale types for these 
examples would result in 'Not at all fast' to 'Extremely fast ' and 'Extremely not tired ' 
through 'Neither tired nor not tired' to 'Extremely tired'- producing rather clumsy and 
confusing scales. Since both bilateral and unilateral types of questions may occur on a 
single questionnaire, it would be desirable to be able to use a single scale type with the 
same number of intervals and labelling type for both questionnaire scale designs. 
The results of the previous tests indicated that the 7-interval fully labelled scales 
outperformed all other scales in both bipolar and unipolar configurations. This suggested 
that the bipolar and unipolar results could be combined, by simply pooling the data by 
scale type, and re-analysed to determine if 7-interval fully labelled scales could be used in 
both bipolar and unipolar configurations whilst retaining the same rating distributions in 
both configurations. This would produce a single scale that then be used in both unipolar 
and bipolar applications. The results of this combination were calculated (Appendices 
Table A 7.10) and displayed graphically (Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.8 Distributions of combined bipolar and unipolar scales 
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As before, the distributions (Figure 7.8) showed that all of the combined scales correctly 
placed difficulty levels 1 and 4 at the correct ends of the psychological continuum and that 
all of the scales could discriminate between these two extreme levels. Examining the 
distributions for difficulty levels 2 and 3 on the combined scales showed that only the two 
7 interval scales showed good discrimination between these levels, with the 9 interval 
fully labelled scale and the 11 interval part-labelled scale showing some discrimination. 
Again, Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tests were used to further examine these scales to 
determine if difficulty level 3 was significantly greater than level 2 for these combined 
results. Once again the 7-interval fully labelled scale showed the highest significance 
(U=430, N=40, p=O.OOOI), followed by the 7 interval part-labelled scale (U=440, N=40, 
p=0.0002), the 9 interval fully labelled scale (U=466, N=40, p=0.0005) and the 11 interval 
part-labelled scale (U=581, N=40, p=O.0161). This confirmed that the 7-interval fully 
labelled scale exhibited the highest level of discrimination with the combined distributions 
of the bipolar and unipolar scales, strongly suggesting its suitability for both bipolar and 
unipolar use within the same questionnaire. 
7.10 Constructing the questionnaires 
This is the final step in constructing the subjective questionnaires. Constructing the 
questionnaires was now possible based on the preparatory work contained in the previous 
two chapters (Chapters 5 and 6). Taking the assessment factors determined previously 
(Chapter 5, Table 5.2) and the questionnaire labels previously generated and tested on 
bipolar, unipolar and combined scales of varying intervals and labelling schemes (Chapter 
6, Tables 6.2 and 6.3) and the findings from this chapter that a seven interval scale was 
most suitable for the subjective scales in the assessment method, it was now possible to 
construct the assessment questionnaires (Appendices Figures A7.4, A7.5 and A7.6). 
A set of 18 questionnaire scales were constructed; 6 for each questionnaire area, workload, 
comfort and ease of use. Dependent upon the nature of the questionnaire topic, these were 
either unipolar or bipolar. All questionnaires were 7-interval fully labelled scales as 
previously determined. A section of the workload questionnaire is illustrated (Figure 7.9). 
It is noted that the questions used for each scale (such as physical effort, or mental effort) 
are not those used to determine the scale in he first instance. This may produce scales that 
are not as balanced as those derived previously (using Happy and Sad), however, this is 
regarded as an acceptable compromise (MacKenzie and Oniszczak 1998, Douglas and 
Kirkpatrick 1999) for example. 
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Please circle the 'X' closest to your opinion 
~ low workload ratings high 7 
1. How much physical effort or activity was required to operate the system? 
x x x x x x x 
Extremely 
low physical 
effort 
Considerably 
low physical 
effort 
Somewhat 
low physical 
effort 
Neither high 
nor low 
physical 
effort 
Somewhat 
high physical 
effort 
Considerably 
high physical 
effort 
Chapter 7 
Extreme v 
high physi 'E 
effort 
2. How much mental effort or concentration was required to operate the system? 
x x x x x x X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither high Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
low mental low mental low mental nor low high mental high mental high mental 
effort effort effort mental effort effort effort 
effort 
3. How much ..... 
Figure 7.9 Example questionnaire 
7.11 A summary of choice of scales 
The discrimination of fully labelled and part-labelled 5, 7, 9 and 11 interval questionnaire 
scales together with the popular NASA-TLX 20 interval part-labelled scale were 
determined. It was found that within the bounds of this work, in both bipolar and unipolar 
configurations, all of these scale types could correctly position and discriminate between 
widely spaced levels of difficulty. However, when trying to discriminate between closely 
spaced levels of task difficulty, the majority of the scales performed poorly. Within this 
work scales with few intervals exhibited a coarseness of grouping and scales with many 
intervals may exceed the rater's ability to discriminate between intervals. It was notable 
that the 20-interval part-labelled NASA-TLX scale showed very poor discrimination and 
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that the use of this scale for usability and workload questionnaires In the Human 
Computer Interaction field is questionable'. 
It was found that 7 interval fully labelled scales gave the highest discrimination in both 
bipolar and unipolar configurations and that usability and workload questions and 
keywords may be either unilateral or bilateral in nature. Finally, it was shown that the 7 
interval fully labelled scale could be used in both bipolar and unipolar formats, with the 
same rating distributions in both configurations, and hence was the most suitable scale for 
unipolar and bipolar question types. 
I This finding is of some conc~m, ~s the TLX scal.e has.been used previ?usly. It is possible that the original 
design of the TLX, for ass.essmg PI~ot workload, I~ valid bu~ only for SItuations of extreme workload. The 
application of the TLX to mput devIce assessment IS not valid, probably as the range of workload generated 
by human computer interaction is not sufficiently wide. 
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Validation of the Assessment Method 
This chapter validates the work contained in the previous chapters that developed the 
assessment method for head and eye based interaction. The chapter first defines a 
benchmark for comparison based on the 'standard' target acquisition test discussed in 
Chapter 3. It then shows how the performance of a standard hand mouse can be varied in 
a controlled way to produce a device with differing levels of known benchmark 
performance. The proposed assessment method constructed in the previous chapters is 
then used to assess the performance of this hand mouse when varied to different levels of 
known benchmark performance. The results of these trials on the method are then 
compared to the known performance variation of the benchmark hand mouse, with the aim 
of validating the assessment method against the known benchmark. 
8.1 A benchmark for comparison 
In order to ensure that the assessment method would give valid and consistent results, it 
was necessary to validate the method against a known standard before it could be used. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the most commonly used and consistent and proven standard 
for pointing device assessment is the Fitts Law (Fitts 1954) target acquisition test, giving 
an Index of Performance (IP) for a device on any given test task (For example, MacKenzie 
1992, MacKenzie 1991; MacKenzie and Buxton 1992, Accot and Zhai 1997, Sibert and 
Jacob 2000, Douglas and Kirkpatrick 1999, Murata 1991, Istance 1993, Bates 1999). 
To briefly review this metric, the Index of Performance is calculated based on the 
difficulty of the task, or Index of Difficulty (lD) (where Index of Difficulty is calculated 
from a combination of the size of the target and the cursor distance to be moved to the 
target) and the time taken to select the target, or Movement Time (MT) (where Movement 
Time is the movement time of the cursor) (MacKenzie 1991) (Equation 8.1). 
As the 'performance' of a device on a target acquisition task increases (the time taken to 
complete the task reduces) so the measured Index of Performance for that device will 
increase in a linear fashion. This gave a simple performance baseline. Hence one method 
of validating the proposed assessment method would be to test a series of devices of 
known IP on the method and examine the test results from the method in comparison to 
the known Index of Performance. For the assessment method to be valid the results for 
the devices should preserve the order or ranking of the devices based on their known 
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Index of Performance. In addition, the range of the method (how well can it measure both 
very low and very high performance) and the sensitivity (how well can it discriminate 
between very similar performances) should be similar to the results for known device 
Indices of Performance. Some variation in the relationship between the Fitts benchmark 
and the results of the method would be expected as they are different measuring 
techniques, but the rankings, ranges and sensitivities should be reasonably comparable to 
validate the method. 
ID = log2 (A / W + 1) Index of Difficulty (ID) of the task (dimensionless) 
MT = a + b ID Movement Time (MT) for the task (seconds) 
IP = ID / MT Index of Performance (IP) in Bits (of information generated) / second 
Equation 8.1 Calculation of Index of Performance I] 
8.2 The jitter test revisited 
During the questionnaire jitter test experiment (Chapter 7) the individual movement times 
for each target acqui;ition were recorded. Since the target acquisition test (Chapter 7) had 
a fixed Index of Difficulty these times were used to calculate the Index of Performance of 
the standard desktop hand mouse with the range of jitter levels applied. In addition, the 
four jitter levels used, two to test a wide range of difficulty and two closely spaced to test 
sensitivity or discrimination generated pointing devices, would be expected to produce 
both widely spaced low and high Indices of Performance and closely spaced similar 
Indices of Performance. 
The data for the four jitter levels for all test subjects in the jitter test experiment were 
analysed and the Indices of Performance of the four jitter levels calculated (summary 
Table 8.1 and Appendices Table A8.1) and displayed graphically (Figure 8.1). 
I From MacKenzie 1991. 
2 See Chapter 3 for definitions 
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Jitter level and Index of Performance 
Jitter level IP (mm) 
0.0 3.339 
2.0 2.433 
3.5 1.858 
6.0 0.080 
Table 8.1 Jitter level and Index of Performance 
Index of Performance by Jitter Level 
5.0 
4.5 .. 
.. 
4.0 
3.5 .. 
3.0 
0.. 2.5 
2.0 .. 
.. 
1.5 
1.0 i 
.. ~ 0.5 , .. 0.0 
0.0 2.0 3.5 6.0 
Jitter Level 
Figure 8.1 IP Jor differing levels oJjitter' 
The results showed a logical ranking of Index of Performance for the jitter levels and 
supported the premise that the two widely spaced jitter levels would produce low and high 
Indices of Performance and the two closely spaced jitter levels would produce closely 
spaced similar but statistically different Indices of Performance (Wilcoxon two-sample 
I See Appendix Notes Figure I for an explanation of the graph symbols. 
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matched pairs signed rank test tests· (Sprent 1993) between levels 2.0 and 3.5, W=72318, 
N=394, p<O.OOI). The use of jitter to modify the Index of Performance of a standard 
desktop mouse in a consistent way was further supported by a strong regression 
relationship (IP = 3.47384 - 0.537788 Jitter, R2 = 0.85) between raw Index of Performance 
data and jitter level (Appendices Figure AS.l). 
8.3 Experiment 4: Testing the method with jitter 
An experiment was conducted with 6 test subjects, 4 male and 2 female, which were 
chosen from volunteer students and staff at the university. Subject age ranges were 5 
subjects 20-29, 1 subject 30-39. Subjects were unpaid and were told that the tests were 
part of research work in the university and that they should complete the tests as 
accurately as possible. All subjects were regular computer users and were familiar with 
the operation of a desktop mouse. There was no penalty for non-participation, all subjects 
signed a consent form (Appendices Figure AS.2) and all data was anonymous. For the 
experiment each subject performed the full set of assessment method test tasks 
(Appendices Table A4.3), once with each jitter difficulty level (0.0, 2.0, 3.5, 6.0mm) 
applied to the hand mouse. To make the test sequence flow as smoothly and naturally as 
possible, the test tasks required were read in sequence to the test subjects as they 
progressed through the test tasks; this approach freed the subjects from repeated reference 
to the test task listings. A screen video capture program2 was used for recording the 
interaction of the subject with the test tasks. After each session the assessment 
questionnaire was presented to the test subject. The subject then briefly rested before 
continuing with the next test until all tests were completed. To eliminate order or learning 
effects in the testing, all previous questionnaire answers were hidden from the subjects and 
the presentation order of the jitter levels was prescribed (Appendices Tables A8.2 and 
A8.3). The results of the experiment were calculated (summary Table 8.2 and Appendices 
Table A8.4) and displayed graphically (Figure 8.2). 
The results confirmed a correct ranking of task efficiency for the jitter levels and validated 
the range of the method with two widely spaced jitter levels producing low and high task 
efficiencies. In addition, the two closely spaced jitter levels produced closely spaced 
similar but statistically different task efficiencies (Wilcoxon two-sample signed rank test 
I The Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank non-parametric test is used when distributions are not normal 
sample sizes are equal and both data sets have commonality - in this case both sets of data originate from th; 
same set of test tasks and each data sample from one device can be paired with a corresponding sample from 
the another device. See Appendices Notes Discussion 1. "Non-parametric tests in this work" 
2 Hypercam: www.hyperionics.com 
3 See Appendix Notes Figure 1 for an explanation of the graph symbols. 
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between levels 2.0 and 3.5, W=72318, N=394, p<O.OOI) validating the sensitivity and 
discrimination of the test method. 
100 
90 
_ 80 
~ 70 
>-~ 60 
Q) 
·u 50 
tt= 
W 40 
.::.:. 
III 
~ 30 
20 
10 
Jitter level and Task efficiency 
Jiller level Task efficiency 
(mm) (%) 
0.0 83.3 
2.0 80.6 
3.5 71.4 
6.0 44.1 
Table 8.2 Jitter level and Task efficiency 
• I 
I 
• 
• 
Task Efficiency by Jitter Level 
I 
o 
I 
I 
I 
o 
u 
I 
o ~----~------~--------r-------~--~ 
0.0 2.0 3.5 6.0 
Jitter Level 
Figure 8.2 Task efficiency for differing levels of jitter 
The validity of the test method to accurately reflect variation in standard desktop mouse 
pointing performance in a consistent way was further supported by a (somewhat weaker 
than the jitter target acquisition test, Chapter 8.1) regression relationship of (Task 
efficiency = 87.67 - 7.44 Jitter, R2 = 0.30) between raw task efficiency data and jitter 
(Appendices Figure A8.2). This weaker regression fit (R2 = 0.30) can be explained by the 
nature of the scale and is discussed later (Chapter 8.3). 
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8.4 Comparison of jitter test validation results 
Although not identical, comparing the baseline jitter target acquisition test results (Table 
8.1) with the results of the same jitter levels applied to the test method (Table 8.2) 
confirmed that the test method produced the same ranking of device performance to the 
baseline target acquisition test. The test method showed a weaker regression relationship 
between efficiency and jitter level than the target acquisition test, however this can 
somewhat be explained by the compression at the ends of the efficiency scale and the wide 
interquartile ranges of the test method data. These wide ranges are due to the far more 
complex nature of the test tasks; for a given jitter difficulty level the target acquisition test 
had simple tasks that would tend to produce little variation in performance; however the 
test method had complex tasks that would tend to produce a wider range of efficiency 
results. The test method does maintain performance ranking when compared to the 
established target acquisition baseline results. The method can accommodate a wide 
range of performance and also shows very similar sensitivity or discrimination to the 
established target acquisition baseline results. In summary these results indicated that the 
test method was a valid technique for pointing device objective performance assessment. 
8.5 The validity of the questionnaire 
The final part of validating the test method was to examine the response of the 
questionnaire topics to variation in pointing device performance. The questionnaire 
results from the method were calculated as mean, median and interquartile ranges from the 
individual elements of the workload, comfort and ease of use questionnaire sections 
(Appendices Table AS.5) and were displayed graphically (Figure 8.3). 
For a valid questionnaire the questionnaire results should reflect the differing pointing and 
usage difficulties introduced by differing levels of jitter. The results support this for 
workload, where perceived workload increases with statistically valid differences for each 
increase in pointing difficulty (Wilcoxon two-sample signed rank test between levels). 
However, perceived comfort remains essentially unchanged for varying pointing difficulty 
with statistically the same result for all levels of difficulty. This result reduced the validity 
test of the questionnaire, but can be explained as the actual physical comfort of using the 
device is essentially unchanged by the application of jitter. Finally perceived ease of use 
correctly reduced with increasing difficulty, although with some statistically identical 
overlapping results between adjacent levels of difficulty, indicating a slight loss of 
discrimination in the questionnaire. However, considering the small sample size of 6 
subjects and hence 6 responses to each questionnaire topic at each level of difficulty, some 
loss of discrimination was to be expected in the questionnaire results. Overall, the 
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questionnaire results do support validation of the questionnaire, with correct ordering of 
workload, arguably correct equal and high results for comfort (with the hand mouse being 
a comfortable device to use) and a correct trend for ease of use. 
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Figure 8.3 Questionnaire response for differing levels ofjiller l 
8.6 A summary on validation of the assessment method 
Notes 
Data sets with the 
same letter are 
not significantly 
different (p>O.OS) 
The preceding chapters proposed a complete method for the assessment of assistive 
technology pointing devices. This chapter tested the validity of that method by 
comparison with a known baseline of pointing performance, and found the method to 
valid. This chapter concludes the construction and validation of a comprehensive 
assessment method based on real world test tasks, objective performance measurements 
and subjective satisfaction measurement that is suitable for the detailed assessment of 
hand, head and eye mouse pointing devices. 
I See Appendix Notes Figure 1 for an explanation of the graph symbols and statistical markings. 
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Chapter 9 
Creating Eye and Head Mice 
This chapter first discusses the limitations of currently available eye and head mouse 
systems introduced in Chapter 2. It then shows the development of new eye and head 
mouse systems designed to give repeatable and accurate performance measurements, and 
also allow modification to their operation so that any performance enhancements proposed 
by this work could be applied to the devices. This chapter then shows the development or 
modification of associated object selection and text entry systems, suitable for supporting 
the assessment of head and eye mice performance. Finally, the chapter shows the 
development of a simple calibration test screen to assess the calibration and pointing 
accuracy of the head and eye mice created in this chapter. 
9.1 Limitations of available head mice 
As introduced in Chapter 2, there were a range of commercially available head mouse 
systems that could be used for this work. However, all of these systems showed some 
limitations either in pointing accuracy, latency or ease of set up (Chapter 2, Table 2.1), 
with differing systems showing differing operational characteristics and with no one 
system regarded as being better or more optimal than the others. These limitations will 
tend to reduce the_performance of these devices in terms of calibration consistency, 
pointing accuracy, pointing speed and pointing lag. It was felt that, by assessing any of 
these commercial devices, these characteristics could influence, or skew, the results of the 
assessment depending on the device chosen. 
This work was intended to be generic and not specific to the properties of any individual 
head mouse device, so for this reason the commercial devices surveyed in Chapter 2 were 
rejected due to their compromised performance. Instead, a simple to use but very 
accurate, consistent and responsive head mouse device was required based solely on the 
best practically available tracking technology. By constructing and using such a device 
this would produce results that would give the best possible performance for the 
assessment, with the least influence on the assessment results caused by any specific 
characteristic(s) from a given commercial device. 
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9.2 Creating a Head Mouse 
To construct a highly accurate but simple to use head mouse the optimum approach was to 
track the head position of the user as accurately as possible in 3-dimensional space in front 
of the computer screen displaying the interface on which the assessment was to be 
conducted. Since the restrictions of cost and ' hands free' operation were lifted, the most 
accurate, consistent and responsive systems commonly used for tracking were 
electromagnetic 6-degree of freedom (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw) systems. These systems 
relied on a transmitter/receiver pair coupled electro-magnetically, with the orientation of 
the receiver known with a very high degree of accuracy in relation to the transmitter, 
typically with a resolution of 0.5mm linear and 0.10 angular, with a lag of < 1 Oms, a 
sampling rate of>20Hz and simple calibration l,2. Two such systems are widely used, the 
Ascension 'Flock of Birds l ' and the Polhemus 'Fastrack2, systems. With little to choose 
between the two, and with easy availability within the University, a Polhemus system was 
chosen. 
Polhemus 
tracker 
x, y, z, roll , 
pitch, yaw 
co-ordinates 
L-~ ____ ~L-------~:> ~D ________ ~ Software driver 
Polhemus 
Transmitter 
1 
00 
pOlhemus\::..:) 
Receiver 
Head pointing 
vector 
Test subject 
Figure 9.1 Head tracking equipment arrangement 
The Polhemus head tracking equipment was set up in close proximity to the position of the 
test subject to maximise the tracking accuracy of the equipment (Figure 9.1). Close 
I http: //www.ascension-tech.com/ 
2 http: //www.polhemus.com! 
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proximity was required as the system was electromagnetic, with the power of the coupling 
field dropping dramatically with the distance (for example, doubling the distance results in 
a four-fold drop in power) between the transmitter and receiver. In operation, a test 
subject wore the small (2cm cube) Polhemus receiver on a wide fabric elasticised band 
around the head so that the orientation of the receiver closely tracked the orientation of the 
head. The transmitter was placed in a fixed position close (within 30cm) to the receiver. 
The area was cleared of any metallic objects (within 2m) as far as possible to avoid any 
distortion of the electromagnetic coupling field, hence minimising any tracking inaccuracy 
caused by the environment. 
In operation the Polhemus tracker delivered spatial coordinates between the receiver and 
transmitter to the test PC. A software driver was written in C++ (Appendices, Figure 
A9.1) that translated these coordinates in real-time into a head pointing vector between the 
head of the test subject and the plane of the screen, and then moved the screen cursor 
position to the intersection of the pointing vector and screen plane. Determining the head-
pointing vector on the target screen required only simple geometry with knowledge of the 
screen plane position, the transmitter position and the head position and orientation in 
space in front of the screen (Figure 9.2). 
Zt + Zr 
Polhemus 
Transmitter 
Zt 
0 ( 
Screen origin (0 0) Scr~~n cursor 
Xt 
, pOSItIOn (x, y) 
) 
~ 
Xp 
Xr - Xt 
( ) 
Screen resolution 
(pixels / mm) 
Head pointing 
vector, angle e 
z'l 
( ~------~)O 
Xr 
Polhemus 
Receiver 
Figure 9.2 Tracking geometry example 
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To calculate, for example the x screen cursor position (Figure 9.2, Y dimension not shown 
for clarity), the position of the transmitter was measured (Xt, Zt) in relation to the screen 
origin. This position was permanently fixed. With knowledge of the transmitter position 
in relation to the screen origin, the position of the receiver was then calculated in relation 
to the screen origin (Xr - Xt, Zt + Zr). Next the horizontal attitude (Roll) of the receiver 
to the screen plane was measured. A head-pointing vector (0) was then constructed from 
the receiver position to the screen plane. Knowing the position of the receiver (Xr - Xt, Zt 
+ Zr), the attitude of the receiver (0), the position of the screen plane origin (0, 0) and the 
screen resolution (pixels fmm) then gave a simple right-angled triangle solution for the 
screen x position of the cursor (Xp) that was scaled in screen pixels from the origin 
(Equation 9.1). The screen cursor y position was calculated in the same way but using the 
vertical attitude (Pitch) of the Polhemus receiver. 
Screen cursor x position (Xp) = [(Xr - Xt) - (Zt + Zr) x (Tan 0) ] x (pixels f mm) 
Screen cursor y position (Yp) = [(Yr - Yt) - (Zt + Zr) x (Tan 9)] x (pixels / mm) 
Equation 9.1 Calculation o/head mouse screen cursor x, y position 
In operation, the head mouse was relatively simple to use. All that was required was for 
the Polhemus receiver to be placed on the side of the head of a test subject with the elastic 
headband, typically this was found to be most comfortable placed just above the left or 
right ear. The only calibration required was to ask the subject to sit comfortably in front 
of the screen with their head facing the centre of the screen. A button was then selected 
on the driver software (Appendix Chapter 9, Figure A9.l) to zero the position of the 
receiver to the orientation of the head. This removed any differences between head 
position and receiver position caused by the receiver lying unevenly or at an angle not in 
line with side of the head. The driver then moved the screen cursor driven by the head 
position of the subject. The head mouse is shown in operation (Figure 9.3) 
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West PC I .. . 
l:' 
Figure 9.3 The head mouse in operaLion 
9.3 Limitations of available eye mice 
An eye tracker was required to generate eye gaze positional data for the eye mouse that 
was accurate, that was easy and safe to set up and use, readily available, and that was 
similar in operation to typical eye mice currently available. As introduced in Chapter 2, 
there were a range of commercial eye tracking devices that could be considered as 
candidates for the eye mouse in this work (Chapter 2, Table 2.2). As with selecting a 
suitable head mouse system, the differing eye mouse systems showed differing operational 
characteristics. 
Of the available systems, the Scleral Coil and Contact Lens systems were rejected, despite 
their accuracy and sampling rate, as they all required invasive contact with the test subject, 
and all had a low ease of use. The Electro-oculography systems were rejected, despite 
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being in use as an eye mouse commercially, as they are fairly inaccurate and the aim of 
this work was to produce results based solely on the best practically available tracking 
technology without unnecessary limitations due to inaccurate tracking methods. For the 
same reasons, the Pupil only based system was then rejected as it also exhibited low 
accuracy. This left the Limbus, Purkinje and Pupil/Corneal Reflection systems. These 
systems all exhibited the same properties and were all good candidates for the eye tracking 
equipment required for the eye mouse, with all exhibiting good accuracy and being safe 
and fairly easy to use. Of these only the Pupil/Corneal Reflection system was in use as a 
commercial eye mouse, being by far the most popular system. A Pupil/Corneal Reflection 
system was chosen. Of the available systems, a SMI 1 'RED IJ ' Corneal Reflection eye 
tracker was chosen for the basis of the eye mouse as this system allowed open access to 
system calibration and eye tracking data control for the eye mouse. 
9.4 Creating an Eye Mouse 
The SMI RED II eye tracking system consisted of a single eye tracker box with an infrared 
(invisible to the eye) light source to illuminate the eye, an infrared camera to capture video 
of the eye, and automated camera focus and field of vision lens and steering mirrors 
(Figure 9.4). 
IR light source 
Automated lens 
focus 
Optics box and automated steering 
mirrors 
Figure 9.4 SM! RED II eye tracker' 
I From SensoMotoric Systems, www.smi.de 
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In addition to the eye tracker box a video processing board was provided that processed 
the video from the camera to detect the pupil of the eye and the corneal reflection from the 
eye and convert these locations into a gaze position. In this system gaze position was 
calculated by the changing relationship between the moving dark pupil of the eye and the 
essentially static reflection of the infrared light source back from the cornea. This 
approach relied on shining infrared light (to avoid the tracked subject squinting) at an 
angle onto the cornea of the eye, with the cornea producing a reflection of the illumination 
source (Figure 9.5). 
Dark pupil 
(inverted) 
Tracking cross/ 
hairs 
Eyelid 
Corneal reflection 
Iris 
Tracking cross 
hairs 
Sclera 
Figure 9.5 Video frame showing eye corneal reflection and pupil deleclion 
The corneal reflection remains approximately constant in position during eye movement 
hence the reflection will remain static during rotation of the eye and changes in gaze 
direction, thus giving a basic head position reference. This reflection also provides a 
simple reference point to compare with the moving pupil and so enables calculation of the 
gaze direction vector of the eye (for a more detailed explanation see Duchowski, 2000). 
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The system was set up by placing the eye tracker box on the desk in front of the test PC 
monitor and feeding the infrared eye video to the video processing card fitted in a 
dedicated eye tracking PC (Figure 9.6). This PC, PC I, calculated the eye gaze position as 
screen coordinates on the test PC monitor. A software driver was written in C++ 
(Appendix Chapter 9, Figure 9.2) to filter the eye-gaze position data in real-time with a 
simple 4 point rolling average filter running on PC 1 to damp gaze point jitter due to small 
natural saccadic movements of the eye. These damped coordinates were then fed to the 
test PC, PC2, via a serial cable and then used to move the test PC mouse cursor to the eye 
gaze position on the test PC screen. Using PC 1 as a dedicated machine for all eye data 
processing removed load from the main machine, PC2, and allowed set up and control of 
the eye tracker to take place away from the field of view of the test subject. 
<'--------1 Gaze screen co-ordinates 
TestPC G 
o 
Eye tracker r--------D 
Eye video 
Eye tracker 
IR illumination 
Test subject 
Figure 9.6 Eye tracking equipment arrangement 
Eye tracker control 
and video processing 
The eye tracker required calibration to each test subject before use. The subject was 
seated in front of the test PC, the camera mirrors and lens were adjusted under the control 
of software to capture one eye (it did not matter which eye was tracked as both eyes move 
monoscopically). The infrared light source was then adjusted to fully illuminate the 
chosen eye to create a corneal reflection. This required some skill to correctly position the 
light source to create a reflection on the cornea rather than the sclera, and to position the 
reflection away from any obscuration caused by the eyelid. Once this was done the eye 
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tracker could be calibrated. To achieve this a calibration application was written in C++ 
that displayed a set of nine calibration points on the test PC screen (Figure 9.7). 
To calibrate the eye tracker, the test subject was required to simply gaze at each point in 
numerical order. The eye tracker then mapped the eye corneal reflection and pupil 
locations of the subject onto the actual x, y screen locations of each target on the 
calibration screen. Once one point was calibrated (typically within I second), the software 
removed that point and illuminated the next target point until all points were calibrated. 
Points on the screen between the target locations were interpolated from the location data 
for each of the calibration targets. After calibration, the calibration software invoked the 
driver software (Appendix Chapter 9, Figure 9.2) that drove the test PC mouse cursor to 
the eye gaze position of the subject on the test screen. 
o 
2 
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o 
4 
o 
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o 
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o 
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o 
5 
Figure 9.7 Eye tracker calibration screen 
During practice sessions it was found that subjects tended to move out of the field of view 
of the camera, so a chair with a headrest was used to aid subjects to keep their head 
position within the field of view of the camera. The eye mouse is shown in operation, 
together with the headrest (Figure 9.8) 
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Figure 9.8 The eye mouse in operation 
9.5 Creating object selection software 
As discussed in Chapter 2, an on-screen dwell click tool was required to allow monomodal 
selection for users who had no supporting modality available to operate a switch for object 
selection. It was feasible to use a commercially available application for the dwell click 
tool; however, none of these applications were available with an open source code. 
Although the dwell click time could be changed via controls on these applications, it 
would not be possible to determine what method was used to calculate when the cursor 
was actually ' dwelling' , nor would it be possible to modify this method. The possibility 
of modifying dwell behaviour, either within this work or during future research, was 
regarded as most important as previous work had shown that dwell behaviour and error 
rates could be improved if sophisticated dwell algorithms were used based on patterns of 
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cursor behaviour (Stampe 1993, Jacob 1995, Jacob 1991). Hence it was decided to write a 
custom dwell click tool to implement monomodal object manipulation. 
The tool was designed to be simple to use and intuitive. It allowed subjects to change the 
type of selection mode currently in operation (single click, double click, drag, no action) 
by dwelling on the appropriate button, with each button on the device having the same 
large screen dimensions as a desktop icon or soft keyboard key to aid selection but not be 
so large as to occupy a disproportionate part of the available screen area (Figure 9.9) . 
.I . ........ " ........ . j ! I • 1 Single click 
.m.w" ....... .! 
•• Double click 
Drag 
No action 
Figure 9.9 Dwell click tool 
In operation, the tool sampled the screen cursor position every 50ms and generated a dwell 
click if the position remained within 10 head or eye visual angle (when seated at 60cm 
from the screen - equivalent to approximately 10mm on the screen) of the first sample 
position in a rolling buffer of 20 samples, giving a dwell click time of 1 ODOms. Note that 
eye blinks and other losses of tracking during dwell timing would interrupt and restart the 
timing. 
A survey of previous work with, particularly, eye-based interaction using dwell selection 
was used to determine the dwell time for the tool. Dynamic or ' intelligent' dwell times, as 
discussed in Chapter 2, were rejected for this work as these would add additional 
permutations of the results beyond the scope of this work (but which may be the subject of 
future work), giving permutations of performance not just of head or eye mouse and 
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interface, but also of selection of dynamic dwell time and technique. However, these are 
hoped to be the subject of future work. Instead, it was decided to use a simple fixed dwell 
time. Previous work had used dwell times ranging from lOOms to 1500ms depending on 
the importance or consequence of the action commanded by the selection, the complexity 
of the arrangement of interface targets and the level of errors tolerable during the 
interaction. Due to this, longer times had typically been used for more 'important' or 
complex selections (Table 9.1). 
Typical dwell times for importance of selection 
Dwell time (ms) Importance or complexity of selection Low Medium High 
100 ./ l, j 
150 ./4 
250 ./ 2. J 
400 ./ 2.3,6 
500 ./1 
600 ./ Z,3 
750 '/' 
850 ./5 
1000 ./1 ./ I, Z. ~ 
1500 ./1 
>1500 ./1 
Table 9.1 Typical dwell selection times and imporlance or consequences of selection 
Typically error rates had been found to rise quite considerably with shorter dwell times 
(lstance and Howarth 1993) and more difficult selections (Velichkovsky et al. 1997). It 
had also been suggested that dwell should not be used for highly consequential selections 
as the dwell time required for a reliable selection would be excessive (Jacob 1991). It was 
clear (Table 9.1) that longer dwell times were regarded as more desirable for selection 
when interacting with a more complex interface and when the consequences of incorrect 
selection were important. Since it was desirable to achieve close to error free interaction 
on a complex 'real world' interface, a longer dwell time of lOOOms was selected for the 
dwell click application. This choice represented a compromise between a short dwell time 
that could cause inadvertent dwell selections and an excessively long dwell time that 
would unnecessarily slow-down interaction and require the test subjects to fixate on 
targets for unnaturally long periods. 
I Istance et al. (1996), 2 Jacob (1990), 3 Jacob (1991), 4 Sibert and Jacob (2000), 5 Stampe and Reingold 
(1995),6 Ware and Mikaelian (1987). 
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9.6 Creating object selection hardware 
For multimodal object manipulation, where the user has an available supporting modality 
to operate a switch, for example, conventional object selection was adopted. A small box 
containing a micro-switch was constructed, with the user holding the switch in the left or 
right hand (Figure 9.10). The use of the hand as a supporting modality for the multimodal 
eye mouse gave a multi modal input system to contrast with the monomodal dwell click 
system. Although in practice a disabled person may not have sufficient motor function to 
use a hand switch, any other form of switch control, as discussed in Chapter 2, such as 
sip/puff switches or blink switches, may be possible and offer the same performance. In 
this case the hand was chosen as the switch control modality as it offered the most 
familiar, highest performance and most reliable supporting modality for comparison. 
Spare 
buttons 
Figure 9.10 Switch click tool 
9.7 Creating an on-screen keyboard 
As with the on-screen dwell click tool discussed previously, Chapter 2 also discussed the 
need for, and diversity of, on-screen dwell click tools that would be required to allow text 
generation. Unlike the dwell click tool, there was no need to build a custom application 
for the on-screen keyboard, as any dwell selections on the keyboard keys would be 
generated by the dwell click tool , not the keyboard, so no customisation of the internal 
working of the keyboard would be necessary. As discussed in Chapter 2, there were a 
range of possible keyboards that could be chosen for this work, ranging from very simple 
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full-screen keyboards to complex dynamic keyboards, each with their own strengths and 
weaknesses. (The use of an on-screen keyboard does move the work away from 'direct ' 
interaction with he interface as the keyboard is an adjunct to the standard interface, 
however without it text entry would not be possible). Since this work was designed to be 
generic, and not influenced or specific to any strength or weakness of a keyboard, it was 
decided to use a simplified standard keyboard for text entry. The keyboard layout and 
available keys were modified with simplified reductions of the comprehensive layout 
found on standard on-screen keyboards I (Figure 2.5). Keys that would not be used during 
the assessment method tasks (Chapter 4) were removed to simplify the layout and reduce 
the number of keys that needed to be displayed. This reduction from 92 keys to 73 keys 
was done to aid test subjects in finding the required keys during the test and also to allow 
the remaining keys to occupy as much screen area as possible, making selection easier. 
The appearance and placement on the interface of the simplified on-screen keyboard, the 
dwell click tool, and a test application are shown (Figure 9.11). Note the simplification of 
the keyboard from the default layout shown previously (Figure 2.5). 
I ~ ~dl 'to- \n>OO' ,.."... 1""" T .... _ t:to4> 
To ~ iii dlI ia ~ ~ \,'4 [Q c:ii (1-1- ' c· l " 1:] cia .. ~ I CO 11 1000/0 
Test file. te st file. lest file . test file . test file . test file . test file . test file . test file 
Tes t file. te st flle. test flle. test file . leU file. test fil e. te st file . tes t file . te ll file . 
Test file. teet file. teU fi le. test file, test file. test file. test fil e. test flI e,l:c,' file 
Test file. test file. te st fLle, test file. tes t fale. test £ile , le st liIe. test £il e, te st file 
Tes t file . test file. lest file, tC5t fil e. test fil e. test file, test file, lest fil e. test file, 
Tes t file, test file. test me, t est file , test file . tc st file. test file . test file . te st file . 
Test file . te st file . test file . test file , lest file. test file. test file. te st file . te st file . 
Tes t file. t<.t file , 'e , t file. test file . te . t file, te .t 6 1e. test file . te.t file, test file . 
Te st file, test file, test ftle. test file, test file . test fi le. test fi le. test file. te st fi le. 
Test [ue, lOst [ue, lOst file , t est fi le , 10. 1 file, test fi le , te st file, t<.t file , te , l file 
Tesr file. test file . teU me. test me. test file. test file, te st file . test file . test file. 
Test file. teft file . test ftle. test file, tes t file, test file, test file , test file. test fil e. 
Figure 9, J J Placement of the keyboard and dwell click tool 
I 'WiViK' on-screen full-function keyboard from Prentke Romich, www.prentrom.com 
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9.8 Testing pointing accuracy 
A variant of the eye tracker calibration screen (Figure 9.7) was written to test the pointing 
accuracy of the head and eye mice after calibration and before a test would be started 
(Figure 9.12). This software was written in C++ and displayed nine targets on the test PC 
screen. Subjects pointed at each target in numerical order for 1 second per target using 
either the head or eye mouse. The software then recorded the cursor location during this 
time and calculated the distance between the target centre and screen cursor location for 
each target, storing the results as a text file. This software was used to check the accuracy 
of calibration of the head and eye mice against an expert user baseline before subjects 
undertook tests with the devices, and avoided undertaking tests with poor calibration of 
the devices. 
o 
7 
Test 
target 
pO~inting 
accuracy 
3 
~ 
Cursor location 
Calibration screen 
o 
8 
Figure 9.12 Testing pointing accuracy 
9.9 A summary of creating head and eye mice 
The development of new head and eye based pointing systems and a dwell click tool that 
would be more generic than other available systems, that would be accurate, and that 
would allow manipulation of their data and operation was shown. The modification of a 
simple on-screen keyboard to simplify the key layout, and the development of a simple 
calibration test screen to assess the calibration and pointing accuracy of the head and eye 
mice created in this chapter was shown. 
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The Performance of Hand, Head and Eye Mice 
The aim of this chapter is to compare the performance between eye based pointing and 
head based pointing during interaction with a normal, unmodified graphical user interface. 
The chapter determines if direct eye and head based interaction can be effective with an 
unmodified graphical user interface, what are the main factors influencing direct eye and 
head based interaction on an unmodified graphical user interface, and to what extent can a 
eye and head mouse achieve the same performance as the benchmark hand mouse on an 
unmodified graphical user interface. 
This chapter builds on the work of the previous chapters, it first describes how an 
experiment was conducted using the assessment method constructed in the preceding 
chapters, chapters 4 to 8, of this work to determine the performance of hand, head and eye 
mice on an unmodified graphical user interface. The chapter then uses the metrics devised 
in Chapter 5 of this work to evaluate the results of this experiment, firstly by examining 
the performance of a standard desktop hand mouse on the test method to create a 
benchmark for the work, and then by examining the results for the mono modal and 
multimodal eye and head mice constructed in Chapter 9 of this work. This chapter starts 
with high-level analysis of objective performance data, with the level of analysis of this 
data becoming progressively at a lower level as the chapter continues. Finally, the chapter 
ends with an analysis of the subjective user reaction to the devices. 
10.1 Experiment 5: The performance of hand, head and eye mice 
Five devices were to be assessed; the baseline hand mouse, and the monomodal (dwell 
click) head and eye mice and multi modal (switch click) head and eye mice described 
previously in chapter 9, by using the 'real world' assessment method devised and 
validated previously in chapters 4 to 8 of this work. 
A within subjects test design was adopted, with all subjects using all devices, to enable 
detailed comparison between the performances of each subject with each device. To 
compensate for order effects in the testing, the presentation order of the devices was 
prescribed with an incomplete Latin Square design (Appendices Tables AIO.l and AIO.2). 
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Independent variables were: 
o Device (Hand mouse, monomodal head and eye mouse, multi modal head and eye 
mouse) (Chapter 9). 
o User experience (Low, Medium, High) (This chapter). 
o Task target size (S 1, S2, S3, S4 in pixellmmlvisual angle) (Chapter 4). 
o Task interaction type (Single click, Double click, Drag, RestrictediUnrestricted) 
(Chapter 4). 
Dependent variables were: 
o Task Efficiency (%) (Chapter 5). 
o Task Quality (1-5) (Chapter 5). 
o Task Time (mS) (Chapter 5). 
o Task time taken by non-productive actions (mS) (Chapter 5). 
o Device pointing accuracy (pixel/mm/visual angle from test targets) (Chapter 9). 
o Device assessment questionnaire (workload, comfort, ease of use, 1-7) (Chapter 5). 
10.2 Test subjects 
One important element of the experiment, and hence choice of test subjects, was to 
investigate how experience with the devices affected performance. The number of 
available participants with a wide range of experience of both test devices was limited due 
to the rarity of eye mouse devices in general usage. Hence six test subjects with a wide 
range of experience (from very experienced users through to novice users with little 
previous experience with the assistive technology devices) were chosen for the experiment 
(Table 10.1). The experience rating of the test subjects was determined by counting the 
hours of use with each of the devices, and also comparing their general lev('1 nf 
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performance with the devices in comparison to a very highly experienced subject with 
each of the devices. Of note was that test subjects required considerable time with the eye 
based system to reach medium and high experience ratings, this was in contrast to the head 
based system, which required only short periods of time to achieve a high experience 
rating. Clearly the eye mouse required more learning time than the head mouse, leading to 
further investigation of the effects of experience on performance in this work. 
All of the subjects were staff or students from the University with experience using the 
test applications and Windows interfaces with a hand mouse, and all subjects were able-
bodied I. There was no penalty for non-participation, all subjects signed a consent form 
(Appendices Figure 10.1) and all data was anonymous. Subjects were unpaid and were 
told that the tests were part of research work in the university and that they should 
complete the tests as accurately as possible. Subjects 1-4 were male and subjects 5-6 
female, subjects 2 and 3 wore vision correction glasses and subject 5 wore contact lenses 
during the experiment. The mean age was 28 years with the oldest subject 34 and the 
youngest 24. 
Subject experience 
Subject Typical pre-test hours Typical pre-test hours Experience 
of experience with of experience with eye-
numbers, head-tracking system tracking system rating 
1,2 2-3 15 - 30 High 
3,4 0.5 - I 6-8 Medium 
5,6 0.25 1-2 Low 
Table J O. J Test subject experience with the head and eye tracking systems 
10.3 Test procedure 
A standard Pentium II PC running Windows 98 with a standard keyboard and mouse and a 
17" monitor were selected for the test PC. The test PC was prepared by loading the 
appropriate Word and Internet documents for the test tasks (Chapter 4, Appendices Figure 
4.1) and the soft keyboard (Chapter 9). The screen was laid out with the soft keyboard 
I Subjects with a disability were not used as: 1) Eye control is generally not affected by high level motor 
disability; hence subjects may be either disabled or non-disabled. 2) It was not considered ethical at this 
stage to allow the use of potentially enabling systems with no possibility of then being able to provide those 
systems to the disabled test subjects (after consultation with a specialist in the field - Dr Clive Thursfield 
Access to Communication and Technology, West Midlands Regional Rehabilitation Centre, Birmingham). ' 
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occupying the bottom 113 of the screen leaving the top 2/3 of the screen free for the test 
applications, and when required for the head and eye mice only the dwell click tool was 
started and placed to the bottom right of the screen to enable mono modal selection for the 
multimodal head and eye devices (Chapter 9, Figure 9.11). Note that dwell click was not 
tested with the hand mouse as this device was used as a baseline in unmodified form. 
Finally, a screen capture program was loaded on to the test PC that would capture the 
entire contents of the test computer screen, including the cursor position and a visible 
marker of any selection actions, at a rate of 5 frames per second using the commercial 
'Hypercam' screen capture application I recording to hard disk. Paperwork was prepared 
by printing copies of the test tasks (Chapter 4, Appendices Table A4.3), the quality-rating 
scheme (Chapter 5, Table 5.1), a set oftest marking sheets (Appendices Table A4.4), a set 
of questionnaire sheets (Chapter 5, Appendices Tables A7.4, A7.5 and A7.6) and finally 
consent forms (Appendices Figure AIO.I). 
The nature of the tests and the usability questionnaires were explained to the test subjects. 
Subjects were then asked to sign consent forms guaranteeing confidentiality and 
explaining that they could rest during tests and withdraw from the tests at any time and for 
any reason without suffering penalty. No subjects opted to withdraw from the experiment. 
The test subjects were all initially familiarised with the test tasks by performing the 
assessment method test tasks with the hand mouse under direction of the test administrator 
until the subjects felt confident performing the test sequences. To ensure the test subjects 
performed the correct test tasks in the correct order, the test administrator verbally 
narrated the required actions to the test subjects at the start of each test task. 
Subjects were allowed practice calibrations of the head and eye mice (Chapter 9) until 
they consistently achieved an accuracy of 75% of the calibration accuracy of an expert 
user. A level of 75% was chosen as the level above which reasonable interaction was 
possible without subjects objecting to 'poor calibration'. The pointing accuracy of the 
subjects with the devices was recorded after device calibration and before each test by 
asking the subjects to point at 9 equally spaced targets on the screen (Chapter 9) with the 
overall mean distance of the cursor from the targets recorded. From this, tests were only 
conducted with calibrations exceeding 75% of the accuracy obtained by expert users with 
the devices to remove the possibility that a poor calibration would affect the test results. 
The average calibration accuracy achieved by an expert user was previously determined to 
be an accuracy of within 0.90 (visual angle at 60cm screen to eye distance) from each of 
the 9 calibration screen targets for the eye mouse and 0.3 0 for the head mouse. Once the 
subjects had consistently achieved the required calibration accuracy they practised using 
I Hypercam from www.hyperionics.com 
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the head or eye mouse (depending upon which device was to be used for the following test 
session) by playing the Windows 98 Solitaire card game until they felt comfortable with 
the operation of the system. Typically this took 5 minutes with each device. 
For the test, subjects were seated at a screen to head or eye distance of 60cm (from 
practice sessions this distance gave the minimum head or eye to screen distance, and 
hence highest pointing accuracy, whilst allowing reasonably comfortable head or eye 
range of movement to cover the whole screen), using the headrest with the eye mouse, and 
were instructed to work at their normal pace and maintain a high level of accuracy. At 
any time during the test the subjects were allowed to pause to recalibrate the device. This 
time taken by additional calibrations was included in the total calibration time for each 
test. Once the subjects had finished a test they completed the satisfaction questionnaires. 
Subjects were asked to rest for a minimum of 20 minutes between tests. The test 
procedure is summarised as follows (Table 10.2): 
Test procedure 
Test Test 
step stage 
I 
. 
2 
3 
4 Set up 
5 
6 
7 
8 Test 
9 tasks 
10 Rest 
Task 
Take subject details 
Explain nature of tests 
Explain questionnaires 
Read and sign consent form 
Familiarise with test tasks using hand mouse 
Practice head and eye mouse calibrations 
Familiarisation practice with head and eye mice 
playing game 
Calibrate head or eye mouse 
Undertake test tasks 
Rest, or return later 
Table 10.2 Test procedure for a subject 
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Time taken 
(typically) 
2 mins 
4 mins 
2 mins 
2 mins 
15 mins 
10 mins 
10 mins 
2 mins 
20 to 40 
mins 
>20 mins 
] 
Repeat 
for each 
device 
Chapter 10 
10.4 Analysis 
Object sizes from the assessment method test tasks (Chapter 4) were converted from 
screen pixels to the visual angle subtended by the object size categories at the test screen 
to head or eye distance of 60cm, giving object size categories of 0.3°, 0.6°, 0.9° and 1.2° 
of visual angle at 60cm. This conversion was carried out since both the head and eye 
devices are angular pointing devices, with their apparent screen accuracy in pixels or mm 
dependent upon the angle from the head or eye and distance the head or eye was from the 
screen. Giving results in visual angle was felt to be more suitable as this approach 
allowed calculation of equivalent object sizes for any head or eye to screen distance, 
screen resolution or object size in pixels or mm. 
The data were analysed by stepping through the captured video files and noting the quality 
and time taken to perform each task using the assessment method marking sheet 
(Appendices Figure A4.4) in the method described previously (Chapter 5). In addition, 
the time taken by any non-productive actions during each task was measured and the 
nature of the non-productive action was recorded. The time taken for each task was 
measured as the time from the initial movement of the cursor toward the target to the 
selection of the target or the failure of the task. This approach removed any additional 
time taken by the subject to understand and respond to the task narration from the test 
administrator. Dependent variable performance metrics were calculated for each of the 
independent variables (This chapter). The device assessment questionnaire results were 
calculated for each independent variable (Chapter 5). All data was displayed in terms of 
medians (mid-bars on graphs), quartile ranges (boxes on graphs) and outliers (asterisks on 
graphs), with means also included (circles on graphs) to give a fuller picture of the ranges 
and distributions of the datal. Finally, the statistical significance of any difference 
between metrics was determined with appropriate statistical tests. 
10.5 Baseline hand mouse efficiency 
The overall median task efficiency (defined in Chapter 5.6) for the standard desktop hand 
mouse on the assessment method was 83.3% for pooled data across the two assessment 
domains (Appendices Table Al 0.3, Graphed in Figure 10.1). This high level of 
performance was a result that was expected (only a device that produced no errors and 
took no time to complete a task would achieve 100% performance on the test tasks), as a 
hand mouse is the device of choice for manipulation of the test interface and so should 
perform well. Examining the range of performance indicated by the inter-quartile range 
I See Appendix Notes Figure 1 for an explanation of the graph symbols. 
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markers and outlier markers for the hand mouse on the graph of results (Figure 10.1) 
showed a tight distribution at a high level of efficiency with only a few outliers for both 
test domains I , indicating that the device was capable of both achieving and maintaining a 
consistently high degree of efficiency across a wide range of tasks. 
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Figure] 0.] Device task efficiency by domain2 
A Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tese (Sprent 1993) was used to show that this 
difference between the two domains was not statistically significant (p = 0.671) 
(comparison shown in Appendices Table AIO.4). The similarity of device performance 
between the word and web task domains showed that the context or nature of the tasks had 
I Although there appear to be a moderate number of outliers on the graphical representation of the data, 
these are few in comparison to the number of samples in each domain, with 6 subjects • 82 tasks = 492 
samples in the Word domain and 6 subjects • 68 tasks = 408 samples in the browser domain. 
2 Note that monomodal operation uses a dwell tool for selection, and multi modal operation uses a click 
device. 
J The Mann-Whitney two-sample rank test is a non-parametric equivalent to a two-sample t-test based on the 
ranks of the data. It is particularly useful for data with non-normal distributions where data sets have 
different sample numbers and the data do not have something in common - in this case they come from 
different test domains. See Appendices Notes Discussion I. "Non-parametric tests in this work". 
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little effect on the performance of the hand mouse device. The frequencies of target sizes 
present in each of the tasks in the domains were similar (Chapter 4). and it was probable 
that this accounted for the similarities in measured performance much more than the 
context of the tasks. 
In summary: 
• The hand mouse exhibited a high and consistent level of efficiency with no 
significant difference in performance between task domains. 
10.6 Eye and head mouse efficiency 
As expected, the efficiency results for the assistive technology devices (Appendices Table 
AI0.3, Graphed in Figure 10.1) on the assessment method showed efficiencies that were 
considerably lower than the hand mouse baseline for all domains. The range of 
performance for the head mouse in both mono and multi modal configurations on the graph 
of results (Figure 10.1) showed a fairly narrow interquartile range indicating the capability 
for moderately consistent high levels of efficiency, however the head mouse exhibited a 
wide distribution outside the interquartile range, suggesting a degree of variability with the 
device. The overlap in the head and eye mouse distributions suggested that the eye mouse 
could often achieve similar efficiency to the head mouse; however the large distribution of 
the eye mouse indicated that the eye mouse was not consistently as efficient as the head 
mouse. It was notable that the interquartile distributions of both the head and eye mice 
showed a 'ceiling' in efficiency at approximately 70%, suggesting that the devices were 
unlikely to achieve the same levels of efficiency as the hand mouse under normal 
circumstances. 
The performance of the assistive technology devices appeared to show little difference 
within device and selection mode between the two test domains (Figure 10.1). This 
similarity was confirmed with Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tests showing no 
statistically significant difference between domain performances within each device 
(comparison shown in Appendices Table AIO.4). As with the hand mouse baseline 
results, this similarity between domains confirmed that the context or nature of the tasks 
had little effect on the performance of the devices. As there were no statistically 
significant differences between domain performances within all of the devices, the domain 
results were pooled for each device to give greater clarity and ease of comparison of the 
performances of the devices to each other (Figure 10.2). 
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Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank tests 1 (Sprent 1993) were then used to investigate the 
significance of differences between the pooled domain efficiencies within each device 
(Appendices Table Al 0.5). The comparisons showed that the pooled performances of all 
devices were statistically significantly different from each other, showing that both device 
and selection modality affected device efficiency. Ranking the devices by efficiency 
(Table 10.3) showed that the hand mouse outperformed all devices and that the head 
mouse outperformed the eye mouse in both monomodal and multi modal configurations, 
hence the choice of device had more influence on measured efficiency than the choice of 
selection modality. However, multi modal selection was more efficient than monomodal 
selection for both devices, so clearly the method of target selection also had a strong effect 
on device performance as mono modal selection task time includes an additional 'dwell' 
time for the dwell selection tool. 
I The Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank non-parametric test is used when distributions are not normal 
sample sizes are equal and both data sets have commonality - in this case both sets of data originate from th~ 
same set oftest.tasks and each d~ta sample fr.om o~e dev~~e can be paire.d with a corresponding sample from 
the another deVice. See Appendices Notes DISCUSSion I . Non-parametric tests in this work". 
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Examining the pointing accuracy of the devices measured before each test using the 9-
point target test (Chapter 9) found that the head mouse had a pointing accuracy of 0.2860 
of visual angle, with the eye mouse having a less accurate pointing accuracy of 0.955 0 of 
visual angle at a head or eye to screen distance of 60cm (Appendices Table Al 0.6). This 
finding supports the characterisation of eye pointing being inherently inaccurate due to the 
width of the fovea and inaccuracies in eye tracking equipment (Chapter 2). A Mann-
Whitney two-sample rank test showed that the measured difference in pointing accuracy 
between the devices was statistically significant (p = 0.005) (Appendices Table Al 0.6). 
These pointing accuracy measurements showed that the head mouse had a pointing 
accuracy 3.33 times greater than the eye mouse, and hence strongly suggested that 
pointing accuracy was a major reason for the performance difference between the devices. 
Device Efficiency 
Device Efficiency ("/0) Device rank 
Hand 83.3 1 
Head DweII 56.4 3 
Eye DweII 42.9 5 
Head Click 65.2 2 
Eye Click 51.1 4 
All data sets are significantly different (p < 0.05)1. 
Table 10.3 Device efficiency comparisons and ran kings 
Comparing the efficiencies of the devices pooled across the two test domains and 
comparing within modalities (Table 10.3) showed that the monomodal head mouse had 
efficiency 1.31 times greater than the monomodal eye mouse, and the multi modal head 
mouse had efficiency 1.28 times greater than the multimodal eye mouse. These efficiency 
ratios were considerably smaller than the ratio of pointing accuracy between the devices at 
3.33 times, and suggested that pointing accuracy alone, measured by an abstract target 
acquisition test, tended to give an inaccurate and exaggerated difference between the 
devices. Such simple measurement clearly did not truly reflect the actual performance of 
the devices on a 'real world' interface as determined by the test method. This finding 
alone strongly supported the choice (Chapter 3) of a 'real world' test method over more 
I Note these results are not corrected for alpha, see Notes Discussion N2. Multiple comparisons in this work 
in the Appendices for a discussion on mUltiple comparisons. 
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conventional abstract target acquisition tests when assessing devices to be used on 'real 
world' interfaces and tasks. 
The relationship between pointing accuracy and efficiency was further investigated by 
examining the correlation between measured pointing accuracy and device efficiency 
across test subjects (Appendices Table AIO.6). Here there were no statistically significant 
correlations between head mouse pointing accuracy and mono modal (p = 0.787) or 
multimodal (p = 0.872) head mouse efficiency, indicating that the efficiency of the head 
mouse was not solely influenced by the pointing accuracy of the device. In contrast, there 
were statistically significant correlations between eye mouse pointing accuracy and 
monomodal (p = 0.042) or multimodal (p < 0.001) eye mouse efficiency, indicating that 
pointing accuracy had a strong influence on eye mouse efficiency. In order to explain the 
differences found in this section further investigation into the factors influencing the 
efficiency of the devices was required based on the detailed task time and task quality 
elements that comprised the efficiency metric (from Chapter 5). 
In summary: 
• There are no differences in performance between the Word and Browser domains 
for each device 
• The hand mouse outperformed all assistive technology devices 
• The head mouse outperformed the eye mouse in both mono modal and multimodal 
configurations 
• Multimodal click selection outperformed monomodal dwell selectionfor all devices 
• The head mouse had a greater pointing accuracy than the eye mouse 
• Pointing accuracy did not have a strong influence on head mouse efficiency but had 
a strong influence on eye mouse efficiency 
10.7 Device task time 
The test method design allowed further investigation into the total task times and task time 
elements (Chapter 5) that influenced the differences in efficiency between the devices. 
With device efficiency proportional to device task time (efficiency = device task quality / 
device task time), an investigation into task times was essential to understand the 
underlying factors influencing device efficiency. Total task time results for the devices 
were calculated (Appendices Table AIO.7, summary Table lOA) and any statistical 
significance of any difference determined (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test, 
Appendices Table Al 0.8). 
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Device task time 
Device Task lime (ms) 
Hand 1246 
Head Dwell 3489 • 
Eye Dwell 3668 • 
Head Click 2537 
Eye Click 3289 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p> 0.05)1 
Table 10.4 Device task time comparisons 
From this (Table 10.4) all of the total task times were found to be statistically significantly 
different from each other except for the head and eye monomodal dwell selection devices. 
This may be caused by the dwell click soft tool (Chapter 9) causing the test subject to wait 
in order to generate a dwell click. Using dwell click had the penalty of extending task 
times. Further investigation (Appendices Table At 0.7, Graphed in Figure to.3) showed 
that the hand mouse easily outperfonned the other devices, suffering no appreciable time 
delays from corrections or errors in interaction. The analysis showed that the largest 
unproductive factor for the head and eye mice in both mono and multi modal 
configurations was the time lost in positional cursor control corrections (defined in 
Chapter 5), with the eye mouse losing 44.5% of interaction time in monomodal 
configuration and 39.4% of time in multimodal configuration (shown in blue on Figure 
10.3). The head mouse lost considerably less time in comparison with 8.6% in 
monomodal and 16.5% in multi modal configuration. All other losses in task time were 
less than 5% of total task time for each factor. 
It was notable that the eye mouse suffered from repeated movements of the cursor from 
the interaction point to the part of the screen that was providing feedback to the user (the 
'feedback point'), such as moving from the on-screen keyboard to the text on the word-
processor when typing (shown in green on Figure 10.3). Here the real world test approach 
clearly showed advantages over simpler abstract target acquisition tests, as it would be 
unlikely that such feedback point movements would be detected by these simple tests. 
This feedback point factor was caused by the association of the cursor location to the point 
of gaze of the user, meaning that, unlike the other devices, the cursor followed the point of 
t Note these results are not corrected for alpha, see Notes Discussion N2. Multiple comparisons in this work 
in the Appendices for a discussion on multiple comparisons. Overall mean times shown for task time non-
parametric statistical comparisons used raw task time data. ' 
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attention of the test subject. This was a disadvantage, as the cursor could not be left on a 
target whilst monitoring the response of the interface, meaning that the target must be 
continually reacquired to continue interaction. This factor was unique to the eye mouse 
and used 4.8% of interaction time for the mono modal eye mouse and 3.8% for the 
multimodal eye mouse. 
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This level of analysis revealed that the head mouse had longer productive times than the 
eye mouse when comparing the head and eye devices in either mono or muItimodal 
configuration. This indicated that the head mouse exhibited slower productive interaction 
than the eye mouse but outperformed the eye mouse overall due to the higher non-
productive times of the eye mouse. This was explained by the rapid and productive cursor 
movement of the eye mouse into the region of the target object being followed by non-
productive positional control corrections of the gaze position on the target due to the 
I The elements of task time as shown on the graph are defined in Chapter 5. 
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inaccuracy of the eye mouse. These movements degraded eye mouse performance quite 
considerably. These results coupled with the measured pointing accuracies of the head 
and eye mice (Appendices Table AIO.6) suggested that the head mouse could be 
characterised by slower movement times but greater pointing accuracy due to lower 
control correction times, and the eye mouse by more rapid movement times but poorer 
pointing accuracy due to higher control correction times. The similarity in productive 
times for the dwell and click eye mouse was notable (highlighted in orange on Figure 
10.3), as dwell selection should increase the productive time waiting for the dwell 
selection to be timed. Examination of the characteristics of the interaction from the 
recorded video of subjects showed that in both dwell and click modes the subjects tended 
to hold or pause the cursor over the target object while waiting for the dwell time, and 
while assessing when to click. This resulted in similar productive times for both dwell 
and click selection for the eye mouse. 
The detailed breakdown of task time into differing elements for the devices suggested that 
if the control correction time (shown in blue on Figure 10.3) could be reduced for the eye 
mouse, then the eye mouse could perform as well as, and potentially higher, than the head 
mouse. By recording and analysing the detailed composition of device task times, the test 
method clearly identified key features or characteristics of the devices and highlighted 
areas where the difference between the devices could be reduced; findings that would be 
difficult to determine by simply recording overall task times for the devices, as is often 
done with simpler target acquisition tests. 
In summary: 
• Monomodal dwell selection increases task time 
• Eye mice have shorter productive times, due to higher pointing speed, than head 
mice but have longer total task times than head mice due /0 greater positional 
control corrections caused by lower pointing inaccuracy 
• If the non-productive eye mice times could be reduced then an eye mouse could 
equal or exceed the performance of a head mouse 
10.8 Device task quality 
With device efficiency also proportional to device task quality (efficiency = device task 
quality / device task time), an investigation into task quality ratings was also essential to 
understand the underlying factors influencing device efficiency. The total task time 
results for the devices were calculated (Appendices Table Al 0.9, summary Table 10.5) 
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and any statistical significance of any difference determined (Wilcoxon matched pairs 
signed rank tests between pairs of devices only, Appendices Table Al 0.1 0). 
Device task quality 
Device Task quality (1-5) 
Hand 4.90 
Head Dwell 4.26 • 
Eye Dwell 3.25 
Head Click 4.23 • 
Eye Click 3.42 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.05) I 
Table 10.5 Device task quality comparisons 
From this (Table 10.5) all of the total task quality ratings were found to be statistically 
significantly different from each other except for the head monomodal and multi modal 
selection devices. This showed that the head mouse task quality was not affected by the 
mode of target selection. In contrast there was a difference between monomodal and 
multi modal eye mouse task quality, with the monomodal eye mouse having a lower 
quality rating than the multi modal eye mouse. Clearly, using dwell click had the penalty 
of reducing task quality when used with an inaccurate pointing device. 
Investigation into the counts of incorrect commands, target misses and control correction 
movements (Chapter 5) that contributed to the quality scores was performed. Analysis of 
the factors revealed the causes of the differences in quality between the devices (Appendix 
2 Table AIO.9, Graphed Figure lOA). Counting the mean number of quality errors per 
interaction, there was a noticeable reduction in error rates with an increase in the severity 
of the consequences of the error (as defined in Chapter 5). This showed that the test 
subjects took more care when the consequences of error were more severe (such as 
pressing an incorrect button and causing an incorrect command to be generated, as 
opposed to simply missing a target object with no commands generated). Examining the 
results for each device, the hand mouse exhibited very few errors of any type, leading to a 
high quality rating. The head mouse in both mono and multimodal configurations had a 
comparatively low error rate for incorrect commands and target misses, suggesting that the 
I Note these results are not corrected for alpha, see Notes Discussion N2. Multiple comparisons in this work 
in the Appendices for a discussion on mUltiple comparisons. Overall mean times shown for task time, non-
parametric statistical comparisons used raw task time data. 
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device pointing accuracy allowed accurate target selection when required irrespective of 
the selection method used, although the device did show a moderate rate of control 
corrections, indicating some difficulty in manoeuvring and positioning the cursor, possibly 
due to the mass of the head resulting in some loss of fine cursor control or cursor 
overshoot of the target. 
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The analysis revealed that the eye mouse in multi modal configuration showed a low error 
rate for incorrect commands, suggesting target selection accuracy could be achieved when 
necessary. This was not so for the mono modal eye mouse which had a higher rate of 
incorrect commands than any other device (highlighted in orange on Figure 10.4). This 
suggested that the use of monomodal dwell click target selection greatly increased the 
chances of an inadvertent incorrect command being generated, probably as the device had 
low pointing accuracy and the test subject had less control over the exact timing of the 
target selection than with a multimodal switch operated selection device, and so could not 
I The elements of task quality as shown on the graph are defined in Chapter 5. 
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prevent incorrect targets being accidentally selected. This selection of incorrect targets by 
the monomodal eye mouse can be characterised as a 'Midas touch', or perhaps 'Midas 
gaze' (as discussed in Chapter 2), where the gaze of the test subject may briefly alight on a 
target of interest on the interface, such as an object giving feedback or an object attracting 
the attention of the test subject. Whilst the gaze point is on the target, the cursor is also on 
the target as it is driven by the gaze position and this gives rise to the possibility that the 
dwell click selection tool will generate an unwanted selection on the observed object, thus 
increasing the counts of incorrect commands for the monomodal eye mouse. 
The high rates for monomodal and multimodal eye mouse target misses (highlighted in 
green on Figure 10.4) indicated some difficulty in maintaining the cursor over the intended 
target during selection, resulting in a 'machine gun' like approach to selection, with 
multiple selection attempts close to the intended target but not hitting adjacent targets. 
Finally, the very high rate of control corrections (highlighted in blue on Figure 10.4) for 
the monomodal and multi modal eye mouse dominated the quality metric for the device 
and indicated a high level of difficulty in cursor movement onto a target; clearly showing 
the effect of the low pointing accuracy of the device - the rate was equivalent to more than 
one control correction per interaction. However, of all of the quality metrics, if the count 
of control corrections could be reduced the eye mouse quality would approach the quality 
of the head mouse. 
In summary: 
• Monomodal or multimodal selection had no effect on head mouse quality, probably 
due to the higher pointing accuracy of the head mouse 
• The head mouse had a moderate rate of control corrections probably caused by the 
mass of the head causing overshoot and subsequent compensation in pointing 
• The monomoaal eye mouse had the highest counts of incorrect commands, probably 
due to the 'Midas touch property of the device and the combination of lower 
pointing accuracy and uncertainty in monomodal selection timing 
• The multimodal eye mouse had lower counts of incorrect commands and target 
misses than the monomodal eye mouse due to the selection timing accuracy of the 
multimodal switch device 
• Both eye mice had high counts of control corrections, indicating poor pointing 
accuracy 
• Of all metrics, if the number of eye mouse control corrections could be reduced it 
would approach the quality of the head mouse 
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10.9 Device satisfaction 
The overall perceived test subject satisfaction with each of the devices was assessed after 
each test session with a device, and calculated by pooling the individual section and 
category results (as described in Chapter 5) with the statistical significance of any 
differences determined (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank tests, Appendices Table 
A 10.11), (Table 10.6). Ranking the satisfaction ratings for the devices showed that the 
hand mouse was judged the most satisfying to use with a high rating of 6.217.0, followed 
by the multi modal then monomodal head mouse, with the multi modal and monomodal eye 
mice being rated least satisfying to use. 
Device satisfaction 
Device Satisfaction (1-7) Device rank 
Hand 6.20 I 
Head Dwell 4.36 • 3 
Eye Dwell 2.93 b 5 
Head Click 4.73 2 
Eye Click 3.90 .. b 4 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.05) 
Table 10.6 Device satisfaction ratings and rankingsl 
The validity of the satisfaction-rating questionnaire (Chapters 5 and 8) was supported by 
the device efficiency results with the same device rankings for satisfaction and efficiency 
for the devices. Comparing the efficiency and satisfaction results further for range and 
ratios of results found that the satisfaction questionnaire preserved the range and ratios 
found in the efficiency results. Taking the highest rated device (hand mouse) at 6.2 
satisfaction rating and 83.3% efficiency, and the lowest rated device (monomodal eye 
mouse) at 2.9 satisfaction rating and 42.9% efficiency and examining the differences 
showed a difference of 46% between the devices on the satisfaction questionnaire scale 
and a difference of 51.5% between the devices on the efficiency results. The similarity 
between the differences on the scales indicated that the satisfaction scale closely followed 
the efficiency results, and also had sufficient range to measure a wide range of device 
performances. These findings further validated the satisfaction questionnaire. 
I Note these results are not corrected for alpha, see Notes Discussion N2. Multiple comparisons in this work 
in the Appendi.ce~ for a disc~ssion on multipl~ compariso?s. Overall mean satisfaction ratings shown, non-
parametric statistical compansons used raw satIsfactIOn ratmg data 
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Examining the individual satisfaction questionnaire sections for the devices (workload, 
comfort and ease of use, from Chapter 5) suggested differences and trends in perceived 
workload, comfort and ease of use for the devices (Figure 10.5). Wilcoxon matched pairs 
signed rank tests were used to determine the statistical significance of any differences 
between devices within each satisfaction category (Appendices Tables Al 0.12 to Al 0.14). 
Note that greater satisfaction is shown by lower workload ratings but higher comfort and 
ease of use ratings. The workload questionnaire results showed that the baseline hand 
mouse had, as expected, the lowest rated workload. The head mice had higher workload 
than the hand mouse with the eye mice having the highest workload, probably due to the 
poor pointing performance of the device. Such relatively poor subjective workload and 
comfort results may have indicated some of the reasons why the eye mouse has not been 
widely accepted as a viable device. The monomodal devices tended to have slightly 
higher workload than the multimodal devices when comparing like devices, indicating that 
I Note that greater satisfaction is shown by lower workload ratings but higher comfort and ease of use 
ratings. 
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a supporting modality could decrease workload slightly despite the additional work 
required to use a second modality. Examining the comfort ratings showed that the eye 
mice were rated as less comfortable to use than the hand and head mice, with similar high 
comfort results for the hand and head mice. The lower comfort rating for the eye mice 
may be due to the restriction in body movement required by the device to keep the eyes of 
the test subject within the eye tracking camera field of view; this is in contrast to the free 
bodily movement allowed by both the hand and head mice. With disabled subjects or the 
use of a head mounted eye tracker to enable greater body movement this result could 
favourably change. Finally, examining the ease of use ratings showed that the hand mouse 
was rated highly and the mono modal eye mouse rated at a low level of ease of use. It was 
notable that the multimodal dwell selection devices were rated as slightly easier to use 
than the monomodal devices, indicating that the second supporting modality made the 
devices easier to use despite the additional use and complexity of controlling a separate 
modality for target selection. 
In summary: 
• The hand mouse was rated overall most satisfying to use, followed by the 
multimodal and monomodal head mice and monomodal and multimodal eye mice 
• The hand mouse had low workload, was highly comfortable and easy to use 
• The head mouse had greater workload, was comfortable but difficult to use 
• The eye mouse had very high workload, low comfort and was difficult to use 
• The use of a supporting modality decreased workload within devices, increased ease 
of use but did not change comfort 
• If the eye mouse workload could be reduced and comfort increased it could 
approach the head mouse satisfaction. 
10.10 Individual satisfaction factors 
The results of the individual satisfaction factors that made up the total satisfaction 
categories and overall satisfaction ratings (Chapter 5) were calculated as averages of the 
six test subject ratings (Table 10.7). To aid identification of factors that were rated poorly 
and were particularly of interest, the two lowest satisfaction results for each satisfaction 
factor (such as 'physical workload' or 'eye discomfort' for example) are shown in bold 
type. Examining the individual factors for workload showed that the eye mouse exhibited 
consistently higher workload than the head mouse for all factors. This can be attributed to 
the requirement for the test subject to remain fairly immobile and within the field of view 
of the eye gaze-tracking camera. This difference was particularly noticeable for mental 
workload, indicating a high degree of concentration was required for the eye mouse, with 
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the monomodal eye mouse having the highest mental workload probably due to the 
additional effort required in timing the dwell selection timing. Frustration was higher for 
the eye mouse than the head mouse, probably due to the lower pointing accuracy of the 
eye mouse, with the monomodal eye mouse having the highest frustration, probably due to 
the higher counts of errors found in the quality metrics for the device. However, it was 
notable that there was a considerably smaller difference between the devices for 
performance, indicating that the test subject felt that although the workload was high for 
the eye mouse, it approached the performance of the head mouse. 
Individual satisfaction factors 
Monomodal Multimodal 
Factor / Device Head Eye Head Eye Hand Mouse Mouse Mouse Mouse 
Physical 1.8 4.5 5.3 3.8 5.5 
~'tr Mental 2.3 4.5 6.6 3.8 5.7 ~ 0 
o 0 
- ~ Temporal 2.1 3.5 3.6 2.7 4.3 ~II 
~ ~ Frustration 1.8 4.5 6.1 3.7 5.0 
'=- Performance 1.8 4.1 5.1 4.2 4.7 
Headache 6.5 6.1 5.0 6.5 5.5 
'tr Eye 6.1 6.0 3.6 6.2 4.7 t: C 
C ~ ~II Facial 6.5 6.1 5.0 6.2 5.0 
oot: U.~ Mouth 6.8 6.5 6.0 6.8 6.3 ~ 
Neck 6.0 4.3 4.0 4.6 3.8 
Pointing Accuracy 6.3 3.5 1.8 3.8 2.1 
~'tr 
Pointing Speed 6.0 3.1 3.8 3.5 4.5 ::3 C 'c-~ Clicking Accuracy 6.3 3.3 2.3 4.5 4.5 
~ot: [g .~ Clicking Speed 6.5 2.8 2.3 4.5 5.1 
t....l~ 
System Control 6.0 4.3 2.6 5.2 4.1 
Table 10.7 Individual factors of device satisfaction l 
Examining the individual factors for comfort showed consistently poor ratings for the eye 
mouse, this was particularly notable for eye discomfort. There was a small reduction in 
difference between the devices for neck discomfort due to a low rating for the head mouse , 
indicating that the head mouse did cause some neck discomfort in operation. Taken 
together the individual workload and comfort ratings confirmed that the eye mouse caused 
considerable workload and discomfort during operation. 
I The two lowest satisfaction results for each satisfaction factor are shown in bold type. 
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Finally examination of the ease of use ratings revealed the operational properties of the 
devices. The multimodal and mono modal head mice were rated as having superior 
pointing accuracy and overall control than the eye mice, probably due to the higher 
pointing accuracy of the head mouse. The monomodal and multi modal eye mice showed 
superior pointing speed perception than the head mouse probably due to the rapid 
movement of the eye, but were not perceived as rapid as the hand mouse. This was a 
curious result, but it is possible that subjects combined pointing accuracy and pointing 
speed perception. Both multimodal devices were rated highly for clicking speed and 
clicking accuracy, probably again due to the control afforded by the supporting modality 
over the selection timing compared to the dwell click software device. 
In summary: 
• The eye mice had consistently high ratings for all workloadfactors 
• The monomodal eye mouse had the highest mental workload and frustration, 
probably due to the combination of pointing inaccuracy and dwell selection 
• The eye mouse was most uncomfortable to use, with a high ratingfor eye discomfort. 
• The head mice were rated with higher pointing accuracy and control than the eye 
mouse 
• The eye mice were rated as having higher pointing speed than the head mouse 
• The multimodal devices had higher clicking speed and accuracy. 
10.11 A summary of the performance hand, head and eye mice 
The performances of the head and eye mice were characterised as the head mouse having 
slower but more accurate pointing and the eye mouse more rapid but less accurate 
pointing. Pointing accuracy had a strong influence on eye mouse performance but little 
influence on head mouse performance. In contrast, pointing speed had a strong influence 
on head mouse performance but less influence on eye mouse performance. Multimodal 
selection outperformed mono modal selection for all devices. The hand mouse was rated 
most satisfying to use, followed by the monomodal and multi modal head mice and then 
the monomodal and muItimodal eye mice. The results showed that interaction was 
feasible with all devices, although the performance of the eye-based devices was poor in 
comparison with the performance of a hand mouse. The main factors influencing the 
performance of the head and eye mice were found to be pointing speed and pointing 
accuracy. Neither the head nor eye based devices achieved the same performance as the 
hand mouse baseline, clearly showing the penalty users of these devices incur in 
comparison to hand mouse users. 
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A Detailed Examination of Eye and Head Mouse 
Performance 
Chapter 11 
The aim of this chapter is to continue the investigation of the performance of head and eye 
mice in comparison to a hand mouse baseline, with the aim of identifying factors that most 
influence the performance of head and eye mice, and from these determine how the 
performance of head and eye based pointing may be enhanced. 
This chapter builds on the work of the previous chapter by using the experimental results 
from Chapter 10. The chapter first examines the effect of target size on the performance 
of the devices, and then examines how interaction technique influences performance, and 
finally how test subject experience with the devices influences performance. The chapter 
then examines how the effect of both target size and experience with the devices combine 
to influence, and maximise performance. Finally, the chapter ends with the prediction of a 
method of performance enhancement that can be applied to head, and particularly eye 
mice, that would greatly enhance the performance of these devices, and bring their 
performance closer to that of the hand mouse baseline. 
11.1 Target size and device efficiency 
From the results in Chapter 10, it was found that device pointing speed and pointing 
accuracy had a great effect on the performance of the head and eye mice respectively. It is 
clear that, in general, the effects of pointing speed will be influenced by the distance 
travelled to a target on the interface, and the effects of pointing accuracy will be 
influenced by the size of targets on that interface. Distance is determined by the nature of 
the tasks and the placement of the various target objects on the interface, and can be 
regarded as essentially random within the bounds of the interface. However, the target 
sizes on the interface are of certain defined sizes as determined by the survey of the 
interface objects in Chapter 4. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 3, both target distance 
and target size can influence pointing performance (as defined in Fitts' Law, Chapter 3). 
Since target distance is essentially random and cannot easily be defined, and target size 
may be clearly defined, an investigation into the detailed effects of target size on device 
pointing speed and pointing accuracy under 'real world' conditions was required. 
The construction of the test method allowed this detailed examination of the performance 
of the devices with differing target sizes. Breaking down the data by the four target size 
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categories in the test method (Chapter 4: 0.3°, 0.6°, 0.9°, 1.2° subtended visual arc at 
60cm) suggested a relationship between device efficiency and target size (Appendices 
Table A 11.1 , Graphed Figure 11.1), with efficiency increasing with target size. 
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Figure 11.1 Hand, head and eye mouse device task efficiency by target size 
The statistical significance of differences between the results within each device were 
calculated (Mann-Whitney two-sample rank test, Appendices Table Al 1.2). There was a 
progression of efficiency with increasing target size, from the smallest target size, S 1 = 
0.3°, having the lowest efficiency to the largest target size, S4 = 1.2°, having the greatest 
efficiency. Although the smallest and largest targets for all devices had efficiencies 
significantly different from each other, the two middle-sized targets, except the 
multimodal head mouse, did not. However, there was a progression of increasing 
efficiency from S 1 through S2/3 to S4 (Figure 11 .1). The relationship between target size 
and efficiency was expected, as the relationship between increasing target size and 
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increasing ease of target acquisition has been shown previously with Fitts-Law (Fitts 
1954) based work (for a review see Chapter 3). However, unlike Fitts Law that uses target 
size and distance travelled to the target with simple target acquisition tests of low 
cognitive load, the test method uses defined target sizes but with essentially random 
distances, and with tasks containing a moderate degree of cognitive load. This makes the 
test method less dependent upon simple target size and distance than Fitts' Law and hence 
some weakness was expected in the target size to performance relationship. This was 
shown by the similarity for the result between the mid-sized targets. However, even with 
these results, the relationship between target size and increasing ease of target 
manipulation was present for the hand mouse, showing that the test method was correctly 
sensitive to target size, and the head and eye mice were also sensitive to target size. 
It was notable that the head and eye mice were capable of performing well on larger target 
sizes. This suggested that for the head and eye mouse to approach the performance of the 
hand mouse, target sizes would need to be larger on the interface. A method of achieving 
this dynamically was suggested previously (Bates 1999) with an abstract target acquisition 
test where simple square targets on a standard graphical user interface were magnified or 
increased in actual size prior to target selection. In this work the use of a magnifying 
facility to increase effective target sizes reduced target selection errors, and hence 
increased device performance, by 45% for targets equivalent to 0.60 of visual angle at 
60cm, and by 65% for targets equivalent to 0.3 0 of visual angle at 60cm. 
In summary: 
• There was a relationship between performance and target size, with task efficiency 
increasing with increasing target size for all devices 
• Increasing target sizes by interface design or artificially via a soft device should 
increase device performance 
11.2 Target size and device quality 
Further investigation into the effects of target size on the components of device task 
quality was required to understand the potential of increasing the task quality performance 
of the assistive technology devices by modifying or changing target size. The test method 
allowed the breakdown of the quality components of the method by the four target size 
categories (Appendices Table All.3, Graphed Figure 11.2). Examining the task quality 
results showed a steady decrease in errors, and hence increases in quality, for increasing 
target size for all devices. It was notable that all devices, except for the monomodal eye 
mouse, had low counts of incorrect commands, even for the smallest target sizes, further 
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supporting the suggestion that the devices could be accurate when the consequences of 
error, such as correcting the outcome of an incorrect command, were high. The higher 
incorrect command counts for the mono modal eye mouse again illustrated the lack of 
control of the device when inaccurate pointing was combined with inaccurate selection 
timing. 
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Figure 11.2 Device task quality elements by target size 
The number of target misses and control corrections for all devices decreased with 
increasing target size and hence increased ease of selection. However, the effect of the 
selection modality had a pronounced effect on the rate of reduction of target misses 
(shown in green on Figure 11.2), with the monomodal dwell selection devices showing a 
far more pronounced reduction in the counts of target misses with increasing target size 
than the multimodaI selection devices. In contrast, the counts of control corrections were 
higher with the multi modal selection devices than with the monomodal dwell selection 
devices. Taken together these results suggested that the monomodal devices could be 
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characterised as producing more selection attempts earlier in the target selection process (a 
'machine gun' effect caused by the dwell click soft device producing inadvertent clicks) 
that caused higher counts of target misses (shown in green on Figure 11.2) but also 
reduced the counts of control corrections (shown in blue on Figure 11.2) as the target 
tended to be selected by one of these many dwell clicks early in the interaction. However, 
the multi modal devices, where the test subject had full control over when the selection 
took place, could be characterised as producing a low rate of target misses and a higher 
rate of control corrections as the test subjects held back selection attempts and used 
multiple positional control corrections until they were confident of a selection acquiring 
the target. These effects occurred with all target sizes, but with the largest target size there 
was little difference between the monomodal and multi modal devices, indicating that with 
larger targets the monomodal devices may perform as well as the multi modal devices. 
Clearly both devices showed some advantages, depending upon the design and layout of 
the interface; for instance, monomodal dwell click may be appropriate for interfaces 
having larger well-spaced targets, whereas multimodal switch selection would be more 
appropriate for an interface with smaller more closely spaced targets where inadvertent 
incorrect target selection would be more likely to occur. 
In summary: 
• Errors decrease with increasing target size for all devices 
• Monomodal selection target miss error counts were higher than multimodal 
selection error counts, but decreased dramatically with increasing target sizes 
• Multimodal control correction error counts were higher than monomodal selection 
control correction counts but decreased dramatically with increasing target sizes 
• Increasing target ·size reduces target misses for monornodal selection and control 
corrections for multirnodal selection 
11.3 Target size and device task time 
Investigating target size and task time was now required to understand the potential of 
decreasing the task times of the head and eye mice by modifying or changing target size. 
As before, the time components were broken down by target size (Appendices Table 
AIl.S, Graphed Figure 11.3). Examining the task time components showed a steady 
decrease in the time used by non-productive actions, and hence decreases in task time , 
with increasing target size for all devices. Here, as with the quality components, the 
proportion of task time used by generating incorrect commands was low in proportion to 
the total task time, even for the smallest target size, confirming that the devices could be 
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accurate when the consequences of error were high. However, unlike the quality 
components (Figure 11.2), the monomodal eye mouse results for incorrect commands did 
not differ substantially from the results for the other devices. Although the monomodal 
eye mouse did generate more incorrect command quality counts than the other devices, it 
did so with little additional task time in comparison to the other devices, confirming that 
the device tended to generate a ' machine gun' approach to selection, generating excessive 
incorrect commands but in a short space of time. 
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The time lost in positional control corrections (shown in blue on Figure 11.2) reduced 
dramatically with increasing target size for all devices and was the dominant non-
productive time facto r. This was particularly evident for the eye mouse with control 
corrections exceeding the productive time, clearly characterising the device as having 
inaccurate pointing. It was notable that the eye mouse had longer control correction times 
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and shorter productive times for each target size than the head mouse. This confirmed that 
if the non-productive times, and in particular the control correction times of the eye mouse 
could be reduced it could equal or exceed the performance of the head mouse, irrespective 
of target size. Examining the non-productive task time elements for the larger target sizes 
showed that the head mouse had few non-productive task time elements that could be 
reduced whereas the eye mouse still had appreciable non-productive times that could be 
reduced. This suggested that increased target size would give scope for further 
improvement of the non-productive time elements of the eye mouse but would give few 
gains for the head mouse. With shorter eye mouse productive times per target size than 
the head mouse, this suggested that the eye mouse performance could exceed the head 
mouse performance with still larger targets. 
In summary: 
• Task time decreases with increasing target size for all devices 
• All devices had low incorrect command non-productive limes irrespective of target 
size, indicating the consequences of error influenced task time 
• Time taken with target misses was low and not influenced by target size for the 
multimodal devices, showing the advantage of multimodal selection 
• Time taken with target misses was higher and decreased with increasing target size 
for the monomodal devices, indicating the disadvantage of monomodal selection but 
advantage of increasing target size 
• Control correction non-productive time was the dominant factor for all assistive 
technology devices but reduced dramatically with increasing target size 
• The capacity for reducing non-productive time elements was greater for the eye 
mouse than the head mouse 
• Increasing target size still further could decrease eye mouse task time to be equal or 
less than head mouse task time 
11.4 Interaction technique and device efficiency 
The effects of the differing interaction techniques I (Chapter 4) present on the interface on 
the level of device efficiency were investigated to determine if the type of object 
manipulation had an effect on device efficiency. Task efficiency was broken down by 
interaction technique for each device (Appendices Table Al1.S, summarised in Table 
11.1) and the statistical significance of differences between all interaction types within 
each device were calculated (Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tests, Appendices Table 
A 11.6). Examining the individual interaction techniques across the devices showed that 
neither the head or eye mouse devices approached the efficiency of the baseline hand 
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mouse for any given interaction technique, although the general progression of efficiency 
reducing with the increased complexity of interaction technique followed the pattern of the 
hand mouse, with single clicks showing the highest efficiency, through double clicks to 
dragging showing the lowest efficiency. 
Efficiency and interaction technique 
Interaction Technique Efficiency (0/0) 
Device 
------- Restricted ---- ---- Unrestricted ----
Single Double Drag Single Drag 
Hand 81 76 65 83 61 
Head Dwell 48 49 36 60 34 
Eye Dwell 47 42 12 45 9 
Head Click 57 50 31 69 40 
Eye Click 31 30 27 53 17 
(Larger differences within devices are highlighted in bold). 
Table 11.1 Effect o/interaction technique on device efficienc/ 
One main difference between the hand mouse baseline and the other devices emerged 
from the analysis. Unlike the hand mouse, the monomodal and multi modal head mouse 
and the multimodal eye mouse results showed statistically significant increases in the 
efficiency of unrestricted single clicks over restricted single clicks (highlighted in bold on 
Table 11.1), with increases in efficiency of 12.1% (p = 0.003) for the monomodal head 
mouse, 11.7% (p < 0.001) for the multi modal head mouse and 21.9% (p = 0.005) for the 
multimodal eye mouse (Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tests, Appendices Table Al 1.6). 
These differences suggested that the increased levels of freedom to move the cursor from 
the target during interaction (without losing control of the target) with unrestricted targets 
had a considerable positive effect on the efficiency of these devices. In contrast, the 
monomodal eye mouse showed no statistically significant difference between restricted 
and unrestricted clicks (p = 0.370) (highlighted in bold italic on Table 11.3). The low 
pointing accuracy of the device coupled with dwell click target selection may explain this. 
I As described in Chapter 4, there are three basic forms of pointing device object manipulation on a 
Windows interface. These are a single click on an object, a double click on an object, and a drag of an 
object. These actions can be either restricted, where cursor movement is confined within the area of the 
object to retain cont~ol of that ?bject,.or unrestricted whe~e cursor movement may move from the object and 
then return to the object and stili retam control of that object. For example, a button object on the Windows 
interface has unrestricted manipulation as, provided the mouse button is held down, the cursor may be 
moved away from the button and. retu~ed without losing penn anent control of the button. In contrast, a 
hypertext link has restricted manipulatIOn, as any movement of the cursor away from the object with th 
mouse button held down will lose control of the object. e 
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The low overall efficiency results for the monomodal eye mouse, for all of the interaction 
techniques, suggested that target selection was difficult. This difficulty of locating the 
cursor on the target was compounded by difficulty in timing a dwell click when on the 
target. Any benefit that could be gained from freedom of movement from and returning to 
unrestricted targets was probably lost in the overall difficulty of overcoming pointing 
accuracy and timing the target selection, with the restricted or unrestricted nature of the 
target having little influence on the interaction. The results showed that the for devices 
with low pointing accuracy but high selection timing accuracy, device task efficiency 
could be improved by using targets on an interface that allowed unrestricted manipulation. 
In summary: 
• Task efficiency reduces with increasing complexity of object manipulation 
requirements 
• The hand mouse task efficiency was unaffected by the restricted or unrestricted 
manipulation freedoms of interface objects 
• The monomodal and multimodal head mouse and the multimodal eye mouse had 
higher performance on unrestricted manipulation objects than restricted objects due 
to the additional freedom of movement from the objects 
• Interfaces designed for head and eye mice manipulation should use unrestricted in 
preference to restricted object manipulation characteristics 
11.5 Subject experience 
Breaking down the test results by the three test subject experience ratings (Chapter 10) 
showed that there ~as a relationship between the experience rating of test participants 
with the devices (Table 10.1, Chapter 10, shows the numbers of hours of device usage 
accumulated by participants in each of the three experience categories) and their 
performance, with increasing experience resulting in increasing task performance 
(Appendices Table All. 7, Graphed Figure 11.4). The statistical significance of the results 
(Appendices Table Al1.8) showed that the baseline hand mouse outperformed all of the 
other devices, even for the high experience (shown in pink on Figure 11.4) head and eye 
mouse test subjects. The eye mouse was inferior to the head mouse for the low (green) 
and medium (blue) experienced participants in both monomodal and multimodal 
configurations. However, the two devices achieved parity of performance within a 
selection modality; at 63.9% for the monomodal head mouse and 61.1% for the 
monomodal eye mouse, and for the multimodal devices at 73.0% for the multimodal head 
mouse and 73.5% for the multi modal eye mouse in the high experience (pink) participants. 
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Key 
Notes 
ColTllarisons taken 
betw een experience 
ratings within the sarre 
device and 
cOlTllarisons taken 
betw een sarre 
experience ratings 
betw een different 
devices. 
Data sets with the 
s arre letter are not 
significantly different 
(p>O.05) 
While the number of hours of device experience for the high experience participants is 
'"\ 
very different between head and eye mouse, the data suggested that the eye mouse in 
either mono modal or multi modal configuration could approach the performance levels of 
the head mouse for the same selection modality if participants were sufficiently practiced. 
(It is acknowledged that the performance of the head mouse is not known for experience 
levels extended to those of the high experience eye mouse users). The performance of the 
low experience group of head mouse users after 0.25 hours experience was far higher than 
the low experience eye mouse group with I to 2 hours experience and the medium 
experience eye mouse group with 6 to 8 hours experience. These long learning times 
coupled with the poor performance results for low and medium experienced participants 
for the eye mouse in both monomodal and multimodal configurations when compared to 
J A little care is required with these results since there are only 2 test subjects in each of the head and 
. . h h 2 b' * 150 k _ . eye expenence categOries, althoug t ere are su ~ects test tas s - 300 test task samples In each group. 
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the low experience head mouse configurations strongly suggested that considerable effort 
and dedication was required to obtain even a moderate level of performance with the eye 
mouse. This was a strong indicator as to why eye mice appeared to be rarely used, and 
suggested that more work was needed to investigate the most efficient means of training 
participants to use the eye mouse in order to reduce the time needed to achieve these levels 
of performance. 
Efficiency, modality and experience 
Difference in Efficiency (0/0) between monomodal and 
Device multimodal selection (Low. Medium. High experience) 
Low Medium High 
Head Click - Head Dwell 3.4 12.4 9.1 
Eye Click - Eye Dwell 1.5* 16.6 12.4 
* No statistically SignIficant difference (p> 0.050) 
Table 11.2 Device difference in efficiency by selection modality and experience 
Examining the effect of the selection modality on device task efficiency for the devices 
found that there was an increase in task efficiency when using multi modal selection for all 
experience test subjects for all devices except for the monomodal and multi modal eye 
mice for low experience test subjects (Table 11.2). The lack of a difference, or 
improvement, between mono modal and multimodal task efficiency for the low experience 
eye mouse test subjects, coupled with the very low performance of the eye mouse for low 
experience test subjects indicated that at this level of experience any advantage gained by 
an additional supporting selection modality was lost in the overall difficulty of using the 
device. It was notable that even for the high experience test subjects there was a 
significant difference (12.4%) between monomodal and multimodal performance, 
indicating that even when experienced with the mono modal dwell click software, it could 
not perform as well as using an additional multimodal supporting modality for selection. 
In order to further explain the effects of experience on device performance further 
investigation into the task time and task quality factors was required. 
In summary: 
• Efficiency increased with increasing test subject experience 
• The hand mouse outperformed all other devices even for high experience test 
subjects 
• The head mouse outperformed the eye mouse in both monomodal and multimodal 
configurations for low and medium experience test subjects 
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• The head and eye mice achieved parity of performance for the high experience test 
subjects 
• To achieve parity of performance, the eye mouse required considerably more 
experience than the head mouse 
• Multimodal devices, except the low experience eye mouse, outperformed monomodal 
devices, indicating that an additional supporting modality improved performance 
• The low experience eye mouse had exceptionally poor performance even after using 
the device for longer than medium experienced head mouse subjects, indicating a 
reason why eye mice are often rejected when first used 
11.6 Subject experience and device quality 
Further investigation into the effects of test subject experience on the components of 
device task quality was required to understand the potential of increasing the task quality 
performance of the head, and more particularly eye mouse, devices by training or 
experience. The test results were broken down by the quality components of the test 
method (Chapter 5) and then grouped by the three test subject experience ratings (Chapter 
10). Examining the results (Appendices Table Al 1.9, Graphed Figure 11.5) showed that 
the hand mouse had fewer errors than the other devices at any experience level. The 
breakdown of the individual quality components for increasing test subject experience 
showed steady decreases in error counts per task, and hence increases in quality, with 
increasing experience for both the head and eye mice. 
The head mouse in both monomodal and multimodal configurations had fewer errors than 
the eye mouse for all experience group participants, except for the multi modal eye mouse. 
It was notable that the high experience eye mouse test subjects achieved a marked 
reduction in control corrections when compared to the eye mouse low and medium 
experience test subjects, indicating that the high experience test subjects had achieved 
good control over the eye mouse pointing inaccuracy. Further examination of the overall 
rate of reduction in total error counts per task showed a much more marked reduction in 
total error counts from low to high experience for the multimodal eye mouse (75.0%) than 
the other devices (Table 11.3). This rapid rate of reduction brought the multimodal eye 
mouse error count close to (within 10%) the multimodal head mouse. 
It was notable that the overall proportions of each of the quality elements remained 
approximately constant as the overall count decreased with increasing participant 
experience, with control corrections dominating the quality metric irrespective of 
experience. 
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Figure 11.5 Device quality elements by subject experience 
..,. . 
Experience and task quality 
Reduction in total task error counts (%) between Low 
and High test subject experience 
Device Reduction f'/o) 
Head Dwell: High - Low 62.4 
Eye Dwell: High - Low 58.2 
Head Click: High - Low 50.2 
Eye Click: High - Low 75.0 
(Larger differences within devices are highlighted in bold). 
Key 
L = Low Exp. 
M = Medium Exp. 
H = High Exp. 
Table 11.3 Device subject experience and difference between task quality elements 
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In summary: 
• All error counts decreased with increasing experience 
• The head mouse in both mono modal and multimodal configurations produced lower 
error counts than the eye mouse for all experience groups except for the multimodal 
eye mouse 
• The high experience multimodal eye mouse error counts were within 10% of the 
multimodal head mouse, and reduced at a greater rate, suggesting that high 
experience subjects were continuing to improve in performance 
• Further experience the eye mouse might achieve error count parity with the head 
mouse 
11.7 Subject experience and device task time 
Investigation into the effects of test subject experience on the components of device task 
time was now required with the test results broken down by the task time components and 
then grouped by the three test subject experience ratings. Examining the results 
(Appendices Table AIl.IO, Graphed Figure 11.6) showed that the hand mouse had the 
lowest task time than the other devices at any experience level. As with the quality 
elements, the breakdown of the individual task time components for increasing test subject 
experience showed decreases in task time per task with increasing experience for the 
multimodal head and eye mice. In contrast with the quality results (Figure 11.5) there was 
no reduction in task time between low and medium experience test subjects for the 
monomodal devices, with a reduction only occurring for the high experience monomodal 
devices (Figure 11.6). In addition, the productive time (shown in orange on Figure 11.5) 
for the monomodal devices did not tend to reduce with increasing experience but remained 
approximately constant for the monomodal head mouse and actually increased for the 
monomodal eye mouse. These results suggested that the operation of the mono modal 
dwell click software was influencing the task times. 
The long productive times for the mono modal head mouse in contrast to the multimodal 
head mouse suggested that test subjects used the higher pointing accuracy of the device to 
slowly move the cursor onto the target while waiting for the dwell click to occur. This 
care in pointing was shown in the low non-productive times for the monomodal head 
mouse. A similar effect was shown by the mono modal eye mouse, but here the lower 
pointing accuracy of the device was evident. Low and medium experience test subjects 
showed low productive times and high non-productive times, particularly control 
correction times, indicating a rapid movement to the target followed by many positional 
control corrections waiting for the dwell click to occur. In contrast high experience 
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monomodal eye mouse test subjects showed a change in behaviour with a slower 
productive movement to the target and shorter non-productive control correction times 
waiting for the dwell click to occur, and indicating more control over the device. 
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Figure 11.6 Device task time elements by subject experience 
Key 
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Examining the multimodal devices there were dranlatic reductions in the non-productive 
elements of the eye mouse task time for highly experienced participants. Calibration time 
and time spent at the feedback point has been reduced significantly and the time lost in 
cursor control corrections reduced to near parity with the head mouse. Both sets of data 
showed a levelling-out of the productive time component with increasing experience, with 
the eye mouse having a lower productive time than the head mouse for all experience 
groups. Further examination of the overall rate of reduction in task times showed a 
marked reduction from low to high experience for the muItimodal eye mouse (51.0%) than 
the other devices (Table 11.4). This rapid rate of reduction brought the multimodal eye 
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mouse task time to parity (2273 ms vs. 2271 ms respectively, Appendices Table A 11.11) 
with the multimodal head mouse. If the non-productive time elements of the eye mouse 
could be further reduced by increased test subject experience or other means then it would 
gain parity or have lower task times than the head mouse. 
Experience and task time 
Reduction in total task times (0/0) between Low and 
High test subject experience 
Device Reduction (%) 
Head Dwell: High - Low 12.8 
Eye Dwell: High - Low 34.5 
Head Click: High - Low 24.5 
Eye Click: High - Low 51.0 
(Larger differences within devices are highlighted in bold). 
Table 11.4 Device test subject experience and difference between task times 
In summary: 
• Task time decreases with increasing experience for all devices 
• Monomodal dwell selection gave longer productive times than multimodal selection 
• The high experience monomodal eye mouse seemed to modify pointing behaviour 
and showed longer productive times due to higher levels of pointing control 
• Multimodal df!yices showed decreases in task times with increasing experience 
• The multimodal eye mouse had shorter productive times than the multimodal head 
mouse indicating that with further increases in experience the device might gain 
parity with the head mouse 
11.8 Target size and subject experience 
The maximum achievable performance of the head and eye mice, based on the previous 
results, was investigated. Examining previous sections of the results showed that 
performance was related strongly to the target size of objects on the interface and to the 
experience of the test subjects with the devices, and to a lesser extent the number of 
modalities used to support target selection. Hence, in order to investigate the highest 
achievable performance of the head and eye mice within the data collected, the 
performance of the highly experienced participants only was separated from the data for 
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all of the devices, including the baseline hand mouse, and broken down by selection 
modality and the target sizes of the objects on the interface (Appendices Table A 11.12, 
Graphed Figure 11.7). 
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Figure 11.7 Device task efficiency for high experience subjects by largel size 
The statistical comparisons (Appendices Table A 11.12) showed that the hand mouse again 
out-performed the head and eye mice, even when experienced participants used these 
devices. However, with the high experience test subjects, as the target size increased so 
the performance of the head mouse and eye mouse approached that of the baseline hand 
mouse. This was an important finding, and clearly indicated that target size coupled with 
user experience were the dominant factors influencing both head and eye mouse 
performance. Examining the largest target size (S4 = 1.20 visual angle at 60cm) the hand 
mouse had a task efficiency of 83.3% compared to the multimodal eye mouse at 78.1 % 
and the multimodal head mouse at 75.2%. At this point the multi modal eye mouse 
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exceeded the performance of the multimodal head mouse, this difference was statistically 
significant (p < 0.001, Table 2.17) and reached to within a few percentage points (5.2%) 
of the hand mouse at this target size. In addition, at this largest target size the monomodal 
eye mouse performance (65.9%) exceeded the performance (63.9%) of the monomodal 
head mouse (p < 0.00 1). These results suggested that if target sizes were larger, perhaps 
larger than those commonly found on standard graphical user interfaces and hence in the 
test method, and participants highly experienced, then the performance of the head and 
eye mice could equal that of a hand mouse. 
Examining the performance of the hand mouse at smaller target sizes and comparing these 
results to the head and eye mice at larger target sizes supported this hypothesis. 
Comparing the hand mouse task efficiency at the next smallest target (S3 = 0.9° and S2 = 
0.6° visual angle at 60cm since both sizes had the same result for the hand mouse) to the 
performance of the head and eye mice at the largest target size (S4 = 1.2° visual angle at 
60cm) found that the multimodal eye mouse achieved exactly the same task efficiency at 
78.1 %, with no statistically significant difference between the hand mouse and multi modal 
eye mouse (p = 0.484 for S3 = 0.9° and p = 0.476 for S2 = 0.6°, Appendices Table 
A1I.II). Further investigation revealed that, when used by high experience test subjects, 
the performance of the head and eye mice in both monomodal and multi modal 
configurations could all achieve statistically the same performance as the hand mouse 
when compared to the hand mouse performance on the smallest target size (S 1 = 0.3°), 
and that at this target size the task efficiency for the hand mouse (66.6%) was exceeded by 
the multimodal eye mouse task efficiency (78.1 %) at the largest target size (p < 0.001). 
These results showed ho~ dependent the performance of the head and eye mouse devices 
was on the size of the targets present on the interface, even for highly experienced test 
subjects, and showed that increasing target sizes on the interface coupled with sufficient 
experience could significantly increase the performance of the multi modal eye mouse to 
exceed that of the head mouse and approach the performance of the hand mouse. Since 
one of the aims of this work was to study and enhance manipulation on a standard 
graphical user interface, a custom interface with overly large object sizes would not be in 
the bounds of this work, nor necessarily desirable. However, as suggested earlier in this 
chapter, a method of temporarily magnifying target sizes could in principle be applied to a 
standard graphical interface. 
In summary: 
• For high experience and the largest target size, the perJormance oj the mono modal 
eye mouse exceeded the perJormance oj the monomodal head mouse; and the 
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performance of the multimoda! eye mouse exceeded the performance of the 
multimodal head mouse 
• For high experience and the largest target size the multimodal eye mouse 
approached the performance of the baseline hand mouse 
• If target sizes were sufficiently large and test subjects sufficiently experienced, and a 
supporting modality available. then the head and eye mice can approach the 
performance of the hand mouse 
11.9 Satisfaction and subject experience 
As the questionnaires were administered after a complete test had been completed, rather 
than after each task had been completed (which would be impractical) it is not possible to 
separate satisfaction by individual task properties, such as target size or interaction 
technique. However, the effect of test subject experience with the devices on the 
satisfaction questionnaire categories could be investigated, by comparing the ratings and 
rating differences for all subjects to the ratings of the high experience category subjects 
(Table 11.5). Note that the largest differences are shown in bold type. 
High experience and satisfaction 
Satisfaction Questionnaire response (1-7) 
Device 
Workload (low=good) Comfort (high=good) Ease of Use (high=good) 
Experience All High DifJ. All High DifJ. All Jligh Diff. 
Hand I.S·' '.1.8 - 6.5 6.5 - 6.3 6.3 
-
Head Dwell 4.1 4.1 - 5.9 6.2 +0.3 3.5 3.5 -
Eye Dwell 5.8 4.2 -1.0 4.5 5.5 +1.0 2.6 3.5 +0.9 
Head Click 3.8 3.7 -0.1 6.3 6.4 +0.1 4.3 4.6 +0.1 
Eye Click 5.1 4.0 -1.1 5.2 5.9 +0.7 4.4 4.7 +0.3 
(Larger differences within devices are highlighted in bold). 
Table 11.5 Satisfaction factors for all subjects against high experience subjects 
Comparing only the results for the head mouse in both monomodal and muItimodal 
configurations revealed none or only small increases in satisfaction ratings between all 
subjects and just the experienced subjects, indicating that the device was very rapid to 
learn, and satisfaction with the head mouse did not improve appreciably with experience. 
This result supported the head mouse hours of experience groupings (Table 10.1, Chapter 
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10) by showing that subjects reached a steady state of satisfaction with the head mouse 
after only a very short time using the device, and that further experience with the device 
would be unlikely to greatly improve satisfaction or performance with the device. 
Examining the results for the eye mouse showed appreciable increases in satisfaction 
between all subjects and just the experienced subjects (highlighted in bold on Table 11.5), 
indicating that test subjects had still not achieved steady state ratings of satisfaction (or 
performance, from previous sections) with the eye mouse even after many hours of 
experience with the device (Table 10.1, Chapter 10). This suggested that further 
improvements in satisfaction (and almost certainly performance) could be gained by 
additional experience with the device. 
Examining the workload satisfaction ratings in detail showed an improvement in rating for 
high experience subjects in workload for both monomodal and multi modal configurations 
of the eye mouse by approximately lone complete rating point (out of seven). This 
improvement brought the mono modal eye mouse to near parity in workload rating to the 
monomodal head mouse (0.1 rating point difference), and the multi modal eye mouse to 
near parity in workload rating to the multi modal head mouse (0.3 rating point difference) 
for high experience subjects. Clearly experience reduced the perception of workload for 
the eye mouse. The monomodal devices exhibited higher workload than the multi modal 
devices, suggesting that the use of the dwell click device produced more workload than a 
switch click device, even for experienced subjects. 
There were also improvements in comfort ratings for high experience subjects using the 
eye mouse in both configurations although the eye mouse was still rated less comfortable 
to use than the head,mouse. Clearly the eye mouse was uncomfortable to use, even with 
considerable subject experience. This was probably due to the restriction on test subject 
movement required by the device. It should be noted again that this rating could change 
with motor-disabled subjects. 
Finally, the ease a/use rating for the eye mouse showed an improvement in rating for both 
configurations of the eye mouse, with the monomodal eye mouse achieving parity in ease 
of use rating to the monomodal head mouse, and the multi modal eye mouse achieving 
near parity to the multi modal head mouse (0.1 rating point difference). The greater 
increase in monomodal eye mouse ease of use rating, in comparison to the multi modal eye 
mouse ease of use rating, may have been due to the low initial rating of the monomodal 
eye mouse. This was perhaps due to the initial unfamiliarity and difficulty of use of the 
dwell click device in comparison to the perhaps more familiar operation of the switch 
click device. Except for the comfort rating of the head mouse, none of the devices 
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approached the satisfaction ratings of the hand mouse, even for experienced subjects. 
Some care should be taken with these results due to the small sample sizes for experienced 
participants; however they did offer indications into the effect of participant experience on 
the performance and satisfaction of the devices. 
In summary: 
• High experience test subjects showed little improvement in head mouse satisfaction, 
indicating that the device had reached steady-state satisfaction 
• High experience eye mouse test subjects showed increases in satisfaction in all 
categories and achieved near parity with the head mouse in workload and ease of 
use 
• The eye mouse was still rated less comfortable to use than the head and hand mice, 
indicating that the device tended to be uncomfortable to use, although that this 
rating could change with motor-disabled subjects. 
11.10 A summary of the examination of eye and head mouse 
performance 
Four clear factors that influenced device performance, and hence offered methods of 
improving and enhancing the performance of head and eye based pointing direct 
interaction on a standard graphical interface, were found. The first factor was the effective 
target size of objects on the interface. Here larger targets resulted in higher performance 
when using an inaccurate pointing device, but what was of note was the dramatic 
performance increase, and reduction in tasks times and error rates, that was evident with 
increasing target size. 
The second factor was the use of a supporting modality or multimodal operation, when 
possible, for controlling object selection. This enhancement alone gave clear performance 
benefits in comparison to head and eye mouse monomodal operation by giving users 
control over the timing of selection attempts and target misses. 
The third factor was the type of interaction required by objects on the interface. Due 
probably to the imprecise pointing of head, and particularly, eye mice (this inaccuracy 
being inherent in eye mice), unrestricted objects (that allowed the cursor to momentarily 
leave and re-enter the object during manipulation) had higher performance than restricted 
objects. However, the unrestricted or restricted nature of objects on the interface is a 
property of the interface, and allows little possibility for enhancement without deviating 
away from a standard interface. 
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The final factor was the performance improvements given by user experience with the 
devices, most notably the eye mice. Here experienced users showed dramatic 
improvements in eye mouse performance, with reduced error counts, reduced task times 
and increased satisfaction. Of note was the length of time taken to become proficient with 
the eye mice. To date, and to the knowledge of the author, there have been no other long-
term studies undertaken where eye mouse users have been allowed to accumulate 
extensive experience with the device. This perhaps explains why eye mice have been 
anecdotally regarded as very difficult to use, quite simply, they require very long learning 
times that are not achieved by users who may abandon the device before they become 
proficient. Hence, a second method of enhancement would be to instigate some form of 
training or encouragement to persist with the devices until users become proficient. 
Of all of the potential factors that could be enhanced, increasing target size was the area 
that could be exploited to increase efficiency by temporarily magnifying target sizes on 
the interface. 
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Chapter 12 
Enhancing Eye and Head Mouse Performance 
This chapter follows on from the results in Chapter 11 that hypothesised a target 
magnification enhancement for head and eye-based interaction. This chapter shows the 
construction of such a target magnification enhancement to the eye and head mouse 
systems detailed in Chapter 9. The chapter starts with a survey of previous methods of 
target object magnification and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of these 
methods. The chapter then goes on to briefly show how a 'zoom screen' facility was 
developed for target magnification. Finally, the chapter illustrates the zoom screen in 
operation. 
12.1 Methods of target magnification 
A survey of previous work found two methods of 'zooming-in' or increasing the effective 
sizes of targets to aid object selection on a user interface. The first method was indirect 
zooming (Istance et. al 1996b, Lankford 2000), and the second direct zooming (Bol t 1981, 
Bates 1999, Bates and Istance 2002, Albinsson 2003). Indirect zooming typically 
involved the user pointing at, or close to, the object of interest with the region around the 
cursor being captured and then displayed in a magnified form in a separate window, with 
the interface remaining static. In contrast direct zooming involved the user again pointing 
at, or close to, the object of interest but in this case the complete interface, including the 
object of interest, was magnified as a whole dynamically at the location of the cursor. 
Of the two instances of indirect zoom, the simplest (Lankford 2000) involved a basic 
'zoom' window parked toward the lower right of the screen showing a fixed level of 
magnification of the interface around the region of the cursor (Figure 12.1). This 
magnified view was updated each time the user allowed a dwell 'zoom' selection, in the 
same manner as a dwell click would be generated (Chapter 2). A more complex approach 
(Istance et at. 1996b) involved the user first selecting a zoom option on an onscreen 
keyboard, with the next selection on the interface producing a magnified view, embedded 
within the keyboard, of the interface around the region of the cursor (Figure 12.2). There 
were a number of disadvantages with these systems. The first was that they both occupied 
and obscured space on the interface for the magnified views of the interface. Secondly, in 
both of these cases only a fixed level of zoom-in on the interface was allowed, with the 
user unable to generate subsequent magnification on smaller objects. In theory higher 
magnification could be achieved by the user pre-selecting a high magnification level on 
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the on-screen keyboard (Figure 12.2) prior to the zoom selection, although, due to high 
magnification and inaccurate pointing, this could result in the target being missed 
altogether from the magnified view. Finally, they did not allow full direct manipulation of 
the interface, but only allow limited indirect object manipulation by translat ing operations 
on the magnified view to the original cursor location on the unmagnified interface. So, for 
example, dragging a magnified object was not possible outside of the boundaries of the 
somewhat confined magnified image. 
- Operatio! Cursor on I 
screen 
Zoomed representation 
in window 
Figure 12.1 Indirect zoom operation' 
Of the instances of direct zoom, all used basically the same approach of simply 
magnifying the image of the interface, centred at the location of the cursor. Of these, 
perhaps the first use of a 'zoom' facility in conjunction with eye-gaze tracking and any 
form of graphical or image-based interface was the 'Wall of Wonder' (Bolt 1981). Here a 
video wall of differing images (Figure 12.3) was presented to a viewer who would be 
automatically zoomed-in on any video stream, and hence could then watch that stream at 
full-screen, by gazing at a stream for greater than 5 seconds. The strength of this system 
was its use of direct interaction with the images rather than the more usual indirect 
interaction via a console of buttons for selection of video streams. 
I From Lankford 2000. 
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Figure 12.2 Indirect zoom operation within an on-screen keyboard' 
Figure 12,3 The 'Wall o/Wonder ' Zooming Inleliaci 
I 'ECKey' keyboard, described in Istance et al 1996b. 
2 'Wall of Wonder' from Bolt 1981. 
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Direct control of zoom has been used for other inaccurate pointing devices other than eye 
gaze, with a zoom magnification feature suggested for touch screens (Albinsson 2003). 
Here the user first selects a 'magnify' button and then makes a selection on the object of 
interest. The interface is then magnified, centred on that selection point, with subsequent 
magnification achieved by multiple touches on the magnified target object. Control over 
zooming in, or zooming out, must first be made by selecting an operation button, with 
these buttons being permanently displayed at the edge of the interface (Figure 12.4). 
( 
i 
\ 
fo 
• 
9 
r&t 
Afo 
• 
Figure 12.4 Direct zoom operation on a touch screen' 
Perhaps the most in-depth investigation into eye-gaze interaction and direct control of 
interface magnification has been by the author (Bates 1999). Here a target acquisition test 
was performed with and without a zoom feature to aid object selection (Figure 12.5). 
Zoom level was controlled by raising or lowering shoulder position (a shoulder 'shrug') as 
an alternate means of control for users with high-level motor disabilities who may not be 
able to use a hand for magnification control, with target selection controlled by dwell click 
(in a similar manner to that described in Chapter 2). Here target sizes were 1.2°, 0.9°, 0.6° 
and 0.4° visual angles at 60cm from the screen, with trials using no zoom, and direct 
zoom. The results showed error rate reductions of 45% and 65% for the two smaller target 
sizes respectively for the direct zoom condition over the no zoom condition. 
I From Albinsson 2003. 
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Note: Upper left illustration shows screen before zoom, upper right shows screen at x2 zoom, lower left at 
x4, and lower right at x8. Note the cursor remains the same size during zoom to maintain unobstructed 
interaction. 
Figure 12.5 Direct zoom operation and eye-gaze target selection' 
From the previous survey, comparing direct zooming to indirect zooming found three 
major advantages of direct zooming over indirect zooming. Firstly, the user could 
maintain direct interaction with the interface at all times. Thus they could carry out the 
same complex manipulations, such as dragging, that could be carried out when the 
interface was not magnified. Secondly, interaction required fewer steps, with direct 
zooming requiring the user to simply point at the object of interest and select or wait for a 
zoom, compared to indirect zoom where the user must first select the object area to be 
zoomed, wait for a zoom, and then interact with the magnified representation of the 
I From Bates 1999. 
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original object. The final advantage was that multiple zoom levels could be used. This 
enabled a gradual homing-in on smaller targets by incremental zooming followed by 
cursor positional corrections and subsequent zooming until the target could be selected (as 
shown in Figure 12.5). There were two major disadvantages of direct zooming compared 
to indirect zooming. High levels of interface magnification caused both. The first was 
that a user might not see interface feedback taking place away from the zoomed area when 
the complete interface was magnified to a high level. The second was that losing sight of 
their general location on the interface might disorient users on the interface when the 
complete interface was magnified to a high level. Both of these might, to some extent be 
overcome. The former by using a supporting modality for interface feedback, such as 
sound, and the latter by limiting the range of magnification available to the user to a level 
that allows accurate selection of the smallest objects but no further. 
This review and comparison of previous work on interface target magnification techniques 
suggested that a direct zoom target magnification enhancement would potentially have 
greater advantages (direct manipulation, ability to incrementally home-in on targets) and 
fewer disadvantages than an indirect zoom enhancement (limited indirect manipulation, 
more complex interaction to complete a task). (An example of how this may operate can 
be found in interactive mapping programs l ). For these reasons a direct zoom enhancement 
was developed. 
12.2 Developing a zoom screen 
The requirements for the zoom screen enhancement for this work were that the 
enhancement might be used on any standard graphical user interface, that it would not 
require modification to that interface, and that it would allow direct interaction with that 
interface. 
Many simple magnification tools operate by taking a 'snap-shot' of the full interface and 
then displaying that 'snap-shot' at varying levels of magnification. The user then 
performs an object manipulation on the 'snap-shot', with that interaction then translated to 
the interface. This approach has the inherent disadvantage that the user is interacting with 
a still picture of the interface, rather than the interface itself. Thus any feedback from the 
interface is not shown in the 'snap-shot' until the user zooms-out to see the full, actual 
interface. This approach was not acceptable for this work, as the user may manipUlate 
objects and receive feedback from the interface whilst maintaining a zoomed-in view on 
I www.multimap.com for example allows zooming at the cursor into an online map. 
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the interface. Thus a zoom tool was required that would be 'live' and actually allow direct 
interaction with, and feedback from, the interface even at high levels of magnification. 
Developing such a magnification tool was not trivial, and hence the tool was developed 
from an existing screen magnifier designed for assisting users with low vision I. 
The screen magnification software was modified to magnify the complete interface, rather 
than a portion of the interface as the software was originally designed. In addition the 
software was modified to automatically centre magnification at the cursor location during 
zooming, to also allow full software control over zoom level, and to automatically allow 
panning of the screen when zoomed. Automatic panning was added to allow more natural 
interaction so that objects could be dragged to any part of the interface whilst still 
zoomed-in on the interface, rather than cause the user to first pick up an object, zoom-out, 
drag the object, and then zoom-in again to drop the object. Zoom level was controlled by 
using two additional buttons, one for zoom-in, one for zoom-out, placed on the hand held 
switch box used for multimodal target selection (Figure 12.6). Zoom levels were set to 
xl , x2, x4, x8, x 16, with each press of the zoom control buttons zooming either in or out 
by one step. This gave the ability for the user to magnify the smallest target size in the 
test method (0.30 visual angle at 60cm) up to a size of 4.80 visual angle, equivalent to 4 
times the size of the largest target (1.20 visual angle at 60cm) in the test method. Greater 
levels of magnification were not permitted by software control to avoid users being 
disoriented on the interface when the interface was magnified to a very high level. 
Zoom out 
button 
' Select' 
button 
Figure 12.6 Switch click and zoom level lool 
I The author would like to express his thanks to Dolphin Computer Access Ltd. for developing a mod ' fi d 
version of their 'Supernova' screen magnifier specifically for this work. www.dolphinuk.co.uk I Ie 
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One important factor when controlling the operation of the interface during zooming was 
the placement of the mono modal operation dwell click tool. As detailed in Chapter 9, the 
tool was specifically written for this work, rather than using commercially available 
software, to allow customisation of the tool operation. This allowed the placement of the 
dwell click tool to be manipulated to keep the tool visible and at the correct size during 
zoom operation. If replacement and resizing of the dwell tool were not implemented then 
during a zoom the tool would both increase unnecessarily in size and also potentially 
disappear from the visible magnified screen area. Hence the dwell tool software was 
amended to monitor the zoom level of the interface and correctly resize and reposition the 
tool on the interface. 
The operation of the zoom software and dwell click tool during a target selection is shown 
in a sequence of screen captures (Figures 12.7, 12.8 and 12.9). Note the ' live' operation 
of the screen zoom software where manipulation and feedback from the interface are 
shown during a zoom on the magnified interface (Figure 12.9). 
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12.3 A summary of enhancing eye and head mouse performance 
Methods of dynamically and temporarily increasing target sizes on a graphical user 
interface, without modification to that interface, were explored. The requirements for, and 
development of, a new zoom screen target magnification tool were shown. 
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Chapter 13 
The Effect of Enhanced Eye and Head Mice 
This chapter determines the effects of adding the object magnification enhancement to the 
head and eye mice in this work. This chapter and the following chapter build on all of the 
previous work contained in this thesis, and are the final product of this work. This chapter 
first predicts, based on the results from the previous experiment examined in Chapters 10 
and 11, where and to what extent the enhancement described in the previous chapter, 
Chapter 12, will benefit the performance of head and eye mice, and also whether the 
enhancement will have any associated costs for any benefits found. 
The chapter goes on to describe a new experiment with the enhanced head and eye mice, 
using the verified assessment method produced in the earlier chapters of this work. This 
experiment is used to determine the validity of the performance predictions for the 
enhancement. This chapter gives a high-level analysis of the objective and subjective 
results of the experiment and the effects of the enhancement, and finally leads on to a 
final, more in-depth, analysis in the following chapter, Chapter 14, of this work. 
13.1 Predicted effects of enhancement 
Chapters 10 and 11 of this work examined the basic performance of head and eye mice, in 
both monomodal and multimodal configurations, against the baseline of a desktop hand 
mouse. These chapters showed that neither device could approach the performance of the 
hand mouse, and that the head mouse outperformed the eye mouse. However, these 
chapters showed that if the effective target object sizes on the interface could be increased 
then the performance of the both head and eye mice could be increased to potentially 
equal hand mouse performance. 
From the basic results of Chapter 10 the following predictions were made about the 
effect of adding a target magnification enhancement to the head and eye mice in this 
work, with this chapter then addressing each of these predictions in numerical order: 
1. No difference in performance between word and internet task domains for the 
enhanced head and eye mice as the tasks within each domain were unchanged (from 
Figure 10.1 and Chapter 10.6). 
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2. The benefit of increased overall enhanced head and eye mouse performance due to 
the effective target sizes of objects in the test tasks being increased by the 
enhancement thus reducing the effects of the low pointing accuracy of the head and 
eye mice (from Figure 10.2 and Chapter 10.6). 
3. The benefit of a reduction in control correction times above other task time elements 
due to the effective target sizes of objects in the test tasks being increased by the 
enhancement (from Figure 10.3 and Chapter 10.7). 
4. The cost of an increase in overall task time due to the addition of zoom control 
times when increasing target object sizes with the enhancement (from Figure 10.3 
and Chapter 10.7). 
5. The benefit of an increase in interaction task quality, with a marked reduction in 
control corrections above other errors due to the effective target sizes of objects in 
the test tasks being increased by the enhancement (from Figure 10.4 and Chapter 
10.8). 
6. The cost of a decrease in interaction task quality with the addition of zoom level 
corrections when controlling the zoom enhancement for the enhanced devices (from 
Figure 10.4 and Chapter 10.8). 
7. The benefit of an increase in overall device satisfaction for the enhanced devices as 
the effective ,target sizes of objects in the test tasks are increased by the 
enhancement and are hence easier to select (from Table 10.6 and Chapter 10.9). 
8. The cost of an increase in overall workload due to the additional complexity of 
controlling the zoom enhancement for the enhanced devices (from Figure 10.5 and 
Chapter 10.9). 
9. No change in device overall comfort for the enhanced devices as the devices 
themselves have not substantially changed by the addition of the zoom enhancement 
(from Figure 10.5 and Chapter 10.9). 
10. The benefit of an increase in ease of use for the enhanced devices as the target sizes 
of objects in the test tasks are increased by the enhancement and are hence easier to 
select (from Figure 10.5 and Chapter 10.9). 
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13.2 Experiment 6: The effect of enhancing head and eye mice 
Four devices were to be assessed; the eye mouse and the head mouse in both monomodal 
and multimodal form, as described in Chapter 9, with the zoom enhancement, as described 
in Chapter 12, by using the 'real world' assessment method devised in this work '. 
A within-subjects test design was adopted, with the same subjects from the previous 
assessment of non-enhanced head and eye mice used, as described in Chapter 10. Exactly 
the same test method was used as before, described in Chapter 10, to enable comparison 
between non-enhanced and enhanced devices and also to the baseline hand mouse. As 
before, there was no penalty for non-participation, all subjects signed a consent form 
(Appendices Figure A13.l) and all data was anonymous. To compensate for order effects 
in the testing, the presentation order of the devices was prescribed with an incomplete 
Latin Square design (Appendices Tables A13.2 and AI3.3). 
The test procedure was the same as before, Chapter 10, except that test subjects now had 
the opportunity to control screen zoom magnification level using the enhancement detailed 
in Chapter 12. One addition to the experimental procedure shown previously (Chapter 10, 
Figure 10.2) was that during the practice session before each test, subjects were also 
allowed to practice using the zoom enhancement until they became comfortable with its 
operation. 
Data analysis was as before, Chapter lO, with all data analysed by stepping through 
captured video files noting task quality and task time, with the addition of also noting how 
the magnification enhancement was manipulated. This was characterised by recording the 
zoom magnification level used when object manipulations occurred, the time taken to 
manipulate the zoom enhancement during a task, and finally the number of zoom level 
corrections generated. Here a zoom level correction was counted when a subject reversed 
zoom level during a task due to poor control of the magnification enhancement, for 
instance a sequence of xl, x2, x4, x2 would generate a zoom level correction count due to 
the inadvertent use of x4. 
A new test marking sheet was used to include these additional zoom level observations 
(Appendices Chapter 13, Figure A 13.1), with these additions to the original device 
assessment (Chapter 10) shown with a dark bullet (.): 
I The hand mouse with zoom was not assessed as an informal pilot study (not reported here) showed that 
zoom was not used in any interaction with the hand mouse 
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Independent variables were: 
• Device (Monomodal head and eye mouse with zoom, multimodal head and eye 
mouse with zoom) (Chapter 12). 
o User experience (Low, Medium, High) (Chapter 10). 
o Task target size (Sl, S2, S3, S4 in pixel/mm/visual angle) (Chapter 4). 
o Task interaction type (Single click, Double click, Drag, RestrictedlUnrcstricted) 
(Chapter 4). 
Dependent variables were: 
o Task Efficiency (%) (Chapter 5). 
o Task Quality (1-5) (Chapter 5). 
o Task Time (mS) (Chapter 5). 
o Task time taken by non-productive actions (mS) (Chapter 5). 
• Task Zoom magnification level (xl, x2, x4, x8, x16) (Chapter 12). 
• Task time taken for controlling the zoom enhancement (mS) (Chapters 5 and 12). 
• Task Zoom level corrections (count I task) (Chapter 13). 
o Device pointing accuracy (pixel/mmlvisual angle from test targets) (Chapter 9). 
o Device assessment questionnaire (workload, comfort, ease of use, 1-7) (Chapter 5). 
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13.3 Enhanced eye and head mouse efficiency and task domain 
This section extends the results from the standard devices (Chapter 10.5) to include the 
results from the enhanced devices. As before, the efficiency results for all of the devices 
on the assessment method (Appendices Table A 13.3, Graphed in Figure 13.1 ) showed 
efficiencies, including the enhanced devices, which were all still lower than the baseline 
hand mouse for all domains. 
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Figure 13. 1 Enhanced and standard device task efficiency by domain 
As with the non-enhanced devices (Figure 10.1 , repeated within Figure 13 .1), the 
performance of the enhanced devices appeared to show little difference between the two 
test domains, Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tests (Comparisons shown in Appendices 
Table A13.4). This similarity between domains confim1ed that the context or nature of the 
tasks had little effect on the performance of the enhanced head mouse devices, but found a 
significant difference between the domains for both the monomodal (p = 0.037) and 
multimodal (p = 0.008) enhanced eye mice (Table 13.1). This difference from the 
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prediction that enhancement would not affect the similarities in domain performance 
(Prediction 1) was investigated for the enhanced eye mice. Of interest was that the 
differences between the domains were different between the monomodal dwell and 
multi modal click enhanced eye mice, with the Word domain being less efficient than the 
Browser domain for mono modal operation, and the Word domain being more efficient 
than the Browser domain for multimodal operation (Table 13.1). 
Task domain and efficiency 
Difference Word domain Browser domain 
Modality Efficiency (0/0) Efficiency (%) (Word- Significance Browser) 
Eye Dwell Zoom 56.0 60.9 -4.9 P = 0.037 
Eye Click Zoom 70.8 69.2 +1.6 P = 0.008 
Table 13.1 Effect of domain on enhanced eye mouse device efficiency 
The cause of these differences was found after breaking down the tasks in each domain by 
both text entry tasks (typing using the on-screen keyboard) and non-text entry tasks (Table 
13.2), and also by the interaction technique required by each object (Table 13.3). Analysis 
by typing/non-typing tasks found that typing tasks (over both domains) were more 
efficient than non-text entry tasks for the enhanced devices, and that the difference 
between text entry and non-text entry tasks was more pronounced for the eye mouse when 
compared to the head mouse (Table 13.2). 
Efficiency and text entry 
Typing tasks Non-typing Diflerence 
Device tasks Efficiency (typing-Efficiency (0/0) (%) non t),pin$!) 
Head Dwell Zoom 62.0 52.7 9.3 
Eye Dwell Zoom 61.0 53.6 7.6 
Head Click Zoom 71.2 62.0 9.2 
Eye Click Zoom 76.4 62.7 14.7 
.. (SImilaritIes between deVIces are hIghlIghted In bold italic) 
(Larger differences between devices are highlighted in bold) 
Table 13.2 Effect o/text entry on enhanced eye and head mouse device efficiency 
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Examining these found very little difference between the monomodal and muItimodal 
head mouse for text and non-text entry tasks (9.3 and 9.2 percentage points) (Table 13.2, 
column 4, in hold italic), but a considerable difference between the monomodal and 
multimodal eye mouse (7.6 and 14.7 percentage points) (Table 13.2, column 4, in bold). 
The increased performance of the enhanced multi modal eye mouse was explained by 
examination of the video of the test tasks. Participants were found to use the zoom 
enhancement to magnify the on-screen keyboard and then type a sequence of letters before 
zooming out and returning the interface to its normal state. In the zoomed state the 
keyboard offered large easily selected targets that were rapidly selected using the hand 
held click button with the multimodal eye mouse, but were relatively more slowly selected 
by the dwell click device, where users were required to wait until a dwell click elapsed 
(lOOOms) before each keyboard key could be selected. This resulted in a performance 
advantage for typing for the enhanced multimodal eye mouse. This advantage was not 
repeated for the multimodal head mouse due to the slower pointing speed of the device 
between keyboard keys, resulting in the similarity of results between the head mice. 
The effects of interaction technique were then investigated. Here there were differences 
between the monomodal and multimodal eye mouse between single restricted and 
unrestricted clicks (Table 13.3). 
Efficiency and interaction technique 
Interaction Technique Efficiency (0/0) 
Device 
----- Restricted ------- ---- Unrestricted ----
Single Double Drag Single 
Head Dwell Zoom 53.8 48.0 33.7 60.5 
Eye Dwell Zoom 59.1 52.0 28.6 59.8 
Head Click Zoom 66.4 49.4 34.7 70.7 
Eye Click Zoom 51.9 54.5 45.3 72.1 
(Similarities within devices are shown in italic) 
(Larger differences within devices are highlighted in bold) 
Drag 
32.9 
36.1 
39.9 
50.9 
Table J 3.3 Effect of interaction technique on device efficiency 
The monomodal eye mouse maintained similar performance between the two interaction 
techniques (59.1 % and 59.8%) as the effectiveness of the dwell click device was 
unaffected by the restriction of manipulation of the target objects. However, the 
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multi modal eye mouse was affected by the two interaction techniques (51.9% and 72.1 %) 
with a lower performance for restricted clicks, where any movement off the target during 
selection will result in the object not being selected, and a higher performance for 
unrestricted clicks where the cursor is free to move during selection. The difference 
between the task efficiencies between the Word and Browser domains for the enhanced 
eye mouse was thus accounted for by a composite of typing tasks being more efficient 
with click than dwell (14.7 % points difference vs. 7.7 % points difference) and restricted 
single clicks being more efficient with dwell than click (59.1 % points difference vs. 51.9 
% points difference) and click being more efficient with unrestricted clicks (72.1 % points 
difference vs. 59.8 % points difference). 
In summary: 
• Prediction 1 - "that there would be no difference in performance between domains 
for the enhanced head and eye mice as the tasks within the domains were 
unchanged" - did not holdfor the eye mouse 
• The test task domain influences eye mouse performance once the effects of target 
size are reduced through the use of a magnification enhancement 
• Typing tasks are more efficient for the multimodal eye mouse due to speed of 
selection 
• Restricted object manipulation is more efficient for the monomodal eye mouse due to 
automated dwell selection 
13.4 Enhanced eye and head mouse efficiency 
The domain results were pooled for each device to give greater clarity and ease of 
comparison of the performances of the devices to each other (Appendices Table 13.5, 
showed graphically in Figure 13.2). Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank tests (Sprent 
1993) were used to investigate the significance of any differences between the pooled 
domain efficiencies of each device (Appendices Table A13.S). The comparisons showed 
that the pooled performances of the enhanced monomodal head and monomodal eye 
devices were not statistically significantly different from each other (p = 0.180) and that 
the pooled performances of the enhanced multimodal head and multimodal eye devices 
were also not statistically significantly different from each other (p = 0.145). In both cases 
this showed that the zoom enhancement disproportionately increased eye mouse 
performance in comparison to head mouse performance, resulting in equality of 
performance between head and eye mice for either monomodal or multimodal operation. 
This result differed from the prediction that enhancement would increase performance for 
all devices due to increased target sizes (Prediction 2). The prediction was correct for the 
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eye mice, but less so for the head mice. The lack of any appreciable performance increase 
for the enhanced head mice over the non-enhanced head mice can probably be explained 
by the pointing speed of the head mice being more of a limiting factor than target size due 
to the higher pointing accuracy of the head mice (Chapter 10.6). Hence increased target 
sizes offered little advantage for the head mice. In contrast, the prediction was true for the 
eye mice as target size was a greater limiting factor for the eye mice due to their inherent 
pointing inaccuracy. Hence increased target sizes offered advantages for the eye mice in 
comparison to the head mice. 
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Figure 13.2 Standard and enhanced device overall task efficiency 
Notes 
Data sets with the 
same letter are 
not significantly 
different (p>O.05) 
• Adding control of target object size appreciably increases eye mouse performance 
but does not appreciably increase head mouse performance 
• Eye mouse performance was raised disproportionately to be in parity with head 
mouse performance 
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• Prediction 2 - "That there would be a benefit of increased overall enhanced head 
and eye mouse performance due to the effective target sizes of objects in the lest 
tasks being increased" - heldfor the eye mouse but not for the head mouse. 
Ranking the devices by efficiency (Table 13.4) showed that the hand mouse still 
outperformed all devices, despite the addition of the zoom enhancement. In the original 
device ranks (Chapter 10 Table 10.3, repeated in Table 13.4 column 3) the choice of 
device had more influence on measured efficiency than the choice of selection modality, 
with the head mouse outperforming the eye mouse in both monomodal and multi modal 
configurations. With the addition of enhancement the dominance of device is reduced and 
the selection modality and the ability to increase target sizes now having more influence 
on device efficiency than the choice of device (Table 13.4 column 4). Here the enhanced 
multi modal devices outperform the non-enhanced devices, irrespective of the choice of 
device. 
Enhancement and efficiency 
Original Including 
Device Efficiency (%) device rank enhanced devices rank 
Hand 83.3 1 1 
Head Dwell 56.4 I 3 7 
Eye Dwell 42.9 5 9 
Head Click 65.2 2 4 
Eye Click 51.1 b 4 8 
Head Dwell Zoom 58.9 a,d 
-
=5 
Eye Dwell Zoom 57.8 h,d - =5 
Head Click Zoom 67.4 c - =2 
Eye Click Zoom 69.9 c 
-
=2 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p> 0.05) 
Table 13.4 Enhanced and standard device efficiency comparisons and ranking/ 
In summary: 
• Multimodal target selection and the zoom enhancement remove the dominance of 
device choice (between either head or eye based pointing) for the highest assistive 
technology device task efficiency 
I Note these and followi~~ tabled result~ are not c?rrect~d for alph~, see Notes Discussion N2. 'Multiple 
comparisons in this work m the Appendices for a diSCUSSion on multiple comparisons. Overall mean val 
shown, non-parametric statistical comparisons used raw satisfaction rating data. ues 
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• Provided the subjective satisfaction of the devices was similar, the enhancement 
allows users to choose either head or eye devices for similar interaction 
performance 
13.5 Enhancement and device task time 
This section extends the results from the standard devices (Chapter 10.7) with the total 
task time results for all of the devices now calculated (Appendices Table AI3.7, summary 
Table 13.5) and any statistical significance of any difference determined (Wilcoxon 
matched pairs signed rank tests, Appendices Table A13.8). 
Enhancement and task time 
Device Task time (ms) 
Hand 1246 
Head Dwell 3489 1b 
Eye Dwell 3668 Ie 
Head Click 2537 d 
Eye Click 328g e 
Head Dwell Zoom 3480 be 
Eye Dwell Zoom 3646 
Head Click Zoom 2900 de 
Eye Click Zoom 2225 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.05) 
Table 13.5 Enhanced and standard device task time comparison 
For the head mice, comparison of the standard head dwell device task time with the 
enhanced head dwell device task time found no significant difference between the two 
times for the monomodal devices (p = 0.459), and comparison between the standard head 
click device task time with the enhanced head click device task time also found no 
significant difference between the two times (p = 0.121). These results indicated that any 
time used controlling the enhancement or gained from the benefit of the enhancement did 
not affect overall task time for the head mice. For the eye mice, there were significant 
differences between the standard eye dwell device task time and the enhanced eye dwell 
task time (p = 0.012) and between the standard eye click device task time and the 
enhanced eye click task time (p < 0.001), with the enhanced devices exhibiting lower task 
times. Clearly the enhancement reduced overall task times for the eye mice. 
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The overall task times were then broken down into their composite time elements 
(Appendices Table AI3.7, Graphed in Figure 13.3). It was predicted that the addition of 
enhancement would reduce the task time taken with unproductive control corrections' 
(shown in blue on Figure 13.3) above other time elements based on the analysis of task 
time in Chapter 10.7 due to the effective target sizes of objects in the test tasks being 
increased by the enhancement, and so requiring less pointing accuracy to man ipulate 
(Prediction 3). It was also predicted that this benefit would also incur the cost of the time 
taken controlling the zoom enhancement (shown in pink on Figure 13.3) (Prediclion 4). 
In order to determine which predictions were correct, investigation into the device tasks 
times was required. 
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Figure 13.3 Composition of enhanced and standard device task time 
I Control corrections are cursor path corrections or pauses of cursor movement away from an idea li sed 
'perfect' cursor movement during a task (MacKenzie 200 I). These variations and pauses, described in 
Chapter 5.4, indicate a lack of control when compared t? such an idealised 'perfect' cursor movement as 
they generate output that was n?t asked for, and hence give an unwanted increase in task time and also an 
unwanted reduction in task quality. 
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The analysis by individual time elements (Figure 13.3) clearly showed considerable 
reductions in time spent with control corrections. This supported the prediction 
(Prediction 3) that increasing target object sizes would reduce the time spent In 
unproductive cursor control corrections, with reductions for all devices (Table 13.6). 
Enhancement and control correction time 
Mean control correction Reduction due to 
Device 
time per task (ms) enhancement 
Standard Enhanced (ms) ('/0) devices devices 
Hand 4 
- - -
Head Dwell 305 220 85 28% 
Eye Dwell 1751 581 1170 66% 
Head Click 427 152 275 64% 
Eye Click 1356 282 1074 79% 
Table 13.6 Enhanced and standard device control correction time comparisons 
It was also predicted that this benefit would also incur the cost of the time taken 
controlling the zoom enhancement (Prediction 4). This prediction of an additional cost 
offsetting any benefits in reducing task time was supported for the mono modal head and 
eye mice, with only small net reductions in overall task times, and was supported fully for 
the multimodal head mouse with an increase in overall task time (Table 13.7). However, 
the multimodal eye mouse showed considerable time saving benefits with a net reduction 
in overall task time of 67% (Table 13.7). 
Cost I benefit of enhancement and task time 
Mean task lime per device Change due to zoom 
Device 
(ms) enhancement 
Standard Enhanced (ms) devices devices ('/0) 
Hand 1246 - -
-
Head Dwell 3489 3480 -9 -0.2% 
Eye Dwell 3668 3646 -22 
-0.5% 
Head Click 2537 2900 +363 +14% 
Eye Click 3289 2225 -)064 
-67% 
Table 13.7 Enhanced and standard device task time cost/benefit of enhancement 
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The results for the monomodal head and eye mice and the multi modal head mouse (Figure 
13.3) showed that although the zoom enhancement reduced time spent in unproductive 
control corrections, the addition of the enhancement also tended to increase productive 
times so there was little net time benefit. This increase in productive times can be 
explained for the monomodal devices, as subjects appeared to take more care and time 
positioning the cursor before a dwell click was generated, and can also be explained for 
the monomodal and multi modal head mice by subjects again taking more care and time 
positioning the cursor due to the slower cursor movement of the head mouse. The benefit 
of the enhancement was most obvious when multimodal selection was combined with the 
rapid cursor movement of the eye mouse (compare columns 5 and 9 on Figure 13.3 and 
the reduction due to enhancement for the eye click mouse on Table 13.6). Here the net 
overall task time was reduced as the cursor was rapidly placed on a now magnified and 
hence easily selected target object, with a resultant reduction in productive cursor 
movement time and also control correction time. 
In summary: 
• Prediction 3 - "that enhancement would give the benefit oj a reduction in control 
correction times above other task time elements due to the effective target sizes oj 
objects in the test tasks being increased by the enhancement" - was supported with 
the zoom enhancement reducing time spent in control correctionsJor all devices 
• Prediction 4 - "that enhancement would give the cost oj a potential increase in 
overall task time due to the addition oj zoom control times when increasing target 
object sizes with the enhancement" - was not supported for the head mice and the 
monomodal eye mouse, but was supportedfor the multimodal eye mouse 
• The addition of the zoom enhancement did not reduce overall task timesJor the head 
mouse and the monomodal eye mouse, but did reduce overall task time for the 
multimodal eye mouse 
• Note that these findings may change if the nature oj the test tasks are changed, Jor 
example if a significantly greater or smaller number oj large or small targets were 
introduced into the test resulting in significantly reduced or increased use oJzoom. 
13.6 Enhancement and device quality 
This section extends the results from the standard devices (Chapter 10.8) with the total 
task quality results for all of the devices now calculated (Appendices Table A13.9, 
summary Table 13.8) and any statistical significance of any difference determined 
(Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank tests, Appendices Table A 13.1 0). 
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Enhancement and task quality 
Device Task quality (1-5) 
Hand 4.90 
Head Dwell 4.26 abc 
Eye Dwell 3.25 e 
Head Click 4.23 ad 
Eye Click 3.42 e 
Head Dwell Zoom 4.38 b ( 
Eye Dwell Zoom 4.lO cd 
Head Click Zoom 4.57 8 
Eye Click Zoom 4.47 (8 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Table 13.8 Enhanced and standard device task quality comparisons 
For the head mice, comparison of the standard monomodal head mouse task quality with 
the enhanced monomodal head mouse task quality found no significant difference between 
the two quality ratings for the mono modal devices (p = 0.060), this result indicated that 
any time used controlling the enhancement or gained from the benefit of the enhancement 
did not affect overall task time for the monomodal head mouse. In contrast, the addition 
of the enhancement did benefit the other devices, with the enhanced multi modal head 
mouse having a significantly higher task quality than the standard multi modal head mouse 
(p < 0.001), the enhanced monomodal eye mouse having a significantly higher task quality 
than the standard monomodal eye mouse (p < 0.001), and finally the enhanced multi modal 
eye mouse having a significantly higher task quality than the standard multi modal eye 
mouse (p < 0.001). Notably, the enhancement also brought the task quality of the 
enhanced multimodal eye mouse (quality = 4.47) into parity with the enhanced 
multimodal head mouse (quality = 4.57) (p = 0.012). 
The overall task quality ratings were then broken down into their composite task quality 
elements (Appendices Table AI3.l1, Graphed in Figure 13.4). It was predicted that the 
addition of enhancement would give an increase in interaction task quality with a marked 
reduction in control corrections above other error elements, based on the analysis of task 
quality in Chapter 10.8, due to the effective target sizes of objects in the test tasks being 
increased by the enhancement and so requiring less pointing accuracy to manipulate 
(Prediction 5). It was also predicted that this benefit would also incur the cost of a 
potential slight decrease in overall interaction task quality with the addition of zoom level 
corrections when controlling the zoom enhancement for the enhanced devices {Prediction 
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6). As with task time, in order to determine which predictions were correct, investigation 
into the device task quality was required. 
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Figure 1 3. 4 Composition of enhanced and standard device task quality 
The analysis by individual task quality elements (Figure 13.4) clearly showed 
considerable reductions in the rate of errors per task due to control corrections (shown in 
blue on Figure 13.4). This supported the prediction (Prediction 5) that increasing target 
object sizes would reduce the number of errors due to unproductive cursor control 
corrections, with reductions for all devices (Table 13.9). 
It was also predicted that this benefit would also incur the cost of the errors produced in 
controlling the zoom enhancement (Prediction 6). This prediction of an additional cost 
offsetting any benefits in task quality was not supported, with net increases in overall task 
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quality for all enhanced devices (Table 13.1 0), and further, examining other error types it 
was also notable that there was also a reduction in the rates of target misses (shown in 
green on Figure 13.4) for the enhanced eye mice. 
Enhancement and control correction error rates 
Mean control correction Reduction due 10 
Device 
errors per task (rateltask) enhancement 
Standard Enhanced (rateltask) F/t,) devices devices 
Hand 0.070 - - -
Head Dwell 0.482 0.410 0.072 15% 
Eye Dwell 1.072 0.521 0.551 51% 
Head Click 0.576 0.307 0.269 47% 
Eye Click 1.145 0.402 0.743 69% 
Table 13.9 Enhanced and standard device control correction error rate comparisons 
Cost I benefit of enhancement and task quality 
Mean task quality per Change due to zoom 
Device 
device (1-5 rating) enhancement 
Standard Enhanced (1-5 rating) (%) devices devices 
Hand 4.90 
- - -
Head Dwell 4.26 4.38 +0.12 +2% 
Eye Dwell 3.25 4.10 +0.85 +26% 
Head Click 4.23 4.57 +0.34 +8% 
Eye Click 3.42 4.47 +1.05 +31% 
Table 13.10 Enhanced and standard device task quality cost/benefit of enhancement 
The benefit of the enhancement was most obvious when multimodal selection was 
combined with the rapid cursor movement of the eye mouse. Here the net overall task 
quality was increased, as with decreases in task time for this device, the cursor was rapidly 
placed on a now magnified and hence easily selected target object, with a resultant 
reduction in cursor control corrections and target misses, and giving a disproportionate 
increase in task quality to parity with the head mouse. 
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In summary: 
• Prediction 5 - "that the enhancement would give the benefit oj an increase in 
interaction task quality, with a marked reduction in control corrections above other 
errors due to the effective target sizes oj objects in the test tasks being increased by 
the enhancement" - was supported with the zoom enhancement reducing the error 
rate Jor control corrections Jor all devices 
• Prediction 6 - "that enhancement would give the cost oj a potential slight decrease 
in overall interaction task quality with the addition oj zoom level correct ions when 
controlling the zoom enhancement Jor the enhanced devices" - was not supported 
Jor the devices 
• The addition of the zoom enhancement reduced overall task error rates and hence 
increased quality for the head and eye mice. 
13.7 Enhancement and satisfaction 
This section extends the results from the standard devices (see Chapter 10.9) with the 
overall perceived test subject satisfaction with each of the enhanced devices now assessed 
after each test session with a device (as described in Chapter 5), with the statistical 
significance of any differences determined (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank tests, 
Appendices Table A13.11, Summary Table 13.11). Ranking the satisfaction ratings for 
the devices showed that the hand mouse was still judged the most satisfying to use with a 
high rating of 6.217.0, followed by the enhanced multi modal and standard multi modal 
head mice, the enhanced monomodal head mouse, and then the enhanced multi modal eye 
mouse. The rating of this highest performing of the eye mouse configurations as less 
satisfying than the enhanced head mouse in both multimodal and mono modal 
configurations, and also less satisfying than the standard multimodal head mouse was 
perhaps a little surprising given that this eye mouse configuration had achieved parity of 
efficiency with the highest performing of the head mice. This indicated that although eye 
mouse efficiency could be dramatically improved with enhancement coupled with 
multi modal selection, it nevertheless remained less satisfying to use in comparison to the 
head mice and hand mouse. 
It was predicted that the addition of enhancement would give an increase in subjective 
satisfaction ratings for the enhanced devices as the effective target sizes of objects in the 
test tasks are increased by the enhancement and are hence easier to select, and so being 
more satisfying to use (Prediction 7). This prediction was supported, although marginally 
for the head mice, with an increase in SUbjective overall satisfaction for the enhanced 
devices over the standard devices (Table 13.12). 
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Enhancement and subjective satisfaction 
Device Salisfaction Device (1-7) rank 
Hand 6.20 1 
Head Dwell 4.36 a 6 
Eye Dwell 2.93 b 9 
Head Click 4.73 d 3 
Eye Click 3.90 abed 7 
Head Dwell Zoom 4.70 abd 4 
Eye Dwell Zoom 3.47 e 8 
Head Click Zoom 4.83 bd 2 
Eye Click Zoom 4.50 e d 5 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.05) 
Table 13.11 Enhanced and standard device satisfaction ratings and ranking.r; 
Cost I benefit of enhancement and subjective device satisfaction 
Satisfaction per device Change due to zoom 
Device (1-7 rating) enhancement 
Standard Enhanced (1-7 rating) (0/0) devices devices 
Hand 6.20 - - -
Head Dwell 4.36 4.70 +0.34 +8% 
Eye Dwell 2.93 3.47 +0.54 +18% 
HealClick 4.73 4.83 +0.10 +2% 
Eye Click 3.90 4.50 +0.60 +15% 
Table 13.12 Enhanced and standard device satisfaction cost/benefit of enhancement 
In summary: 
• Prediction 7 - "that there would be the benefit of an increase in overall device 
satisfaction for the enhanced devices as the effective target sizes of objects in the test 
tasks are increased by the enhancement and are hence easier to select" - did hold 
for the devices 
The overall subjective satisfaction ratings were broken down by their individual section 
results (workload, comfort and ease of use, from Chapter 5) to determine the validity of 
the satisfaction predictions (Predictions 8, 9 and 10 made at the start of this chapter) 
(Figure 13.5). Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank tests were then used to determine the 
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statistical significance of any differences between devices within each satisfaction 
category (Appendices Tables A 13.12 to A 13.14). 
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Figurel3.5 Enhanced and standard device satisfaction questionnaire resul,s' 
It was predicted that enhancement would have the cost of a potential increase in overall 
workload due to the additional complexity of controlling the zoom enhancement 
(Prediction 8). Using the section results for Workload (Figure 13.5) this prediction was 
not supported, with an overall reduction in mean subjective workload ratings for the 
enhanced devices over the standard devices (Table 13.13). 
1 Note that greater satisfaction is shown by lower workload ratings but higher comfort and ease of use 
ratings. 
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Cost I benefit of enhancement and subjective device workload 
Mean Workload Change due to zoom 
per device enhancement 
Device (1-7 rating, LOW=Good) (REDUCTION =Good) 
Standard Enhanced (1-7 rating) (0/0) devices devices 
Hand \.80 - - -
Head Dwell 4.10 3.80 -0.30 -7% 
Eye Dwell 5.80 5.60 -0.20 -3% 
Head Click 3.80 3.70 -0.10 -3% 
Eye Click 5.10 4.40 -0.70 -14% 
Table 13.13 Enhanced and standard device workload cost/benefit of enhancement 
In summary: 
• Prediction 8 - "that there would be the cost of a potential increase in overall 
workload due to the additional complexity of controlling the zoom enhancement for 
the enhanced devices" - was not proven as workload is marginally reduced for the 
enhanced devices over the standard devices 
It was predicted that enhancement would result in no change in device overall comfort for 
the enhanced devices as the devices themselves had not substantially changed by the 
addition of the zoom enhancement (Prediction 9). Using the section results for Comfort 
(Figure 13.5) this prediction was supported, with no significant differences in subjective 
comfort ratings for the enhanced devices over the standard devices (Table 13.14). 
Cost / benefit of enhancement and subjective device comfort 
Mean Comfort Change due to zoom 
per device enhancement 
Device (1-7 rating, HIGH=Good) (INCREASE =Good) 
Standard Enhanced (1-7 rating) devices devices (%) 
Hand 6.50 
- - -
Head Dwell 5.90 5.90 0.00 0% 
Eye Dwell 4.50 4.70 +0.20 +4% 
Head Click 6.30 6.10 +0.20 +3% 
Eye Click 5.20 5.20 0.00 0% 
Table 13.14 Enhanced and standard device comfort cost/benefit of enhancement 
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In summary: 
• Prediction 9 - "that there would be no change in device overall comfort for the 
enhanced devices as the physical requirements of the devices themselves had not 
substantially changed by the addition of the zoom enhancement" - was proven for 
these devices only 
• It is possible that increased use of zoom to magnify targets to larger sizes, or a test 
sequence with only very large targets, would increase comfort for the devices as less 
pointing accuracy would be required resulting in less need for the suhject to hold 
either their head still to a high degree of accuracy for the head mouse, or 10 fixate 
accurately with their eyes with the eye mouse 
Finally, it was predicted that enhancement would have the benefit of an increase in ease of 
use for the enhanced devices (Prediction 10) as the effective target sizes of objects in the 
test tasks are increased by the enhancement and are hence easier to select for the enhanced 
devices. Using the section results for Ease of Use (Figure 13.5) this prediction was 
supported, with overall increases in mean subjective ease of use ratings for the enhanced 
devices over the standard devices (Table 13.15). 
Cost I benefit of enhancement and subjective device ease of use 
Mean Ease of Use Change due to zoom 
per device enhancement 
Device (/-7 rating, HIGH=Good) (INCREASE =Good) 
Standard Enhanced (/-7 rating) (f'/o) devices devices 
Hand 6.30 
- - -
Head Dwell 3.50 3.90 +0.40 +11% 
Eye Dwell 2.60 3.40 +0.80 +31% 
Head Click 4.30 4.60 +0.30 +7% 
Eye Click 4.40 5.10 +0.70 +16% 
Table 13.15 Enhanced and standard device ease of use cost/benefit of enhancement 
In summary: 
• Prediction 10- "that there would be the benefit of an increase in ease of use for the 
enhanced devices as the target sizes of objects in the test tasks are increased by the 
enhancement, and are hence easier to select by the addition of the zoom 
enhancement" - was provenfor all devices 
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13.8 Enhancement and individual satisfaction factors 
The final part of this chapter extends the results from the standard devices (Chapter 10.10) 
and examines the detailed individual factors that comprise both the overall and the 
sectional satisfaction factors of the enhanced devices so far examined (Table 13.16). 
Individual subjective device satisfaction factors 
Standard Devices Enhanced Devices 
Factor / Device Dwell Click Dwell Zoom Click Zoom 
Hand Head Eye Head 
Eye Head Eye Head Eye 
Mouse Mouse Mouse Mouse Mouse Mouse Mouse Mouse 
Physical 1.8 4.5 5.3 3.8 5.5 4.0 5.5 3.6 4.5 
~"tr Mental 2.3 4.5 6.6 3.8 5.7 4.1 6.3 4.2 5.3 c:s <::> 
<::> <::> 2.1 3.5 3.6 2.7 4.3 3.0 4.5 3.3 ~ ~ Temporal 3.6 
~ 6 Frustration 1.8 4.5 6.1 3.7 5.0 3.7 5.7 3.5 4.1 ~ 4.1 4.2 Performance 1.8 5.1 4.7 4.2 5.5 3.7 3.8 
Headache 6.5 6.1 5.0 6.5 5.5 5.8 4.3 6.1 5.5 
"tr Eye 6.1 6.0 3.6 6.2 4.7 5.7 4.0 6.0 4.3 
- <::> 
... <::> ~C() Facial 6.5 6.1 4.7 6.2 5.0 6.0 4.5 6.5 5.0 E II 
<::>~ 6.8 6.5 6.0 6.8 6.3 6.5 6.1 W.~ Mouth 6.7 6.3 
~ 
Neck 6.0 4.3 4.0 4.6 3.8 4.8 3.1 4.7 3.7 
Point Ace. 6.3 3.5 1.8 3.8 2.1 4.1 2.8 4.7 4.7 
<u"tr Point Speed 6.0 3.1 3.8 3.5 4.5 2.8 4.0 3.1 4.5 :j 8 
"&~ Click Ace. 6.3 3.3 2.3 4.5 4.5 4.3 2.5 5.0 4.8 
<u~ 6.5 2.8 2.3 4.5 5.1 2.7 3.0 ti .~ Click Speed 4.7 4.2 
Li.J~ 
Sys. Control 6.0 4.3 2.6 5.2 4.1 4.8 3.5 4.7 5.0 
Table 13.16 Individual factors of enhanced and standard device satisfaction 
To aid identification of factors that were rated poorly and were particularly of interest, the 
two lowest satisfaction results for each satisfaction factor (such as 'physical workload' or 
'eye discomfort' for example) are shown in bold type separately for both the standard and 
enhanced devices. For example, the two poorest factors for the standard devices for the 
Performance Workload factor are the monomodal eye mouse rated at 5.1 and muitimodal 
eye mouse rated at 4.7 - hence these are shown in bold. Separately for the enhanced 
devices, the two poorest factors for the enhanced devices for the Performance Workload 
factor are the monomodal head mouse rated at 4.2 and monomodal eye mouse rated at 5.5 
_ hence these are also shown in bold. 
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The results for the enhanced device were very similar to the standard devices, as discussed 
previously (Chapter 10.10), with the ratings for the head mice remaining very similar 
between standard and enhanced devices. Also of note were that there were no changes for 
the two poorest ranking results (highlighted in bold) between devices for the monomodal 
eye mouse in standard or enhanced operation, indicating that the enhancement to the 
monomodal eye mouse did not improve satisfaction. 
The reductions for the enhanced multimodal eye mouse over the standard multimodal eye 
mouse in Physical, Temporal and Frustration factors and the increase in Performance 
(inverted) Workload factor, together with increases in Pointing Accuracy and System 
Control ratings for the Ease of Use factors indicated that the addition of the enhancement 
was subjectively effective for the multi modal eye mouse. 
This improvement in subjective satisfaction led to the enhanced multi modal eye mouse 
producing three changes for the two poorest rankings caused by the addition of the zoom 
enhancement (highlighted in italic on Table 13.16). Here, in comparison with the 
enhanced multimodal head mouse, the larger effective object sizes generated by the 
enhancement lifted the subjective Performance and System Control of the multi modal eye 
mouse to near parity with the head mouse, and also increased subjective Pointing 
Accuracy to parity with the head mouse. 
In summary: 
• The enhancement did not substantially change the individual satisfaction ratings 
between the standard and enhanced head mice 
• The enhancement had little effect on the ratings of the mono modal eye mouse 
• Dissatisfaction with monomodal dwell selection could not be overcome by the 
enhancement 
• Enhancement had the greatest subjective effect on the multimodal eye mouse, with 
the eye mouse reaching the level of satisfaction of the head mouse for Performance, 
System Control and Pointing Accuracy 
13.9 A summary of the performance of enhanced eye and head mice 
Reviewing the success of the predictions outlined at the start of this chapter showed that 
six of the ten were proven. These results are summarised: 
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Results of Predictions: 
1. No difference in performance between word and internet task domains for the 
enhanced head and eye mice as the tasks in each domain were unchanged - FALSE 
2. The benefit of increased overall enhanced head and eye mouse performance due to 
the effective target sizes of objects in the test tasks being increased by the 
enhancement thus reducing the effects of the low pointing accuracy of the head and 
eye mice - TRUE 
3. The benefit of a reduction in control correction times above other task time elements 
due to the effective target sizes of objects in the test tasks being increased by the 
enhancement - TRUE 
4. The cost of an increase in overall task lime due to the addition of zoom control 
times when increasing target object sizes with the enhancement - FALSE 
5. The benefit of an increase in interaction task quality, with a marked reduction in 
control corrections above other errors due to the effective target sizes of objects in 
the test tasks being increased by the enhancement - TRUE 
6. The cost of a decrease in interaction task quality with the addition of zoom level 
corrections when controlling the zoom enhancement for the enhanced devices 
-FALSE 
7. The benefit of an increase in overall device satisfaction for the enhanced devices as 
the effective target sizes of objects in the test tasks are increased by the 
enhancement and are hence easier to select - TRUE 
8. The cost of an increase in overall workload due to the additional complexity of 
controlling the zoom enhancement for the enhanced devices - FALSE 
9. No change in device comfort for the enhanced devices as the devices themselves 
have not substantially changed by the addition of the zoom enhancement - TRUE 
10. The benefit of an increase in ease of use for the enhanced devices as the effective 
target sizes of objects in the test tasks are increased by the enhancement and are 
hence easier to select - TRUE 
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Prediction 1 did not hold as unlike the standard devices there were differences in task 
domain performance for the enhanced eye mouse, with typing tasks being more efficient 
for the multi modal eye mouse due to speed of selection, and restricted object manipulation 
being more efficient for the monomodal eye mouse due to automate dwell selection. 
Prediction 4 did not hold as the time taken to control the zoom was not significant and the 
benefits of the zoom compensated for this small additional time. Prediction 6 did not hold 
as there were extremely few zoom level corrections and the task quality benefit of the 
enhancement outweighed any corrections. Finally, Prediction 8 did not hold as 
controlling the enhancement did not produce any additional workload as perhaps the 
control was found to be simple. 
Overall, the enhancement increased device satisfaction but the enhanced eye mice were 
still less satisfying to use than the head mice, and both the head and eye mice were still 
less satisfying to use than the baseline hand mouse. Examining efficiency found that the 
enhancement disproportionately increased eye mouse performance in comparison to head 
mouse performance, resulting in equality of performance between the enhanced 
monomodal head and eye mice, and also equality of performance between the enhanced 
multi modal head and eye mice. This equality of performance between head and eye 
showed that the enhancement now removed the device differences, allowing users to 
potentially choose either device for similar performance. However, neither enhanced head 
nor eye devices approached the performance of the baseline hand mouse. 
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Chapter 14 
A Detailed Examination of Enhanced Eye and Head 
Mouse Performance 
The aim of this chapter is to continue, and conclude, the investigation into the effects of 
adding the target magnification enhancement to head and eye mice. The previous chapter, 
Chapter 13, followed the analysis of Chapter 10 and investigated the overall performance 
of the head and eye mice but with the addition of enhancement. Chapter 13 concluded 
that the enhancement was beneficial but did not sufficiently increase overall head and eye 
mouse performance to the level of the baseline hand mouse. This chapter will build on the 
previous detailed examination of head and eye mouse performance by following the 
analysis of Chapter 11, and investigate how enhancement interacts with the major factors 
that influence and maximise head and eye mouse performance - target size, interaction 
technique and subject experience. This chapter first predicts the effects of the 
enhancement on performance in terms of target size, interaction technique, and subject 
experience, and finally on the combination of all three. The chapter then goes on to 
determine if each of these predictions is in tum valid. Finally, this chapter goes on to 
determine the highest performance of the enhanced head and eye mice against the 
performance of the baseline hand mouse, addressing, within the bounds of this work, the 
main theme of this work by determining to what extent can a eye and head mouse, coupled 
with the enhancement produced within this work, achieve the same performance as the 
benchmark hand mouse"on an unmodified graphical user interface. 
14.1 Predicted effects of enhancement 
Chapter 11 of this work examined the detailed performance of head and eye mice, in both 
mono modal and multimodal configurations, against the baseline of a desktop hand mouse. 
The chapter showed that neither device could approach the performance of the hand 
mouse, but this chapter did show that if the effective target object sizes on the interface 
could be increased (by employing the magnification enhancement) then the performance 
of the both head and eye mice could be increased substantially. The chapter also showed 
that subject experience had a great influence on head and eye mouse performance. 
Finally, Chapter 11 showed that a combination of these factors of larger target sizes and 
high subject experience could potentially raise the performance of the head and eye mice 
to equal the hand mouse performance. Hence, from the results of Chapter 11 it was 
predicted that adding a magnification enhancement would result in the following overall 
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effects, with this chapter addressing each of these predictions in numerical order and with 
each prediction building on the results of the previous prediction: 
11. The benefit of increased task efficiency for smaller target sizes (from Chapter 
11.1 ). 
12. Magnification levels used to give effective target sizes sufficiently large to achieve 
parity o/performance with the baseline hand mouse (from Chapter 11. I). 
13. That the magnification enhancement will be used such that effective target sizes are 
constant, regardless of the original target size (from Chapter 11. I). 
14. The effect of a supporting modality would be maintained irrespective 0/ effective 
target size due to enhancement, with monomodal selection being less efficient that 
multimodal selection (from Chapter 11.1). 
15. The effect of differing interaction techniques would be maintained irrespective of 
effective target size, with task efficiency reducing with increasing complexity of 
manipulation (from Chapter 11.4). 
16. The progression of increasing performance with increasing subject experience 
would be maintained and not affected by the enhancement (from Chapter 11.5). 
17. The effect of a supporting modality would be maintained irrespective of subject 
experience, with mono modal selection being less efficient that multi modal 
selection (from Chapter 11.5). 
18. The addition of the maximum available number of supporting modalities 
controlling any device would result in the highest performance for any given level 
of user experience (from Chapter ILl). 
19. Finally, for high experience subjects with the maximum number of supporting 
modalities the performance of the eye mouse would potentially be increased 
sufficiently that for large target sizes requiring less magnification, the eye mouse 
would outperform the head mouse and approach the baseline hand mouse 
performance (from Chapter 11.8). 
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14.1 Enhancement, target size and device efficiency 
This section examines the effect enhancement had on the relationship between target size 
and efficiency, and extends the previous analysis on the standard devices (Chapter 11.1). 
Breaking down the data by the four target size categories in the test method (Chapter 4: 
S I =0.3°, S2=0.6°, S3=0.9°, S4=1.2° subtended visual arc at 60cm) suggested a 
relationship between standard device efficiency and target size (Chapter II , Figure 11.1 
repeated in Figures 14.1 and 14.2), with efficiency increasing with target size. The same 
analysis for the enhanced head and eye mice showed the same relationship (Appendices 
Table A 14.1 , Graphed in Figures 14.1 and 14.2). 
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Figure14.1 Standard and enhanced head device task efficiency by target size 
Here the statistical significance of differences between the results within each device were 
calculated (Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tests, Appendices Table A 14.2). This 
confirmed that there was a progression of efficiency with increasing target size, from the 
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smallest target size, S 1 = 0.3°, having the lowest efficiency to the largest target size, S4 = 
1.2°, having the greatest efficiency. Although the smallest and largest targets for all 
enhanced devices had efficiencies significantly different from each other, the two middle-
sized targets, except the multimodal eye mouse, did not. However, as with the standard 
devices, there was a progression of increasing efficiency from S 1 through S2/3 to S4 for 
the enhanced devices. 
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FigureJ 4.2 Standard and enhanced eye device task efficiency by larget size 
It was predicted that the addition of the enhancement would have a greater benefit of 
increased task efficiency for smaller target sizes (Prediction J J) as these smaller targets 
could now be magnified to aid selection and manipulation. Analysing task efficiency by 
target size and calculating the percentage change in efficiency between standard and 
enhanced devices for each target size category showed that smaller target sizes did benefit 
disproportionably, with considerable increases in efficiency due to the enhancement 
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(Table 14.1). In addition, the effect of the enhancement was greater for the eye mice than 
the head mice. This was due to the low pointing accuracy of the eye mouse in comparison 
to the head mouse, with the eye mice gaining greater benefit from the enhancement for the 
smaller target sizes than the head mice. This benefit for the eye mice is highlighted in 
bold (Table 14.1). 
Enhancement, Target Size and Efficiency 
Device Increase in Efficiency due to Enhancement ("/0) 
(enhanced device efficiency at Target Size (degrees at 60cm distance) 
- standard device efficiency) 0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 1.20 
Head Dwell Zoom - Head Dwell 36% 1% -3% -5% 
Eye Dwell Zoom - Eye Dwell 326% 146% 42% 4% 
Head Click Zoom - Head Click 48% 6% -3% -6% 
Eye Click Zoom - Eye Click 212% 40% 42% 20% 
(Larger differences within standard to enhanced devices are highlighted in bold). 
Table 14.1 Effect of enhancement on efficiency by target size 
In summary: 
• Prediction 11 - "that the addition of the enhancement would give the benefit of 
increased task efficiency for smaller target sizes" - was supported. with the zoom 
enhancement disproportionately increasing efficiency for smaller targets. 
It was predicted that targets would be magnified to achieve a size sufficient to have parity 
of performance with the baseline hand mouse (Prediction 12). and that targets would all 
be magnified to achieve approximate equality or near constant target size since subjects 
now had full control over target sizes and so could magnify targets to a consistent size 
suitable for reliable selection and manipulation with that device (Prediction 13). 
To determine if these predictions were valid, the effective target sizes after magnification 
were extracted from the test data and the increases in target sizes calculated (Table 14.2). 
The results showed that targets were magnified to a near constant size (Table 14.2) but 
that this size was not sufficiently large to allow performance equal the hand mouse 
baseline performance (Figure 14.2). Clearly there was a reluctance to use the 
enhancement to its full extent and magnify targets sufficiently to achieve a high level of 
performance. 
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After Magnification Target Sizes 
Original 
Actual effective zoomed target size used by 
the enhanced devices (Degrees at 60cm) 
target 
size Head Eye Head Eye 
Dwell Dwell Click Click 
0.3 0 0.95° 1.57° 0.73° 1.61° 
0.6 0 0.88° 1.81 ° 0.88° 1.67° 
0.9 0 0.97° 1.88° 1.02° 1.82° 
1.20 1.20° 1.81 ° 1.22° 1.72° 
Mean: 1.00 0 1.770 0.96 0 1.710 
S.D.: 0.14 0 0.14 0 0.210 0.09 0 
Table 14.2 After-magnification target sizes 
This suggested that subjects, perhaps due to unfamiliarity with the enhancement, used the 
enhancement to achieve an acceptable level of performance with either the head or eye 
mice, but were reluctant to progress further. 
In summary: 
• Prediction 1 ?_ - ."that the addition of the enhancement would allow subjects to 
magnify targets sufficiently to equal baseline hand mouse performance" - was not 
supported, with subjects not using sufficient magnification to achieve parity 
In summary: 
• Prediction 13 - "that the addition of the enhancement would allow subjects to 
magnify targets to achieve approximate equality or near conslant target size" - was 
supported, with subjects showing a consistent after magnification target size 
The effect of the enhancement on the differences between the monomodal and multimodal 
devices was investigated. Previous analysis (Chapter 11.1) had showed that the selection 
method had an effect on efficiency, with within device monomodal operation achieving 
lower efficiency than multimodal operation for any given single target size. It was 
predicted (Prediction 14) that this effect would be shown and hold for the enhanced 
devices. The results (Figure 14.2) showed that this prediction held for the enhanced 
devices, with the enhanced monomodal devices achieving lower efficiency for any given 
target size than the enhanced multimodal devices. 
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In summary: 
• Prediction 14 - "that the effect of a supporting modality would be maintained 
irrespective of effective target size due to enhancement, with monomodal selection 
being less efficient that multimodal selection" - was supported 
14.2 Enhancement, interaction technique and device efficiency 
The effects of the enhancement on the differing interaction techniques (Chapter 4) present 
within the test tasks on the level of device efficiency were investigated to determine if the 
enhancement and type of object manipulation had an effect on device efficiency. It was 
predicted (Prediction 15) that the effect of differing interaction techniques would be 
maintained irrespective of effective target size, with task efficiency reducing with 
increasing complexity of manipulation. 
Interaction Technique Efficienr.y (0/0) 
Device 
------- Restricted -------- ---- Unrestricted ----
Single Double Drag Single Drag 
Hand 81 76 65 83 61 
Head Dwell 48 49 36 60 34 
Eye Dwell 47 42 12 45 9 
Head Click 57 50 31 69 40 
Eye Glick 31 30 27 53 17 
Head Dwell Zoom 54 48 34 60 33 
Eye Dwell Zoom 59 52 28 60 36 
Head Click Zoom 66 49 34 71 40 
Eye Click Zoom 52 54 45 72 51 
(Big differences within devices and equivalent techniques are highlighted in bold). 
Table 14.3 Effect of interaction technique and enhancement on device efficienc/ 
I As described in Chapter 4, there are three basic forms of pointing device object manipulation on a 
Windows interface. These are a single click on an object, a double click on an object, and a drag of an 
object. These actions can be ei~her restricted, .where cursor movement is confined within the area of the 
object to retain control of that object, or unrestricted where cursor movement may move from the object and 
then return to the object and still retain control ofthat object. 
For example, a button object on the Windows interface has unrestricted manipulation as, provided the 
mouse button is held down, the cursor may be moved a~ay from the button and returned without losing 
permanent control of the button. In contrast, a hypertext link has restricted manipulation, as any movem t 
of the cursor away from the object with the mouse button held down will lose control of the object. en 
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As before (Chapter 11.4) task efficiency was broken down by interaction technique for 
each device (Appendices Table AI4.3, summarised in Table 14.3) and the statistical 
significance of differences between interaction types within each device were calculated 
(Mann-Whitney two-sample rank tests, Appendices Table AI4.4). 
Examining the individual interaction techniques across the enhanced devices showed that 
the general progression of efficiency reducing with the increased complexity of interaction 
technique followed the same pattern as the standard devices, with single clicks showing 
the highest efficiency, through double clicks to dragging showing the lowest efficiency. 
As determined previously for the standard devices (Chapter 11.4) unrestricted single click 
manipulation was also more efficient than restricted single click manipulation for the 
enhanced devices. This indicated that objects that required restricted single click 
manipulation still exhibited lower interaction efficiency than objects that gave unrestricted 
single click manipulation. This was even with the ability to magnify these target objects 
to any size, and hence potentially reduce the manipulation difficulties of restricted objects 
by increasing their size sufficiently that it would be difficult to accidentally move the 
cursor from those objects. Hence, the finding for standard devices (Chapter 11.4) that 
interfaces designed for head and eye manipulation should use unrestricted in preference to 
restricted object manipulation characteristics, also held for the enhanced devices. 
In summary: 
• Prediction 15 - "that the effect of differing interaction techniques would be 
maintained irrespective of effective target size, with task efficiency reducing with 
increasing complexity of manipulation" - was supported 
• Unrestricted manipulation is more efficient than restricted manipulation irrespective 
of enhancement 
14.3 Enhancement and subject experience 
Breaking down the test results by the three subject experience ratings (Chapter 1 0) for the 
enhanced devices showed the relationship between increasing subject experience and 
increasing performance found for the standard devices (Chapter 11.5) was also maintained 
for the enhanced devices (Appendices Table A 14.5, Graphed in Figures 14.1 and 14.2). 
Examining the statistical significance of the results (Appendices Table A14.6, 
Summarised in Table 14.4) showed that, even with the benefit of the enhancement of the 
head and eye mice and high experience subjects, the baseline hand mouse outperformed 
all devices. However, the disproportionate benefit of the enhancement for the eye mouse 
coupled with high subject experience brought the high experience enhanced eye mouse to 
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within 4.4 percentage points of the baseline hand mouse. Of note was that the enhanced 
eye mouse now, for the first time, exceeded the performance of the enhanced head mouse 
when subjects were either medium experience subjects or high experience subjects. 
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Figure 14.3 Head device task efficiency by subject experience 
Key 
L = Low Exp. 
M = Medium Exp. 
H = High Exp. 
Notes 
Comparisons taken 
between experience 
ratings within the same 
deloice and 
comparisons taken 
between same 
experience ratings 
between different 
deloices . 
Data sets with the 
same leiter are not 
significantly different 
(p>O.05) 
The enhancement particularly benefited low and medium experience eye mouse subjects 
with near constant gains of 24.4 (monomodal) and 27.4 (multimodal) percentage points 
between the standard and enhanced low experience eye mouse subjects, and 25.3 
(monomodal) and 25.7 (multi modal) percentage points between the standard and enhanced 
medium experience eye mouse subjects. In comparison, the enhancement only resulted in 
a benefit of 5.1 (monomodal) and 5.4 (multimodal) percentage points for the high 
experience eye mouse subjects. These results showed that the enhancement could reduce 
the amount of subject experience with the eye mouse that was required to achieve an 
acceptable level of performance with the device, and hence the enhancement could be 
used to reduce training times and increase user uptake of eye mice. 
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Task Efficiency by Device and Subject Experience 
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Figure] 4.4 Eye device task efficiency by subject experience 
Subject Experience and Device Efficiency 
Efficiency ("/0) by subject experience 
Device (Low. Medium. High) 
L M H 
Hand - - 83.3 
Head Dwell 51.6 54.5 63.9 8 
Eye Dwell 19.7 c 31.8 61.1 8 
Head Click 55.0e 66.9 73.0 b 
Eye Click 2 1.2c 48.4 73.5 b 
Head Dwell Zoom 49.4 f 59.7 62.0d 
Eye Dwell Zoom 44.1 57.1 66.2d 
Head Click Zoom 55.0 e 70.2 75 .3 
Eye Click Zoom 48.6 f 74.1 78.9 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.05) 
Key 
L;:: Low Exp . 
M ;:: Medium Exp. 
H ;:: High Exp. 
Notes 
Comparisons taken 
between experience 
ratings within the 
same delAce and 
comparisons taken 
between same 
experience ra tings 
between different 
delAces . 
Data sets with the 
same letter are not 
significantly different 
(p>O.05) 
Table 14.4 Effect of subject experience and enhancement on device efficiency 
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In summary: 
• Prediction J 6 - "that the progression of increasing performance wilh increasing 
subject experience would be maintained" - was supporled, wilh performance 
increasing with increasing subject experience for both the head and eye mice 
• Enhancement greatly benefited low and medium experience eye mouse users, 
indicating thaI the addition of enhancement could increase user uptake of eye-based 
interaction. This benefit was not apparent for the head mouse. 
The lack of appreciable performance benefits between standard and enhanced head mice 
and the appreciable increases in performance between standard and enhanced eye mice for 
any given experience level was investigated. The level of magnification used by subjects 
was broken down by the three subject experience categories with the devices (Append ices 
Table AI4.7, Graphed in Figure 14.5). (Note that this data include all tasks, not just ta ks 
that used zoom). 
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This (Figure 14.5) showed that the level of magnification used with the head mouse was 
consistently low, possibly as subjects felt that the head mouse gave sufficient pointing 
accuracy to not require target object magnification, and hence the benefits of the 
enhancement were not realised for the head mouse. However, high levels of 
magnification were used with the eye mouse, with the level of magnification falling with 
increasing subject experience. This indicated that subjects felt the need to use the 
enhancement, possibly as subjects felt that the eye mouse exhibited poor pointing 
accuracy, but that with increased experience with the eye mouse, the level of 
magnification required was reduced but still remained higher than the head mouse. The 
results suggested that head mouse users should be encouraged to use the enhancement 
more to increase the potential performance of the head mouse. 
In summary: 
• Subjects did not fully use the enhancement with the head mouse, but did use the 
enhancement fully with the eye mouse 
• As eye mouse experience increased, so the level of magnification used decreased 
• To increase head mouse performance, users should be encouraged to use the 
enhancement more effectively 
The effect of selection modality and increasing subject experience had shown that using 
multi modal selection gave an increase in task efficiency over monomodal selection for all 
levels of subject experience with all of the standard devices (Chapter 11.5, Table 11.4). 
(Except between the standard eye mice for low experience test subjects, this lack of a 
significant difference between the standard eye mice was probably due to the difficulty of 
use of the device for low experience subjects, as discussed previously in Chapter 11.5). 
Subtracting mono modal device task efficiencies from multimodal device task efficiencies 
for the three levels of subject experience showed an increase in task efficiency when using 
multimodal selection for all levels of subject experience (Table 14.5). 
Difference in Efficiency (0/0) between monomodal and 
Device multimodal selection (Low. Medium. High experience) 
Low Medium High 
Head Click - Head Dwell +3.4 +12.4 +9.1 
Eye Click - Eye Dwell +1.5· +16.6 +12.4 
Head Click Zoom - Head Dwell Zoom +5.6 +10.5 +13.3 
Eye Click Zoom - Eye Dwell Zoom +4.5 +17.0 +12.7 
• No statIstIcally sIgnIficant dIfference (p > 0.05) 
Table 14.5 All device difference in efficiency by selection modality and experience 
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In summary: 
• Prediction 17 - "that the effect of a supporting modality would be maintained 
irrespective of subject experience, with mono modal selection being less efficient that 
multimodal selection" - was supported, with monomodal performance being, 
overall, less efficient than multimodal performance for both the head and eye mice 
14.4 Choice of supporting modalities 
The consistent penalty of monomodal selection, even when a device has the magnification 
enhancement added, gives rise to the question that if a user has a limited number of 
modalities available to control either selection or magnification, should the user control 
selection or magnification for the best possible performance? For instance, given one or 
two supporting modalities for either selection or zoom or both, which combination should 
be used? In addition, would this hold for all subject experience groups? It was predicted 
(Prediction 18) that the addition of the maximum number of supporting modalities 
controlling any device would result in the highest performance, irrespective of user 
experience. To determine this, the results for the devices were broken down by the 
number of controlling modalities required by each permutation of device. To do this, the 
number of modalities available, and hence control given over the devices, were illustrated 
by a matrix (Table 14.6). 
Available modalities and control options 
Enhancement 
Number of user 
modalities required Standard Enhanced 
No Zoom Zoom 
= 
Monomodal 0 I 
.2 Dwell 
ti 
C1) Multimodal C) I 2 [/) Click 
Table 14.6 Supporting modalities and control options 
Here (Table 14.6) for example, the matrix shows that no additional modalities (such as 
control over a switch) are required for standard monomodal operation, but two modalities 
are required for enhanced multi modal operation (such as control over a switch for 
selection, and control over an additional switch for changing the zoom level). Next a 
matrix was completed with the task efficiency and rank in brackets of each device at each 
subject experience level (Tables 14.7 and 14.8). 
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Head Mouse - Low Experience 
Enhancement 
Efficiency and 
Standard Enhanced (Rank) 
No Zoom Zoom 
s::: Monomodal 51.6 (3) 49.4 (4) 
.5: Dwell 
-u <I) Multimodal 1) 55.0 (I) 55.0 (\) VJ Click 
Head Mouse - Medium Experience 
Enhancement 
Efficiency and 
Enhanced (Rank) Standard 
No Zoom Zoom 
s::: Monomodal 54.5 (4) 59.7 (3) 0 Dwell 
·u 
<I) Multimodal 1) 66.9 (2) 70.2 (\) VJ Click 
Head Mouse - High Experience 
Enhancement 
Efficiency and 
Enhanced (Rank) Standard 
No Zoom Zoom 
s::: Monomodal 63.9 (3) 62.0 (4) 
.2 Dwell 
-u <I) Multimodal 1) 73.0 (2) 75.3 (I) VJ Click 
Table 14.7 Head mouse performance and control options 
It was expected that the multimodal enhanced devices would all have the highest 
performance and this was found to be true for all experience levels. Thus where possible, 
subjects should always use a supporting modality for selection if available, and also a 
further supporting modality for magnification control. It was also expected that given 
only one supporting modality, this should be used for muItimodal selection as monomodal 
selection had a consistent performance penalty (Prediction 14). 
This was the case for the head mice and the high experience eye mouse, but not for the 
medium and low experience eye mice. Here the use of the zoom enhancement resulted in 
a higher performance than controlling the selection method when only one supporting 
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modality was available. This was probably due to the zoom enhancement compensating 
for the poor inherent pointing inaccuracy of the eye mouse by making targets larger, more 
than the ability to accurately time selection attempts when the eye mouse was used by low 
and medium experience subjects. 
Eye Mouse - Low Experience 
Enhancement 
Efficiency and 
(Rank) Standard Enhanced 
No Zoom Zoom 
c: Monomodal 19.7(4) 44.1 (2) 
.9 Dwell 
-u <U Multimodal aJ 21.2 (3) 48.6 (I) V) Click 
Eye Mouse - Medium Experience 
Enhancement 
Efficiency and 
(Rank) Standard Enhanced 
No Zoom Zoom 
c: Monomodal 31.8(4) 57.1 (2) 0 Dwell '';:: 
u 
<U Multimodal 1j 48.4 (3) 74.1 (I) V) Click 
Eye Mouse - High Experience 
Enhancement 
Efficiency and 
(Rank) Standard Enhanced 
No Zoom Zoom 
c: Monomodal 61.1 (4) 66.2 (3) 
.9 Dwell 
-u <U Multimodal 1j 73.5 (2) 78.9 (I) V) Click 
Table 14.8 Eye mouse performance and control options 
Finally it was expected that the use of no supporting modalities would result in the lowest 
performance. This was true for all devices and experience levels except for the low 
experience head mouse where controlling the zoom enhancement with monomodal dwell 
selection actually resulted in lower performance than using monomodal dwell selection on 
its own. There was only a small but significant 2.2 percentage points (P <0.050) 
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difference between the results. This reversal in the expected result could be explained by 
the additional complexity of controlling the enhancement whilst also controlling the dwell 
click device reducing performance for novice users. 
In summary: 
• Prediction 18 - "that the addition of the maximum number of supporting modalities 
controlling any device would result in the highest performance for any given level of 
experience" - was supported, with two modes of control, one for selection and one 
for magnification, being most efficient for any given level of experience 
• For low and medium experience eye mouse users with a single available control 
modality; this was best used controlling magnification rather than selection. For all 
other devices and experience levels, a single control modality was best used 
controlling selection 
14.5 Enhancement, target size and subject experience 
The maximum achievable performance of the head and eye mice was now investigated. It 
had been predicted that for high experience subjects with the maximum number of 
supporting modalities, the performance of the eye mouse would potentially be increased 
sufficiently that for large target sizes requiring less magnification, the eye mouse would 
outperform the head mouse and approach the baseline hand mouse performance 
(Prediction 19). To determine this predicted maximum performance, and to show if this 
work did sufficiently increase the performance of head and eye mice to the baseline of a 
hand mouse, the results for the multimodal enhanced head and eye mice were analysed by 
target object size for high experience subjects only (Appendices Table A 14.8, Graphed 
Figure 14.6). 
The statistical comparisons (Appendices Table A14.9) showed that the hand mouse 
outperformed the enhanced devices even when the enhanced devices were manipUlating 
larger target sizes (requiring less use of the enhancement and hence giving less zoom time 
and zoom quality penalties) and when they were operated by high experience subjects. 
However, the differences between the head and eye mice devices and the hand mouse 
baseline for each target size were dramatically reduced. This is illustrated by subtracting 
the enhanced multimodal high experience subject only head and eye mice task efficiencies 
from the baseline hand mouse efficiency for each target size (Table 14.8). 
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Notes 
Target sizes measured 
as degrees visual arc 
al60cm 
Data sets with the 
same letter are not 
Significantly different 
L-.,..----,r-__r-__r_..!..-.-----r--.-,.-~r____r-__r_-.,....__l (p>O.05) 
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--------- Zoom ------------
Device and Target Size 
Figure14.6 Enhanced device task efficiency for high experience su~jecls by largel size 
A highly significant result was found from this analysis - for high experience users, the 
enhanced multimodal eye mouse outperforms the enhanced multimodal he~,d mouse 
for all target sizes. In addition the eye mouse reaches to within a few percentage points 
of the hand mouse baseline performance for all target sizes, and equals the hand mouse 
performance for the smallest target size (S I = 0.3°) (Mann-Whitney two-sample rank test 
p = 0.575). It is this result that is most interesting, where eye mouse subjects used the 
enhancement to magnify the smallest target object sufficiently that it could be manipulated 
more efficiently than using the hand mouse. Clearly the smallest object would attract the 
most willingness to use the enhancement to aid selection. This suggested that if both head 
and eye mouse users could be encouraged to use the enhancement more and to higher 
magnification levels (from Figure 14.5) then both devices might equal the hand mouse 
baseline for any target size. This might be accomplished by providing a magnification 
facility that was more automated and easier to use than a manual series of button presses; 
perhaps by sensing the size of target objects and automatically zooming in onto the object 
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to the required magnification levels for equality of performance suggested previously by 
modelling (Table 14.3). 
Enhanced device and high experience difference from hand mouse baseline 
High experience only difference in Efficiemy from the 
Device 
Hand Mouse baseline by Target Si:e 
(Visual Angle degrees at 60cm distance) 
0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 1.20 
Hand Mouse Baseline: 66.6% 78.1% 78.1% 83.3% 
Difference Head Click -20.8 -19.2 -8.0 -8.1 
Difference Eye Click -41.1 -21.8 -16.8 -5.2 
Difference Head Click Zoom -5.9 -11.8 -7.1 -5.6 
Difference Eye Click Zoom -2.9· -9.0 -3.9 -1.8 
• No statistIcally SIgnIficant dIfference between eye and hand results (p > 0.05) 
Table 14.9 Enhanced and experienced subject difference from baseline by target size 
In summary: 
• Prediction J 9 - "that for high experience subjects with the maximum number of 
supporting modalities the performance of the eye mouse would potentially be 
increased sufficiently that for large target sizes requiring less magnification, the eye 
mouse would outperform the head mouse and approach the baseline hand mouse 
performance" - was supported, with the eye mouse exceeding the head mouse and 
approaching, and equallingfor the smallest target size, the performance of the hand 
mouse 
14.6 Enhancement, device satisfaction and subject experience 
As before (Chapter 11.9) the questionnaires were administered after a complete test had 
been completed, rather than after each task had been completed (which would be 
impractical) hence it was not possible to separate satisfaction by individual task properties, 
such as target size or interaction technique. However, the effect of test subject experience 
and the effect on enhancement with the devices on the satisfaction questionnaire 
categories could be investigated, by comparing the ratings and rating differences for all 
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subjects to the ratings of the high experience category subjects on both the standard and 
enhanced devices (Table 11.7). Note that the largest differences are shown in bold type. 
Satisfaction Questionnaire response (1-7) 
Device 
Workload (Iow=good) Comfort (high=good) Ease of Use (high=good) 
Experience All High Diff. All High Diff. All High Diff. 
Hand \.8 1.8 - 6.5 6.5 - 6.3 6.3 -
Head Dwell 4.1 4.1 - 5.9 6.2 +0.3 3.5 3.5 -
Eye Dwell 5.8 4.2 -1.0 4.5 5.5 +1.0 2.6 3.5 +0.9 
Head Click 3.8 3.7 -0.1 6.3 6.4 +0.1 4.3 4.6 +0.1 
Eye Click 5.1 4.0 -1.1 5.2 5.9 +0.7 4.4 4.7 +0.3 
Head Dwell 
Zoom 
3.8 3.8 
-
5.9 6.3 +0.4 3.9 3.6 -0.3 
Eye Dwell 5.6 5.2 -0.4 4.7 4.9 +0.2 3.4 3.6 +0.2 
Zoom 
Head Click 3.8 2.6 -1.2 6.1 6.3 +0.2 4.6 4.6 -Zoom 
Eye Click 4.4 3.4 -1.0 5.2 5.7 +0.5 5.1 5.3 +0.2 
Zoom 
(Larger differences within devices are highlighted in bold). 
Table 14.10 Satisfactionfactorsfor all subjects against high experience subjects 
Examining the effects of the enhancement on the differences between all subjects and just 
high experience subjects for each device showed that the combination of enhancement and 
subject experience had little effect on the subjective satisfaction of all devices. The only 
notable exceptions to this result were for workload ratings for the enhanced multi modal 
devices, with large differences in workload ratings between all and just high experience 
subjects (Table 14.1 0 shown in bold type). 
For the multimodal devices the enhancement allowed users to reduce or drop their 
required workload more rapidly with increasing experience when using the enhanced 
devices than with standard devices. This indicated that there was a longer learning time 
for users to reduce the workload needed to control both the monomodal dwell selection 
device and the magnification enhancement, than there was for users to reduce the 
workload needed to control the multi modal click selection device and the magnification 
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enhancement. This showed that there was an additional workload penalty for monomodal 
selection, with even high experience users showing little reduction in workload when 
using the monomodal devices. Some care should be taken with these results due to the 
small sample sizes for experienced participants; however they did offer indications into 
the effect of participant experience on the performance and satisfaction of the devices. 
In summary, the addition of the enhancement in combination with subject experience had 
little effect on the subjective satisfaction of the devices between all experience and high 
experience subjects, indicating the enhancement did not increase satisfaction over 
differing experience levels. The exception to this was for the multimodal devices, where 
the enhancement allowed workload to be appreciably reduced with increasing subject 
experience. 
14.7 A summary of the effect of enhancement on eye and head mice 
Reviewing the success of the predictions outlined at the start of this chapter showed that 
eight of the nine were proven. These results are summarised: 
Results of Predictions: 
11. The benefit of increased task efficiency for smaller target sizes - TRUE 
12. Magnification levels used to give effective target sizes sufficiently large to achieve 
parity of performance with the baseline hand mouse - FALSE 
13. That the magnification enhancement will be used such that effective target sizes are 
constant, regardless of the original target size - TRUE 
14. The effect of a supporting modality would be maintained irrespective of effective 
target size due to enhancement, with monomodal selection being less efficient that 
multi modal selection - TRUE 
15. The effect of differing interaction techniques would be maintained irrespective of 
effective target size, with task efficiency reducing with increasing complexity of 
manipulation - TRUE 
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16. The progression of increasing performance with increasing suhject experience 
would be maintained and not affected by the enhancement - TRUE 
17. The effect of a supporting modality would be maintained irrespective of subject 
experience, with mono modal selection being less efficient that multi modal 
selection - TRUE 
18. The addition of the maximum available number of supporting modalities 
controlling any device would result in the highest performance for any given level 
of user experience - TRUE 
19. For high experience subjects with the maximum number of supporting modalities 
the performance of the eye mouse would potentially be increased sufficiently that 
for large target sizes requiring less magnification, the eye mouse would outperform 
the head mouse and approach the baseline hand mouse performance - TRUE 
Prediction 12 did not hold as subjects did not sufficiently magnify targets to such an 
extent that they would be large enough to be selected very easily, and hence achieve parity 
of performance with the hand mouse baseline. It is possible that alteration of the control 
method for the enhancement may encourage greater use or the automation of the control of 
magnification so th?t z~om to an adequate target size is automatic. Preliminary results 
(Bates et al. 2005) suggest that this may be effective. 
It was shown that that the ability to temporarily increase target object sizes on the 
interface did lead to increased performance, and that this increase was disproportionately 
large for smaller target sizes. In addition that control over target size reduced the effect 
original target sizes had on the performance of the head and eye mice and that subjects 
tended to magnify targets, irrespective of their original size, to a near constant size to ease 
of manipulation. It was also found that this size was not sufficiently large to allow the 
head and eye mice to equal the performance of the hand mouse baseline, suggesting that 
subjects should be encouraged to use the enhancement to a greater extent (see previous 
comments above), perhaps by making the enhancement automated to zoom to idealised 
magnification levels and so be easier to control. 
The effect of differing interaction techniques was maintained irrespective of effective 
target size, with enhancement having no effect on the reduction of performance with 
increasing complexity of manipulation, and that unrestricted manipUlation was 
consistently the most efficient, and that even with control over object sizes, interfaces 
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designed for head and particularly eye based interaction should use this form of object 
interaction technique wherever possible. 
The progression of increasing performance with increasing user experience was unaffected 
with the addition of the enhancement. However the enhancement disproportionately 
increased performance for low and medium experience subjects, indicating that its use 
could increase the uptake or acceptability of, particularly, eye based devices with new 
users. Enhancement and experience did not affect the performance penalties associated 
with monomodal operation, with multimodal operation giving consistently higher 
performance than mono modal operation, even with high subject experience, indicating 
that when available multimodal operation should be used for highest performance 
irrespective of user experience. 
The best use of modalities was investigated and it was found that for low and medium 
experience eye mouse users with a single available control modality this was best used 
controlling the enhancement rather than selection as these users had most difficulty 
locating the cursor on a target over and above control over how and when the target was 
then selected. For all other devices and experience levels, a single control modality was 
best used controlling selection rather than the enhancement, as the head mouse and high 
experience eye mouse users were sufficiently accurate in pointing to benefit more for 
selection control than object size control. 
~- ... , ,. 
The maximum achievable performance of the head and eye mice was determined so that 
for high experience subjects, with the maximum number of supporting modalities, the 
performance of the eye mouse could be increased sufficiently that the eye mouse 
outperformed the head mouse and approached the baseline hand mouse performance. 
These final results, particularly for the eye mouse, showed that this work did sufficiently 
increase the performance of head and eye mice to rival the baseline of a hand mouse, and 
that both devices could be simply enhanced to the extent that they could offer genuine 
alternatives for pointing interaction on unmodified graphical user interfaces. 
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Conclusions 
15.1 Summary 
Chapter 15 
The aim of this work was to investigate the performance of eye and head based pointing 
devices during direct manipulation on a standard graphical user interface, with the aim of 
enhancing the performance of these devices so that they might reach a comparable 
performance to the known baseline of a hand mouse. 
This work first introduced the properties of eye and head based pointing (Chapter 2), 
characterising head pointing as slow, effortful, but accurate and under conscious control, 
and eye pointing as rapid, fatigue free but inherently inaccurate and difficult to 
consciously control. The work then introduced existing eye and head pointing systems, 
illustrating their technological strengths and weaknesses, with head based systems tending 
to produce devices that did not exhibit a high degree of accuracy, or responsiveness, but 
did have a moderately high degree of ease of use, and eye based systems typically difficult 
to set up and use, sometimes invasive, but could offer greater tracking accuracy and higher 
responsiveness than head mouse systems. Supporting software devices were also 
investigated for text entry and object selection. On-screen virtual keyboards were 
typically found to require large keys and offer low speed on text entry, with object 
selection haphazard and based on the time a cursor would dwell on an object of interest. 
The characterisation of the properties of eye and head pointing, together with the 
illustration of the properties of the systems used to enable eye and head pointing, showed 
how these systems are both potentially enabling for disabled users but also limited in their 
performance. 
This work then started the investigation into the performance of eye and head based 
pointing devices (Chapter 3) by searching for and reviewing existing methods that could 
be used to assess and investigate the performance of these devices, such as simple abstract 
target acquisition tests and more 'real world' interaction scenarios. No suitable existing 
assessment method was found, with abstract tests such as those based on Fitts' law found 
to lack detail and insight and perhaps not be applicable to eye based pointing as a non-
Fitts device, and 'real world' tests lacking repeatability and detail due to their random 
nature or lack of task breadth and variation. Hence a new suitable method was required. 
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A method was required (Chapter 4) that would be both 'real world' in operation and 
mimic as best as possible a natural and unrestricted use of an interface, but also be 
repeatable and allow detailed examination of performance at a task and object level. This 
work first conducted a survey of the structure of the interface to determine the most 
fundamental elements of interaction with a 'real world' interface, breaking down the 
interface into object size categories and object interaction requirement types. It then 
determined a test sequence, based on previous work, that as best as possible mimicked 
'real world' interaction but that was also based on repeatable tasks with single 
fundamental object size types and interaction techniques, thus detailed analysis of 
performance could be undertaken at the most fundamental levels. 
A method of performance measurement was now required (Chapter 5) to assess the 
performance of the eye and head mice on the 'real world' test scenario. This work then 
constructed a detailed performance measurement method based on existing mctrics of 
objective efficiency comprised of tasks times and quality of task interaction, and 
subjective satisfaction based on questionnaire responses to workload, comfort and ease of 
use. This then allowed insight not only into the performance of the pointing devices in 
this work, but could also indicate how the performance of the head and eye mice devices 
might be enhanced. 
Subjective questionnaire measurement scales were then investigated (Chapter 6) and a 
diversity of scales found in use from 5 intervals to 20 intervals with a variation of 
labelling schemes, but with little reason given or found for their use. The work thus 
experimentally generated a comprehensive range of 5 to 11 interval new bipolar and 
unipolar scales suitable for subjective satisfaction rating. The work then went on to 
experimentally determine which of these candidate scales would be most suitable for the 
assessment method (Chapter 7) by being both the most sensitive to assess small variations 
in device assessment, but also have sufficient range to measure a wide range of possible 
device performances. The work also showed experimental results that questioned the use 
of, and range and discrimination of, many of the subjective scales that have been used 
previously. Finally, a suitable 7 interval labelled questionnaire scale was determined that 
could be used in both bipolar and unipolar formats, and that was the most suitable scale 
for the subjective assessment of eye and head mice. 
The final step in construction of the assessment method for eye and head mice was a 
validation of the method (Chapter 8) against a known benchmark of a hand mouse with 
known degraded levels of performance. A hand mouse was degraded by applying random 
cursor displacement and the level of performance of the device experimentally measurcd. 
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These known levels of device performance were then applied to the test method, with both 
the objective and subjective elements of the method experimentally evaluated and found to 
be valid. 
Before the performance of eye and head mice could be investigated, this work determined 
that eye and head mouse systems were required (Chapter 9) that gave repeatable and 
accurate performance measurements, and also allowed modification to their operation so 
that any performance enhancements proposed by this work could be applied. The work 
showed that existing devices were not wholly suitable, and then showed the construction 
of new eye and head based pointing devices, together with suitable software devices to 
support their operation. 
The performance of eye and head based pomtmg devices could now be determined 
(Chapter 10). The verified assessment method was now used to experimentally test both 
the hand mouse baseline, and eye and head mice in both monomodal and multi modal 
selection configurations. The performance of the head and eye mice were characterised as 
predicted, with the head mouse having slower but more accurate pointing and the eye 
mouse more rapid but less accurate pointing. Pointing accuracy had a strong influence on 
eye mouse performance but little influence on head mouse performance, and pointing 
speed had a strong influence on head mouse performance but less influence on eye mouse 
performance. The numbers of modalities available were also determined to have a strong 
effect on performance with multimodal selection outperforming monomodal selection. 
This work showed that interaction was feasible with all devices, although the performance 
of the eye-based devices was poor and would certainly prove to be unsatisfactory in 
comparison with the performance of a hand mouse. This work showed that neither the 
head nor eye based devices achieved the same performance as the hand mouse baseline, 
showing the penalty users of these devices incur in comparison to hand mouse users. 
The detailed construction of the test method was used to examine how object sizes, 
interaction techniques, and subject experience (Chapter II) affected the performance of 
the devices. This work showed that unrestricted interaction was most beneficial to head 
and eye based pointing due to the uncertainty of cursor location, that increasing target size 
on the interface increased the performance of the devices, and that extensive test subject 
experience with the devices enhanced performance. This work then showed how the 
combined effects of target size, experience and multi modal operation with the devices 
could maximise performance, although even with this neither the head nor eye based 
devices could yet attain the level of performance of the hand mouse. This work then 
predicted that, of these factors, the most practical on an existing 'real world' interface was 
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to provide some means of increasing target object size on the interface as an enhancement 
to the devices to further increase performance to hand mouse levels. 
A method of enhancing the eye and head devices by interface magnification, or zooming, 
was then described (Chapter 12). Previous methods were described and rejected due to 
their limitations of indirect manipulation or lack of suitability for eye and head based 
systems, and a new interface magnification enhancement developed for the eye and head 
mice. 
This work then experimentally determined the effects of adding the object magnification 
enhancement (Chapter 13) to the head and eye mice by applying the verified test method 
to these new devices. Predictions were made and examined on the expected benefits of 
the enhancement and the expected costs of the enhancement. This work found that the 
zoom enhancement exhibited benefits that far outweighed costs and disproportionately 
enhanced eye mouse performance in comparison to head mouse performance, resulting in 
equality of performance between the enhanced head and eye mice for either monomodal 
or multimodal operation. This work showed that equality of performance between head 
and eye could be achieved with enhancement thus allowing users to potentially choose 
either device for similar performance. However, neither enhanced head nor eye devices 
approached the performance of the baseline hand mouse. 
The final analysis of this work was to determine the highest performance of the enhanced 
head and eye mice against the performance of the baseline hand mouse (Chapter 14) and 
thus to determine if the aims of this work to raise eye and head mouse performance to a 
known baseline were achieved. The detailed construction of the test method was again 
used to examine how object sizes, interaction techniques, and subject experience affected 
the performance of the devices. This work examined the effect of the enhancement on 
target size and performance and found that the ability to temporarily increase target object 
sizes on the interface did lead to increased performance as predicted. It found that 
unrestricted manipulation was again consistently the most efficient, and that even with 
control over object sizes, interfaces designed for head and particularly eye based 
interaction should use this form of object interaction technique wherever possible. This 
work showed that the enhancement disproportionately increased performance for low and 
medium experience subjects, indicating that its use could increase the uptake or 
acceptability of, particularly, eye based devices with new users. Finally, this work 
determined that for high experience subjects, with the maximum number of supporting 
modalities, the performance of the eye mouse could be increased sufficiently that for large 
target sizes requiring less magnification, the eye mouse outperformed the head mouse and 
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approached the baseline hand mouse performance. These final results, particularly for the 
eye mouse, showed that within this work the performance of head and eye mice was 
increased sufficiently to rival the baseline of a hand mouse, and that both devices could be 
simply enhanced to the extent that, when used on similar tasks, they could offer genuine 
alternatives for pointing interaction on unmodified graphical user interfaces. 
15.2 Outcomes of this research 
The outcomes of this work can be briefly summarised by the following: 
Chapter 2 - A new survey and comparison of head and eye based pointing systems 
highlighting the properties, advantages and disadvantages of using these modalities and 
devices for direct interaction on a 'real world' interface. 
Chapter 3 - A new survey and comparison of methods suitable for assessing the 
performance of assistive technology pointing devices during direct interaction on a 'real 
world' interface, resulting in: 
3.1 The conclusion that no such suitable method was available. 
3.2 A new definition of the requirements ofa suitable method. 
Chapter 4 - The construction of a new method for analysing the component objects, 
interaction techniques, and object sizes present on a graphical user interface in order to 
construct a new set of 'Real World' test tasks allowing multiple levels of analysis, 
resulting in: 
4.1 A new analysis of the interaction requirements of the Windows graphical user 
interface. 
4.2 The construction of a new test task set that mimics 'real world' interaction in 
the two domains of Word-processing and Web browsing, and that also 
contains all component objects, interaction techniques, and object sizes present 
on the Windows graphical user interface. 
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Chapter 5 - A new method suitable for measuring the objective and subjective 
performance of assistive technology pointing devices during direct interaction on a 'real 
world' interface, resulting in: 
5.1 A new detailed objective task performance assessment method based on 
existing concepts oftask efficiency, task time and task quality. 
5.2 A new detailed subjective performance assessment method based on existing 
concepts of user satisfaction, workload, comfort, and ease of device use. 
Chapter 6 - A survey and comparison of assessment questionnaire scales suitable for 
measuring the subjective user satisfaction with assistive technology pointing devices 
during direct interaction on a 'real world' interface, resulting in: 
6.1 The conclusion that no such suitable assessment questionnaire scales were 
available. 
6.2 A new experimentally determined set of candidate assessment questionnaire 
scale quantifiers. 
6.3 A new experimentally determined set of assessment questionnaire scales of 5, 
7, 9 and 11 intervals. 
Chapter 7 - A new experimentally determined analysis of the performance of assessment 
questionnaire scales of 5, 7,9, 11 and 20 intervals, resulting in: 
7.1 The conclusion that 7-interval fully labelled scales held the highest 
discrimination and range in both bipolar and unipolar formats for pointing 
device assessment. 
7.2 The conclusion that the use of other scales such as the 20 interval NASA-tlx 
scale may be invalid for pointing device assessment. 
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Chapter 8 - A new method for validating methods suitable for assessing the performance 
of assistive technology pointing devices during direct interaction on a 'real world' 
interface, resulting in: 
8.1 A new experimentally determined method of degrading the known benchmark 
performance of a hand mouse that mimics assistive technology pointing 
devices. 
8.2 A new experimentally determined validation of the full assessment method in 
this work using the benchmark performance of a hand mouse mimicking 
assistive technology pointing devices. 
Chapters 10 and 11 - The experimental application of the new method suitable for 
assessing the performance of assistive technology pointing devices during direct 
interaction on a 'real world' interface to hand, head and eye based pointing devices, 
resulting in: 
10.1 The task domain has no effect on the performance of hand, head and eye based 
pointing. 
10.2 Hand based pointing has higher objective performance and higher subjective 
satisfaction than head and eye based pointing. 
10.3 Head based pointing has higher objective performance and higher subjective 
satisfaction than eye based pointing. 
10.4 Multimodal selection operation has higher objective performance and higher 
subjective satisfaction than mono modal selection operation. 
11.1 For equivalent objective performance head based pointing requires larger 
target sizes than hand based pointing. 
11.2 For equivalent objective performance eye based pointing requires larger target 
sizes than hand and head based pointing. 
11.3 For equivalent objective performance monomodal selection operation requires 
larger targets than multi modal object selection. 
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11.4 Objective perfonnance reduces with increasing complexity of object 
manipulation requirements for head and eye based pointing. 
11.5 Interfaces designed for head and eye based manipulation should use 
unrestricted in preference to restricted object manipulation characteristics. 
11.6 Objective perfonnance increases with increasing user experience for head and 
eye based pointing. 
11.7 For equivalent objective perfonnance eye based pointing requires considerably 
more user experience than the head based pointing. 
11.8 The objective perfonnance of head based pointing can approach the objective 
perfonnance of hand based pointing if object sizes are sufficiently large, 
multimodal object selection is used, and users are sufficiently experienced. 
11.9 The objective perfonnance of eye based pointing can approach the objective 
perfonnance of hand and head based pointing if object sizes are sufficiently 
large, multimodal object selection is used, and users are sufficiently 
experienced. 
11.10 Control over object size is a method of perfonnance enhancement that could 
be applied to head, and particularly eye based pointing, that would greatly 
enhance the objective perfonnance of these devices. 
Chapter 12 - Based on these findings, the enhancement of head and eye based pointing 
devices with a new interface magnification tool for the magnification of interface target 
objects during direct interaction with the interface. 
Chapters 13 and 14 - The experimental application of the new method for assessing the 
performance of assistive technology pointing devices during direct interaction on a 'real 
world' interface on the enhanced head and eye based devices, resulting in: 
13.1 The task domain has an effect on the perfonnance of enhanced eye based 
pointing due to the use of the magnification enhancement. 
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13.2 Objective performance and subjective satisfaction increases marginally for 
enhanced head based pointing due to the ability to control object size being 
only partially beneficial to a moderately accurate pointing device. 
13.3 Objective performance and subjective satisfaction increases appreciably for 
enhanced eye based pointing due to the ability to control object size 
overcoming a highly inaccurate pointing device. 
13.4 The benefits of controlling the new magnification tool outweighed the costs. 
13.5 A disproportionate objective performance increase for eye based pointing 
resulting in the removal of the dominance of device choice for maximum 
assistive technology device performance, allowing users to choose either head 
or eye based pointing devices for interaction. 
13.6 Enhanced devices have higher subjective satisfaction than non-enhanced 
standard devices. 
14.1 Greater magnification is used in inverse proportion to object size, resulting in 
objects being magnified to a near constant target size irrespective of their 
original size. 
14.2 Objects were not magnified sufficiently to achieve parity of performance with 
hand based pointing. 
14.3 For low and medium experience eye based pointing users a single control 
modality was best used controlling magnification rather than selection, and for 
all other devices and experience levels, a single control modality was best used 
controlling selection. 
14.4 Eye based pointing supported with high experience subjects, the maximum 
number of supporting modalities and magnified large object sizes can exceed 
the performance of head based pointing and approach the baseline hand based 
pointing performance. 
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15.3 Contribution of this research 
The performance of and reasons why eye and head based pointing devices seem to exhibit 
poor performance during direct manipulation with a standard graphical user interface had 
not previously been fully determined, and possible methods of enhancing the performance 
of these devices to near parity with basic hand mouse interaction had not been 
investigated. In addition, no validated method for determining the performance of these 
devices and determining possible enhancements to these devices had been demonstrated. 
The contribution of this work was to address these questions and present a validated 
assessment method for eye and head based pointing, and hence give a full investigation of 
eye and head based pointing direct manipulation on a standard graphical user interface 
during 'real world' interaction. From this a target object magnification performance 
enhancement was determined such that the performance of these devices could approach 
that of basic hand mouse interaction. 
This work contributed an assessment method and evaluated enhancement to eye and head 
based pointing that allowed users with a high-level motor disability to approach the direct 
interaction performance of all other hand based pointing users. 
15.4 A discussion on eye-based interaction design 
With the outcomes of this work recommendations and conclusions on magnification and 
cursor control can be drawn to aid eye gaze based interaction with graphical user 
interfaces. These recommendations may be addressed in two areas, the first aiding 
interaction with pre-existing standard graphical user interfaces by the use of additional 
gaze interaction assisting tools, and the second aiding interaction with specially designed 
interfaces produced specifically for eye gaze manipulation by forming design guidelines 
for these interfaces. 
Examining what tools could be added to pre-existing graphical interfaces this work has 
shown that the addition of a target magnification tool can greatly enhance performance. In 
this work the tool was controlled manually via a simple switch, with step-wise increases in 
magnification (xl, x2, x4, x8 and so on) requiring a button press for each increase or 
decrease in magnification level. This approach contains task time and possible interaction 
error penalties, as well as possibly increasing the effort required to control the 
magnification tool, as often several presses may be required for a user to achieve the 
required level of magnification. Hence a design recommendation would be to add some 
knowledge of the objects on the interface to the magnification enhancement. Perhaps the 
magnification enhancement could scan the interface and determine object positions and 
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sizes (one method would be to employ Microsoft Active Accessibilityl software to 
achieve this). With knowledge of the pointing accuracy of eye gaze and the size of the 
interface object under or closest to the cursor, when the user presses the zoom switch the 
magnification enhancement would automatically generate sufficient magnification to 
make the target object large enough to select. This work has shown that given the 
magnification tool, all target sizes are magnified to a near-constant 1.7° visual angle at 
60cm from the screen (Table 14.2), so the automated magnification level could be set to 
near this figure, irrespective of the original target object size. This would remove the need 
for multiple switch presses to control magnification levels. Operation of the magnification 
tool could also be enhanced for users who cannot operate a switch and who use dwell 
selection. Here as the cursor is held steady on or near a target and the dwell selection time 
starts to expire, the magnification tool could zoom into the target to magnify the target to a 
near-constant 1.7° (Table 14.2) just before an automatic dwell selection is generated, thus 
increasing dwell selection accuracy and removing the need for the user to control the 
magnification enhancement at all. Such 'auto-zoom' could be further enhanced and 
automated by monitoring both the eye gaze pattern on the screen near a target object 
together with the size of that object. If the interest of the user in the target can be 
determined (via gaze pattern analysis) then the target may be magnified automatically 
purely via the level of interest detected by the gaze patterns around that object. This work 
addressed magnification by magnifying the complete interface screen centred on the 
cursor location, but magnification could be employed only within the vicinity of the cursor 
(rather like a 'fish-eye' view or magnification lens attached to the cursor). Again this 
magnification could be automated and dynamic as described above, and only be invoked 
once user interest in an object is determined. 
Another approach to enhancing pre-existing interfaces would be to use a 'virtual' 
magnification scheme. Here no actual magnification of the screen is caused, instead the 
area of effect of the cursor is enlarged (an 'area' cursor). Thus once the user invokes a 
magnification either voluntarily or by the tool automatically generating a magnification 
(as described previously above) the cursor is magnified to cover a larger area, thus 
encompassing any small object within a given radius of the existing cursor position. This 
would produce an effect very similar to magnifying the screen, but without the need to do 
so, so leaving the entire screen available for manipulation. 
A separate but related issue concerns the amount of cursor positional corrections made 
during eye interaction. Due to the inaccuracy of pointing with the eye, users produce jitter 
of the cursor position as the eye flicks onto the intended target, but due to tracking 
I http://msdn.microsoft.comllibrary/default.asp?url=l1ibrary/en-us/msaalmsaastart_9w2t.asp (1212005) 
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inaccuracies the cursor remains a little off target. The eye is then drawn to the cursor and 
its inaccurate position, thus moving the tracked gaze position, and thus displacing the 
cursor further. These positional control corrections were the main source of low 
efficiency for the eye mouse (Figures 10.3, 10.4) and were present for both smaller and 
larger target object sizes (Figures 11.2, 11.3). Even with the magnification enhancement 
applied (Figures 13.3, 13.4) these control corrections were still evident, although reduced. 
One method of reducing these positional control corrections would be to use a secondary 
cursor or 'puck' object. The puck would be drawn around and highlight any object that 
was the last object that was closest to the eye driven cursor, and would indicate which 
object would be manipulated or selected by any button press or dwell click generated, 
irrespective of where the actual eye driven cursor has subsequently moved to. Once the 
puck is located on the target that the user wishes to manipulate then the eye is free to move 
away from fixing on that object, but the object is still subject to any selection actions as 
the puck will remain on that object. This detaches the eye cursor away from the object 
and frees the eye to receive information from the interface at any position, rather than 
tethering the eye to the object during its manipulation. The decision on which object the 
puck is placed around can be determined by monitoring object locations on the interface 
and gaze patterns of the user around objects, as described previously, with the object that 
receives most gaze attention being highlighted by the puck, or the puck 'snapping-on' to 
the closest object. This also enhances dwell selection as it allows accumulative dwell 
times by allowing gaze to leave and re-enter a target object without the cursor losing focus 
on that target. The puck may also be used with target magnification and area cursor 
techniques as described previously, with the puck being placed instead of a selection being 
generated after magnification. Selection of the highlighted target can then take place at 
any time irrespective of the gaze position of the user. 
Another method of addressing the distraction of the cursor and the control corrections that 
are generated would be to hide or remove the visible cursor completely. Thus the eye 
would not be drawn to an inaccurate cursor but could maintain gaze on the intended target 
object. Due to tracking inaccuracies the non-visible cursor may not be on the intended 
target, and there would be no way the user could see that they were not locating the cursor 
on the target. However, this can be solved by employing the automated zoom 
magnification methods described earlier. If the target object were magnified quite 
considerably (perh~~s ~ a greater extent than found by the work here using a visible 
cursor) then the non-visible cursor would always be encompassed by the magnified object, 
thus enabling accurate selection. This approach of non-visible cursor and large (always 
obtainable) magnified targets has the further benefit of 'fooling' the user into believing 
that all target objects can easily be selected, and that there are no pointing inaccuracies 
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when using eye based pointing. This could dramatically improve user acceptance of gaze 
based interaction. 
Turning to recommendations for specially designed interfaces that are produced 
specifically for eye gaze manipulation opens a wider range of design possibilities. From 
this work it is clear that perhaps the most effective change would be to design an interface 
comprised solely of large target objects. Clearly this would resolve any eye gaze based 
pointing inaccuracies. However this would impact on available interface screen area and 
the number of buttons and menus the interface could display, and thus would probably 
give a trade-off in usability between device performance and interface utility. Examining 
the results of this work shows that if objects were larger than approximately 1.7° visual 
angle at 60cm from the screen (Table 14.2) then manipulation by eye gaze should become 
usable and approach hand and head based manipUlation. Hence an interface could be 
designed with no object subtending less than 1.70 to give ease of manipulation via eye 
gaze, but also with no objects subtending excessively greater angles than 1.70 as this 
would allow the maximum number of objects to be fitted onto the screen. 
The opportunity to design a custom interface for gaze manipulation would allow the 
removal of specific manipulation types. Referring back to Section 11.4 of this work 
(Table 11.1) showed that performance was degraded considerably when attempting to 
manipulate objects that required double clicks, dragging, and restricted manipulation', 
These can all be addressed by a new interface. Double clicks can be replaced by single 
clicks, dragging could be replaced by a 'cut' and 'paste' move where the object is not 
visible and not attached to the cursor and hence the eye position during the drag (where it 
distracts the user during dragging), and finally all restriction on retaining the cursor within 
a target or menu during manipulation can be removed. (It is still not clear why restricted 
manipulation is present on any graphical user interface, as it offers no apparent advantages 
and often causes manipulation difficulties). 
Another method of enhancing performance on custom designed interfaces for eye gaze 
manipulation would be the use of probability in object manipulation. Here the interface 
I As described in Chapter 4, there are three basic forms of pointing device object manipUlation on a 
Windows interface. T~se ~re a single click on an object, a double click on an object, and a drag of an 
object. These actions cah be ei~her restricted, ,where cursor movement is confined within the area of the 
object to retain cont~ol of that ?bject,.or unrestrICted whe:e cursor movement may move from the object and 
then return to the object and stl~1 reta~n control of.that object. For example, a button object on the Windows 
interface has unrestricted mantpulallon as, prOVIded the mouse button is held down the cursor may b 
moved away from the button and returned without losing permanent control of the b~tton. In cont t e 
d 'I' ras,a hypertext link has restrict~ mantpu attOn, as any. movement of the cursor away from the object with the 
mouse button held down wIll lose control of the object. 
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could accumulate a history of object usage in differing task contexts and hence build a 
model of 'typical' interaction during a given task which would allow the prediction of 
which target object or subset of target objects are most likely to be manipulated next. For 
example, it is probable that after performing a 'print preview' a user is likely to either 
select 'print' or 'cancel' rather than any other action. Hence the most probable targets for 
the next manipulation could be temporarily magnified to aid selection - thus the zoom 
magnification tool would be an intrinsic part of the interface rather than an add-on. Also 
any dwell times required to select 'more probable' targets may be made shorter than dwell 
times for 'less probable' targets. In addition, this metric of probability could be applied to 
any of the magnification, area cursor or puck techniques described previously. Of these 
the puck technique is of interest - if the puck could jump automatically to the next most 
probable object then no pointing and only selection clicks would be required, with any 
erroneous predictions ignored by manipulation of alternate objects in the usual way. 
This approach of probability could allow the interface to be designed from the outset with 
improbable objects placed adjacent to each other with little spacing, and probable targets 
spaced far apart. When the inaccurate eye gaze cursor is in close proximity with a 
probable and improbable object placed next to each other the probable object of the group 
will automatically be selected. By placing two similar probability objects sufficiently far 
apart (greater than the pointing inaccuracy of eye gaze) the object of the pair that the user 
wishes to manipulate can always be determined as the cursor will always be closer to one 
or other of the objects. Such an approach where objects that are likely to be selected in a 
sequence are widely spaced on the interface can only be effective for eye gaze input 
devices as the eye exhibits a ballistic type of movement (the further the distance, the more 
rapid the movement). Hence (as discussed in Section 3.2) these devices are not true Fitt's 
Law devices and the distance needed to be travelled between objects does not greatly 
affect movement time or performance. 
A final approach to interface design would be to use very large target objects (greater than 
1.7° visual angle at 60cm from the screen) to give a high ease of selection, and also to 
address the problem of only being able to fit a few large objects on the screen, by 
producing a dynamically changing interface. Such an interface would initially present a 
few large targets, and based on which target object was selected the interface would then 
be redrawn with a Aew_set of objects representing the next logical steps for interaction 
\ . , 
with this process of layers under layers of objects continuing indefinitely. Such an 
approach has been discussed for keyboard and simple task entry (Section 2.6, Figures 2.8 
and 2.9) but this could be extended to the full function of the interface. This approach 
opens a new area of interfaces for eye gaze control that could offer greater performance 
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for eye interaction than any other interaction type, by the use of eye gaze to 'fly' into a 3-
dimensional interface. Here the user appears to fly into the interface with the flight path 
guided by where they are gazing, as small (and hence the possibility of many) objects 
appear in the distance so the user gazes toward the objects they wish to manipulate and is 
'flown' toward them so that the objects become larger in the field of view until the point 
where the required object is 'flown through' for selection. Such an interface has been 
attempted (Bates et. aI., 2005) where preliminary results found that eye gaze offered 
greater performance than hand. 
15.5 Conclusions 
This work posed the question could eye and head based interaction performance approach 
that of basic hand mouse interaction. Eye and head based pointing devices are often used 
by high-level motor disabled people to enable computer interaction in the place of a 
standard desktop hand mouse. However, the performance of these devices when used for 
direct manipulation on a standard graphical user interface has generally been regarded as 
poor in comparison to that of a standard desktop hand mouse, putting users of head and 
eye mice at a disadvantage when interacting with computers. 
The performance of eye and head based pointing devices during direct manipulation on a 
standard graphical user interface had not previously been fully investigated, and the 
reasons why these devices seemed to demonstrate poor performance had not been 
determined in detail. Few proven methods had been demonstrated and investigated that 
enhanced the performance of these devices based on their performance during direct 
manipulation. In addition, no validated assessment method had been constructed to allow 
such an investigation. 
This work addressed these questions by constructing and verifying a test method suitable 
for the detailed performance assessment of eye and head based assistive technology 
pointing devices. It then used this method to determine the factors influencing the 
performance of eye and head based pointing devices during direct manipulation. After 
identifying these factors, this work hypothesised, and then demonstrated that applying 
suitable methods for addressing these factors did result in enhanced performance for eye 
and head based pointing devices. It showed that the performance of these enhanced 
devices does approach the performance of a standard desktop hand mouse when the 
benefits of highly experienced users, a supporting modality for object manipulation, and a 
supporting interface enhancement for control over object size are available. 
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This work posed and addressed the question 'could eye and head based interaction 
performance approach that of basic hand mouse interaction' by showing that with zoom 
enhancement eye and head based interaction performance can approach that of basic hand 
mouse interaction, and hence be a viable and usable interaction method for people with 
high-level motor disabilities. 
15.6 Future work 
This work has continued after this thesis with the extension of eye and head based 
pointing for users with high level motor disabilities to interaction with 3-dimensional 
environments (Bates and Istance 2004). Based on this and other eye-based work the 
author has also extended this work by being invited to join the managing Steering Board 
and also lead a key Work Package on the European Union 6th Framework Infom1ation 
Society Technologies "Communication by Gaze Interaction" (COGAIN) Network of 
Excellence l • This five year €3 million research project has gathered Europe's leading 
expertise in eye tracking integration with computers into a research project on assistive 
technologies for citizens with motor impairments. The project aims to improve existing 
gaze-based interaction techniques, and facilitate the implementation of cutting edge eye 
gaze based systems for everyday communication. Major parts of this work will be 
integrated into this European project, including the surveys of eye based systems from 
Chapter 2, the assessment method presented in Chapters 3 to 8 and the magnification 
enhancement presented and examined in Chapters 9 to 14. 
1 COGAIN: www.cogain.org 
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Table A4.1 Typical Windows interface objects 
Typical Windows interface objects 
Object name Representation Function 
Static Text Stalic tlllCt Show information 
-
Picture / animation 
, Show information 
Group Box Ct. ] Group objects 
__ n-
Progress Indicator IIIIIII I Show information 
~ -~ 
Text characters Hello Display text, allow editing of text 
Spin button .:.:.J Change spin value 
Drop down list button .:.J Show or hide list 
List box item ~P.ricl N.JrCtl'l I Picks item from list 
Window control button ~ Control window size, close window 
Check Box [i Check Set true/fa lse value 
Radio Button r R~io Set one value from a set 
Scrollbar button ..:J Scroll slider 
Scroll bar slider 3 Scroll slider 
. 
Scrollbar channel 
~ Scroll slider 
•• 
Standard toolbar button ~ Start command action 
Edit Box [f.i"i Input of text 
Window size Control :&J Resize window 
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Menu Menu tielp Select one command action from a set 
Textual hypertext link Internet Move to new page 
Command Button SLiton Start command action 
Window title bar W Mlcro5oft Word Move/size application window 
Start menu entry -I Start application or display menu entry 
Task bar button Give application focus 
Icon Start application 
Graphic hypertext link Move to new page 
Large toolbar button ~ Home Start command action 
Scroll Bar ::l 
..:.J 
Scroll window contents 
Spin control Increment/decrement a value 
List box Group objects, allow selection of objects 
Drop down list box Group objects, allow selection of objects 
Tab control Tab 1 Select one page 
Window Container for objects 
Soft keyboard key Generate keyboard input 
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Table A4.2 Taxonomy of Windows active fundamental objects 
POinting device 
Taxonomy of Windows active fundamental objects Interaction area interaction 
Restricted Un -
restricted 
s:: ~ 
.9 "- 0 <u I:l ~ E: 'a s:: s:: c ..:a( ~ I:l i: s:: .9 .9 ~ .~ "ti s:: <u 
·9 .9- 0 ... "ti "ti 0 ~ ... b I:l 8 ~ ~ ~ <u "- u "- -'=l ~ ~ 
.:E' & s:: ~ <u <u ~ ;:s ~ Li: t: .t! c "- Cs a ~ Q ....... ..., Ci3 Q Q Ci3 
Text 
Display text, allow Text character SI ./ ./ ./ 
Hello editing of text 
Spin button ..:..J Change spin value Button area SI ./ 
Drop down list 
.:.J Show or hide list Button area S2 ./ button 
Scrollba 
.:J Scroll slider Button area S2 ./ r button 
Window control ~ Control window size, Button area S2 ./ button close window 
Scrollbar slider =:J Scroll slider Slider area S2 ./ 
Scrollbar channel 
.-J Scroll slider Channel area S2 ./ 
.1 
r Radio Set one value from a Circle and text S2 ./ Radio Button set area 
r Check Set true/false value Box and text S2 ./ Check Box area 
Textual hypertext Internet Move to new page Text area S2 ./ 
link 
List box item ~",..tWtOllll Picks item from list Item area S2 ./ ./ 
Edit Box ~ Input of text Text area S2 ./ 
Standard tool bar ~ Start command action Button area S3 ./ 
button 
Window size 
.A Resize window Lined area S3 ./ Control 
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Tab Tab 1 I Select one page Tab area S3 ./ 
Menu Menu J::ielp 
Select one command 
action from a set Text area S3 ./ 
Command Button Button I Start command action Button area S3 ./ 
Task bar button 8 D:\My Res .. ,,:hlO··· 1 Give application Bulton area S3 ./ focus 
Start menu entry 1 !l- ·1 Start application or 
Menu entry S3 ./ display menu entry area 
Window title bar l!I~n~l·r!·II1.1 Move/size application Title bar area S3 ./ ./ window 
Graphic hypertext ~ Move to new page Graphic area S4 ./ link 
Soft keyboard key 0 Generate text Key area S4 ./ 
Icon ~ Start application Icon area S4 ./ ./ 
MyC~'" 
Large toolbar ~ Start command action Button area S4 ./ 
button Home 
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Table A4.3 Test tasks 
E Pointing device interaction 
-c 
.= i!> Un-
o .0 0 Restricted 
e o bI) restricted C I\) 
0 
U 
0-
Task description Object used '- '" 
....: ~ ~ ~ I\) I\) 
f-
1\)'- 00"6 ::CoW 
I\) 
- '" l 00"6 l C ;:;J (,) - .5 :.:: 8~ .5 :.:: Vl (,) Vl (,) 
1 Click the [Start] button on the task bar 
Task bar S3 ./ button 
2 
Open the Programs menu by clicking the Start menu S3 ./ [Programs] icon on the start menu entry 
3 
Start Word by clicking the [Microsoft Word] Start menu S3 -/ 
icon from the start menu (maximised) entry 
4 
Click the [Soft Keyboard] button on the task Task bar S3 ./ 
bar button 
5 
Resize Word by double clicking the window Window S3 ./ 
title bar title bar 
6 
Move the Word window to the top left of the Window S3 
screen by dragging the window title bar title bar ./ 
Resize the Word window to fill the top 2/3 of Window 
7 the screen by dragging the bottom right size size control S3 0/ 
handle 
8 Click the [File] menu Menu S3 ./ 
9 Click the [Open] menu item Menu S3 ./ 
10 
Double click the [Test File.doc] filename in List box S2 ./ 
the list box item 
11-
Type [The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy Keyboard 
55 
dog.] at the top of the document using [Shift] for key S4 ./ 
the capital at the start 
56 
Highlight the word [fox] by double clicking Text SI -/ 
the word 
57 Click the [Format] menu Menu S3 ./ 
58 Click the [Font] menu item Menu S3 ./ 
59- Click on the [Up] and [Down] scrollbar Scroll bar S2 
61 buttons 3 times to display the [Courier] font buttons 
-/ 
62 
Click on the [Courier] font name to change List box S2 
the font item 
-/ 
63 Click the [Strikethrough] check box Check box S2 -/ 
64 Click the [Character spacing] tab Tab S3 ./ 
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65-
Click the [Up] spin button of the [Position] 
66 
spin control two times to set the text position Spin button SI ./ 
to 2pt raised 
67 Click the [OK] button to close the dialog box 
Command S3 ./ button 
Click the [Copy] toolbar button to copy the Standard 
68 word [fox] toolbar S3 ./ button 
69 
Scroll to the bottom of the page by dragging Scrollbar S2 ./ 
the window scrollbar slider slidcr 
70 
Click in between the words [The] and Uumps] Text SI ./ 
to place the typing point between the words 
Standard 
71 Click the [Paste] toolbar button toolbar 
button 
S3 ./ 
72 Click the [File] menu Menu S3 ./ 
73 Click the [Save As] menu item Menu S3 ./ 
74- Type [test] for the tile name Keyboard S4 ./ 
77 button 
78 Click the [Save] button 
Command S3 ./ button 
Minimise the Soft Keyboard window by Window 
79 clicking the [Minimise] button on the window control S2 ./ 
title bar button 
Close Word by clicking the [Close] button on Window 
80 the window title bar 
control S2 ./ 
button 
81 Double click the [Test files] folder icon Icon S4 ./ 
82 
Drag the Word [test] file icon into the [Test 
files] folder window Icon S4 ./ 
83 Click the [Start] button on the task bar 
Task bar S3 ./ button 
84 
Open the Programs menu by clicking the Start menu S3 ./ [Programs] icon on the start menu entry 
Start Internet Explorer by clicking the Start menu 
85 [Internet Explorer] icon from the start menu entry S3 )( (windowed) 
86 
Maximise Internet Explorer by double Window S3 ./ 
clicking the window title bar title bar 
87 Click in the Internet Explorer address box Edit box S2 ./ 
88 
Click the [Soft Jaybo1trd] button on the task Task bar S3 
bar to show the Keyboard button ./ 
89-
Delete the existing address using [Backspace] and Keyboard 
type [c:\test\testl.htm] ([Shift] to access [:]) S4 
108 followed by [Return] key 
./ 
Minimise the Soft Keyboard window by Window 
)09 clicking the [Minimise] button on the window control S2 ./ 
title bar button 
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(pagel) Click on the [Next test page] Textual 
Ito hypertext S2 ./ hypertext link link 
(page2) Click on the [Next test page] Textual 
III hypertext S2 ./ hypertext link link 
112- (page3) Click on the [Down] scrollbar button Scroll bar S2 
114 three times to display the [Next test page] buttons 
./ 
(page3) Click on the [Next test page] Textual lIS hypertext S2 ./ hypertext link link 
116 
(page4) Click in the [Down] scroll bar channel Scrollbar S2 ./ 
to display the [Next test page] hypertext link buttons 
(page4) Click on the [Next test page] Textual 
1I7 hypertext S2 ./ hypertext link link 
1I8 
(pageS) Drag the scrollbar slider down to Scrollbar S2 ./ display the [Next page] graphical hypertext slidcr 
(pageS) Click on the [Next page] graphical Graphic 
1I9 hypertext S4 ./ hypertext link link 
(page6) Click on the [Next page] graphical Graphic 
120 hypertext link 
hypertext S4 ./ 
link 
Internet 
121- (page7) Click the [Back] toolbar button 6 Explorer S4 ./ 
126 times until you see the [Test page I] page Tool bar button 
127 (pagel) Click the [Favourites] menu Menu S3 ./ 
128 
(pagel) Click the [Test page 8] favourites Menu S3 ./ 
menu item 
129 
(page8) Highlight the text [fox] by dragging 
the cursor over the text 
Text SI ./ 
130 Click the [Edit] menu Menu S3 ./ 
I31 Click the [Copy] menu item Menu S3 ./ 
Scroll down the page by dragging the scroll bar Scrollbar 
132 slider to the [My Message] edit box containing the slider S2 ./ 
text [The ... jumps] 
Click in between [The] and Uumps] in the [My 
133 Message] edit box to place the typing point Text SI ./ 
between the words 
134 Click the [Edit] menu Menu S3 ./ 
13S Click the [Paste] menu item Menu S3 ./ 
136 Click on the [Message priority] button 
List box S2 button ./ 
137 Click on the [Urgent] list box item 
List box S2 item ./ 
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138 Click the [My Address] radio button Radio button S2 ./ 
139 Click the [Send Message] button 
Command S3 
-/ button 
140 Click the [File] menu Menu S3 ./ 
141 Click the [Save As] menu item Menu S3 ./ 
142 
Click the [Soft Keyboard] button on the task Task bar S3 
-/ bar to show the Keyboard button 
143- Type [test] in the filename edit box Keyboard S4 
-/ 146 key 
147 Click the [Save] button Command S3 ./ button 
Close Internet Explorer by clicking the Window 
148 [Close] button on the window title bar control S2 -/ button 
Minimise the Soft Keyboard window by Window 
149 clicking the [Minimise] button on the window control S2 ./ 
title bar button 
150 
Drag the Internet Explorer [test] file icon into Icon S4 
./ the [Test files] folder window 
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Figure A4.1 Pre-test set up 
L]j , est rile doc· ',"c losoll WOld "(iii Ei 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file , test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file , test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file , test file , test file . 
Test file, test file, test file , test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file , test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file , test file, test file, test file, test file , test file , test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, te st file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file , test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file , test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file , test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file , test file . 
Test file , test file, test file , test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test fil e. 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test fil e. 
Test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file, test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file , test file, test file , test file, test file . 
Test file , test file, test file, test file, test file , test file , test file , test file , test file . 
1/1 [At i.Scm Ln 1 Col 1 
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::!J ~Go 
Test page 1 
No one would have beiieved in the lilt yean of the ninettenth century that this world WI . beD'\i witched keenly and clo.ely by tnt e1haen '" "eater 
than man's and yet as mortal as his own; that a. men bwied them.eNe. about their v ariOUI conctnu lhey were Icrubnl.ed and . l\Ichd. perh p. 
aImort as narrowly as a man with a microscope might .crutinise the b'lllIient creature. that swann and mulbply in a dtop o(wlt.,r 
Next test page Internet Explorer 
test pages 
.:.. 
, 
'1 
I 
,1
1 
II 
I 
; 
I 
.:.J 
j 
.. 
::!J ~O • 
Test page 2 
Then came the night of the first falling Jtar. ltwa •• cen early in the morTUll&. rwtuna over WWlChe.ter eastward . • bne of Dime N.ah In the atmosphere 
Hundrods mUJI havo , oon it, and taktn it for III ordinaty falling ...... Albin deocnbed iI "' I.",ina I sr .. nuh ,tr .. le b.lund d thl! alowed for '0""" 
second •. 
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Test page 3 
I found _little crowd of perhaps twenty people NlTouodina. the huge hole in which the cylinder lay, I hive already ducnbed the appearance ortha' 
colollal bulk, embedded in the ground. The turf IfId aravel about it seemed charred AI irby a ,udden explosion. No doubt Itt unpaci hid eluted. 
flash offire . Hen&non and Ogilvy were not there. I think. they perceived that nothing WI, to be done for the present , and had aone away to 
breakfast at Henderson'. house. 
There were four 01" five boys sitting on the edge of tile pit. with their fcct danaJin&. IOd lIl1u.in& them.etve. · ·oobl I flopped them •• !:>,. throW\l'\& 
. tone. at the giant m ..... Afttr I had 1J'01cen to them about it. they beaan pl.yina at touch in and out or the iJoup orby'tandcn 
Amoll8 the .. were a couple or cyclist •. a jobbing gardener I employed ,ometime,. a pi clll'ryins a baby. Greaa the butcher and ha, bt~. boy. and 
two or three loafer. and s olfeaddic. who were lccu.tomcd to hans. about the raitway II,tion, There WI. very IittJe laDdtta F ew ortha conUllOn 
people in England had anything but the vaguest astronomical ideu in thole day •. MOlt of them were .lNina. qUIetly I I the bt.a tlblebkc end orthe 
cylinder. which wa, IIiII I. Ogjlvy and Hender.on had letl it. J fancy 1he popular expectation or a heap or charred corp ... WI' dllappo .. ed at ~ .. 
inanimate bulk.. Some went away while I wu there. and other people came. 1 clambered into the pit Ind ranoed 1 heard, famt movement Wlder my 
fee t The top had certainly ceased to fotate. 
It was only when 1 got thus close to it that the strangenen of this object was at all e'l1dcnt to me At the fir,t &lance It WII really no more ex Uana 
than an overturned carriage or a b"ee blown aeron the road Not.o much '0, ItIdced It looked l:Lk.e I Nlty aa. 80l t It required a tert'", .mount f 
.elenbhc education to perceive that the flIey .cale of the 1Nn.a wu no common oxide, that the yeDoW1lh~wtute metal thll aJearned iI\ the crack 
between the 'd and the cylinder IIlId an uNamiliar ho.. 'Extra-terre.trial' had no meanins ror moll or the onlook", 
At that time it was quite clear in my own mind that the Thina had come from the planet Min, bUl l judaed it improbable that it contained IlIlY ~wl& 
creature. 
Next test page 
rrr r. -
Test page 4 
When I retwned to the common the sun was setting. Scattered group. were hunyina from the direction ofWolana. and one or two penON were 
returning. The crowd about the pit had increued. and stood out black qUut the JemonyeDow oCthe .k,y·~ a couple of hundred people, perhapi 
There were raised VOiCes, and some .ort of struggle appeared to be going on about the pit. Sb"ange imag,ning. palled throua,h my mmd 
A.J I drew nearer I heard Stent'. voice: "Keep blck.1 Keep backl' A boy came nmnina loward. me. "It'. l~movin '" he .aid to me a. he plued, 'a. 
screwin' and a-screWlfl' out 1 don't like it. rm a-aom' tome, I am. 'I went on to the crowd There were reaDy. 1 should lhdc.. two Of tlv'ee hundred 
people elbowing and joJtlin& one another, the one or two ladies there beine by no mew the least Ictwe 'He', faIlen an the Pit " coed .ome one 
'Keep backl ' said several The crowd swayed Iittie, and I elbowed my way through. Every one . eemed grutly excited. I hOII'd I peculiar 
h...ntnin& sound from the pit 1 .. yl' said Ogjlvy; 'help keep the .. idiot. blClc. W. don' know whit', in the coruo, .. ded than&. you knowl' I sa", a 
yoq man. a shop assisunt in W olcing I be'eye he was. standing on the cylinder and trying to scramble out or the hoi. liain The crowd hid 
pushed him in. The end of the cylinder was being screwed out from within. Nelll'ly two feet or .hinina " rew projec ted. Somebody blundered Ii"'''t 
me, and I narrowly missed being pitched onto the top of the Icrew. I turned, and al l did.o the .crew mu.t have come out . for the bd of the cylin&r 
feD upon the gravel with I rin,gi:n,g concw.ion. I stuck my elbow into the penon behind me, and turned my head toward. the 1bina J,&a.an F Or'I 
moment that circular caYily seemed perrec~ blatlc. I had the lUIlIet in my ey ... 
I think. everyone expected to see I man emerge ~·poI Jlbly . omething I tittle unlike w terrutrial men. but in aD ellenbai. a man 1 know I did But, 
loolcing. I pre.e~ saw .omething stirring within the .lIlIdow: iJey;.b billowy moyement>. one aboye another. and then two iusrunou. dulu--ilke 
eye •. The •• omethingre.embling llitt1e 61ey make. Ibout the tbickneu or a walkina stick. coaed up out or1he wnthu1a rruddle. and wnaaJed U\ the 
air towards me·-and then another. 
A sudden chiD came over me. There was a loud shriek from a woman behind I half turned. keeping my eye. fixed upon the cylinder . tiD, &om wru h 
other tentacle, were now projecting, and began pwhing my way back.lrom the edge of the pit I saw Astonishment &lVU'I& place to hOlTor on dIe 
face. of tile people about me. I be .. d io.wticu1ate exclamations on aD side •. There was. aeneral movement backwards. 1 .aw the .hopman 
nruggIing IIiII on the edge or1he pit. I round mY1Clfalone. and uw 1he people on the other .ide orthe pit runnmg olf. Stent among them J looked 
agasn at the eybnder, and ungovernable terror med me. I stood petri6ed lind .tam,g. 
Nelltestpa,ge 
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After the gIimp.e I had had of the Martian. emeraina from the cylinder in which they had come 10 the earth from ther pl."el .Iood oCr.,con •• on 
paraly,ed my a Cb ODJ . I remained rtaod&n,g knee-deep in the heather. Jtarina at the mound that. hid them. 1 wa. a batt1earound of fear IUld c uno ld), 
I did not dare to go back towards the pit. but I fell a pauionatc lon.gjng to peer inl:O it. I bcglll walking. therefore. If! • bta curve, lee.krIa , om" pow" 
of vantage and conti:nually looking at the sand heaps that hid the.e new-comers to our ellth. Once: • leash of thin black whip •• like: the amu of an 
<>ctopus , Bashed across the sunset and wu immediately withdrawn. and afterward. I thin rod rOIC up. jou\l by JOins. bc:anna alltJ apex a cnular 
disk that .pun with a wobblina moti"" What could be i0ina on there? 
Mort of the spectators had gathered tn one or two group. None I little crowd towards W oklng. the other I knot of people 11 the chre bon of 
Chobham. Evidently they shared my mental conflict. There wtre few near me. One man 1 approached he Waf, I perceived. I neiahbour or mule, 
though I did not know hi, name and accosted. But it WI. scarcely a time for articulate converution. 'Whal ualy brute, I' he ,aad 'Good Oodl 'Wbal 
ugly brutul' He repeated thi. over and over again. 
'Did you ,ee I man in !he pit?' I .aid; but he made no answer to that. We became rilenl , and 'tood Wltchi:ng ror. tJme ride by .. de , denvulio l 
fmcy. iii certain comfort 11"1 one another's company. Then I shifted my position to a lttle knoll that ,ave me the advanlaae or. ywd or mOl' or 
elevation and when I looked for him presently he WIS waDcina towardJ Wokrla. 
Th, .unset faded to twilight before anytbioa further h.ppened. The crowd for IWlY on th, lea, loward. Wokina, ",mod to Ilfow, and I h .. rd now 
a faint murmur from it. The titde knot of people towards Chobham di.pened. There was scnely an rmmabon of movement from the pit 
It wu thi., as much al anything, that gave people courqe. and I suppose the new arrivab from Wokina also helped to re . tore confidence AI any 
rate . as the dusk came on a slow. intermittent movement upon the . and pit. beaan, a movement that seemed to lather force II the .tJI1neu oCthe 
evening about the cylinder rema&ncd Wlbroken. Vertical black figl.ru in twOf and threu would advance, .top. watch. and advInce 1r&1W\, .prcadul.a 
out as they did . 0 in a thin irregular crescent that promised to enclose the pit in (u attenuated hom. I, too, on my SIde beaM to move tOWArd. the 
pit. 
Then I saw some cabmen and others had walked boldly into the sand pits, and heard the claner ofhooC. and the ande or wheell I IIW .l.d 
trurldlina olfthe barrow of apples. And then. within thirty yards oCthe pit, Idvancina from the direction oCSorsea, J noted • kt~e bl. ck luIot oCmen, 
the foremost of whom was waving I white Bag. 
nus was the Deputation. There had been a hasty consultation, and m ce the Martian. were evidently, in 'pite orlhclI n:pul. ive roem., Iflltlhatl'll 
..:. 
creatures, it had been resolved to show them. by approaching them with sianal., that we 100 were inletbienL. -
r r.-... 
Inl fl lnl"lI XlllUlt'1 
Test page 6 
It js stin. a matter of wonder how the Martian. are able to slay men so swiftly and 10 . aendy. Many think that in .ome WIY they ate a Ie 10 ae-ner.le 
an intense heat in a chamber of practicaDy absolute non· conductivity. This intense heat they project in • parallel bum lilUut any object they 
choose, by mean. of. polished plI'abolic mirTor of unknown compotition, much •• the parabolic muTor or a kghthou.e projectJ • beam orkght 
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Test page 7 
For my own part. I remember nothing of my flight except the sueu ofbh.lldcrina liamst b'ee. and .tumbling throUih the heather All.bout me 
gathered the invisible terrors of the Maruaru:; that pible ... word ofheu seemed whittina: to and fro. OOUlUtuna oycrhaad before II duccndod and 
smote me out of life . I came irto the road between the crcuroad. and HoneU, and ran along this to the crouroad. 
Allast I could 8 0 no further. I WI. exhausted with the violence of my emotion and of my flight, and I nasaered and rea by the way.ide That wa. 
near the bridge that crosst . the canal by the gasworks. I fcU and lay .bIt. 
I mutt have remained there lome tine . 
I sal up •• b'an,gely perplexed. For a moment, perhap •• I could not clearty ~derrtand how t came there My telTo.. had ran!!:n 6-om me hit •• a.-ment. 
My hat had gone, and my coDar had b\X1t away from itt fastener. A few minute. before. there had only been three re al dUng. before me~lhCl 
immensity oCthe: night and .pace and nature, my own fccblcnel ' and an,aui.h, and the ncar approach or deAth Now It W.I al aflomethma turned 
over, and the pow of view altered abruptly. There wu DO .ensible trlnlltion from one .. ate or fI1Uld to the other. ) WaJ ItTVTIcdialeiy the .elf of evc,y 
day again: a decent. ordinary citi.un. The silent common, the impulse of my flight. the Itartina Damel, were at {they had been tn • dream T •• ked 
myself had these latter things indeed happened? I couJd not credit it. 
It 'nltltnt'l (IIJlIIlltl" 
Test page 8 
71u quiet brow. fox Jump. 0"'" tho Jary dog. 
Th. mort extraordiruoty thing to my mind. o( III the rtr_ ond wonderful thingt thII happen,d upon that Friday, wu th, dovet...,. o(th, 
commonplace habits of our 10cial order with the first beainBnal of the lerie. of eventl that WI. to topple that loaal order held1Of\&. If on Fnda), 
night you had taken a pair o(comp ..... IIld drawn a circle with a radius o(five miles ro..,d tho Wolcina lind pill , I doubt If you would hlv, hId 
one human bctna outside it, unless it were .ome relation ofStent or of the three or four cycuu or London people Iyu\a dead on the common. who.e 
emotions or habits were at aU affected by the new-comen. Many people had heard of tile cyhnder, or cour.e, and talked about 1111\ thcu· le"we. uI 
it certainly did not make the .erullion thAt III ullimatum to Germany would ha., done 
In London that night poor Henderson'. t.legram de.cribina tho grldual urucr'wina oCthe .hot WI. ju<taed to b, • c", ... d, and Iu. ev.nona pap.r. 
after wiring for authentication from him and receiving no reply (the man was lciIled) decided not to print a . pecial edabon 
Even within the five -mile circle the great majority of people were inert I have alreldy delcnbed the: beMV1oW' of the men and women 10 whom I 
spoke. All over the district people were dining and suppina; working men wore aardenina after the labour. oCth. day, clulchn were b.ona put to 
bed. young people were wmderi:n.& throua;b the 1aneslove-makin.&. .tudentsrat over their boolu. 
Maybe there wa. I m1.l1Jlur in the Vlbae 'lTe~tJ. I no~lll1d do~ topic in the p~lic. hoUlCl, and here and there a meslenacr, or even an eye -
wltnell of the later occurrences, cauaed I whirl of excatement, I . houlllg. and II'UIlt'iII)i to and fro ~ but for the mOlt part the da&ly routine of WOI'kJna. 
eating. drinlcirlg, deepin,g. went on II it had done rOf eoundeu year. - •• though no planet MIt'S eJeined in the .ky. Even at Wob\g nabon atld 
HorseD and Chobharn that wu the Clse. 
,"''', 
\ 
M),message: IThe Jwupe . 
Meuage priority I Normol 
Addre:u : r. No address r My Iddreu r DifFerent addr'eu 
Send meu age Delete melloge 
rrrr ........ 
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Error page 
Oopsl You made an errorl 
Pre ll the 'Back' toolbar button to return to the te ll .. 
ifO--ono -~--- -------------~ 
re. t me, te .t me, te. t me, test file , te.t me, te. t file, te.t [ue, tes t ru., tett me, 
re. t file, test me, test me, test file, te , t file, te,t file, te,t file, test me, te st file , 
re. t file, test me, te. t me, test file, te . t file, te. t file , te .t file, te.t file , test file , 
rest me, test me, te. t me, test file, te . t file, telt file , te . t me, te . t rue, te.t file, 
re, t file, test file , test file , test file, te, t file , te. t file , tell file, te . t rue, test filo, 
re. t file, test me, test tile , test file , te.t file , te . t file , tell file, tes t file. tert me. 
r es t me, test me, tes t me, test file, test 61e, test file, te.t me, te . t file, tell file . 
re. t fi le, test file , test file , tert file, test file, te . t file, test file, te . t file , tOlt file . 
r"t file, test file, test file, test file , te . t file, te.t file, te.t file , te.t file, tell fi le. 
rest file , te st me, test me, test file, test file, test file, te.t fi le, te . t fil., test fil •. 
r .. t file, test me, test me, test file, tell file, tell fil., tell me, tell file , tOlt file . 
r"t test me, te.t file, test file , test file, te. t file , te . t file , te.t m., test me. 
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Table A4.4 Test marking sheet 
~ ~ 
-
~ ~ ~ :;::: Ii: .~ ~ <u <u .., 
Ii: .§ ~ ~]: .~ ~ ~ .., ~ ;u: ~ Task description - .., Ii: <u ~!. - -
->c: ts~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ 
.., o~ ~ ~ ~ ... c ~ !:: -u :;::: 
~ (3 
I 
Click the [Start] button on the task 
bar 
Open the [Programs] menu by 
2 clicking the [Programs] icon on the 
start menu 
Start Word by clicking the 
3 [Microsoft Word] icon from the 
start menu 
4 
Click the [WiViK soft keyboard] 
button on the task bar 
5 
Resize Word by double clicking the 
window title bar 
Move the Word window to the top 
6 left of the screen by dragging the 
window title bar 
Resize the Word window to fill the 
7 top 2/3 of the screen by dragging 
the bottom right size handle 
8 Click the [File] menu 
9 Click the [Open] menu item 
10 
Double click the [Test File.doc] 
filename in the list box 
II Type [Shift] 
12 Type 'T' 
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Figure A6.1 Consentjorm 
Assessment of Questionnaire Design 
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM: 
This experiment is designed determine a questionnaire design 
The experimental procedure will involve: 
o Rating questionnaire factors 
o Completing a series of ratings 
o The test will last approximately 30 minutes. 
This experiment wiIl ask you to assess what you feel is the score for a word, and then indicate on a line 
where you think that word lies. 
You may: 
At any reasonable time you may discontinue the tests for a break. Subjects may withdraw from the 
experiment at any time and wiIl suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Your rights: 
All data wiIl remain anonymous and names will not be disclosed without the express written consent of the 
test subject. 
The experiments are to be conducted by the experimenter :---::-:--:----:-_________ in the Ilel 
laboratory in the School of Computing Science at De Montfort University. 
CONSENT 
I agree to participate in the above titled experiment. 
I am satisfied that I have received a full explanation of experimental procedures and have had any queries 
answered to the extent of the experimenters current knowledge. I understand that I may terminate the 
experiment at any time and wiIl suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Subject: _____________ Date: _____ Witness: __________ _ 
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Table A6.1 Bipolar questionnaire quantifier experimelltal results 
Inter-
Quantifier Percentiles quartile 
5Un 25''Fi 75'7i distance 
1. Completely happy 100.0 - - -
2. Extremely happy 93.3 90.0 96.7 6.7 
3. Very happy 80.0 73.3 86.7 13.3 
4. Greatly happy 80.0 70.0 86.7 16.7 
5. Really happy 76.7 66.7 86.7 20.0 
6. Very much happy 76.7 63.3 86.7 23.3 
7. Considerably happy 66.7 60.0 76.7 16.7 
8. Happy 48.3 40.0 66.7 26.7 
9. Pretty much happy 46.7 30.0 66.7 36.7 
10. Not at all sad 41.7 0.0 70.0 70.0 
11. Fairly happy 38.3 30.0 50.0 20.0 
12. Quite happy 36.7 26.7 50.0 23.3 
13. Moderately happy 36.7 20.0 43.3 23.3 
14. Somewhat happy 26.7 13.3 36.7 23.3 
15. Just happy 25.0 6.7 43.3 36.7 
16. A little happy 13.3 10.0 20.0 10.0 
17. Slightly happy 13.3 10.0 16.7 6.7 
18. A bit happy 13.3 6.7 20.0 13.3 
19. Not very sad 10.0 -10.0 26.7 36.7 
20. Very slightly happy 6.7 3.3 10.0 6.7 
21. Scarcely happy 3.3 -3.3 10.0 13.3 
22. Neither Happy nor Sad 0.0 - - -
23. Scarcely sad -10.0 -16.7 0.0 16.7 
24. Very slightly sad -10.0 -20.0 -6.7 13.3 
25. A bit sad -20.0 -26.7 -10.0 16.7 
26. Slightly sad -20.0 -26.7 -16.7 10.0 
27. A little sad -20.0 -30.0 -13.3 16.7 
28. Not very happy -20.0 -43.3 3.3 46.7 
29. Somewhat sad -30.0 -40.0 -20.0 20.0 
30. Just sad -40.0 -56.7 -13.3 43.3 
31. Not at all happy -40.0 -76.7 -3.3 73.3 
32. Moderately sad -50.0 -56.7 -36.7 20.0 
33. Quite sad -51.7 -63.3 -36.7 26.7 
34. Fairly sad -51.7 -63.3 -36.7 26.7 
35. Sad -56.7 -66.7 -50.0 16.7 
36. Pretty much sad -61.7 -73.3 -46.7 26.7 
37. Considerably sad -73.3 -83.3 -63.3 20.0 
38. Very much sad -86.7 -90.0 -76.7 13.3 
39. Greatly sad -86.7 -90.0 -80.0 10.0 
40. Really sad -86.7 -93.3 -76.7 16.7 
41. '''''Very sad -90.0 -93.3 -83.3 10.0 
42. Extremely sad -96.7 -100.0 -93.3 6.7 
43. Completely sad -100.0 - - -
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Table A6.2 Unipolar questionnaire quantifier experimental results 
Quantifier Percentiles 
5(/" 25';' 75';' 
I. Completely happy 100.0 - -
2. Extremely happy 96.7 93.3 98.3 
4. Very much happy 87.5 81.7 91.7 
3. Verybappy 87.5 78.3 93.3 
5. Really bappy 85.8 78.3 93.3 
6. Greatly happy 85.0 75.0 93.3 
7. Considerably bappy 73.3 61.7 85.0 
8. Pretty much happy 58.3 45.0 73.3 
9. Quite bappy 56.7 41.7 65.0 
10. Happy 54.2 45.0 73.3 
11. Fairly happy 53.3 45.0 61.7 
12. Moderately happy 48.3 41.7 58.3 
13. Just bappy 47.5 35.0 56.7 
14. Somewhat happy 45.8 35.0 56.7 
15. A bit happy 41.7 18.3 51.7 
16. A little happy 35.0 18.3 48.3 
17. Slightly bappy 28.3 13.3 51.7 
18. Very slightly bappy 18.3 5.0 43.3 
19. Scarcely bappy 14.2 5.0 30.0 
20. Not very happy 6.7 1.7 18.3 
21. Not at all happy 0.0 - -
Figure A6.2 Calculating an optimal scale 
For a 5-point full-range bipolar scale: 
Use the bipolar data (Appendix 1, Table 6). 
Negative end anchor = 'Extremely Sad' = -96.7 
Midpoint anchor = 'Neither Happy nor Sad' = 0 
Positive end a,nchor = 'Extremely Happy' = 93.3 
Inter-
qllartile 
distance 
-
5.0 
10.0 
15.0 
15.0 
18.3 
23.3 
28.3 
23.3 
28.3 
16.7 
16.7 
21.7 
21.7 
33.3 
30.0 
38.3 
38.3 
25.0 
16.7 
-
To obtain a symmetrical scale, take the average of the two endpoints as the full-scale 
value: (96.7 + 93.3) /2 = 95 
For a 5-point bipolar scale we get: 
(2 * 95) /4 = 47.5 per interval, giving intervals at: -95, -47.5, 0, + 47.5, +95 
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We already have the anchor-point quantifiers, so choosing the two symmetrical 
intermediate quantifiers and aggregating their distances from the interval point we have a 
close choices of: 
'Sad/Happy' (-56.7 and +48.3) total distance from ideal point: 
(56.7 - 47.5) + (48.3 - 47.5) = 9.2 + 0.8 = 10 
'Moderately' (-50.0 and +36.7) total distance from ideal point: 
(50.0 - 47.5) + (47.5 - 36.7) = 2.5 + 10.8 = 13.3 
This suggests using 'SadlHappy'. Looking at the potential overlaps with the other chosen 
quantifiers we see no overlap and a highest to lowest percentile separations of: 
'Extremely Sad' to 'Sad' = 93.3 - 66.7 = 26.6 
'Sad' to 'Neither Happy Nor Sad' = 50.0 
'Neither Happy Nor Sad' to 'Happy' = 40.0 
'Happy' to 'Extremely Happy' = 90.0 - 66.7 = 23.3 
Total = 26.6 + 50.0 + 40.0 + 23.3 = 139.9 
'Extremely Sad' to 'Moderately Sad' = 93.3 - 56.7 = 36.6 
'Moderately Sad' to 'Neither Happy Nor Sad' = 36.7 
'Neither Happy Nor Sad' to 'Moderately Happy' = 20.0 
'Moderately Happy' to 'Extremely Happy' = 89.2 - 43.3 = 45.9 
Total = 36.6 + 36.7 + 20.0 + 45.9 = 139.2 
There is little difference between the candidate quantifiers. Finally, looking at the 25th to 
75th interquartile distances: 
'Sad/Happy' = 16.7 + 26.7 = 43.4 
'Moderately' = 20.0 + 23.3 = 43.3 
Again, there is little difference between the quantifiers. Since 'Sad/Happy' is the closest 
to the ideal point on the scale, it is chosen as the quantifier for the scale. 
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Figure A 7.1 Jitter generation loop 
No 
Start 
Get jitter level (j) 
Get timer interval ( i ) 
Get elapsed time ( t ) 
Get current cursor position 
(x,y) 
Generate random values 
( rx, ry ) where 
r ~ -j and r S +j 
Displace cursor position to 
(x + rx and y + ry) 
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Figure A 7.2 Consentjorm 
Assessment of Jitter Discrimination 
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM: 
This experiment is designed determine the discrimination between differing target acquisition difficulties. 
The experimental procedure will involve: 
o Using a mouse to select a target. 
o Assess which targets are more or less or the same difficult to select. 
o The test will last approximately 30 minutes. 
This experiment will ask you to use a desktop mouse to select a target, the mouse cursor may be 'jittery', 
making the task more difficult. After each task you wiIl be asked to rate which targets are more, or less, or 
the same difficulty. 
You may: 
At any reasonable time you may discontinue the tests for a break. Subjects may withdraw from the 
experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Your rights: 
All data wiII remain anonymous and names will not be disclosed without the express written consent of the 
test subject. 
The experiments are to be conducted by the experimenter ,---_.,.--~-_------ in the nCI 
laboratory in the School of Computing Science at De Montfort University. 
CONSENT 
I agree to participate in the above titled expcrimcnt. 
I am satisfied that I have received a full explanation of experimental procedures and have had any queries 
answered to the extent of the experimenters current knowledge. I understand that I may terminate the 
experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Subject: ____________ Date: _____ Witness: __________ _ 
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Table A 7.1 Paired comparison of jitter test conditions 
Test Baseline Jitter Level Comparative Jitter Level 
condition (Red or Blue Target) {Red or Blue Target} 
1 R(2.0mm) B (2.0mm) 
2 R(2.0mm) B (2.Smm) 
3 R(2.0mm) B (3.0mm) 
4 R(2.0mm) B (3.Smm) 
5 B (2.0mm) R (2.0mm) 
6 B (2.0mm) R(2.Smm) 
7 B (2.0mm) R(3.0mm) 
8 B (2.0mm) R (3.Smm) 
Table A 7.2 Paired comparison of jitter, balanced Latin-square desigll 
Subject Test conditions 
1 1 8 2 7 3 6 4 5 
2 2 1 3 8 4 7 5 6 
3 3 2 4 1 5 8 6 7 
4 4 3 S 2 6 1 7 8 
5 5 4 6 3 7 2 8 I 
6 6 5 7 4 8 3 ) 2 
7 7 6 8 5 1 4 2 3 
8 8 7 1 6 2 5 3 4 
Table A 7.3 Paired comparison of jitter, summary of test results 
Subjective evaluations 
Baseline Red 
Comparative 
Red and 
Percentage 
Blue Jitter Red more Blue more correct Jitter level Level difficult than Blue the difficult than answers 
Blue same Red difficulty 
2.0 2.0 28.1% 56.3% 15.6% 56.3% 
2.0 2.5 9.4% 34.4% 56.3% 56.3% 
2.0 3.0 6.3% 21.9% 71.9% 71.9% 
2.0 3.5 0.0% 9.4% 90.6% 90.6% 
.. Note: Results re-ordered to remove randomIsatIon of test condlttons 
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Figure A 7.3 Consent form 
Assessment of Task Difficulty Due to Jitter 
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM: 
This experiment is designed determine the rating of task difficulty between ditTering targct acquisition tasks. 
The experimental procedure will involve: 
o Using a mouse to select a target. 
o Assess the level of difficulty of each task. 
o The test will last approximately 30 minutes. 
This experiment will ask you to use a desktop mous~ to select a target, the mouse cursor may be 'j ittcry', 
making the task more difficult. After each task you WIll be asked to rate the level of difficulty of the task on 
a questionnaire. 
You may: 
At any reasonable time you may discontinue the tests for a break. Subjects may withdraw from the 
experiment at any time and will sutTer no personal consequences as a result. 
Your rights: 
All data will remain anonymous and names will not be disclosed without the express written consent of the 
test subject. 
The experiments are to be conducted by the experimenter ::---:-:--:----:-________ in the IICI 
laboratory in the School of Computing Science at De Montfort University. 
CONSENT 
I agree to participate in the above titlcd experimcnt. 
I am satisfied that I have received a full explanation of experimental procedures and have had any qucrics 
answered to the extent of the experimenters current knowledge. I understand that I may terminate the 
experiment at any time and will sutTer no personal consequences as a result. 
Subject: _____________ Date: _____ Witness: _________ _ 
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Table A 7.4 Bipolar quantifier jitter test conditions 
Test Questionnaire 
condition 
1 5pt Bipolar part labeled 
2 7pt Bipolar part labeled 
3 9pt Bipolar part labeled 
4 11 pt Bipolar part labeled 
5 5pt Bipolar labeled 
6 7pt Bipolar labeled 
7 9pt Bipolar labeled 
8 11 pt Bipolar labeled 
Table A 7.5 Bipolar quantifier jitter test, balanced Latin-square design 
Subject Conditions 
1 1 8 2 7 3 6 4 5 
1 2 2 4 1 4 2 1 4 I 3 2 I 4 3 1 
3 4 1 3 3 2 3 4 3 2 I 4 2 3 2 4 
2 2 1 3 8 4 7 5 6 
I 3 2 3 2 4 4 2 2 I 3 I 4 2 3 2 
2 4 4 1 3 1 3 1 4 3 4 2 1 3 4 I 
3 3 2 4 1 5 8 6 7 
3 4 4 I 4 3 I 3 1 2 4 3 2 I 3 1 
2 1 2 3 I 2 4 2 4 3 2 I 4 3 2 4 
4 4 3 5 2 6 I 7 8 
1 3 2 3 4 3 3 4 2 1 2 4 2 3 4 2 
4 2 4 1 1 2 2 1 3 4 3 I I 4 I 3 
5 5 4 6 3 7 2 8 I 
1 3 1 4 2 4 3 2 4 I 3 4 3 I 4 I 
2 4 3 2 I 3 4 I 3 2 I 2 4 2 2 3 
6 6 5 7 4 8 3 I 2 
4 3 1 4 1 2 3 1 4 I 1 4 2 4 3 4 
2 1 2 3 4 3 2 4 3 2 2 3 I 3 1 2 
7 7 6 8 5 1 4 2 3 
2 I 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 1 3 3 1 3 2 
3 4 3 4 4 1 1 4 2 I 4 2 4 2 4 1 
8 8 7 1 6 2 5 3 4 
I 3 1 4 2 3 4 2 4 I 4 3 2 I 2 4 
2 4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2 3 1 2 4 3 3 I 
.. 
Key: First number In cell IS the test condItIOn; the followmg 4 numbers are the order of the jitter 
levels to be applied: 1 = O.Omm, 2 = 2.0mm, 3 = 3.5mm, 4 = 6.0mm 
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Table A7.6 Bipolar quantifier jitter test, summary of test results 
Jitter Percentiles Inter-Questionnaire levels 5(jh 25th 75th 
quartile 
distance 
5pt Bipolar part labeled 1 8.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 
2 16.0 11.0 16.0 5.0 
3 12.0 11.0 16.0 5.0 
4 20.0 16.0 20.0 4.0 
7pt Bipolar part labeled 1 2.9 2.9 5.7 2.9 
2 10.0 8.6 14.3 5.7 
3 14.3 13.6 14.3 0.7 
4 20.0 17.1 20.0 2.9 
9pt Bipolar part labeled 1 2.2 2.2 4.4 2.2 
2 11.1 8.9 13.3 4.4 
3 13.3 10.6 13.9 3.3 
4 17.8 17.8 20.0 2.2 
11 pt Bipolar part labeled 1 3.6 3.6 5.5 1.8 
2 10.9 9.1 11.4 2.3 
3 12.7 10.5 14.5 4.1 
4 18.2 18.2 18.2 0.0 
5pt Bipolar labeled 1 6.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 
2 12.0 8.0 12.0 4.0 
3 12.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 
4 20.0 19.0 20.0 1.0 
7pt Bipolar labeled 1 2.9 2.9 5.7 2.9 
2 11.4 8.6 12.1 3.6 
3 14.3 14.3 14.3 0.0 
4 20.0 17.1 20.0 2.9 
9pt Bipolar labeled 1 4.4 4.4 6.7 2.2 
2 11.1 8.9 13.3 4.4 
3 13.3 10.6 15.6 5.0 
4 17.8 17.2 17.8 0.6 
II pt Bipolar labeled 1 3.6 3.6 4.1 0.5 
2 9.1 7.3 12.7 5.S 
3 10.0 7.3 13.2 5.9 
4 18.2 16.4 18.2 1.8 
Note: Results normaltsed to 20-mterval scale 
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Table A 7.7 Unipolar quantifier jitter test conditiolls 
Test Questionnaire 
condition 
1 5pt Unipolar part labeled 
2 7pt Unipolar part labeled 
3 9pt Unipolar part labeled 
4 11 pt Unipolar part labeled 
5 5pt Unipolar labeled 
6 7pt Unipolar labeled 
7 9pt Unipolar labeled 
8 11 pt Unipolar labeled 
9 20pt Unipolar part labeled 
Table A 7.8 Unipolar qualltifier jitter test, balallced Latin-square design 
Subject Conditions 
1 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 6 S 
1 2 2 4 1 4 2 1 4 1 3 2 1 4 3 1 2 3 
3 4 1 3 3 2 3 4 3 2 1 4 2 3 2 4 I 4 
2 2 1 3 9 4 8 S 7 6 
1 3 2 3 2 4 4 2 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 3 4 
2 4 4 1 3 1 3 1 4 3 4 2 1 3 4 1 I 2 
3 3 2 4 1 S 9 6 8 7 
3 4 4 1 4 3 1 3 1 2 4 3 2 1 3 1 3 2 
2 1 2 3 1 2 4 2 4 3 2 I 4 3 2 4 I 4 
4 4 3 S 2 6 I 7 9 8 
1 3 2 3 4 3 3 4 2 1 2 4 2 3 4 2 I 2 
4 2 4 1 1 2 2 1 3 4 3 1 I 4 I 3 3 4 
5 5 4 6 3 7 2 8 I 9 
I 3 I 4 2 4 3 2 4 1 3 4 3 I 4 I 4 2 
2 4 3 2 I 3 4 I 3 2 I 2 4 2 2 3 3 I 
6 6 5 7 4 8 3 9 2 I 
4 3 I 4 1 2 3 I 4 I 1 4 2 4 3 4 I 2 
2 I 2 3 4 3 2 4 3 2 2 3 I 3 I 2 4 3 
7 7 6 8 5 9 4 I 3 2 
2 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 1 3 3 I 3 2 4 2 
3 4 3 4 4 1 1 4 2 I 4 2 4 2 4 I 3 1 
8 8 7 9 6 1 5 2 4 3 
1 3 1 4 2 3 4 2 4 I 4 3 2 I 2 4 4 3 
2 4 3 2 1 4 1 3 2 3 1 2 4 3 3 1 2 1 
9 9 8 1 7 2 6 3 5 4 
1 3 3 1 4 1 2 1 4 2 3 1 2 3 4 3 1 2 
4 2 4 2 2 3 4 3 1 3 2 4 4 1 I 2 3 4 
.. .. Key: First number In cell IS th~ test condition; the following 4 numbers are the order of the Jitter levels to be 
apphed: I = O.Omm, 2 = 2.0mm, 3 = 3.Smm, 4 = 6.0mm 
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Table A7.9 Unipolar quantifier jitter test, summary o/te.~t results 
Jitter Percentiles Inter-Questionnaire levels 50th 25th 75th 
quartile 
distance 
5pt Unipolar part labeled 1 4.0 4.0 5.0 1.0 
2 8.0 8.0 12.0 4.0 
3 12.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 
4 18.0 16.0 20.0 4.0 
7pt Unipolar part labeled 1 2.9 2.9 8.6 5.7 
2 8.6 5.7 11.4 5.7 
3 12.9 8.6 14.3 5.7 
4 17.1 16.4 20.0 3.6 
9pt Unipolar part labeled 1 2.2 2.2 4.4 2.2 
2 8.9 6.7 11.1 4.4 
3 12.2 10.6 13.3 2.8 
4 15.6 13.3 18.3 5.0 
11 pt Unipolar part labeled 1 1.8 1.8 3.6 1.8 
2 9.1 7.3 10.9 3.6 
3 10.9 8.6 12.7 4.1 
4 18.2 15.9 18.6 2.7 
5pt Unipolar labeled 1 4.0 4.0 4.0 0.0 
2 8.0 8.0 12.0 4.0 
3 12.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 
4 20.0 16.0 20.0 4.0 
7pt Unipolar labeled 1 2.9 2.9 2.9 0.0 
2 8.6 7.9 11.4 3.6 
3 11.4 10.7 14.3 3.6 
4 17.1 17.1 20.0 2.9 
9pt Unipolar labeled 1 4.4 2.2 4.4 2.2 
2 8.9 6.7 11.1 4.4 
3 11.1 8.9 13.3 4.4 
4 15.6 15.0 18.3 3.3 
11 pt Unipolar labeled 1 3.6 1.8 3.6 1.8 
2 9.1 7.3 12.7 S.S 
3 10.9 7.3 10.9 3.6 
4 17.3 14.5 18.2 3.6 
20pt Unipolar not labeled 1 3.0 2.0 5.0 3.0 
2 10.0 8.0 11.0 3.0 
3 11.0 8.0 12.0 4.0 
4 17.0 15.0 18.0 3.0 
Note: Results normalIsed to 20-mterval scale 
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Table A7.10 Combined quantifier jitter test, summary of test results 
Jitter Percentiles Inter-Questionnaire levels 5(i" 25th 75th 
quartile 
distance 
5pt part labelled 1 4.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 
2 12.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 
3 12.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 
4 20.0 16.0 20.0 4.0 
7pt part labeled I 2.9 2.9 5.7 2.9 
2 8.6 8.6 12.1 3.6 
3 14.3 11.4 14.3 2.9 
4 18.6 17.1 20.0 2.9 
9pt part labeled 1 2.2 2.2 4.4 2.2 
2 10.0 6.7 13.3 6.7 
3 13.3 10.6 13.3 2.8 
4 17.8 15.6 20.0 4.4 
11 pt oot labeled 1 3.6 1.8 4.1 2.3 
2 9.1 7.3 10.9 3.6 
3 10.9 9.1 13.2 4.1 
4 18.2 16.4 18.2 \.8 
5pt labeled 1 4.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 
2 12.0 8.0 12.0 4.0 
3 12.0 8.0 16.0 8.0 
4 20.0 16.0 20.0 4.0 
7pt labeled 1 2.9 2.9 3.6 0.7 
2 11.4 8.6 11.4 2.9 
3 14.3 11.4 14.3 2.9 
4 20.0 17.1 20.0 2.9 
9pt labeled 1 4.4 2.2 5.0 2.8 
2 8.9 6.7 11.1 4.4 
3 12.2 8.9 13.3 4.4 
4 17.8 15.6 17.8 2.2 
II pt labeled 1 3.6 1.8 3.6 1.8 
2 9.1 7.3 12.7 5.5 
3 10.9 7.3 10.9 3.6 
4 18.2 15.9 18.2 2.3 
Note: Results oormahsed to 20-mterval scale 
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Figure A 7.4 Workload assessment questionnaire 
Workload Assessment Questionnaire 
Please circle the 'X' closest to your opinion 
~ low workload ratings high ~ 
1. How much physical effort or activity was required to operate the system? 
X X 
Extremely 
low physical 
effort 
X 
Considerably 
low physical 
effort 
X 
Somewhat 
low physical 
effort 
X X 
Neither high Somewhat Considerably 
nor low high physical high physical 
physical effort effort 
effort 
X 
Extremely 
high physical 
effort 
2. How much mental effort or concentration was required to operate the system? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither high Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
low mental low mental low mental nor low high mental high mental high mental 
effort effort effort mental effort effort effort effort 
3. How much temporal or time pressure did you feel under? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither high Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
low temporal low temporal low temporal nor low high high high 
pressure pressure pressure temporal temporal temporal temporal 
pressure pressure pressure pressure 
4. What level offrustration did you experience when using the system? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither high Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
low level low level low level nor low level high level high level high level 
frustration frustration frustration frustration frustration frustration frustration 
5. How well do you think you performed on the test, was your performance high or low? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither high Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
high high high nor low low low low 
performance performance performance performance performance performance perfomlance 
6. Overall, how hard did you have to work during the test? 
X X X X X X X 
Not at all Scarcely A little Moderately Considerably Really Extremely 
hard work hard work hard work hard work hard work hard work hard work 
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Figure A 7.5 Comfort assessment questionnaire 
Comfort Assessment Questionnaire 
Please circle the 'X' closest to your opinion 
~ comfortable comfort ratings uncomfortable -7 
1. Do you have headache pain of any kind? 
X X X X X X 
Not at all Scarcely A little Moderately Considerably Really 
painful painful painful painful painful painful 
2. Do your eyes feel tired, strained or painful? 
X X X X X X 
Not at all Scarcely A little Moderately Considerably Really 
tired, strained Tired, strained tired, strained tired, strained tired, strained tired, struined 
or painful or painful or painful or painful or painful or oainful 
3. Do your/acial muscles feel tired, strained or painful? 
X X X X X X 
Not at all Scarcely A little Moderately Considerably Really 
tired, strained Tired, strained tired, strained tired, strained tired, strained tired, struined 
or painful or painful or painful or painful or painful or oainful 
4. Does your mouth or throat feel tired, strained or painful? 
X X X X X X 
Not at all Scarcely A little Moderately Considerubly Really 
tired, strained Tired, strained tired, strained tired, strained tired, strained tired, struined 
or painful or painful or painful or painful or painful or painful 
5. Does your neck feel tired, stiff or painful? 
X X X X X X 
Not at all Scarcely A little Moderately Considerably Really 
tired, stiff or tired, stiff or tired, stiff or tired, stiff or tired, stiff or tired, stilf or 
painful painful painful painful painful oainful 
X 
Extremely 
painful 
X 
Extremely 
tired, strnincd 
or painful 
X 
Extremely 
tired, strnined 
or fluinful 
X 
Extremely 
tired, strnined 
or oninful 
X 
Extremely 
tired, stin' or 
painful 
6. Overall, during the test did using the system make you feel comfortable or uncomfortable? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
comfortable comfortable comfortable comfortable uncomfortable uncomfortable uncomfortable 
nor 
uncomfortable 
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Figure A 7.6 Ease of use assessment questionnaire 
Ease of Use Questionnaire 
Please circle the 'X' closest to your opinion 
~ easy ease of use ratings hard ~ 
1. Did you find that pointing with the system was accurate or inaccurate? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
accurate accurate accurate accurate nor inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate 
pointing pointing pointing inaccurate pointing pointing pointing 
pointing 
2. Did you find that the speed of pointing with the system was fast or slow? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither fast Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
fast pointing fast pointing fast pointing nor slow slow slow slow 
pointing pointing pointing pointinll. 
3. Did you find that clicking with the system was accurate or inaccurate? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
accurate accurate accurate accurate nor inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate 
clicking clicking clicking inaccurate clicking clicking clicking 
clicking 
4. Did you find that the speed of clicking with the system was fast or slow? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither fast Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
fast clicking fast clicking fast clicking nor slow slow clicking slow clicking slow clicking 
clicking 
5. Did you find it easy or difficult to control other parts of the system? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither easy Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
easy easy easy nor difficult difficult to difficult to difficult to 
to control to control to control to control control control control 
6. Overall. did you find the system easy or difficult to use? 
X X X X X X X 
Extremely Considerably Somewhat Neither easy Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
easy easy easy nor difficult difficult difficult difficult 
to use to use to use to use To use to use to use 
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Table AB.l IP for four test jitter levels, summary of test results 
IP Percentiles lP Jitter Inter-
levels 5dh 25th 75th quartile 
distance 
1 3.33 3.09 3.63 0.54 
2 2.43 2.03 2.77 0.74 
3 1.86 1.49 2.24 0.75 
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Figure AB.l Fitts target test jitter levellP regression 
Regression Plot 
P = 3.47384 - 0.537788 Jitter 
5=0.495157 R-5q =85.0 % R-Sq(adj) • 85.0 % 
4.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
0-
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
• 0.0 • 
0 2 3 4 5 6 
Jitter 
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Figure AB.2 Consentform 
Validation of the Test Method 
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM: 
This experiment is designed determine the validity of a test method. You will be asked to rate the difficulty 
of performing some tasks on an interface with a desktop hand mouse. 
The experimental procedure will involve: 
o Using a mouse to perform some 'real world' tasks. 
o Assess the level of difficulty of each set of tasks. 
o The test will last approximately 45 minutes. 
This experiment will ask you to use a desktop mouse to perform some simple 'real world' tasks on an 
interface. The mouse cursor may be 'jittery', making the task more difficult. After each task you will be 
asked to rate the level of difficulty of the tasks on a questionnaire. 
You may: 
At any reasonable time you may discontinue the tests for a break. Subjects may withdraw from the 
experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Your rights: 
All data will remain anonymous and names will not be disclosed without the express written consent of the 
test subject. 
The experiments are to be conducted by the experimenter ::--:-:--:----: _________ in the IICI 
laboratory in the School of Computing Science at De Montfort University. 
CONSENT 
I agree to participate in the above titled experiment. 
I am satisfied that I have received a full explanation of experimental procedures and have had any queries 
answered to the extent of the experimenters current knowledge. I understand that I may terminate the 
experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Subject: _____________ Date: _____ Witness: __________ _ 
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Table AB.2 Test method jitter test conditions 
Test Jitter Level (mm) 
condition 
1 0.0 
2 2.0 
3 3.5 
4 6.0 
Table AB.3 Test method, incomplete Latin-square design 
Subject Test conditions 
1 1 4 2 3 
2 2 1 3 4 
3 3 2 4 I 
4 4 3 1 2 
5 1 4 2 3 
6 2 1 3 4 
Table ABA IP for four test jitter levels, summary of test results 
IP Percentiles IP Jitter Inter-
levels 5dh 25th 75th quartile 
distance 
1 83.3 78.1 86.2 8.1 
2 80.6 64.5 86.1 21.6 
3 71.4 44.4 83.3 38.9 
4 44.1 14.2 66.4 52.2 
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Figure AB.3 Test method jitter levellP regression 
Regression Plot 
Efficiency = 87.6677 - 7.43699 Jitter Level 
S = 21.2593 R-Sq =30.3 % R-Sq(adj) = 30.2 % 
100 
• 
• • • • 90 • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
80 
>-0 70 
C 
Q) 60 
"[5 
tt= 50 '+-
W 
~ 40 • 
cJ) a 
co • • • J- 30 • • I • 20 
• I • 10 : 
0 
2 3 4 5 6 
Jitter 
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Table A8.5 Questionnaire results 
Questionnaire Results 
Questionnaire factors (1-7) for Jitter leve J 
J 2 3 4 
Physical 1.3 3.8 4.0 5.3 
Mental 2.0 3.3 5.1 6.7 
Workload: Temporal 1.8 2.5 3.1 4.0 
Frustration 1.6 4.0 5.6 6.8 
Performance 1.8 4.1 4.8 5.8 
Head 6.7 6.5 6.7 6.8 
Eye 6.3 6.5 6.8 6.3 
Comfort: Facial 6.6 6.8 6.8 6.8 
Mouth 7.0 6.8 7.0 7.0 
Neck 6.0 6.7 6.8 6.7 
Pointing Accuracy 6.5 4.0 2.4 1.1 
Pointing Speed 6.1 4.5 4.5 3.1 
Ease of Use: Clicking Accuracy 6.3 4.1 2.7 2.1 
Clicking Speed 6.3 4.7 4.7 3.5 
System Control 6.0 5.8 5.7 4.1 
Workload 1.7 3.6 4.6 5.7 
Overall: Comfort 6.5. 6.7 6.8 6.2 
Ease of Use 6.2 4.6 3.9 2.8 
--
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Figure A9.1. Head mouse software driver 
No 
No 
Start 
Wait for calibrate command 
Zero receiver position and 
orientation offsets 
Invoke Polhemus receiver 
operation 
Wait for receiver 
co-ordinates 
Calculate receiver to screen 
position 
(Xr - Xt, Yr - Yt, Zt + Zr) 
Calculate pointing vector 
intersection with screen plane 
(Xp, Yp) 
Xp = [ (Xr - Xt) - (Zt + Zr) x 
(Tan 9) ] x (pixels / mm) 
Yp = [(Yr- Yt)-(Zt + Zr) x 
(Tan 9) ] x (pixels / mm) 
Move cursor position to 
(x =Xp,y=Yp) 
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Figure A 9.1. Eye mouse software driver 
No 
No 
No 
Start 
Wait for calibrate command 
Display calibration target on 
screen 
Invoke eye tracker 
operation 
Prompt for eye 
co-ordinates 
Accumulate rolling position: 
Eye pos= Leye coordinates 
Damp eye position: 
Eve pos = (Leve pos) / 4 
Move cursor position to Eye 
pos. Time = 0 
Map cursor pos to target pos 
for calibration 
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Increment target 
number 
No 
Eye mouse 
calibrated 
Clear calibration 
screen 
Invoke continuous coordinate 
streaming 
Wait for calibrated eye 
co-ordinates 
Accumulate rolling position: 
Eye pos= Leye coordinates 
Damp eye position: 
Eye pos = (Leye pos) / 4 
Move cursor position to Eye 
pos. 
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Figure AIO.I Consentform 
Usability of Hand, Head and Eye Mice on a Standard GUI 
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM: 
This experiment is designed to study the usability of hand, head and eye mice when operating on a standard 
graphical user interface. 
The experimental procedure will involve: 
o Calibrating and using a head mouse based on an electromagnetic head tracker 
o Calibrating and using an eye-mouse based on an infrared eye-tracker. 
o Completing a practice period lasting 5-10 minutes. 
o Completing five sets of tests. 
o Completing a series of short questionnaires. 
o Sitting still in front of the eye-tracker for several periods of approximately 10 minutes. 
o The tests will last approximately 30 minutes. 
o Short rest periods of20 minutes will take place between test sessions. 
The experiment will expose the subject to electromagnetic fields and infrared light shone at the eyes. This 
is within safe exposure limits to the knowledge of the experimenter and the manufacturer of the head and 
eye tracking equipment and to their knowledge should not damage the body or eyes. 
You may: 
At any reasonable time you may discontinue the tests for a break. Subjects may withdraw from the 
experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Your rights: 
All data will remain anonymous and names will not be disclosed without the express written consent of the 
test subject. 
The experiments are to be conducted by the experimenter_--:-:--:---::---------- in the Hel 
laboratory in the School of Computing Science at De Montfort University. 
CONSENT 
I agree to participate in the above titled experiment. 
I am satisfied that I have received a full explanation of experimental procedures, their possible complications 
and side effects and have had any queries answered to the extent of the experimenters current knowledge. 
I understand that I may terminate the experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a 
result. 
subject: ____________ Date: _____ Witness: __________ _ 
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Table AIO.I Device assessment conditions 
Test condition Device 
1 Hand mouse baseline 
2 Monomodal Head mouse 
3 Monomodal Eye mouse 
4 Multimodal Head mouse 
5 Multimodal Eye mouse 
Table AIO.l Device assessment order, incomplete Latin-square design 
Subject Test conditions 
1 1 5 2 4 3 
2 2 1 3 5 4 
3 3 2 4 1 5 
4 4 3 5 2 I 
5 5 4 I 3 2 
6 I 5 2 4 3 
Table AIO') Device efficiency 
Percentiles Inter-
Device Metric quartile 
5Uh 25,h 75,h distance 
Hand mouse baseline Overall Efficiency 83.3 75.7 86.2 10.5 
Monomodal Head mouse .. 56.4 43.3 67.2 23.9 
Monomodal Eye mouse .. 42.9 11.4 63.2 51.8 
Multimodal Head mouse .. 65.2 47.3 75.3 28.0 
Multimodal Eye mouse .. 51.1 17.8 73.2 55.4 
Hand mouse baseline Word Domain Efficiency 83.3 78.1 86.2 8.1 
Monomodal Head mouse .. 56.5 44.0 66.8 22.8 
Monomodal Eye mouse .. 43.2 10.8 63.0 52.2 
Multimodal Head mouse .. 65.2 47.3 75.2 27.9 
Multimodal Eye mouse .. 51.5 19.3 71.8 52.5 
Hand mouse baseline Browser Domain Efficiency 80.6 75.7 86.2 10.5 
Monomodal Head mouse .. 55.4 43.1 67.3 24.2 
Monomodal Eye mouse .. 42.9 13.2 63.2 50.0 
Multimodal Head mouse .. 65.1 47.2 75.5 28.3 
Multimodal Eye mouse .. 51.1 15.0 74.8 59.8 
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Table A10.4. Statistics of task domain efficiency 
Efficiency Mann-Whitney Device Domain ("/0) between-domain 
comparisons 
Head Dwell 
Word 56.5 • P =0.675 Browser 43.2 • 
Eye Dwell Word 
65.2 b 
P =0.515 Browser 51.5 b 
Head Click Word 
55.4 c 
p "0.767 Browser 42.9 c 
Eye Click 
Word 65.fCJ p =0.810 
Browser 51.1 d 
.. 
Data with the same letter are not slgmficantly different (p > 0.050) 
Table A10.5 Statistics of overall device efficiency 
Device 
Efficiency 
("/0) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Device Hand Head Eye Head Dwell Dwell Click 
Hand 83.3 Hand - - - -
Head Dwell 56.4 Head Dwell p <0.050 - - -
Eye Dwell 42.9 
Head Click 65.2 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p <0.050 
- -
Head Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
-
Eye Click 51.1 Eye Click p<0.050 p <0.050 IJ <0.050 IJ <0.050 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Table Al 0.6 Statistics of device pointing accuracy 
Pooled pointing Device efficiency (%) Spearman between-device ej}iciency 
accuracy (VA) Monomodal Multimodal 
Subject 
Head Eye a. b Head Eye 0 Head Eye b 
to pointing accuracy correlations 
Device I Head point Eye point 
metric accuracy aCCllra(,}/ 
51 0.161 0.559 63.1 60.2 67.9 69.3 
Mono S=-O.143 
head p=0.787 -
52 00402 0.720 55.4 49.1 60.8 60.3 
Mono S=-0.829 
eye - /1<0.050 
S3 0.519 0.936 51.9 42.5 64.6 49.8 
Multi S=0.086 
-
head p=0.872 
S4 0.251 1.005 51.5 25.7 55.6 36.0 
Multi 
-
S=-I.OOO 
eye /1<0.050 
S5 0.253 1.533 50.2 32.8 54.2 37.6 
S6 0.307 1.375 47.0 25.4 52.4 24.3 
Data With the same letter are slgmficantly correlated (p < 0.050) 
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Table AlO. 7 Device task time 
Device Metric Time per Task (ms) 
Hand mouse baseline Total Task Time 1246 
Monomodal Head mouse " 3489 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 3668 
Multimodal Head mouse " 2537 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 3289 
Hand mouse baseline Productive Task Time 1234 
Monomodal Head mouse " 3106 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 1646 
Multimodal Head mouse " 2069 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 1699 
Hand mouse baseline Incorrect Commands Task Time 4 
Monomodal Head mouse " 13 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 62 
Multimodal Head mouse " 9 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 14 
Hand mouse baseline Target Misses Task Time 3 
Monomodal Head mouse " 64 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 155 
Multimodal Head mouse " 32 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 113 
Hand mouse baseline Control Corrections Task Time 4 
Monomodal Head mouse " 305 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 1751 
Multimodal Head mouse " 427 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 1356 
Table AlO.8 Statistics of device task time 
Device 
Task time 
(~ 
Wilcoxon between-device com"arisom 
Device Hand Head Eye Head Dwell Dwell Click 
Hand 1246 Hand . . · · 
Head Dwell 3489 • Head Dwell p<0.050 . · · 
Eye Dwell 3668 • Eye Dwell p<0.050 p =0.233 · · 
Head Click 2537 Head Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 
· 
Eye Click 3289 Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 
" <0.050 
Data WIth the same letter are not sIgnIficantly dIfferent (p > 0.050) 
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Table AI0.9 Device task quality 
Device Metric Quality 
Hand mouse baseline Overall quality (1-5) 4.90 
Monomodal Head mouse " 4.26 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 3.25 
Multimodal Head mouse " 4.23 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 3.42 
Hand mouse baseline Incorrect Commands Count/Task 0.004 
Monomodal Head mouse " 0.026 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 0.102 
Multimodal Head mouse " 0.023 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 0.033 
Hand mouse baseline Target Misses CountlTask 0.007 
Monomodal Head mouse " 0.107 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 0.284 
Multimodal Head mouse " 0.081 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 0.218 
Hand mouse baseline Control Corrections CountlTask 0.070 
Monomodal Head mouse " 0.482 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 1.072 
Multimodal Head mouse " 0.576 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 1.145 
Table Al 0.1 0 Statistics of device task quality 
Task Device 
Device quality rank (1-5) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Device Hand Head Eye Head Dwell Dwell Click 
Hand 4.90 1 Hand - - -
-
Head Dwell 4.26 • =2 Head Dwell f) <0.050 - - -
Eye Dwell 3.25 5 
Head Click 4.23-~ =2 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p <0.050 
- -
Head Click p <0.050 p -0./94 p <0.050 
-
Eye Click 3.42 4 Eye Click f)<0.050 p <0.050 P <0.050 p <0.050 
Data with the same letter are not slgmficantly dIfferent (p > 0.050) 
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Table Al 0.11 Statistics of satisfaction 
Satis- Device 
Device jaction rank (/-7) 
Wilcoxon between-device compari.mns 
Device Hand Head Eye Head Dwell Dwell Click 
Hand 6.20 1 Hand - - - -
Head Dwell 4.36 • 3 
Eye Dwell 2.93 b 5 
Head Click 4.73 2 
Eye Click 3.90" b 4 
Head Dwell p<0.050 
- - -
Eye Dwell p <0.050 P <0.050 
- -
Head Click p <0.050 p <0.050 p <0.050 
-
Eye Click /J <0.050 p ..... 0.521 p =0.148 " <0.050 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Table A10.12 Statistics o/satis/action categories - Workload 
Device Workload (/-7) 
Hand 1.80 
Head Dwell 4.10 
Eye Dwel1 5.80 • 
Head Click 3.80 
Eye Click 5.10 q 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Device Hand Head Eye Head Dwell Dwell Click 
Head Dwell p<0.050 
- - -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p <0.050 
- -
Head Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 
-
Eye Click p<0.050 p <0.050 p=O.295 p <0.050 
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Table A10.13 Statistics o/satis/action categories - Comfort 
Device Comfort (1-7) 
Hand 6.50· 
Head Dwell S.90 b 
Eye Dwell 4.S0 c 
Head Click 6.30 b 
Eye Click S.20 c 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Device Hand Head Eye Head Dwell Dwell Click 
Head Dwell p<0.050 
- - -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 -
-
Head Click p =0.834 p=0.281 P <0.050 
· 
Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 P =0.281 p <0.050 
Table A10.14 Statistics o/satis/action categories - Ease 0/ Use 
Device 
Ease of 
Use (1-7) 
Hand 6.30 
Head Dwell 3.50 • 
Eye Dwell 2.60 
Head Click 4.30· bc 
Eye Click 4.40 bc 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Device Hand Head Eye Head Dwell Dwell Click 
Head Dwell p <0.050 
- - · 
Eye Dwell p<O.OSO p <O.OSO 
- -
Head Click p <O.OSO p=0.059 p<O.OSO 
· 
Eye Click p<0.050 p =0.093 p<0.050 P =0.295 
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Table Al 1.1 Device task efficiency by target size 
Device Metric Efficiency ("/0) 
Hand mouse baseline Efficiency at Target Size 0.30 at 60cm 66.6 
Monomodal Head mouse " 30.0 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 9.6 
Multimodal Head mouse " 29.8 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 17.1 
Hand mouse baseline Efficiency at Target Size 0.60 at 60cm 78.0 
Monomodal Head mouse " 48.9 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 17.8 
Multimodal Head mouse " 52.4 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 37.7 
Hand mouse baseline Efficiency at Target Size 0.90 at 60cm 78.0 
Monomodal Head mouse " 50.9 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 32.3 
Multimodal Head mouse " 56.9 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 40.3 
Hand mouse baseline Efficiency at Target Size 1.20 at 60cm 83.3 
Monomodal Head mouse " 62.3 
Monomodal Eye mouse " 51.2 
Multimodal Head mouse .. 72.7 
Multimodal Eye mouse " 57.4 
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Table AII.2 Statistics of device efficiency by target size 
Device 
Efficiency (0/0 ) by Target Size (degrees at 60cm distance) 
0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 1.20 
Hand 66.6 78.1 a 78.1 • 83.3 
Head Dwell 30.0 48.9 b 50.9 b 62.3 
Eye Dwell 9.6 17.8 • 32.3 • 51.2 
Head Click 29.8 52.4 56.9 72.7 
Eye Click 17.1 37.7 d 40.3 d 57.4 
Data within the same device with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Mann- Whitney within-device comparisons 
Device Target Size 0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 
Hand 0.60 p<0.050 
- -
0.90 p<0.050 p=0.741 -
1.20 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
Head Dwell 0.60 p<0.050 
- -
0.90 p<0.050 p=0.556 
-
1.20 P <0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
Eye Dwell 0.60 p<0.050 
- -
0.90 p<0.050 p=O.062 
-
1.20 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
Head Click 0.60 p<0.050 
- -
0.90 p<0.050 p<0.050 
-
1.20 p<0.050 p <0.050 p<0.050 
Eye Click 0.60 p<0.050 
- -
0.90 p<0.050 p=0.107 
-
1.20 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
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Table All.3 Device quality by target size 
Count per task/or 
Device Metric Target Size (at 60cm) 
0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 1.20 
Hand mouse baseline Total Quality 
" Incorrect Commands 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
" Target Misses 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.. Control Corrections 0.30 0.21 0.07 0.00 
Monomodal Head mouse Total Quality 
" Incorrect Commands 0.11 0.050 0.04 0.00 
" Target Misses 0.66 0.21 0.12 0.02 
" Control Corrections 1.05 0.70 0.67 0.29 
Monomodal Eye mouse Total Quality 
.. Incorrect Commands 0.08 0.19 0.10 0.07 
.. Target Misses 1.08 0.51 0.41 0.10 
.. Control Corrections 1.58 1.21 1.21 0.93 
Multimodal Head mouse Total Quality 
" 
Incorrect Commands 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.01 
.. Target Misses 0.25 0.18 0.10 0.02 
.. Control Corrections 1.66 0.94 0.6\ 0.36 
Multimodal Eye mouse Total Quality 
.. Incorrect Commands 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.02 
.. Target Misses 0.30 0.37 0.24 0.15 
.. Control Corrections 2.02 1.35 1.35 0.93 
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Table AII.4 Device task time by target size 
Time (ms) for 
Device Metric Target Size (at 60cm) 
0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 1.20 
Hand mouse baseline Total Task Time 1958 1429 1502 1035 
" Productive Task Time 1793 1429 1495 1029 
" Incorrect Commands Task Time 55 0 2 3 
" Target Misses Task Time 55 0 3 0 
" Control Corrections Task Time 55 0 2 3 
" Feedback point time - - - · 
" 
Calibration time 
· · 
. 
-
Monomodal Head mouse Total Task Time 5442 3983 3896 3127 
" Productive Task Time 3788 3319 3306 2909 
" Incorrect Commands Task Time 55 25 22 3 
" Target Misses Task Time 544 101 79 12 
" Control Corrections Task Time 1000 483 434 148 
" Calibration time 53 53 53 53 
" 
Feedback point time 
· · 
. 
· 
Monomodal Eye mouse Total Task Time 6046 4714 4341 3380 
" 
Productive Task Time 2011 1487 1925 1555 
" Incorrect Commands Task Time 55 132 50 46 
" Target Misses Task Time 538 276 210 67 
" Control Corrections Task Time 3297 2625 2023 1260 
" Calibration time 131 131 131 131 
" 
Feedback point time 11 60 0 317 
Multimodal Head mouse Total Task Time 5036 3311 2827 2097 
" Productive Task Time 2561 2373 2299 1847 
" 
Incorrect Commands Task Time 38 7 II 6 
" 
Target Misses Task Time 88 74 40 11 
" Control Corrections Task Time 2294 803 422 178 
" Calibration time 52 52 52 52 
" Feedback point time · · - · 
Multimodal Eye mouse Total Task Time 6007 4203 4100 2761 
" Productive Task Time 2294 1791 2059 1481 
" Incorrect Commands Task Time 55 10 17 11 
" Target Misses Task Time 100 278 84 75 
" Control Corrections Task Time 3427 1903 1809 855 
" Calibration time 128 128 128 128 
-
"'\ Feedback point time 0 " 91 0 207 
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Table All.S Device efficiency by interaction technique 
Interaction Technique Efficiency (D/o) 
Device ------- Restricted ------- ----- Unrestricted ----
-
Single Double Drag Single Drag 
Hand 80.6 a 76.3 64.9 0 83.3 a 62.5 b 
Head Dwell 48.2 c 48.6 c 36.2 d 60.3 33.7 d 
Eye Dwell 47.4 c 42.2 c 12.1 f 45.4 8.S f 
Head Click S7.28 49.S 8 30.9 h 68.9 39.9 h 
Eye Click 30.8 i 30.4 1 27.1 j S2.7 17.1 j 
Data within the same device with the same letter are not significantly different (p> O.OSO) 
Table All.6 Statistics 0/ efficiency by interaction technique 
Mann-Whitney within-device comparisons 
Interaction ------- Restricted ------- --- Unrestricted ----
Device Technique Single Double Drag Single Drag 
ti Single - - - - -
.~ Double p <0.050 
- - - -., 
Hand cc:: Drag p<O.OSO p<O.OSO - -
-
tl Single p =0.080 p<O.OSO p<O.OSO 
- -~ 
P <O.OSO c Drag p<O.OSO p =0.411 P <0.050 ~ -
... Single - - - -
-u 
·c Double p =0.515 - -
-v; -
Head ~ Drag p <0.050 p<0.050 
- -dwell -
'iii Single p <0.050 p=0.050 P <0.050 
-
· ~ 
c Drag p <0.050 p<0.050 P =0.773 p <0.050 ~ -
.~ Single - - - - · 
t; Double p =0.350 . - -
· Eye ., cc:: Drag p <0.050 P <0.050 
- - · dwell 
'iii Single p =0.370 P =0.514 P <0.050 
- · 2:! 
c Drag p <0.050 P <0.050 P =0.757 P <0.050 
· ~ 
... Single - - - - · .~. 
Double !::' p =0.528 
- - - · en Head ~ Drag p <O.OSO P <0.050 
- -click · 
tl Single p <0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 
- · ~ 
c Drag p<O.OSO p<0.050 P =0.183 P <0.050 
· ;:J 
ti Single - - - - · 
.~ Double p =0.912 . . 
- · Eye ., cc:: Drag p=0.358 p =0.245 . 
- · click 
tl Single p=O.OOS p<0.050 P =0.050 
- -
., 
... 
c Drag p=0.060 p=0.057 P =0.449 p<0.050 
-~ 
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Table All.7 Device efficiency by subject experience 
Efficiency ("/0) by subject experience 
Device (Low. Medium. Hi h) 
L M H 
Hand 
- - 83.3 
Head Dwell 51.6 54.5 63.9· 
Eye Dwell 19.7 31.8 61.1· 
Head Click 55.0 66.9 73.0 b 
Eye Click 21.2 48.4 73.5 b 
Data within the same device with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Table All.8 Statistics of efficiency by subject experience 
Wilcoxon within-device comparisons 
Device Experience H M 
Head Dwell M p<0.050 -L p<0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Dwell M p<0.050 -L p<0.050 p<0.050 
Head Click M p<0.050 -L p<0.050 p<0.050 
Eye Click M p<0.050 -L p<0.050 p<0.050 
Mann-Whitney between-device. within experience comparisons 
Head Dwell 
Device 
Eye Dwell Head Click Hand 
High Experience 
Head Dwell 
- -
- p <0.050 
Eye Dwell p =0.142 
- -
p <0.050 
Head Click p<0.050 p <0.050 
-
p<0.050 
Eye Click p<0.050 p <0.050 P =0.215 p <0.050 
Medium Experience 
Eye Dwell p <0.050 
- - -
Head Click p <0.050 p<0.050 
- -
Eye Click p <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
-
Low Experience 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 
- - -
Head Click p -0.050 p <0.050 
- -
Eye Click p <0.050 P =0.445 p <0.050 
-
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Table All.9 Device quality by subject experience 
Count per task/or 
Device Metric Target Size (aI60cm) 
Low Medium High 
Hand mouse baseline Incorrect Commands - - 0.00 
" 
Target Misses 
- -
0.00 
" Control Corrections - - 0.07 
Monomodal Head mouse Incorrect Commands 0.04 0.02 0.01 
" Target Misses 0.17 0.10 0.04 
" 
Control Corrections 0.64 0.53 0.26 
Monomodal Eye mouse Incorrect Commands 0.16 0.10 0.04 
" 
Target Misses 0.41 0.29 0.15 
" 
Control Corrections 1.29 1.34 0.58 
Multimodal Head mouse Incorrect Commands 0.02 0.02 0.02 
" 
Target Misses 0.10 0.10 0.04 
" 
Control Corrections 0.80 0.52 0.40 
Multimodal Eye mouse Incorrect Commands 0.050 0.04 0.01 
" 
Target Misses 0.39 0.19 0.07 
" 
Control Corrections 1.67 1.31 0.45 
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Table AI1.10 Device task time by subject experience 
Time (ms) for 
Device Metric Target Size (at 60cm) 
Low Medium High 
Hand mouse baseline Total Task Time - - 1246 
" 
Productive Task Time 
- -
1234 
.. Incorrect Commands Task Time -
-
4 
.. Target Misses Task Time 
- -
2 
" 
Control Corrections Task Time 
- -
4 
" 
Feedback point time 
- - -
" 
Calibration time - - -
Monomodal Head mouse Total Task Time 3676 3744 3208 
" 
Productive Task Time 3012 3301 3004 
" 
Incorrect Commands Task Time 24 12 4 
" 
Target Misses Task Time 115 53 24 
" 
Control Corrections Task Time 444 317 154 
" 
Feedback point time 
- - -
" 
Calibration time 80 60 20 
Monomodal Eye mouse Total Task Time 4444 4453 2911 
" 
Productive Task Time 1411 1615 1910 
" 
Incorrect Commands Task Time 98 59 30 
" 
Target Misses Task Time 214 157 94 
" 
Control Corrections Task Time 2324 2258 671 
" 
Feedback point time 215 260 90 
" 
Calibration time 179 101 114 
Multimodal Head mouse Total Task Time 3008 2493 2271 
" 
Productive Task Time 2227 2015 1965 
" 
Incorrect Commands Task Time 8 10 10 
" 
Target Misses Task Time 41 40 14 
" 
Control Corrections Task Time 661 372 246 
" 
Feedback point time 
- - -
" 
Calibration time 70 53 33 
Multimodal Eye mouse Total Task Time 4637 3423 2273 
" 
Productive Task Time 1788 1625 1683 
.. Incorrect Commands Task Time 23 15 5 
" 
Target Misses Task Time 203 115 22 
" 
Control Corrections Task Time 2296 1370 402 
" 
Feedback point time 172 189 34 
" 
Calibration time 153 106 126 
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Table A 11.11 Device efficiency by high subject experience and target size 
High experience only Efficiency f/6) by Target Size 
Device (Visual Angle degrees at 60cm distance) 
0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 1.20 
Hand 66.6 .4' 78.1' • 78.1,m 83.3 
Head Dwell 33.211 59.9 b•h 62.3 b. c.j 63.9 c.u 
Eye Dwell 34.211 50.9d. i 53.6 d 65.9 4 
Head Click 45.8 8 58.9.' h 70.10'k. t 75.2 1• 5 
Eye Click 25.2 8 56.3 r. h, i 61.3 f.J,k. 2 78.1 m .• 
Data within the same device with the same letter or number are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Table AII.11 Statistics of efficiency by high subject experience and target size 
Mann-Whitnev within-device comparisons 
Device Target Size 0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 
Hand 0.60 p<0.050 - -
0.90 p<0.050 P =0.741 
-
1.20 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
Head Dwell 0.60 p<0.050 - -
0.90 p<0.050 P =0.894 
-
1.20 p=0.005 p <0.050 p =0.071 
Eye Dwell 0.60 p<0.050 - -
0.90 p<0.050 p=0.436 -
1.20 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
Head Click 0.60 p <0.050 - -
0.90 p=0.050 p=0.298 -
1.20 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
Eye Click 0.60 p<0.050 - -
0.90 P <0.050 p=0.384 -
1.20 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
Wilcoxon between-device. within target size comparisons 
Hand Head Dwell Eye Dwell Head Click 
Device 
0.3 0 VA al60cm 
Head"'aw~ P =0.004 
- - -
Eye Dwell f) <0.050 P =0.750 
- -
Head Click f) <0.050 p=0.885 p =0.506 
-
Eye Click D <0.050 P =1.000 p =1.000 f) =0.673 
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. . 
Device 0.6 0 VA at 60cm 
Head dwell p<0.050 
- - -
Eye Dwell p <0.050 P -0.025 
- -
Head Click p<0.050 p -0.737 1'=0.011 
-
Eye Click p<0.050 p-0.971 1'=0.081 P =0.889 
0.9 0 VA at 60cm 
Head Dwell p<0.050 
- - -
Eye Dwell p <0.050 P -0.035 
-
-
Head Click p <0.050 p_-0.024 p<0.050 
-
Eye Click p <0.050 P -0.198 p =0.013 I' =0.741 
1.20 VA at60cm 
Head Dwell p<0.050 
- - -
Eye Dwell p <0.050 p<0.050 
- -
Head Click p<0.050 p=0.325 p <0.050 
-
Eye Click p<0.050 p <0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 
Mann-Whitney Hand mouse baseline to device and target size 
comparisons 
Hand mouse 0.3 0 VA at 60cm 
Device 
0.3 0 0.60 0.90 1.20 
Head Dwell I' <0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 p =0.057 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p =0.108 
Head Click p<0.050 p<0.050 P =0.151 I' =0.327 
Eye Click p<0.050 P <0.050 P -0.160 I' <0.050 
Hand mouse 0.6 0 VA at 60cm 
Head dwell p<0.050 p <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 I' <0.050 
Head Click p<0.050 p <0.050 P <0.050 p <0.050 
Ey_e Click p <0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 P =0.476 
Hand mouse 0.9 0 VA at 60cm 
Head Dwell p <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 
Head Click p <0.050 P <0.050 I' <0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Click p<0.050 p_<0.050 p<0.050 p =0.484 
Hand mouse 1.20 VA at 60cm 
Head Dwell p<0.050 I' <0.050 I' <0.050 I' <0.050 
Eye Dwell p <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 
Head Click p <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Click p <0.050 p <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 
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FigureA13.1 Consentform 
Usability of Enhanced Head and Eye Mice on a Standard GUI 
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT CONSENT FORM: 
This experiment is designed to study the usability of hand, head and eye mice when operating on a standard 
graphical user interface. 
The experimental procedure will involve: 
a Calibrating and using a head mouse based on an electromagnetic head tracker 
a Calibrating and using an eye-mouse based on an infrared eye-tracker. 
a Completing a practice period lasting 5-10 minutes. 
a Completing four sets of tests. 
a Control\ing a 'zoom' feature with your hand. 
a Completing a series of short questionnaires. 
a Sitting still in front of the eye-tracker for several periods of approximately 10 minutes. 
a The tests will last approximately 30 minutes. 
a Short rest periods of20 minutes will take place between test sessions. 
The experiment will expose the subject to electromagnetic fields and infrared light shone at the eyes. This 
is within safe exposure limits to the knowledge of the experimenter and the manufacturer of the head and 
eye tracking equipment and to their knowledge should not damage the body or eyes. 
You may: 
At any reasonable time you may discontinue the tests for a break. Subjects may withdraw from the 
experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a result. 
Your rights: 
AJI data will remain anonymous and names will not be disclosed without the express written consent of the 
test subject. 
The experiments are to be conducted by the experimenter ____________ in the HCI 
laboratory in the School of Computing Science at De Montfort University. 
CONSENT 
I agree to participate in the above titled experiment. 
I am satisfied that I have received a full explanation of experimental procedures, their possible complications 
and side effects and have had any queries answered to the extent of the experimenters current knowledge. 
I understand that I may terminate the experiment at any time and will suffer no personal consequences as a 
result. 
subject: _____ -------Date: _____ Witness: _________ _ 
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Table A13.l Test marking slteet 
~ '5 t! § ~ t! \0- f;)' 
"-. .0 
i: . ~~ 
....... 
<II B 
<u 
<II Ii: .~~ I -!. .:§ ~ "-. ..... E .§ ~ E<:i' t; E '=- ~~ 
'U 
"1::j ...... ~~ 
~ Task description - .., 8 Ii: ~ e ~~ .... 
<II 'U~ 'U~ ~ 
<u ~-!. a..; <II .§ .~ ~ ~ , u § ... 8 ~ ~ 
-'C 
t;=u: ~~ ... Ii: 'U ~ 8 ~ 
~ 
<II~ 
.... ~ E-.;; ~ ... § Ii: §~ ~~ ~~ E-.;; ~ g!:! 0 ~ .... u s;:: ~ ~ Ii: ~ c3 ~ 
I 
Click the [Start] button 
on the task bar 
Open the [Programs] 
2 menu by clicking the 
rPro~rams 1 icon on the 
Start Word by clicking 
3 the [Microsoft Word] 
icon from the start menu 
Click the [WiViK soft 
4 keyboard] button on the 
task bar 
Resize Word by double 
5 clicking the window title 
bar 
Move the Word window 
6 to the top left of the 
screen bv dragging the 
Resize the Word 
7 window to fill the top 
2/3 of the screen bv 
8 Click the [File] menu 
9 
Click the [Open] menu 
item 
Double click the [Test 
10 File.doc] filename in the 
list box 
II Type [Shift] 
12 Type 'T' 
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Table A13.2 Enhanced device assessment conditions 
Test condition Device 
1 Head Dwell Zoom 
2 Eye Dwell Zoom 
3 Head Click Zoom 
4 Eye Click Zoom 
Table A13.3 Enhanced device assessment order, incomplete Latin-square design 
Subject Test conditions 
1 1 4 2 3 
2 2 1 3 4 
3 3 2 4 1 
4 4 3 1 2 
5 1 4 2 3 
6 2 1 3 4 
Table A13.4 Enhanced device efficiency 
Percentiles Inter-
Device Metric 
Sdh 
quartile 
2S'h 7S,h distance 
Head Dwell Zoom Overall Efficiency 58.9 44.1 67.0 22.9 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 57.8 34.5 66.7 32.2 
Head Click Zoom " 67.4 52.1 77.1 25.0 
Eye Click Zoom " 69.9 49.1 79.9 30.8 
Head Dwell Zoom Word Domain Efficiency 59.0 44.8 66.9 22.1 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 56.0 35.8 66.2 30.4 
Head Click Zoom .. 68.7 53.1 75.5 22.4 
Eye Click Zoom " 70.8 52.4 81.2 28.8 
Head Dwell Zoom Browser Domain Efficiency 55.7 44.0 67.0 23.0 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 60.9 34.0 68.0 34.0 
Head Click Zoom " 67.4 51.9 77.1 25.2 
Eye Click Zoom " 69.2 44.7 79.0 34.3 
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Table AI3.S Statistics 0/ enhanced device task domain efficiency 
Efficiency Mann-Whitney 
Device Domain between-domain 
r/o) 
comparisons 
Head Dwell Word 59.0 • P =0.643 
Zoom Browser 55.7 • 
Eye Dwell Word 56.0 p <0.050 
Zoom Browser 60.9 
Head Click Word 68.7 b P =0.463 Zoom Browser 67.4 b 
Eye Click Word 70.8 p <0.050 
Zoom Browser 69.2 
Data with the same letter are not slgmficantly different (p > 0.050) 
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Table A13.6 Statistics 0/ overall enhanced device efficiency 
Device Efficiency (D/o) 
Hand 83.3 
Head Dwell S6.4 • 
Eye Dwell 42.9 
Head Click 6S.2 
Eye Click S1.1 b 
Head Dwell Zoom S8.9 • 
Eye Dwell Zoom S7.8 b 
Head Click Zoom 67.4 c 
Eye Click Zoom 69.9 c 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > O.OSO) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye Head 
Device Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click Dwell Dwell Click Zoom Zoom Zoom 
Head Dwell p <O.OSO - - - - - - -
Eye Dwell p<O.OSO p<O.OSO - - - - - -
Head Click p<O.OSO p<O.OSO p<O.OSO - - - - -
Eye Click p<O.OSO P <0.050 P <0.050 p<O.OSO - - - -
Head Dwell p <O.OSO p=O.568 p<O.OSO 
Zoom 
p<O.OSO P <O.OSO 
- - -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 
Zoom 
p <0.050 p<O.OSO p<O.OSO p=O.3/6 p=O./80 
- -
Head Click p <O.OSO P <O.OSO p<O.OSO p=O.OSO P <O.OSO P <O.OSO P <O.OSO 
-Zoom 
Eye Click p<O.OSO p<0.050 p<0.050 
Zoom 
p<O.OSO p<O.OSO p<0.050 p<O.OSO p=O.145 
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Table A13. 7 Enhanced device task time 
Device Metric Time per Task (ms) 
Head Dwell Zoom Total Task Time 3480 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 3646 
Head Click Zoom " 2900 
Eye Click Zoom " 2225 
Head Dwell Zoom Productive Task Time 3178 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 2574 
Head Click Zoom .. 2670 
Eye Click Zoom " 1546 
Head Dwell Zoom Incorrect Commands Task Time 6 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 34 
Head Click Zoom .. 3 
Eye Click Zoom " 5 
Head Dwell Zoom Target Misses Task Time 41 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 130 
Head Click Zoom " 30 
Eye Click Zoom " 30 
Head Dwell Zoom Control Corrections Task Time 220 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 581 
Head Click Zoom .. 152 
Eye Click Zoom .. 282 
Head Dwell Zoom Zoom Task Time 35 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 214 
Head Click Zoom .. 44 
Eye Click Zoom .. 182 
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Table AI3.S Statistics of enhanced device task time 
Device Task time (ms) 
Hand 1246 
Head Dwell 3489 ab 
Eye Dwell 3668 ae 
Head Click 2537 d 
Eye Click 3289 c 
Head Dwell Zoom 3480 be 
Eye Dwell Zoom 3646 
Head Click Zoom 2900 de 
Eye Click Zoom 2225 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye lIead 
Device Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click 
Dwell Dwell Click 
Zoom Zoom Zoom 
Head Dwell p <0.050 - - - - - - -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p=O.233 - - - · - -
Head Click P <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 - . · - -
Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 . · - -
Head Dwell p<0.050 
Zoom 
p=O.459 p=O.l14 p<0.050 p<0.050 - - -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 
Zoom 
p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 - -
Head Click p <0.050 
Zoom 
P <0.050 p<0.050 p=O.121 p=O.153 p <0.050 P <0.050 
-
Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
Zoom 
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Table A13.9 Enhanced device task quality 
Device Metric Quality 
Head Dwell Zoom Overall qual ity (1-5) 4.38 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 4.10 
Head Click Zoom " 4.57 
Eye Click Zoom " 4.47 
Head Dwell Zoom Incorrect Commands Count/Task 0.012 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 0.0506 
Head Click Zoom " 0.004 
Eye Click Zoom " 0.006 
Head Dwell Zoom Target Misses Count/Task 0.093 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 0.184 
Head Click Zoom " 0.0508 
Eye Click Zoom " 0.064 
Head Dwell Zoom Control Corrections Count/Task 0.410 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 0.521 
Head Click Zoom " 0.307 
Eye Click Zoom " 0.402 
Head Dwell Zoom Zoom Level Corrections CountITask 0.000 
Eye Dwell Zoom " 0.016 
Head Click Zoom " 0.005 
Eye Click Zoom " 0.003 
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Table A13.10 Statistics of enhanced device task quality 
Task 
Device quality 
-(1-5) 
Hand 4.90 
Head Dwell 4.26 abc 
Eye Dwell 3.25 c 
Head Click 4.23 ad 
Eye Click 3.42 e 
Head Dwell Zoom 4.3S bf 
Eye Dwell Zoom 4.\Ocd 
Head Click Zoom 4.57 8 
Eye Click Zoom 4.47 f8 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye Head 
Device Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click Dwell Dwell Click Zoom Zoom Zoom 
Head Dwell p<0.050 - - - - · · · 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 - - . · · · 
Head Click p<0.050 p=O.194 P <0.050 - . - - · 
Eye Click p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 - · · · 
Head Dwell p <0.050 
Zoom 
p=O.060 p<0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 - - · 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 
Zoom 
p=O.660 P <0.050 p=O.507 p<0.050 p<0.050 
· · 
Head Click p <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 
Zoom 
p<0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 
· 
Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
Zoom 
p<0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
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Table AI3.I1 Statistics of enhanced device satisfaction 
Device Satisfaction Device (1-7) rank 
Hand 6.20 1 
Head Dwell 4.36 a 6 
Eye Dwell 2.93 b 9 
Head Click 4.73 d 2 
Eye Click 3.90 abcd 7 
Head Dwell Zoom 4.70 abd 4 
Eye Dwell Zoom 3.47 c 8 
Head Click Zoom 4.83 bd 2 
Eye Click Zoom 4.50 cd 5 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye Head 
Device Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click Dwell Dwell Clic.:k Zoom Zoom Zoom 
Head Dwell p<0.050 - - - - - -
-
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 - - - - - -
Head Click P <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 - - - - -
Eye Click p<0.050 p=O.521 p=O./48 p=O.093 - - - -
Head Dwell p<0.050 p=O.521 p=O.149 
Zoom 
p=O.379 p=O.262 
- -
-
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p=O.471 p<0.050 
Zoom 
p<0.050 p=O.109 P <0.050 
-
-
Head Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p=O.873 p=O.749 p<0.050 p=O.378 p <0.050 
Zoom -
Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 p=O.471 p=O.521 p=O.936 p=O.065 p=O.471 Zoom 
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Table A13.12 Statistics of satisfaction categories - Workload 
Device Workload (1-7) 
Hand 1.80 
Head Dwell 4.10 • 
Eye Dwell 5.80 b 
Head Click 3.80 c 
Eye Click 5.10 b 
Head Dwell Zoom 3.80 c 
Eye Dwell Zoom 5.60 b 
Head Click Zoom 3.70 c 
Eve Click Zoom 4.40 • 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye Head 
Device Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click Dwell Dwell eli,:" Zoom Zoom Zoom 
Head Dwell p<0.050 - - - - - - -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 - - - - - -
Head Click p <0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 - - - - -
Eye Click p<0.050 P <0.050 p=0.295 p<0.050 - - - -
Head Dwell p <0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 
Zoom 
P =0.753 p<0.050 -
- -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p<0.050 P =0.893 p<0.050 p=0.208 p<0.050 
- -Zoom 
Head Click p<0.050 p <0.050 P <0.050 P =1.000 p <0.050 P =0.787 P <0.050 
-Zoom 
Eye Click p<0.050 p=l.OOO p<0.050 
Zoom 
p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
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Table A13.13 Statistics of satisfaction categories - Comfort 
Device Comfort (/-7) 
Hand 6.S0 • 
Head Dwell S.90 b 
Eye Dwell 4.S0 c 
Head Click 6.30 • 
Eye Click 5.20 c 
Head Dwell Zoom 5.90 b 
Eye Dwell Zoom 4.70 c 
Head Click Zoom 6.10 b 
Eye Click Zoom S.20 c 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > O.OSO) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye Head 
Device Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click Dwell Dwell Click Zoom Zoom Zoom 
Head Dwell p <0.050 - - - · - · · 
Eye Dwell p<0.050 P <0.050 - - · . · -
Head Click p=0.834 P =0.281 P <O.OSO - · . - -
Eye Click p<O.OSO p<O.OSO p=0.28/ p<O.OSO · - - -
Head Dwell p <O.OSO p=0.590 P <O.OSO P =0.100 p <O.OSO -
- · Zoom 
Eye Dwell p<O.OSO p<0.050 P =0.402 p<0.050 p<O.OSO p<O.OSO 
· · Zoom 
Head Click p <0.050 P =0.273 P <O.OSO 
Zoom 
P =0.855 P =0.208 P <0.050 P <O.OSO 
· 
Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p=0.675 
Zoom 
p<O.OSO p=/.OOO p=0.249 p<O.OSO p<O.OSO 
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Table A13.14 Statistics of satisfaction categories - Ease of Use 
Device Ease of Use (1-7) 
Hand 6.30 
Head Dwell 3.50 1 
Eye Dwell 2.60 
Head Click 4.30 be 
Eye Click 4.40 be 
Head Dwell Zoom 3.90 led 
Eye Dwell Zoom 3.40 led 
Head Click Zoom 4.60 b 
Eye Click Zoom 5.10 b 
Data with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Wilcoxon between-device comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye /lead 
Device Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click Dwell Dwell Click Zoom Zoom Zoom 
Head Dwell p <0.050 - - - - - - -
Eye Dwell p<0.050 P =0.100 - - - - - -
Head Click p <0.050 p=0.059 P <0.050 - - - - -
Eye Click p<0.050 p=O.093 p<0.050 p=0.295 - - - -
Head Dwell p <0.050 
Zoom 
P =0.281 p <0.050 p=0.345 p=0.675 - -
-
Eye Dwell p<0.050 p=I.000 p<0.050 p=0.106 p<0.050 p=0.208 
- -Zoom 
Head Click p <0.050 P <0.050 p=0.059 p =1.000 p=0.345 p =0.093 P <0.050 
Zoom -
Eye Click p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p=0.590 p=0.142 p=0.093 p<0.050 p=0.675 
Zoom 
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Table AI4.I Enhanced device task efficiency by target size 
Device Metric Efficiency ("/0) 
Head Dwell Zoom Efficiency at Target Size 0.30 at 60cm 40.9 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 40.1 
Head Click Zoom .. 44.1 
Eye Click Zoom .. 54.1 
Head Dwell Zoom Efficiency at Target Size 0.60 at 60cm 48.4 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 43.9 
Head Click Zoom .. 55.6 
Eye Click Zoom .. 52.8 
Head Dwell Zoom Efficiency at Target Size 0.90 at 60cm 49.0 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 45.8 
Head Click Zoom .. 55.2 
Eye Click Zoom .. 57.3 
Head Dwell Zoom Efficiency at Target Size 1.20 at 60cm 58.9 
Eye Dwell Zoom .. 53.4 
Head Click Zoom .. 68.7 
Eye Click Zoom .. 69.0 
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Table A14.2 Statistics of enhanced device efficiency by target size 
Device 
Efficiency (0/0) by Target Size (degrees at60cm distance) 
0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 l.r 
Head Dwell Zoom 40.9 48.4 • 49.0 • 58.9 
Eye Dwell Zoom 40.1 b 43.9 be 45.8 c 53.4 
Head Click Zoom 44.1 55.6 d 55.2 d 68.7 
Eye Click Zoom 54. t e 52.8 e 57.3 69.0 
Data within the same device with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Mann-Whitney within-device comparisons 
Device Target Size 0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 
0.60 P <0.050 
- -Head Dwell 0.90 p<0.050 p=0.062 Zoom -
1.20 p <0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
0.60 P =0.045 - -Eye Dwell 0.90 p <0.050 P =0.825 
-Zoom 
1.20 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
0.60 P <0.050 
- -Head Click 0.90 p <0.050 P =0.784 
-Zoom 
1.20 p <0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
0.60 P -0.805 
- -Eye Click 0.90 p<0.050 p<0.050 
-Zoom 
1.20 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
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Table A 14.3 Device efficiency by interaction technique 
Interaction Technique Efficiency (D/o) 
Device ------ Restricted ----- ----- Unrestricted ----
-
Single Double Drag Single Drag 
Hand 80.6 a 76.3 64.9 b 83.3 • 62.5D 
Head Dwell 48.2 c 48.6 c 36.2 d 60.3 33.7 d 
Eye Dwell 47.4 e 42.2 e 12.1 f 45.4 8.5 f 
Head Click 57.28 49.5 8 30.9 h 68.9 39.9 h 
Eye Click 30.8 1 30.4 i 27.1 j 52.7 17.1 j 
Head Dwell Zoom 54.1 48.0 33.7 60.5 32.9 
Eye Dwell Zoom 59.1k 52.0 28.5 59.8k 36.1 
Head Click Zoom 66.3 49.3 34.7' 70.6 39.91 
Eye Click Zoom 51.9m 54.4m 45.3 72.1 50.9m 
Data wlthm the same device with the same letter are not slgOlficantly dIfferent (p> 0.050) 
Table A14.4 Statistics of efficiency by interaction technique 
Mann-Whitney within-device comparisons 
Interaction --- Restricted ---- ---- Unrestricted ----
Device Technique Single Double Drag Single Drag 
ti Single - - - - -
.;: 
Double p<0.050 
-'iii - - -0 
Hand 
" 
Drag p <0.050 p<0.050 - -
-
~ Single p =0.080 p<0.050 P <0.050 
- -0 
... 
c Drag p<0.050 p<0.050 P =0.411 P <0.050 
-::> 
'ci Single - - - - -
.;: 
Double p =0.5/5 
- - -'iii -Head 0 
" 
Drag p <0.050 p=0.002 dwell - - -
r;l Single p <0.050 p=0.050 P <0.050 
- -~ 
c Drag p <0.050 P <0.050 P =0.773 P <0.050 :;:l -
... Single 
- - - - -u 
.~ Double p =0.350 
- - - -Eye 0 
" 
Drag p<0.050 p <0.050 
- - -dwell til Single p=0.370 p =0.514 p <0.050 
- -~ 
c Drag p<0.050 p <0.050 P =0.757 P <0.050 ::> -
· 
· 
. 
· 
. 
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. . . 
. . . . . . 
.,J Single 
- - - - -(.) 
·c Double p =0.528 - - -Vi -
Head 0 c:.:: Drag p=O.005 p<0.050 
- - -click 1;1 Single p <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
- -e 
= Drag p <0.050 p<0.050 P =0.183 p <0.050 
-;:::l 
.,J Single 
- - - - -(.) 
'E Double p=0.912 
- - - -til Eye 0 c:.:: Drag p =0.358 p=0.245 
- - -Click 1;1 Single p <0.050 p<0.050 p=0.050 
-
-e 
:5 Drag p=0.060 p=0.057 P =0.449 P <0.050 -
.,J Single - - - - -(.) 
Head .~ Double p <0.050 - - - -0 
Dwell c:.:: Drag p <0.050 p<0.050 - - -
Zoom 1;1 Single p <0.050 P =0.050 P <0.050 
- -e 
= Drag p <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 ;:::l 
-
ti Single - - - - -
·c Double p <0.050 - - -Eye Vi -0 
Dwell c:.:: Drag p <0.050 P <0.050 - - -
Zoom 1;1 Single p =0.374 p<0.050 p <0.050 
- -e 
= Drag p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
-;:::l 
ti Single - - - - -
Head .~ Double p<0.050 - - - -0 
Click c:.:: Drag p <0.050 P <0.050 - -
-
Zoom 1;1 Single p <0.050 P <0.050 P <0.050 
-
-0 
... 
p <0.050 p<0.050 p=O.536 = Drag p <0.050 
-;:::l 
.,J Single 
- - - - -.~ Double p =0.384 
- - -Eye Vi -
Click ~ Drag p =0.358 p<0.050 - - -
Zoom 1;1 Single p <0.050 p<0.050 p=0.050 
-
-0 
... 
:5 Drag p =0.388 P =0.034 p <0.050 P <0.050 -
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Table A14.5 All devices efficiency by subject experience 
Efficiency (0/0) by subject experience 
Device (Low. Medium. High) 
L M H 
Hand 
- - 83.3 
Head Dwell 51.6 54.5 63.9· 
Eye Dwell 19.7° 31.8 61.1· 
Head Click 55.0e 66.9 73.0 b 
Eye Click 21.2° 48.4 73.5 b 
Head Dwell Zoom 49.4 { 59.7 62.0d 
Eye Dwell Zoom 44.1 57.1 66.2d 
Head Click Zoom 55.0 e 70.2 75.3 
Eye Click Zoom 48.6{ 74.1 78.9 
Data within the same device with the same letter are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
Table A14.6 Statistics of enhanced device efficiency by subject experience 
Wilcoxon within-device comparisons 
Device Experience H M 
Head Dwell M p <0.050 -L p <0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Dwell M p <0.050 -L p<0.050 P <0.050 
M P <0.050 
-Head Click L p<0.050 P <0.050 
M p<0.050 -Eye Click L p<0.050 p <0.050 
Head Dwell M p<0.050 
-
Zoom L p <0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Dwell M p <0.050 
-
Zoom L p <0.050 p<0.050 
Head Click M p<0.050 
-
Zoom L p <0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Click M p <0.050 
-
Zoom L p <0.050 P <0.050 
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Table A14.6 Statistics of enhanced device efficiency by subject experience contillued ••• 
Mann-Whitney between-device, within experience comparisons 
Head Eye Head Eye Head Eye /lead Hand Dwell Dwell Click Click Dwell Dwell Click Device Zoom Zoom Zoom 
High Experience 
Head Dwell 0<0.050 - - - - - - -
Eye Dwell 0<0.050 P 0.142 - - - - - -
Head Click 0<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 - - - - -
Eve Click 0<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p -0.2/5 - - - · 
Head Dwell Zoom 0<0.050 o 0./88 p <0.050 p<0.050 0<0.050 . · · 
Eye Dwell Zoom p<0.050 p<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0=0.023 - -
Head Click Zoom 0<0.050 p<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 p <0.050 -
Eye Click Zoom 0<0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 0<0.050 n "0.0(14 
Medium Experience 
Head Dwell - - - - - - - -
Eye Dwell - p<0.050 - - - - - -
Head Click - p<0.050 /J <0.050 - - - - -
Eye Click - p<0.050 p <0.050 p<0.050 - - - -
Head Dwell Zoom - p <0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 /J <0.050 - - · 
Eye Dwell Zoom - 0<0.050 P <0.050 0<0.050 /J <0.050 0<0.050 · -
Head Click Zoom - p<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 -
Eye Click Zoom - p<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 0<0.050 p<0.050 o <O.OSO P <O.OSO 
Low Experience 
Head Dwell - - - - - - - -
Eve Dwell - p<0.050 - - - - - · 
Head Click - p=O.050 p<0.050 - - - - -
Eve Click - p<0.050 P 0.445 p <0.050 - - - -
Head Dwell Zoom - p<0.050 p<0.050 TJ <0.050 p<0.050 - · -
Eve Dwell Zoom - 0<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 0<0.050 - -
Head Click Zoom - p<0.050 p<0.050 TJ =0.635 p<0.050 p<0.050 TJ <0.050 -
Eye Click Zoom - p<0.050 p<0.050 0<0.050 TJ <0.050 TJ =0.322 0<0.050 " <0.050 
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Table A14. 7 All device zoom level by original target size 
Original Target 
Zoom level 
Device (Visual Angle at 60cm) Size 
Mean SD 
Head Dwell Zoom 0.3 0 0.95 0.65 
Eye Dwell Zoom 0.60 0.88 0.32 
Head Click Zoom 0.90 0.97 0.24 
Eye Click Zoom 1.20 1.20 0.050 
Head Dwell Zoom 0.3 0 1.56 0.75 
Eye Dwell Zoom 0.60 1.81 1.26 
Head Click Zoom 0.90 1.88 0.98 
Eye Click Zoom 1.20 1.81 0.70 
Head Dwell Zoom 0.3 0 0.73 0.45 
Eye Dwell Zoom 0.60 0.88 0.41 
Head Click Zoom 0.90 1.02 0.31 
Eye Click Zoom 1.20 1.22 0.16 
Head Dwell Zoom 0.30 1.61 0.75 
Eye Dwell Zoom 0.60 1.67 0.85 
Head Click Zoom 0.90 1.82 1.02 
Eye Click Zoom 1.20 1.72 0.62 
Table A14.8 All device efficiency by high subject experience and target size 
High experience only Efficiency fO/o) by Target Size 
Device (Visual Angle degrees at 60cm distance) 
0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 1.20 
Hand 66.6 1,1.,3 78.11,D 78.11, m 83.3 
Head Dwell 33.28 59.9b. h 62.3 b. c,j 63.9 c•u 
Eye Dwell 34.28 50.9 d, i 53.6 d 65.9 4 
Head Click 45.8 8 58.9 c. h 70.1 c, k, 1 75.21,5 
Eye Click 25.2 8 56.3 f, It, i 61.3 f,j.k,2 78.1 m. n 
Head Dwell Zoom 47.9 58.4 62.0 64.4 
Eye Dwe'ij Zoom 56.9 62.5 62.9 67.1 
Head Click Zoom 60.7 66.3 71.0 77.7 
Eye Click Zoom 64.7 69.1- 74.2 81.5 
Data within the same device with the same letter or number are not significantly different (p > 0.050) 
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Table A14.9 Statistics of efficiency by high subject experience and target size 
Mann-Whitney within-device comparisons 
Device Target Size 0.3 0 0.6 0 0.9 0 
0.60 p -0.742 
- -
Hand 0.90 p<0.050 P <0.050 
-
1.20 p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 
0.60 p<0.050 
- -Head Click 0.90 p<0.050 P <0.050 Zoom -
1.20 p <0.050 P <0.050 p<0.050 
0.60 p<0.050 
- -Eye Click 0.90 p<0.050 p<0.050 
-Zoom 
1.20 p<0.050 p<0.050 .p<0.050 
Mann-Whitney between-device. within target size comparisons 
Device Hand Head Click Zoom 
Target Size 0.3 0 
Head Click Zoom p<0.050 
-
Eye Click Zoom p =0.575 p<0.050 
Target Size 0.6 0 
Head Click Zoom p<0.050 
-
Eye Click Zoom p<0.050 p<0.050 
Target Size 0.9 0 
Head Click Zoom p <0.050 
-
Eye Click Zoom p <0.050 p<0.050 
Target Size 1.20 
Head Click Zoom p<0.050 -
Eye Click Zoom p <0.050 p<0.050 
Mann-Whitney Hand mouse baseline to device and targel size comparisons 
Hand mouse 0.3 0 VA at 60cm 
Device 
0.90 0.3 0 0.60 1.20 
Head Click Zoom p <0.050 P =0.712 P <0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Click Zoom p =0.575 p <0.050 p <0.050 p <0.050 
Hand mouse 0.6 0 VA al60cm 
Head Click Zoom p <0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 p'-0.396 
Eye Click Zoom p<0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 
Hand mouse 0.9 0 VA at 60cm 
Head Click Zoom p <0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 P =0.174 
Eye Click Zoom p <0.050 p<0.050 p<0.050 p <0.050 
Hand mouse 1.20 VA al60cm 
Head Click Zoom p <0.050 p <0.050 p<0.050 P <0.050 
Eye Click Zoom p <0.050 P <0.050 p <0.050 P <0.050 
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quartile 
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quartile 
(fence) 
Statistical 
difference 
level 
Notes: 
_ Lower quartile to median = 25th to 50th percentile = range of upper 25% of data from median. 
_ Median to upper quartile = 50th to 75th percentile = lower 25% range of data from median. 
_ Range between lower and upper quartiles = interquartile range (lQR) = range of 50% of data. 
_ Whiskers = indicate full range of data, not including outliers, extend up to 1.5 times IQR. 
_ Outlier = data beyond 1.5 times IQR, indicate values greater than 1.5 times IQR from median. 
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Notes Discussion Nl. Non-parametric tests in this work 
The t-test and other similar parametric tests 
The t-test is probably the most widely used statistical test of all time, and certainly the 
most widely known. It is simple, straightforward, easy to use, and adaptable to a broad 
range of situations. The t-test, and other similar parametric tests, are the basic statistical 
tests for comparing two sets of data. 
For at-test: 
1. The two samples are independently and randomly drawn from the source 
population(s). 
2. The scale of measurement for both samples has the properties of an equal interval 
scale. 
3. The source population(s) can be reasonably supposed to have a normal 
distribution. 
Why a t-test is not suitable: 
In this work, many of the measurements are either of task time or a quantity based on 
time. Time measurement during tasks tends not to have a normal distribution as zero time 
is not possible, and tasks tend to have an upper time limit before being failed. Thus a 
nonnal distribution is unlikely. 
In addition, in this work many of the measurements are either of task quality or a quantity 
based on task quality. Here this is measured on a scale. A rating scale cannot be assumed 
to possess the properties of an equal interval scale hence a normal distribution cannot be 
achieved. 
Thus the data in this work cannot fulfil conditions 2) and 3) for the t-test, so a t-test and 
similar parametric tests cannot be used and alternative non-parametric tests must be found. 
The Mann-Whitney two-sample rank test 
The Mann-Whitney two-sample rank test is a non-parametric equivalent to a two-sample t-
test based on the ranks of the data. It is particularly useful for data with non-normal 
distributions where data sets have different sample numbers and the data do not have 
something in common - such as they come from different test domains, and each data 
sample from one device cannot be paired with a corresponding sample from the another 
device 
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The only assumptions of the Mann-Whitney test are: 
1. That the two samples are randomly and independently drawn. 
2. That the dependent variable (e.g., efficiency) is intrinsically continuous, capable in 
principle, if not in practice, of producing measures carried out to the nth decimal 
place. 
3. That the measures within the two samples have the properties of at least an ordinal 
scale of measurement, so that it is meaningful to speak of "greater than," "less 
than," and "equal to." 
The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test 
The Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank non-parametric test is used when distributions 
are not normal, sample sizes are equal and both data sets have commonality - for example 
both sets of data originate from the same set of test tasks and each data sample from one 
device can be paired with a corresponding sample from the another device. 
The only assumptions of the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test are: 
1. That the paired values of A and B are randomly and independently drawn (Le., 
each pair is drawn independently of all other pairs). 
2. That the dependent variable (e.g., efficiency) is intrinsically continuous, capable in 
principle, if not in practice, of producing measures carried out to the nth decimal 
place. 
3. That the measures of A and B have the properties of at least an ordinal scale of 
measurement, so that it is meaningful to speak of "greater than," "less than," and 
"equal to." 
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Notes Discussion N2. Multiple comparisons in this work 
Multiple tests 
In comparisons of multiple pennutations, p-values (alpha) may require correction for the 
familywise error rate. For example, suppose that we have four groups and we want to 
carry out all pairwise comparisons of the group means. There are six such comparisons: 1 
with 2, 1 with 3, 1 with 4, 2 with 3, 2 with 4 and 3 with 4. Such set of comparisons is 
called a family. If we use, for example, a t-test to compare each pair at a certain 
significance level alpha, then the probability of Type I error (incorrect rejection of the null 
hypothesis of equality of means) can be guaranteed not to exceed alpha only individually, 
for each pairwise comparison separately, but not for the whole family. To ensure that the 
probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis for any of the pairwise comparisons 
in the family does not exceed alpha, multiple comparisons methods that control the 
familywise error rate (FEW) may need to be used. 
A Bonferroni multiple comparison test is often used for alpha correction. This is regarded 
as a conservative test, that is, the FWE is not exactly equal to alpha, but is less than alpha 
in most situations. Even though the Bonferroni test controls the FEW rate, in many 
situations it may be too conservative and not have enough power to detect significant 
differences. 
Another area where the Bonferroni correction becomes useful is with comparisons across 
multiple groups of subjects. If you have four treatment groups (e.g., A, B, C, and D), then 
there are six possible pairwise comparisons (n=61) among these groups (A vs B, A vs C, 
A vs D, B vs C, B vs D, C vs D). If interested in all possible pairwise comparisons, the 
Bonferroni correction provides a simple way to ensure that making these comparisons 
does not lead to some of the same problems as testing multiple outcome measures. 
Some scientists dislike the use of the Bonferroni correction; they prefer instead that 
researchers clearly label any results from a fishing expedition as preliminary and/or 
exploratory. Furthermore, the Bonferroni correction can cause a substantial loss in 
the precision of research findings. 
The tests in this work are not aimed as being multiple comparisons, but are rather 
comparisons either between devices or between conditions. However, this results in the 
tables of compariso~ ~own in this work. The reader is advised that these comparisons 
are not corrected for alpha in the cases where multiple comparisons may be felt occur, as 
this would result in a substantial loss of precision in the findings, and the reader is advised 
that the findings are exploratory. 
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